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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

A survey of the developments in the broad field of heat trans-

mission indicates that greater progress has been made during the

last ten years than in any previous decade. However, the new
material is so buri(‘d in ttw* gerieral literature that it is in a large

degree unavailalile to the student and the practicing engineer. The
purpose of this r(‘vision has b(‘en to remed}^ this situation.

One of the mo.st important developments of the decade has

been new insight into the mechanisms of heat transfer across

Ixuindary siirfaci's, secured through modern experimental methods

of laboratory study. Many of these Improvements have a photo-

graphic basis. Thus, shadow photography and use of the inter-

ferometer have' added (*onsid(»rably to the knowledge of natural

convection in gas(‘s. l^hotographic investigation has likewise

thrown light on such phenomena as film-type and dropwise conden-

sation of va|)oi's, nuclear and Him boiling of liquids outside tubes,

and dry-wall vaf)or binding <lue to spray formation with liquids

lH)iling inside tulx's. Tlu'se studies have already resulted in the

devidopment of bettc^r methods of correlating data.

The next important developirumt consists of improved methods

of computation. Thus, it is now realized that the calculation of

unsteady conduction for many special shapes can readily be made
by proper coml)ination of well-established values for such common
shai)es as the slab, cylinder, and sphere. For the evaluation of

net radiation In't wih'Ii gray surfaces in an enclosure, a new and more
rigorous treat miuit yiidds a simple equation for casCvS which in the

past sec'ineil too complex for analytical solution. The use of the

enthalpy-potential coiu'cpt in the dcvsign of cooling towers and
dehumidifi('rs, in whi<*h simultaneous heat How and mass transfer

are involved, hits been greatly broadened The mathematical

treatment of prol>lems of optimum velocity has been generalizetl

and improved, and eejuations and charts for mean temperature

difference are now available for many cases hitherto unsolved.

The general methods of formulating convenient design procedures

for exchangers are illustrated by developing relations for a number
V
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of typical cases, such as fixed velocity, fixed pressure drop, and fixed

heated length.

From an engineering point of view, the expansion of graphical

methods of correlating data and organizing them for easy and
eflfective use in design has been highly significant. Illustrations

in the text include the graphical treatment of two-dimensional

steady conduction through complex shapes, the application of the

method of finite increments to unsteady conduction in cases

involving complex boundary conditions, and the extensive use of

alignment charts. The revision has attempted not only to present

these graphical methods but to give them in forms of greatest

utility to the design engineer, thus eliminating trial and error

computation.

Owing to the wealth of new data, it has been possible to extend

the correlations of the first edition and to in(iude many new ones.

Thus in the field of heating and cooling, new correlations cover

flow in tubes for the streamline and transition regions, streamline

and turbulent flow in du(*ts, turbulent flow in annuli, flow parallel

to planes, gravity flow of licpiids in layer form, flow a(Toss banks

of tubes, flow past finned surfaces, turbulent flow past spheres, and

natural conv-ection from planes. Some of these new correlations

may require modification its new data l>cK*onie available'. Through-

out the text effort has been made to indicate cU'arly the order of

dependability of the recommended relations and to cite the sources

of the supporting data.

For emphasis, the basic assumptions and general background

of the derivations arc divorced from the mathematical presentation

and are giv'en in the main text, and a clear outline' of the mathe-

matical manipulations is given in fine print. This edition continues

the policy of including the solution of illustrative' ciise's in the text,

but an innovation is the introduction of a large number of practice

problems designed to test the reaeler's grasp of prineiplevs anel

methods.

Thanks are due Prof. G. C. Williams for extensive as.sistance

in the preparation of manuscript anel illustratieins, Prof. H. C.

Hottel for |>ermission to include Chapter III, T. H. C^hilton for

furnishing abstracts of articles and for |>ermission to re*pre)duce a

number of alignment charts, J. H. Perry for the use of charts anel

tables, Profs. J. H. Keenan and F. G. Keyes for permission to

include an abstract of their steam tables, J. A. Lane for amplifying

tables of thermal conductivities! F. E. England for help in the
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preparation of the bibliography and some of the graphs, and various

manufacturers for furnishing drawings or photographs. A number

of research workers kindly furnished unpublished material, as listed

in the bibliography. Nearly all the nomenclature is taken from the

lists of the American Standards Association and the American

Institute of Chemical Engineers.

William H. McAdams.
C'ambiiidge, Mass.,

JuriCj 1942 .





PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

This book is designed to serve both as a text for students

and as a reference for practicing engineers' The problem of

heat transmission is encountered in almost every industry, and
b(*cause of the divei*sity in the fields of application there exist

countless differences in detail. However, the principles under-

lying the problem are everywhere the same, and it Is the purpose

of this book to present fundamentaLs rather than to deal with the

details of individual problems and special cases. This is done

not merely Ix'cause the disciLssion of individual eases would involve

excessive space but Ix'cause, in the first place, the solution of no

individual probhmi can ]ye adequate without a mastery of the

principles uiuhuiying the whole field, and, in the second place, the

solution <5f the specific problem becomes relatively eas\" once those

fundamental principles are understood.

Hecause of the large number of fields in which heat transmission

plays a part, the literature on the subject is extremely diffuse.

Imt>ortant data are often found in most unexpected places, and

results are expressed in unfamiliar forms. Reliable data from

the most diverse sources, including many unpublished results,

have been reduced to a common basis for purposes of comparison

and have* Ix'en correlated in the light of the most helpful theo-

retical analyses. The results of these critical studies are pre-

sented as formulas and graj Us carefully constructed to give due
weight to all the data and at the same time to make the results

readily available for ust' in engineering design. BeeaiLse in many
important eases the formulas represent not the results of a single

investigation but concordant data from varied sources, it is

believed that tlu‘y afford the most de|X'ndable basis for engineering

design.

The technique of employing the formulas is made clear by
the solution of illustrative problems characteristic of the most
important engineering uses to which the formulas are likely to

be put. Where the general equations, based on the data for a
number of fluids, contain a number of factors, calculations are

ix
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simplified by the use of alignment chart^s, whereby the several

physical properties are evaluated in terms of temperature of the

fluid.

This book may be divided into three parts: conduction, radia-

tion, and convection.

The section on conduction consists of two chapters, the first

dealing with steady conduction of heat, thermal conductivities,

the effect of the shape of bodies, and r€\sistances in series and in

parallel. In the second chapter, unsteady conduction, as in the

heating and cooling of solids, is (‘onsidered, and problems are

solved by the use of charts involving four dimensionless ratios.

The second section treats radiation between solids for a number

of important specific cases, radiation from nonluminous and

luminous flames, and the general problem of furnace design, where

heat is transferred simultaneously by sev'i'ral mechanisms.

The third section consists of seven chaptei's. The first of

these deals with dimensional similarity. Be(‘ause of the impor-

tant relation between fluid motion and forced convection, a chapter

is devoted to fluid dynami(*s. Th(‘ third (diapter serves as an

introduction to convection and treats tlu‘ ndations betwc^ui oyer-all

and individual coefficients of heat transfer, the (‘ff(*ct of deposits

of scale, mean temperature difference* in lu'at exchangers involving

counterflow, multipass and cross flow, and the measurement of

surface temperatures. The four remaining (chapters deal with

heat transfer by forced and fr(*e convection und(‘r the general

headings of fluids inside pipes, fluids outside* pipes, condensation,

and evaporation. Photographs of conven tion currents and charts

of distribution of velocity and tempe^ratun* illustrate the mecha-

nisnas involved. The original elata of a number e>f re^liable investi-

gators are plotted to develop the relations re'cejmmended for the

various cases, and the experimental ranges of the various factors

are tabulated. Optimum operating conditions are considered, and

methods are given for determining the economic; velocity of fluid

in a heat exchanger and the optimum temperature difference in the

recovery of waste h(;at.

The Appendix contains tables and charts of thermal conduc-

tivities, specific heats, latent heats of vaporization, and viscosities,

and miscellaneous tables, such as steam tables, conversion factors,

and dimensions of steel pips;.

In the text, reference numbers are used to designate the litera-

ture citations tabulated alphabetically in the Bibliography. Text
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page references are cited in the Bibliography, which thus serves

as the Author Index.

This book has been written under the auspices of the National

Research Council, Heat Transmission Committee; and the author

wishes to express his appreciation of the active cooperation and
assistance of the indi\ndual members of this Committee, particu-

larly for the help of Paul Bancel of the Ingersoll Rand Company,
Prof. C. H. Berry of Harvard University, John Blizard of the

Foster Wheeler Corporation, W. H. Carrier of the Carrier Engineer-

ing Corporation, T. H. Chilton and A. P. Colburn of E. I. du Pont

de Nemours & Company, Inc., H. N. Davis of Stevens Institute of

Technology, H. C. Dickinson of the Bureau of Standards, W. V. A.

Kemp, formerly Secretary of the Committee on Heat Transmission,

H. Harrison of the Carrier Engineering Corporation, C. F. Hirsch-

feld of the Detroit Edison Company, Prof. L. S. Marks of Harvard

University, G. A. Orrok of New York, R. J. S. Pigott of the Gulf

Companies, W\ Spraragen of the National Research Council, T. S.

Taylor of the Ikikelite Corporation, M. S. VanDusen of the Bureau

of Standards, and D. J. VaiiMarlc of the Buffalo Foundry and

Machine Company.
Help has also been received from so many individuals at such

diverse times that it would be impossible to name them all, but

tliis does not mean that the author fails to appreciate the value

of such help and to be grateful for it. However, it is desired to

mention the work of certain of my professional associates who
have given freely of time and energy during the course of the

work. In this group it is d(\sired to mention T. B. Drew, J. J.

Hogan, Prof. H. C, Hottel, C. R. Johnson, Prof. W. K. I^wns,

W. M. Nagle, Prof. C. S. Robinson, Prof. W. P. Ryan, Prof.

T. K. Sherwood, Prof. W. 11. Walker, and Prof. G. B. Wilkes.

Thanks are due to V. C. CappiJlo for the reading of proof.

William H. McAdams.
Cambridok, Mass.,

December
t
1932 .
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HEAT TRANSMISSION
INTRODUCTION

The laws of heat transmission are of controlling importance in

the design and operation of itiany diverse forms of heaters, coolers,

condensers, evaporators, and the like, found in many different indus-

tries. It is well understood that heat may flow by three distinct

mechanisms, which may be defined as follows.

MODES OF HEAT TRANSMISSION

1. Conduction.—Conduction is the transfer of heat from one part

of a body to another part of the same body, or from one body to

another in physical contact with it, without appreciable displace-

ment of the particles of the body.

2. Convection.—Convection is the transfer of heat from one

ix)int to another within a fluid, gas or liquid, by the mixing of one

portion of the fluid with another. The motion of the fluid may be

entirely the result of differences of density resulting from the tem-

perature differences, as in natural convection; or the motion may be

produced by mechanical means, as in forced convection.

3. Radiation.—A hot body gives off heat in the form of radiant

energy which is emitted in all directions. When this energy strikes

another body, part may be reflected. Part may be transmitted

unchanged through the body, in which case the body is said to be

diathermanous. The remainder is absorbed and quantitatively

transformed into heat.* If two bodies, one hotter than the other,

are placed within an enclosure, there is a continuous interchange of

energy between them. The hotter body radiates more energy than

it absorbs; the colder body absorbs more than it radiates. Even
after equilibrium of temperature is established, the process con-

tinues, each body radiating and absorbing energy.

Since in most cases any actual transfer of heat is accomplished

by more than one of the three modes, it is preferable to use the

* Except in the relatively rare cases in which photochemical reactiooB are

induced or energy is consumed in other special ways.

I



2 HEAT TRANSMISSION

terms transfer or transrrtission to describe the process, reserving the

use of the terms radiation^ convection, and conduction for that frac-

tion of the heat transmission accomplished by the mechanism desig-

nated. The term radiation is probably the most generally misused

of the three, such expressions as radiation through furnace walls,

etc., being common.

ILLUSTRATIONS

Thus, in considering the brick walls of a dwelling, heat will be

conducted through the solid from the warmer to the colder face.

Also, when one end of an insulated iron bar is held in the fire, heat

will be conduct(Hl through the metal toward the colder end, although

a part will he conducted through the insulation and dissipated to

the room by the mechanisms of convection and radiation. When
heat is transmitted through a (*ellular or porous solid, the heat may
flow not only by conduction but also both by convection within the

gas pockets aiul by radiation from surfac(‘ to surfaca? of the indi-

vidual cells within the nonhomogc'neous solid.

In the heating of a tank of licpiid, if the steam coil is located

near the top of the tank, the h(‘at(‘d licjuid, becaus(‘ of its reduced

density, would not tiuid to mix readily with the colder, more dense

liquid at the bottom of tlu‘ tank. In ordia* to promote the thermo-

siphon circulation of the liejuid, diu* to dilT(‘renc(‘s in density, tVie

heating coil should be located near \\w bottom of the tank. For

similar reasons, the h(*ating el(Mn(‘nt of th(‘ so-called “steam radi-

ator should be placed near the floor of the room rather than near

the ceiling. Instead of depending wholly on this natural convec-

tion, an increased rate* of circulation can be obtained by mechanical

means such as a pump or fan, giving what is known as forced

convection.

In a cold room heated only by a fir(‘plac(% an occupant near the

fire may receive too much heat on one sid(% because of the radiant

energy emitted by the fire, and yet be un[)leasantly cold on the other

side. Radiant energy from the sun travels through spac^e, pene-

trates the earth's atmosphere, is partially absorbed, and the

remainder n*ache.s the surface? of the earth, where part is reflected

and the residue is transformed into heat. In the generation of

steam, radiation from the fire b(»d to the tubes of the boiler plays

an important part. The hot flue gases pass ov(»r the boiler tubes,

and thu.s additional heat is transferred to the tubes by convection.

The*carbon dioxide and water vapor of the flue gases radiate energy
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directly to the tubes. Hence the heat conducted through the metal

walls of the tubes is supplied by radiation from warmer solids, by

convection from the warm gases, and by radiation from certain

constituents of the flue gases.

It is thus seen that in most, if not all, actual cases of heat trans-

mission more than one mechanism is involved. Therefore it will

be necessary not only to present the laws of heat transmission

governing the three mechanisms, together with auxiliary data, but

also to develop proper methods for calculating the total heat flow

due to the combined (‘fleets.

Although the entirii hook is devoted to a study of the laws of

heat transfer, it is interesting at this point to make a preliminary

inspection of the basic ecpiations. The law of conduction, which is

thoroughly understood, states that the instantaneous rate of heat

transfer dq is proportional to the area dA through which heat flows

at right angles and to the temperature gradient —dt/dXy

dq^-kdA^
(
1 )

The proportionality factor k is called the thermal conductivity, and
in a giv(‘n set of units the \'alu(‘s for various substances cover a

range of ten thousandfold.

The law of thermal radiation is ecpially w(dl established, and the

gross emission is jiroportional to the fourth power of the absolute

temperature T of the body:

dq = <T€ dA T* (2)

The dimensionless factor e is calk'd the emissivity and ranges from

zero for the perfect reflector to unity for the ideal radiator or black

body, and the proportionality factor a is a dimensional constant

whose size depends only on the units employe'll.

On the other hand, the transfer of heat from the surface of a solid

at temperature tg to a fluid having bulk temperature t flowing past

it is extremely compk'x, since both conduction and convection are

involved; and the situation is handled by defining a coefficient of

heat transfer h that appears in Newton^s law of cooling:

dq = hdA(t. - 0 (3)'

where dq is the local rate of heat transfer through a surface elemeiit

dA, It will be found that the coeflScient h depends not only on the

units employed but on certain physical properties of the fluid, dimen-
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sions of the apparatus, velocity of the fluid past the surface, and

whether or not the fluid is changing phase. Ip a given set of units

the values of h cover a range of one hundred thousandfold, as shown

in Table I.

Table I.—Approximate Range of Vai.ues of h Ordinarii.y’ Kngountereo

Htii/(hr)(sq ft) (deg F)

Steam, dropwise condensation 10,000-20,000

Steam, film-type condensation 1,000- 3,000

Water l)oiling 300- 9.000

Organic vapors condensing 200- 400

Water, heating or cooling 50- 3,000

Oils, heating or cooling 10~ 300

Steam, superheating 5- 20

Air, heating or cooling 0.2- 8



CHAPTER I

CONDUCTION

Introduction.—In the great majority of cases arising in engineer-

ing practice, heat flows from some medium into and through a solid

retaining wall and out into some other medium. The flow through

each medium is, therefore, but one step in a more complicated proc-

i\ss, and the resistance to the conduction of heat through the

retaining wall is only one of a series of resistances. A clear under-

standing of the mechanism of heat transfer by conduction through a

single homogeneous solid is essential to the solution of the more
complex problems.

This chapter deals with the basic differential equation for heat

conduction and integrated equations for the steady conduction of

heat through hoinog(uieous bodies of various shapes. Equations

are given for the conduction of heat through more than one resist-

ance, for both series and parallel flow. The chapter contains a

number of illustrative problems.

TaBLK I. NoMKNri.ATrRK*

A Aron thnnij^h which heat flows at rij^ht aiiplos, square feet; =*

(/1j + Ax) 2; Ani is true mean value.

n Temperature coeflicient of thermal conductivity, reciprocal degrees

Falireidieit.

(ti Dimensionless constant in equation ni == A* r,

bi (’onstant in Kq. 23, reciprocal weight per cent.

r Specific heat. Htu/ (ll))(deg F).

Cp Specific heat at constant pressure, Htu/(lb)(deg F).

(\ Specific heat at constant volume, Btu/'(lb)(deg F).

C C'onductance, Btu/(hr)(deg F).

(Tmductance per unit art*a, Btu '(hr)(sq ft) (deg F).

C, Sutherland constant, degrtvs Fahrenheit absolute.

(i Prefix, indicating differential,

f Ba.se of natural logarithms, 2.718 • •
•

.

k Thermal conductivity at temperature t, Btu/(hr)(ft)(deg F); ka aU » ^

«i -f /i) '2: koiil 0‘^F.

• The symbols used in this book have, in general, been taken from the lists

of the American Standards Association and of the .American Institute of

Chemical Engineers.^* ^
5
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Table I.

—

Nomenclature.*—(Continued)

L Length of cylinder, feet.

M Molecular weight, a ratio.

Af' Actual weight of one molecule, grams.

N Number of spaces; is number of lanes.

Q Quantity of heat, Btu.

q Steady rate of heat flow, Btu per hour.

R Thermal resistance x/kmAmy (deg F) (hr) /Btu.

Ra Special gas constant, in h€>at units.

Rt Total thermal resistance, Z{x 'kmAm).

T Absolute temperature, degn'cs Fahrenheit absolute.

i Thermonietric temperature, degrees Fahrenheit.

Va Acoustic velocity in a liquid, feet per hour.

X Length of conduction path, radius, feet.

Xw Per cent by weight of a solute in an aqueous solution, dimensionless.

y Length of any inside edge of a parallelepiped, f(‘et ; largest value of //.

Zc Mean distance between centers of molecule.s of a licjuid, feet ; in centimeters

2c =
z Width, feet.

Greek

A/ Teniperature difTerence, d(^grees F.ahrenheit.

6 Time, hours.

K Cp/cr, dimensionless.

n Absolute VLscosity, lb/ (hr) (ft).

p Absolute viscosity, centipoises.

T 3.1416 • '
•

,
a pure nuinbcf.

p Density, grams per cutuc centimeter,

p' Density relative to water, dimensionless.

X Prefix, indicating a summation.

* The .symbols used in this b(H)k have, in general, been taken from the li.st.s

of the .American Standards .Association and of the .Vnierican In.stitute of

Chemical Engineers.'*

THERMAL CONDUCTION THROUGH A SINGLE HOMOGENEOUS
SOLID

Basic Equation. -P\)urior\s law^**** for tho condurtion of heat

states that the instantaneous rate of heat flow dQ/dO is etjual to the

product of three factors: the area A of the section, taken at right

angles to the direction of heat flow; the ternperatun* gradient

— d^/dx, which is the rate of change of temp(‘rature i with respect

to the length of path x; and a proportionality factor fc, known as th(»

thermal condticHvity. Mathematically expressed, Fouricr^s law is as

follows:

* Literature refcrcnccH arc given in the Bibliography and Author Index,

p. 419.
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dQ
1 A

dS dz (1 )

where dQ is 4.he amount of heat flowing in differential time dS.

The differential form given in Eq. 1 is general for unidirectional

conduction and may be applied to cases in which the temperature

gradient —dt/dx varies with time as well as with the location of the

point considered. In every case of heat flow by conduction, a

temperature gradient must exist. If the temperature of a given

point in the body varies with time, the rate of heat flow will also

vary with time. The process of heat flow in a case in which tem-

perature vari(\s with both time and position is called heat conduction

in the unsteady state^ and problems involving the integration of the

differential ecpiations for this case are treated in Chap. II.

As contrastiMl with heat conduction in the complicated unsteady

state, heat conduction in the steady state refers to those cases in

which the banperature at any given point in the system is independ-

ent of time. Fortunately, many cases in industrial practice fall

under this Invading, simplifying the quantitative treatment of such

problems in h(‘at conduction. Thus, the tcanperature at a point

in a furnace wall, although rising during the first period of firing,

eventually becomes substantially constant and so remains as long

as tin* furnace is in continuous operation under steady conditions.

Basic Equation for Thermal Conduction in the Steady State,

—

Since for conduction in the steady state, the temperature at any

]K)int does not vary witl\ time, it follows that the temperature gradi-

ent — dt^dx and, con.siapiently, the rate of heat flow' dO/dS are like-

wise independent of time. Hence, the rate dQ/dO equals 0/6 and

is designated by q, and Vj\. 1 becomes

7
=

(2)

In the English system involving the units of feet, pounds, hours,

degrees Fahrenlnat. and British thermal units, k is expressed as

British thermal units per hour per s(piar(* foot taken at right angles

to the dirc'ction of lu^at flow, per unit tem])erature grailient, degrees

luihnaiheit per foot of length of path. This is often improperly

abbreviated to ‘Hitu p(‘r hr per sq ft per deg F per ft,’’ but it should

be remembered that th(» units of k are

(Btu)/(hr)(s(| ft) _ Btu

^^d^iTTflT" ^ (Fr)(ft)T*i Fj
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Throughout the text, unless otherwise specified, numerical values

of k are expressed in these units, but factors are given on page 379

for converting the numerical values of k from one system of units to

another.

Thermal Conductivities of Solids.—^The thermal conductivities

of various solids differ widely. Thus, k for copper is approximately

220, whereas k for corkboard is about 0.025. For a given solid, k

is a function of temperature, and for most homogeneous solids

hitherto investigated this temperature relationship is nearly linear

over a considerable range in temperature: k == fco(l + ^ being

the value at <°F, ko at 0®F, and a the temperature coefficient. The
^mperature coefficient is positive for many insulating materials, a

notable exception^ being inagnesite brick, as shown by Table _IV
,

page 382^ On the other hand, for good conductors, such as most

ihetalT, the temperature coefficient is usually negative, aluminum

and brass being exceptions. At a given temperature, the thermal

conductivity of commercial samples of a metal may differ widely,

probably because of the v'ariation in the content of certain elements

or compounds present in small amounts. In 1853, Wiedemann and

Franz^*^ advanced the theory that the ratio of the thermal con-

ductivity to the electrical conductivity was practically constant for

all metals, and in 1882 Loren proposed that this ratio should be

proportional to the absolute temperature. The deviation from the

Lorenz rule for metals is generally less than 50 per cent, with an

average deviation of 11 per cent.^®® According to Thornton, the

thermal conductivity of a nonmetallic solid is proportional to the

product of the density and elasticity, but it is doubtful if the relation

is of general validity.

For nonhomogeneous solids the thermal conductivity at a given

temperature is a function of the apparent or bulk density. Thus, at

32^F, k for asljestos wool is 0.052 when the bulk density is 24.9 lb per

cu ft, and is 0.111 for a density of 43.6 lb per cu ft. In determining

the apparent thermal conductivity of granular solids, such as granu-

lated cork or charcoal grains, Griffiths*®*^ found that air circulates

within the mass of granular solid. Under a certain set of conditions,

the apparent thermal conductivity of charcoal grains was 9 per cent

greater when the test section was vertical than when horizontal.

When the apparent conductivity of a cellular or porous nonhomo-
geneous solid is determined, the apparent temperature coefficient

may be much larger than for the homogeneous solid alone, because

of the fact that heat is transferred not only by the mechanism of
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conduction but also by convection in the gas pockets and by radia-

tion from' surface to surface of the individual cells. If internal

radiation is an important factor, a plot of the apparent conductivity

as ordinates vs. temperature should show a curve concave upward,

since radiation increases with the fourth power of the absolute tem-

perature. Griffitlks notes that cork, slag wool, charcoal, and wood
fibers, when of good quality and dry, have thermal conductivities

of about 2.2 times that of still air, whereas a highly cellular form of

rubber, 7 lb per cu ft, .had a thermal conductivity only 1.6 times

that of still air. In connection with the apparent thermal conduc-

tivity of fibrous materials, Finck^^i gives interesting conclusions

regarding the effect of apparent density, arrangement of fibers,

and the roles played by conduction, convection, and radiation.

A lightweight thermal insulation* consists of very thin layers of

aluminum foil (0.0003 in. thick) spaced about in. apart in either

flat or crumpled sheets, the apparent density being only 0.19 lb per

cu ft. For a given thickness, this material is said to have a thermal

resistance at low temperatures equal to that of cork and higher than

magnesia at 400®F. The low apparent thermal conductivity is due

to the small air spaces and to the low emissivity of the metal,

approximately 5 per cimt of that of a black body. In cases in which

heat is transferred through a porous solid by the combined mecha-

nisms of conduction, convection, and radiation, it is preferable to

express the results as conductances (see page 25) rather than as

apparent thermal conductivities. In mea.suring the apparent

thermal conductivity of diathermanous substa’nces such as quartz,

especially when exposed to radiation emitted at high temperatures,

it should be remembered that, a part of the heat is transmitted by
radiation.

Tables and plots of thermal conductivities oi various solids,

liquids, and gases are given in the Appendix^ pages 380 to 392.

In order to be of practical use, Eq. 2 must be integrated, and

for this pun)Ose the variation of k with t and of A \vith x must be

known. As stated above, experimental data on the variation of k

with temperature can ofteii be expressed by the linear relationship

k = fco(l d" at) (3)

where k is the instant a iveovkS value of the thermal conducti\dty at the

* Breitung,w Aaon,^® Gregg, Naumann,*®* Schmidt,*** Wilkes,*** and
Wilkes et aZ.**‘
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temperature t, and ko and a are constants. Combining Eqs. 2 and 3,
I

—kdt= — A:o(l + at) di = q dxfA, (4)

Integrating between the temperature limits h and ^ 2 ,

k dt (ti — 12) (ko) 1 a
(ti + 12)

2

dx

T
Hence, where k is linear in one may use the equation

- Q =
<f dx/A

where ka is the arithmetic mean of ki at ti and ^*2 at ^2 ,
or ka is

evaluated at the arithmetic mean of ii and

If k is not linear in t, some mean value km will apply. Irrespec-

tive of the relation between .1 and x

In many practical cases, however, the cross-sectional area A

varies appreciably with the length of path r, so that the shape of the

solid through which the heat is flowing must be known before Eq. 5

may be integrated. Four such cases will now be discussed, of which

the first two include most of the problems arising in engineering

practice.

Case I. Condurtion of Heat through a Solid of Constant Cross

Section .—For this case, where .4 is constant, integration of Ecj. 5

between the limits of Xi and x^, gives

_ kmAit, - tf) _ kmA At

For convenience, the temperature difference ti — <2 has been

replaced by At, and the thickness X 2 — Xi by x. Eejuation 0 states

that the rate of heat flow in Btu pc^r hour is directly proportional

(1) to the mean thermal conductivity of the substance in question,

(2) to the cross-sectional area of the path in sipiare feet, and (3)

to the temperature difference in degrees Fahrenheit between tlu*

points from and to which the heat is flowing and is inversely proi>or-

tional to the length of the path in feet.

UlttStration 1.

—

Calcmlate the heat loaa through a 9-in. brick and mortar

wall {km • 0.4), 10 ft high and 6 ft wide, when the inner and outer surface

temperatures are 330 and 130®F, respectively.
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SoltUion .

—

By Eq. 6,

= ^ (0.4)(60)g30 - 130) ^ 6400 BtuAr
^ X yi2

On account of its simplicity, Eq. 6 is usually employed even when
the cross section of path is a variable quantity, average values A m

for the area being then employed. The next three cases resolve

•

t| /f tttertmits as terr^piratur* ehertam

—k is inakpsnoitnf of ftmptratvrt

k increasts as iemptrrnft/rsdtertasss

FhJ. 1. Toiuperature Kradients in flat walls.

themselves into the proi)lem of deriving rules for obtaining correct

mean values of this area for various special shapes, employing the

ecpiation

q
- kmArn^tlx (7 )

Case II. Cross Section of Path Proportiorml to Linear Dimension

(Lagged Pipes). —Where heat is flowing through the sides of a closed

cylindrical IkxIv of circular section, the direction of flow is at all

points radial and perpendicailar to the axis, and the cross section of

the path is proportional to the <listance from the center of the cylin-

der, It will now be shown that in such cases the logarithmic-mean

area is the proper average value.

Longitudinal Section Cross Section

Fiu. 2.- Diagrum for case II: logarithini(*-im»au area.

Consider the flow through a section of thickness dr, at a distance x from

the center (see Fig. 2).

By Eq. 5, / dx/A « The cross section of path is .4 =« 2irxL

where L is the length of the cylinder. This givers

i
At2wL

X
(8)
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On integration and substitution of limits, this bcHJomes

^ k^2icL{At)
^

In, (JJi/xi)
(9 )

As stated above, it is desired to employ the simple form of Eq. 7, using a

mean value of that area, Am, which will give the correct heat flow. Equating

Eqs. 9 and 7, one obtains

whence,

Q
In, (Xa/Xi) ”

X‘i — X\

A ~
~

"*
In, \2jrXiL/2TrxJj)

.. 1 2
— A 1 __

A 2 — A 1

In, (Ai/Ai) 2.3 logio (A 2/A 1 )

(10)

(H)

(12)

Equation 12 requires that the area r)f cross section through which

the heat is flowing in such a case be computed by dividing the diffcr-

ence of the external and internal areas by the natural logarithm of

their ratio. For any two (luantities, the average so obtained is

called the logarithmic rrmin and is, as will later appear, a value fre-

quently used in problems on the flow of heat, liquation 1 1 indicates

that Am may also be computed by multiplying the logarithmic-mean

radius by 27r times the length of pipe in feet instead of calculating

A 2 and A 1 separately. For a given material and boundary tempera-

tures, Eq, 9 indicates that the rate of heat conduction per unit

length of hollow cylinder dc'pends only on the ratio of outer and

inner radii and is independent of thickne.ss.

When the value of A-/

A

i does not exceed 2, the arithmetic-mean

area

Aa = {Ai + A.^/2 (I2a)

is within 4 per cent of the logarithmic-mean area; this accuracy is

considered sufficient for problems in heat conduction.

Optimum Thickness of Pipe Covering .
—^The heat loss from an

insulated steam pipe involves the <*oefficient of heat transfer from

steam to metal, the conductivity and thickness of both the pipe

wall and the insulation, and the coefficient of heat transfer from the

surface of the insulation to the surroundings. This case will be

created in Chap. XI after the surface coefficients have been studied

in detail. As the thickness of the insulation is increased the invest-

ment charges increase, hut the heat loss usually decreases, and the

optimum thickness of insulation corresponds to a minimum total

annual cost,
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Case III. Cross Section of Path Proportional to Square of Linear

Dimension.

Consider a hollow sphere bounded by radii xi and Xj, through which heat

is flowing radially in all directions at a uniform steady rate. At any radius x

the cross-sectional area A equals 4t x*; upon integrating Eq. 5 between the

limits Xi and Xj, one obtains

±(1 -1\ = k„M (13)
4ir \xi X2/

or

= 4Tfe„z.x,(A0
3^“ Xi

If it is desired to employ Eq. 7, involving a suitable mean area one may
equate Kcjs. 7 and 13u to obtain

An = 47rXiX2 = y/AiA-* (14)

In case, therefore, the cro.ss-sectional area be proportional to the

square of the linear dimension, the average area to be employed in

calculating the h(‘at flow is the geometric mean of the internal and
(‘xternal surfaces, as indicated by Etp 14. In the case of beehive

coke ovens of commercial size, the geometric mean theoretically

applies, but the arithmetic mean is within less than 1 per cent of the

geometric. Were the outside diameter twice the inside, the arith-

metic mean of the iiLside and outside areas would be 25 per cent too

high, but such ca.ses do not occur in industrial practice. It is to be

noted that both the logarithmic- and geometric-mean values are.'

always lower than t.bp 5^.rit.hn)ftir

In the flow of heat through the walls of hollow cubes, such as

cubical furnaces, the area of cro.ss section is proportional to the

square of the linear dimension, but all this area does not receive heat

flow at right angles. Hence, the flow calculated from the geometric-

mean area for a cube would be too high. The flow of heat through

cubes and the more general case of flow through rectangular bodies

having walls relatively thick compared with the inside dimensions

are treated in the next special case.

Case IV. Rectangular Bodies Having Walls at Least One-half as

Thick as the Shortest Inside Dimension .—This special case is very

important as applied to the loss of heat from furnaces which have

walls at least one-half as thick as the shortest inside dimension.

If in Eq. 7, the area be taken as the inside area, the heat loss so calculated

will be a great deal too low. On the other hand, if the outer area or even the

arithmetic-mean area be used, the heat loss calculated will be too high. Not
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only does heat flow at right angles to the entire inside area but it also flows at

various angles through the edges and corners of the outside walls. For such

cases, the integration of the basic differential equation becomes difficult. Lang>

muir**’ solved the problem by experimentally determining the electrical con-

ductance of a solution of copper sulphate in a container of the desired shape

and, by comparing this with the electrical conductance of the same solution in a

container of constant cross section, deduced the equations given below for an

approximation to the average area .4m to be used in Kq. 7. This procedure is

a good example of the theory of models (page 95); since the basic equations

for the conduction of electricity and of heat are identical in form, the results

are applicable to both phenomena. The empirical equations given below agree

closely with those which I^angmuir obtained from theoretical analyses based on

isothermal surfaces at the boundaries. The results are also supported by subse-

quent data.***

Consider only bodies bounded by rectangular parallelepipeds, correspond-

ing inner and outer surfaces being parallel and in all cjis(*s the same distance x

apart. All faces intersect at right angles. Five special ca.ses are given, and
it is believed that an understanding of the.se will enable the reader to handle

any set of conditions of this type met in practice.

Case IVo. The Lengths y of All hiside Edges Are between One-fifth ami
Twice the Thickness x of the Walls.—The sum total of the lengths of all the

inside edges is Zy. To the actual inside area .4 1 must be added 0.54x2^1/ to cor-

rect for the edges and 0.1 5x* for each of the eight corners, this sum being called

the average area A^:

Am = -f 0,54x2^ -f 1.2x* (15)

Case IV6. Length y of One Inside Edge Is Less than One-fifth the Thickness

X of Walls.—In this case, the lengths of the four inside edges, less than x/5,

are neglected in determining 'Ly. Then

Am - Ai -h 0.465x21/ -f 0.35x* (16)

where Zy is the sum total of all the remaining eight inside edges, each of which

is greater than x/5.

Case IVc. Lengths of Two Inside Edges Are Each Less than One-fifth the

Thickness x of the Walls.

2.78l/in»» X

log JO (A 2/

A

i)
(17)

where yta^x is the longest dimension of the interior.

Case IVd. All Three Interior Dimensions Are Less than One-fifth the

Thickness of the Walls.—Using the same nomenclature,

(18)

Case IVc. When the Walls Are Not of Uniform Thickness.—Should one

encounter a furnace, the various walls of which are not of uniform thickness,

the total heat loss should be obtained by adding together the heat loss for

each individual wall; i.c,, Am should be calculated for each wall and then

substituted separately in Eq. 7, The edge corrections will thus be figured
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twice and the comer corrections three times. Hence, for this case, Eq. 15

should read
»

An, ^ Ai 0.271x2y -h 0.4x» (19)

and Eq. 16 should read

Am = Ai -h 0.233^:22:^ -f 0.12x* (20)

'fhe total heat loss for the furnace is, therefore, Sg-, i.e., the sum of the heat

losses from the individual walls.

Steady Flow from an Insulated Heat Source.—One is sometimes

interested in the exchange of heat (or electricity) by conduction

between a heat source and its surroundings of much smaller con-

ductivity k. Examples include a pipe line buried in the ground and

submerged heating elements, sometimes used in horticulture. A
numb(‘r of siu‘h cases have been solved mathematically by Ruden-

Takm: II.— Uksist\n( k Factous R bktweks Vauious Heat Sources and
A Skmi-inkinite Body of Low Thermal Conductiauty k

Dc'scripl ion

SpluTo of (liaim‘t(T I) with (•ont<'r at

distance z helow surface

Horizontal cvliinh'r of lenp;th L and

diameter 1) with axis at distance z

below surfac’e

Horizontal thin circular disk of diain.-

eter />), well below surface*

Horizontal torus of mean diameter

Dm and thickness //, with axis at dis-

tance z below surface

Thin horizontal rectangle with larger

and smaller sides D\ and />2 ,
well

below surface

Vertical circular wire of length L and

Diameter D, with om^ end at s\irfaec
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berg,*^*® and the results may be reported in terms of a resistance

factor R in the equation ^ = (^i ~ tf^/R^ wherein q is the rate of

heat exchange by conduction between the source at ti and the sur-

roundings at too measured at a large distance from the source.

Values of R are given in Table II in terms of the pertinent dimen-

sions describing the body and its location in the medium, which is

treated as semi-infinite in size, and hence /oo is constant. Clearly

the equation and values of R apply for flow in either direction, z.e,,

may be larger or smaller than

Graphical Solution for Complex Cases.—A number of writers*

give graphical methods that can be employed to .solve complex prob-

lems in steady conduction, such as a slab of condmrtivity I'a with two

isothermal faces at ti and ^ 2 ,
with ribs of conductivity tn imbedded

at right angles to the faces-'; a slab of conductivity A:

a

with iso-

thermal faces at ti and ^ 2 ,
containing a cylindrical heat :-’ource®‘*‘' at

iz. The method depends on the fact that the flow^ lines n\ust cross

isotherms at right angles.

Two-dimensional Heat Flow.—The left-hand part of Fig. 3

shows the application of the method to an insulator of thickness CD
bounded on the surface DE by an isothermal metal plate at tempera-

ture i\ and on the other by a colder isothermal metal plate CB at < 2 ;

at intervals of 2CB the lower part of the insulator is penetrated by

metal ribs BA, also at

<

2 . There is no heat flow in the longitudinal

direction L, measured at right angles to the plane of Fig. 3.

• lehmsii,*** Wedmore,^** Awbery and Schofield,*^ Schofield,**^ and

Stodola.’®‘
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In applying the method, one may arbitrarily subdivide the

integral dt into any convenient number N of eqvxil parts, k Af,.*

The heat may be visualized as flowing in series through a narrow

lane starting at the isotherm DE^ representing ti and ending some-

where along the isotherm ABC, representing ( 2 . Heat flows at the

steady rate qL through each such lane. For any small part, such

as OPQR, of any lane, the heat is flowing at right angles to the area

Ly, where L is the length of the body, and y is the mean width of the

quadrilateral OPQB, i.e., y equals (PQ + OR)/2. The conduction

equation is qj, = kAm t^iz/x = k{Ly){td^lx, and since k A^^from one

isotherm to the next is the same, and qL and L are also constant

throughout the lane, the equation shows that the ratio y/x must be

constant throughout the lane although both y and x may vary.

In other words, where the isotherms are crowded close together, as

in the vicinity of AE, x and conseciuently y must be small. If the

construction used in drawing each lane is such that y equals x, as is

the case in Fig. 3, the heat flow per lane is kL{ti — ( 2) /N, and the

total flow carried by the total number of lanes, Nl/isNiML{ti — 12) /N.

Therefore, one may fix N and, by trial, so locate the isotherms and

flow lines that they intersect at right angles to form quadrilaterals

such that y is substantially equal to .r, i.e., the ratio ol the sums of

opposite sides closely approaches unity. Such quadrilaterals are

called curvilinear squares,^

Inspection of Fig. 3 shows that 9 lanes were obtained. Thus
if ti - to is 120°F, ki 2 is 0.35,t is Q equals (9)(0.35)(10)

(120)/6 = 630 Btu/hr.§

If the rib had been omitted, as shown in the right-hand part of

Fig. 3, and N is again taken as 6, since the heat flow is now uniform,

CyP'Q'R' must be square, and one finds that Nl 'is 6.3 instead of 9.

Hence the use of the rib increased the heat flow by 43 per cent.

Instead of arbitrarily fixing the number of equal parts into which
the kniti ~ ( 2) is divided, in some cases it may be more convenient

* If is indopendent of t, each equals (fi — ti)/Ny and where k variea with
1

t, each k A/, product oquala ^ I k dt.

t A curvilinear .stjuare is a figure that, upon further subdivision by iso-

thermals and normal flow lines, would yield a very large number of true squares

and a relatively small number of other-sided figures.

t

§

kii representa the mean value of k, t.c., km = 7-* r-r f k dt.
(m ~ ft) Ji

Clearly, more accurate results would be obtained by using more isotherms

and flow lanes, so that the quadrilaterals would more closely approach squares.
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to fix the number of lanes. In cither event, the isothermals and
flow curves must intersect at rifijht angles to form curvilinear squares

and q equals N — 12 )/N,

Since the diagram is purely geometrical and is valid regardless of

how k varies with ty it applies equally w'cll when the direction of heat

flow is reversed by interchanging the positions of the source and

sink. Furthermore, if now the surfaces and DE are made
adiabatic and the source and sink are located at A

E

and CD (or

at CD and AE)^ the diagram again applies, giving nine isotherms

and six lanes of equal flow; hence if ti — U is 120, k \2 is 0.35* and L is

10, q = 6(0.35)(10)(120)/(9) = 280 Btu/hr.

Since the form of the law for the flow of electricity is the same

as that for heat, one may deal with electricity rather than heat in

making experimental measurements with scale models containing

an electrolyte in a solution of^ gelatin. The results obtained

graphically agree well with those obtained experimentally.

Three-dimensional Heat Flow.—Complex cases may be han-

dled by an extension of the graphical method described above;

the geometrical construction must now satisfy the ecjuation

dq — —k dy dL ^
instead of —ky dL dt/dx. Empirical solutions for certain shapes

are available.

THERMAL CONDUCTION IN FLUIDS

The law for the conduction of heat is the same for liquids and

gases as for solids, the values of k being, however, very small. At

room temperature, for example, /c, expressed as Btu/(hr)(sq ft)

(deg F/ft) is 0.34 for stationary water, and 0.015 for stationary air,

as compared with 220 for copper and 0.7 foi firebrick. In both

liquids and gases, it is difficult, and under engineering conditions

impossible, to eliminate the effect of convection, i.e., the transfer

of heat by the movement of the fluid itself, and hence heat transfer

in liquids and gases by conduction goes hand in hand with that by

convection. This joint effect will be discussed in later chapters.

Thermal Conductivity of Liquids.—In attempting to measuie

the thermal conductivity of various liquids, many of the early

* For some substances, such as wood, k along the grain is not equal to that

across the grain.
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experimenters used such thick layers of liquid and large temperature

differences that convection currents were set up, and hence conduc-

tion was not the sole process by which heat was transferred. There-

fore, reliable data on the thermal conductivities of liquids are rare,

accurate data on the temperature coefficient of thermal conductivity

being especially scarce. By employing thin layers and small tem-

perature differences, it is inconceivable that convection currents

could form. Bridgman^"* employed a liquid layer ^^4 in. in thick-

ness and a temperature difference of about 1°F, and obtained

reliable values. For his experiments with water at 167°F, Bridgman
estimated that the maximum amount of heat radiated through the

water would be less than 0.6 per cent of the heat transferred through

the water by conduction. Bates^® has developed an improved

guard-ring apparatus, in which large temperature differences are

used, for determining fc for thick layers of liquids; the heat is sup-

plied at the top an<l removed at the bottom.

The thermal conductivities of practically all nonmetallic liquidsf

lie between 0.050 and 0.150 Btu/(hr)(s(i ft)(deg F/ft), although

the value for w^ater at 68®F is 0.344. The thermal conductivities of

most licpiids decrease with increased temperature, although water

and certain acpieous solutions are exceptions, as showm on page 389.

The effect of pressure on the thermal conductivities of liquids has

been studied by Bridgman, who found that an increase from 1 to

2000 atm increased the thermal conductivities of 28 liquids from

1 1.1 to 15.3 per cent, and that at 12,000 atm the conductivities were

approximately doubled. Values of k are given on page 389.

In 1923, Bridgman®® proposed the theoretical dimensionless

equation for liquids

k = 2RaVafzl (21)

k being the thermal conductivity, Rg gas constant in heat units,

Va the acoustic velocity in the liquid, and Zc the mean distance of

separation of centers of molecules, if there is assumed an arrange-

ment cubical on the average and if Zc in centimeters is calculated

by the equation Zc = {M* wherein M' represents the weight

in grams of one molecule. The values of k calculated by means of

Eq. 21 are shown to approximate Bridgman ^s experimental data for

11 liquids, the deviation being from —13 to +38 per cent. The
*

J. F. D, later used the same apparatus.

t In the region of absolute zero, the apparent k of liquid helium 11 is

reported to exceed that of any other suPstan^de.
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velocity of sound in the liquids was not measured but calculated

from the known compressibility. The agreement is remarkable in

view of the fact that the equation involves no empirical constant.

The 1936 empirical equation of Smith, based on data for water,

6 paraffin alcohols, 13 pure hydrocarbons, 6 petroleum fractions,

and 20 miscellaneous liquids, is recommended for estimating the

thermal conductivities of nonmetallic liquids at 86®F and 1 atm
pressure, in those cases in which measured values are not available:

k = 0.00266 + 1.56(c - 0.45)’ + + 0.0242(m7p')^

(22)

In this equation, k is in Btu/(hr)(sq ft)(deg F/ft); c is the specific

heat; p' is the specific gravity relative to water; M the molecular

weight; p' the viscosity in centipoises. For petroleum products at

86°F, Smith recommends k be taken as 0.079, instead of using Eq. 22

or that of Cragoe.^^‘^

The form of equation proposed by Barratt and Nettleton^^ for

estimating data for the thermal conductivity of a mixture of

liquids was checked by the most recent data of Bates et who
found excellent agreement with experimental values for ethanol-

water, metbanol-water, and glycerol-water mixtures. It was neces-

sary, however, to u.se new values*’^’ of the constant b rather than those

previously given. The average error w:is Icvss than 1 per cent.
«

k sinh (I006i) = ki sinh (xu^ibi) -f k-i sinh {Xrc Jbi) (23)

where bi is a constant depending on components considered; k, k\,

and ki are the thermal conductivities of the mixture and of the pure

components, respectively; Xu,i and Xu>2 are the concentrations in

weight per cent. (Hyperbolic sines must l>e u.sed.)

As an approximation for both mixtures of miscible liquids and

for aqueous solutions, k may be taken as a linear function of the

fraction of solute by weight.

Thennal Conductivity of Gases.—The relation of the thermal

conductivity to the viscosity of a gas is of particular theoretical

interest in that the data support to a remarkable degree the theo-

retical relation deduced from the kinetic theory. Maxwell*’^

early derived the dimensionless equation

k = OifiCv (24)

where m the absolute viscosity of the gas, is the specific heat

at constant volume, and Oi is a constant, consistent units being
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employed. Maxwell predicted a value of 2.5 for ai, which has been

found to be nearly correct for monatomic gases. However, for

diatomic gases, ai is about 1.90 and for triatomic gases, about 1.72.

Eucken^^^ has suggested the empirical relation

ai = 0.25(9ic - 5) (24a)

where k is the ratio of the specific heat at constant pressure to that

at constant volume. Elimination of a\ from Eqs. 24 and 24a gives

the recommended relation for estimating a dimensionless group

Cpfi/k of importance in convection:

K

Values of the term Cptx/k for gases at atmospheric pressure are shown

on page 415. Although data are lacking, in practice the teim

Cpiu/fc assumed independent of pressure (page 243).

Apparently most of the attempts to measure experimentally

the thermal conductivities of gases and vapors failed to eliminate

heat transmission by convection and radiation, especially the former.

In other words, improvements in apparatus for measuring thermal

conductivity of gases have not kept pace with those made in the

apparatus for determining the thermal conductivities of liquids.

However, the values of k for gases are probably in error not more
than 10 to 20 per cent. Tables of thermal conductivities of gases

and vapors are given in the Appendix, pages 391 to 392.

The variations, with temperature, of k for gases follows, in gen-

eral, the Sutherland tyi)e of ecpiation

where T is the teinj)erature in degrees Fahrenheit absolute, and T,

is an empirical constant, calleil the Sutherland constant. Inciden-

tally, an equation of the same form is used for viscosity /x of gases,

and for a given gas the same value of C, applies in calculating both

k and /m. The effects of ])ressure and temperature on m are given on

page 410.

According to the kinetic theory of gases, if the mean free path

of the gas molecule is small compared with the thickness of the con-

ducting layer, the thermal conductivity of a gas should be independ-
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ent of pressure. Few experimental data are available as to the

effect on k of presvsures materially above normal atmospheric pres-

sure, but at pressures siiflScieiitly low an effect is predicted from

kinetic theory.*

As pointed out previously, heat transfer between a gas and solid

involves not only conduction but also convection and radiation.

Practical problems in heat transfer between gas and solid can,

therefore, be solved not merely by reference to tables of thermal

eonductivities of gases. These practical problems arc treated in

later chapters.

CONDUCTION THROUGH SEVERAL BODIES IN SERIES;
RESISTANCE CONCEPT

The steady flow of heat through each of several bodies in series

is of more practical interest than heat (low through a single solid.

Fio. 4.—Teniijenitiire distribution in walls of thr^o conrontrir cylindors.

With reference to Fig. 4, heat is being conducted at a steady

rate through a wall composed of three dilTc'rent sf)lids, a, 6, and c.

By applying Ecp 7 separately to each solid, it will now be shown

that, for the steady state, the rate of heat flow may be calculated

either by dividing the tcunperature drop through any individual

resistance by the re.sistance of the body, R = x/kmAmy or by

dividing the total temperature <lro[) l)y the sum of the individual

* Kiindt and Warburg^** and For offecta of reduced pre^-

stirof? on the apnarent values of k, see P. LasarefT,^*^ W. Mandell and J.

West,^*’ and E, Schneider.
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resistances. For the steady conduction of heat through a single

homogeneous body, Eq. 7 may be written as follows:

M M
x/(k^)iA„) R

Applying Eq. 26 in turn to each solid,

^0 — — ^2 ^2 — fs

^ Ra % W

(26)

(26a)

wherein Rh, and Rc are the individual resistances of the three

solids, respectively. By adding the expressions qRa = to
—

^i, and

qRb = ti — t 2 . one obtains q{Ra + Rb) = to — h. Hence

_ ^0 — ^2 __ ^0 tz

^ Ra “h Rb Ra “b Rb “1“ R*"
(265)

which may be written

= + (^0^ +
^ Rt Ra “h Rb 4" Rc

(26r)

wherein Rt is the total series resistance, i.c,, the sum of the indi-

vidual resistances. Or

^(A/)

Tg Xh Xr

A 5 A fyt g

(26d)

It should be noted that Ag, A*b, and kc represent the mean thermal

conductivities of a, h, and r; and Ag, .U, and Ac the mean areas

taken at right angles to the direction of heat flow. Thus, if the

walls wer(' concentric cylinders, each average area should be the

logarithmic mean of the outer and inner surfaces of that hollow

cylinder (page 12).

Illustration 2.—A standard 2-in. steel pipe (page 416) carrying superheated

steam is insulated with 1.25 in. of a molded high-temperature covering made
of diatomaceoiia earth and asbestos (A* =» 0.058). This covering is insulated

with 2.5 m. of laminated asbestos felt {k == 0.042). In a test, the temperature

of the surroundings was 8()°F, the average temperature of the steam inside the

pipe was 900°F and the temperature of the outer surface of the lagging was
122°F.

a. Calculate the heat loss, expressed as Btu/(hr)(ft of length of pipe).

h. Calculate the temperature at the interface between the two lasers of

insulation.
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c. Calculate the surface coefficient of heat loss hy expressed as Btu/(hr)

(sq ft of outside lagging surface) (deg F difference from surface to room).

Solution .—The following diameters are needed: i.d. of pipe, 2.07 in.; o.d, of

pipe, 2.37 in.; mean diameter of pipe, 2.22 in.; o.d. of first covering, 4.87 in.;

logarithmic mean diameter, 3.48 in.; o.d. of second covering, 9.87 in.; mean
diameter 7.07 in. The heat loss per f(x>t is calculated from Eq. 26d, page 23,

using k of 23.5 for wrought iron, page 380, and a wall thickness of 0.154 in.

900 ~ 122
® 0.154/12 1.23/12 2.5/12

(23.5)(2.22)r/12) (0.058) (3.48t/ 12) 0.042(7.07jr/12)

778 778
“ 0.000^+ 1.97 + 2.68 ^ Os "" Btu/(hr)(ft)

h. Since temperature drop is proportional to resistance, 900 — /, 778

(1.97/4.65) = 330; whence ti equals 570’'F.

^ ^ AoIm) “ 9.87Ta)(122 - m ^ ft)(deg F)

12

Contact Resistance.—In the preceding example, in which two

solids were in contact, no allowaiK^e was made for a temperature

drop at the lx)undary, which presuppo.s(\s perfect contact. How-
ever, thi.s reciuircs the ahstmee of gasevs or vacant spaces caused by
those blowholes, bubi^les, rough surfaces, (dc., whicdi are very

likely to be present where two soli<ls are brought together. Even
traces of poorly conducting material betwi^en metals, such as oxide

films on the surface, will cause abnipt drops in the temperature.'*®’^^

^

It is usually impossible to estimate accurately the thickness of such

films, but their effect may be .serious.

Instead of attempting to determine separately the conductivities

of brick and mortar, it is often customary to measure the average

conductivity of a brick-and-rnortar wall. Van Dusen and Finck^®*

report experimentally determined over-all thermal resistances of a

number of walls and also individual resistances of the various compo-
nents. In general, fairly sati.sfactor>" agreement was found between

the predicted values and observed results. Over-all resistances for

large walls in service may be det(‘rmined V)y the use of the heat

meier,^^^ which measures the temperature drop through the known
resistance of the meter, simultaneou.sly measuring the temperature

gradient through the wall itself. In this way the thermal con-

ductivity of the whole w^all, or of any layer, may be measured, even

though the use of the meter reduces the heat flow compared with

that from the bare wall. Precautions should be taken to secure

data under steady conditions.
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Conductance.—Where heat is transferred by more than one
mechanism through a structure having a mean cross-sectional area

Ami the conductance is defined as the gross rate of heat transfer

divided by the temperature drop between its faces:

C = (27)

The unit conductance C', or the conductance of a unit area, is

defined by the equation

C = Sg/A A^ (27a)

and equals CfA* Where heat Mows through a structure solely by
conduction, q = kmAm(^t)/Xy the conductance would reduce to

kmAmlx^ and the resistance x/kmAm would be equal to the reciprocal

of the conductance. For cases in which heat is flowing through a

hollow enclosure by conduction through one wall, thence by convec-

tion and radiation acting in parallel across the gas space to the other

wall, and out by conduction, the concept of unit conductance is

preferred (Eq. 27a), although some writers report the results as

apparent conductivities, based on Eq. 7. The conductance of

some structures is independent of their thickness, and in such cases

the apparent conductivity would be a function of thickness.

Other Applications of the Basic Conduction Equation.—The basic

conduction equation of Fourier (Eq. 1, page 7) is the starting

point in the theoretical treatment of numerous problems in heat

transfer other than steady-state conduction in solids. Among these

problems are unsteady-state heat conduction in solids (page 29);

heat transfer to fluids in streamline flow in pipes (page 187) and in

wetted-wall heaters (page 205); heat transfer to fluiiLs mo\dng by
free convection (page 237). Additional applications of Eq. 1 to

problems in steady flow are conduction along fins (page 232) and

heat transfer from condensing vapors (page 259).

Problems

1 . The plane wall of a furnace consists of two layers: 4.5 in. of firebrick

(fc — 1.0) and 9.0 in. of red brick {k « 0.4). In steady operation, the flame

side of the firebrick was at 1305°F, and the outside of the red brick was at 265®F.

To reduce heat loss, the outside surface of the red brick was covered with a

1.5-in. layer of magnesia (k « 0.049)
;
when steady conditions had been attained,

the temperature of the outer surface of the magnesia was 190®F and the tem-

• Although C" has the same dimensions as the coefficient h of heat transfer

(p. 3), the temperature difference (/. — 0 used in defining h is that between

the surface and the body of fluid flowing past the boundar>% whereas the At

employed in the definition of C' is that across the two faces of the structure,
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perature of the flame side of the firebrick was 1355°F. Assume all conductivi-

ties independent of temperature.

o. Calculate the heat flux, Btu/(hr)(sq ft) before and after insulating.

5. For the insulated wall, calculate the temperatures at the junction of the

firebrick and the red brick and at the junction of the red brick and

magnesia.

2. A bare pipe line carrying steam under pressure loses 1 million litu/hr.

If insulated, it would lose 170,000 Htu/hr.

Calculate the time required for the actual .savings to equal the initial ‘^‘ost

of the insulation.

Data and Notes .—The first cost of the insulation, installed, will be $600 and

the line will be used 8400 hr pcT year. With the ban* pipe line, the fuel costs

$20 per hour of operation and fix(‘d charges on the pow(*r houst* and pipe line*

amount to $20 per hour of operation. After passing througli the ban* line, the

steam delivered p<*r hour contains 100 million Htu of latent heat, all of which is

needed to me(*t tht* re<piirements of the plant.

3. A standard l-in. horizontal steel pipe (page 416) carrying steam under

pressure is insulated with a 2-in. layer of magnesia pipe covering (page 387).

The average temp<*ratures on the inner and outer surfaces of the insulation are

350 and 125''F, respectively.

a. Estimate the Htu per hour conducted through the covering j)er 1(X) ft of

pipe.

b. What {>er cent error results if the arithm(*tic mean area instead of the

logarithmic mean area is u.sed?

4. A vertical flat wall of the combustion chamber of a furnace is made up of

an inner layer of 9 in. of inagnevsite brick (density *= 158 Ib/cu ft., k = 2.2 at

400°F, k = l.l at 2200^') followed by an out(*r layer of 4.5 in. of kaolin insu-

lating brick (density of 27 lb, cu ft, k - 0.15 at 932"'F, k == 0.26 at 2100'’F).

The average surface temjK*ratures of the inner face of th<^ magn(*site brick wall

and the outer face of the kaolin brick wall an* 22(K) and 330^F, respectively.

If the thermal conductivities of magnesite and kaolin are a.ssumed to be

linear functions of the temperature, what is the heat flux through the furnace

wall, expressed in Htu/(hr)(sq ft)?

6. Referring to Problem 4, what would be the hc'at flux if the kaolin layer

W’ere on the furnace side of the wall and the magnesite layer on the outside, the

inside and outside face temperature.s again being 2200 'F and 330''F, respectively ?

6. Sulphuric acid is stored in a rectangular tank construc^ted of lead ‘ti-i*’-

thick, outside of which are placed silica bricks 2*2 in. thick, whicli, in turn, are

supported by an outer shell of steel *4 in. thick. With the inside surface of

lead at 190°F and the room at 80'^F, the temperature of the outside of the steel

shell is 140''F. Hecau.se of the danger of burns to workmen, the management
of the plant considers»140°F to be the maximum allowable outside temperatuK*

of the steel.

If the temperature of the inside surface of the lead is raised to 280"’F, what
is the corresponding minimum thickness of silica brick that could be used for a

room temperature of 80®P7 Assume thermal conductivities independent of

temperature.



CHAPTER II

HEATING AND COOLING OF SOLIDS

Introduction.—^In the transfer of heat by conduction, the case of

the steady state, where the temperature at a given point is independ-

ent of time, has been tn'ated in Chap. I. The heat conduction Ls

said to be in the uiiMeady state when the temperature at a given

point varies with time. Unsteady-state conduction is involved in

the quenching of billets, tlu' annealing of solids, the manufacture of

Fuj. 5*.—Tirnc-t(*iniH’raluro rclati.iii.s for unstoady-state heating of round timbers
in steam bath. {Hasid on data of MacLean.*^^)

glass, the burning of l^ricks, the steaming of wood, and the vulcaniza-

tion of rubber. Where chemical reactions occur during the heating

p(*riod, as in the vulcanization of rubber, heat transfer plays a par-

ticularly important roh', because the rate of the reaction increases

rapidly with small increases in temperature. As heat flows into the

rubber, a temperature gradient is established from the heated surface

to the interior, bringing about vulcanization or curing to varying

degrees at successive cross sections. As a result, if the center is

properly cured, the surface will be overcured. One remedy con-

sists in a gradual ^'stepping up’’ of the temperature of the surrouiul-

ingvS. Figure 5 shows diagrammatically the types of curves obtained

upon exposing a homogeneous solid to surroundings at a uniform
* Courtesy of the American Wood Preservers’ Association,

27
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base temperature l\ As the heatinp; is continued, the temperature
at a given point asymptotically approaches the temperature of the

heating medium. Whereas points m^ar the surface (piickly approach
the temperature of the surroundings, those in the interior lag far

behind. Figure 6 shows the same data with Y = (^' — — it)

plotted to a logarithmic scale vs. time to a uniform scale.

The following .section outlines the matlKunatics involved in cal-

culating the relations between banperatun^ and time for various

points or sections of solids of s(>veral shapes and incliid(\s graphical

solutions of the important ecpiations. Th(‘ relation in^'olves t!!e

Fig. 6.— Oata <>( o, rcplof n*<l jim Y /m. 0, dii MiMiiilojiaritlirnic papor,

thermal conductivity, density, and spc'citic heat of tlu* body, its

shape and size, and the external conditions, including the t(‘mp(‘ra-

ture of the .surroundings and th(» coefficient of Inait tran.sf(‘r ladween
surroundings and the surface.

The following .section on Theory (pages 28 to 30) oiitlin(\s the

procedure by which the integrated relations an' obtained but may
be omitted by readers interested ordy in a{)plications of the theory.

Theory.—As introduction, a .sinipk* limiting case of unsteady-heat conduc-
tion is discussed. ConsidiT a thin .slah of metal of volume \\ total surfnc(^

area A, and thickness 2/'m, at temperature t, in eontact with warmeu* air at uni-

form temperature t\ At any time 0 from the start of the h(MUing operation,

the quantity of heat dQ tran.sferred in the short time dO depend.^ upon the
surface area of the slab, the ditTercuice in temperature between the air and the*

surface of the metal, and a factor A, called the roejficknt of heat tranafiT from
the surroundings to the surface,

dQ/de - hAn' - f,). (i)
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Under such conditions the numerical value of h will be relatively small, and for

a reasonable v^alue of the temperature difference t' — t, the corresponding rate

of heat transfer per unit area dQIA dd will V)e small. Consequently, because

of the high value of the thermal conductivity k of the metal and its small thick-

ness, the metal t(*inperature t will be substantially uniform and equal to t,.

Then, by a heat balance on tlu; slab, having density p and specific heat Cp,

dQ = fiAii' — i) do = VpCp dt (2)

Assuming hA/VpCp constant, integration from t

0 ^ B gives

tb to t — t and 0 = 0 to

(3)‘

where ln« represents a Napierian logarithm equal to 2.3 logio. The same
n*sult could be obtained by using a logarilhviic-mo^w value of the temperature

difference // — t in the expression

-f-
= hA{t’ - l)„ = i

~-
- (4)

0 0

The general case involving an appreciable temperature gradient through

tlie solid is solved by application of an appropriate form of the conduction

(‘(piation.

Derivation of Differential Equation for Unsteady-state Conduction.

—

'I'he general differential (‘(juation for unsteady-state conduction of heat is

obtained from the familiar basic Fourier etpiation for the conduction of heat

jind a heat balance*. C'onsider an elem(‘nt of volume with area dy dz and thick-

ness (lx. 'rhe heat entering along the x-axis is —kjc{dy dz){dt/dx){dd)j and that

le.-iving is

'The difference between that entering and leaving along all three axes is equated

to that stored in the element

de

== {dx dy dz ) ^pCp dB, (5)

giving the general differential equation for unsteady-state heat conduction,

expressed in rectangular coordinates:

Of

ae'
(5a)

Upon neglecting variations of k with t-emperature, and assuming the substance

* If is constant, a plot'” of In. (f' — t) vs, 6 would give a straight line

having a negative slope equal to hA/VpCp.
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to be homogeneous and isotropic, k is taken outside tlie parenthesis of 5,

giving the term k/pCp, called the thermal ilijjnsivity:

ct == k/pCp.

The desiro<l temperature-tiine-position relations for the heating or cooling

01 various shapes are obtained by integration of K<p 5, substituting the

necessary boundary conditions for the case in question. P'or example, in the

case of the infinite slab, i.e., one having a very large ratio of surface to thickness,

the heat flow is unidirectional, and Kcp 5 reduces to

pCp

clt

0$
(56)

P\)r the special case of a slab having a thickness 2r,n and a negligible siirfac(»

resistance, corresponding to an infinite value (»f the surface coeflicient h, tin*

surface temperature changes to the teiiqMTature of the surroundings immedi-

ately at zero time. The boundary conditions an' then < = /' at j* = 0 and at

X = 2rn'y / = /<) at d 0, and < = /' at 0 \ .solution is given by the

rapidly converging infinite series

f' - t

r - lb

TTX
,

I

*‘"2r,:+3'
. SttX

,
I

2r: + r"
y . O.TJ

,

2r,n
(fl)

where Oi e<iuals (ir 2)% and X repn'sents tin* dirnensiimh'ss ratio 'fhe

total heat absorbed by the slab up to any time 6 is obtaineil by evaluating the

integral of (t' -- th)prA dx, from 0 to 2r„., giving

2tm^A pci^t

= 1 - 1 r,.

Cit' - U) V
>• I A ^ -f (7)

P^or a slab havung a thi'-kness 2r,„ ami a finite surface resistauci*. corrt'sponding

to a definite and constant value of h, the boundary conditioiiS become

= hit. - I');
X - 2rr,

-/Mb - r)

t = b at d ~ 0; / =e at 0 « . Integration of Pap id) for this case leads to a

relation between I, 0, x, and h. Solutions for solids of various shapes have long

been available in the literature,* but computations ilirectly from the ecjuations

are very tedious because; of the large number of tc'rms.

APPLICATIONS

A nurnhor of writersf haw j)lott(‘(l the thooretiral relations for

a number of shu|)es, in tfuins of tin* <liin(*n.si()ril(*s.s ratios involved.

The significanee of all terms is given in '^l"al)le I, \vh(*rein any

consistent units may be employed. For illustration, the symbols

* For example, see PVmricr,”* Carslawd**" Ingersoll and Z<d)el,*’* Ciurney,*^*

Byerly,^®* Newman, Schack,'’*‘‘ and Fi.s<*her.*^*

t Williamson and Adams, (iumey and Lurie,*’* Clrober,*’* »Schack.**’

PTshenden and Saunders,*** and Goldschmidt and Partridge.***
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are defined in the system involving feet, pounds, hours, degrees

Fahrenheit, and Btu.

Table I.—Nomenclature for Unsteady-state Conduction
A Surface of body exposed to heat, square feet.

a I Constant, equal to (ir/2)*.

Cp Specific heat of solid, Btu/(lb)(deg F).

d Prefix, indicating derivative.

h Coefficient of heat transfer V>etween surroundings at i' and surface at

/„ Btu/(hr)(sq ft)(dog F).

k Thermal conductivity of solid, Btu/(hr)(8q ft) (deg F per ft).

L Total thickness of slab, or 2r„, feet.

7n Ilesistance ratio lijHm = k/r^h, dimensionless.

For Fig. 13, =» k/hx.

n Position ratio r/r^, dimensionless; not involved for the semi-infinite

solid.

.V Number of imaginary slices, each \L ft thick, in a slab.

0 (Quantity of heat, Btu.

r Badius, normal distance from midplane to point in body, feet.

Tm Normal distance from midplane to surface, feet; for the brick-shaped

solid, the midplane distances along the three coordinate axes are

designatcKl as //mi and Zm, respectively.

H Ix)cal thermal resistance of a unit area = x, k.

Rm Midplane thermal resistance == r^ 'k.

t* Temperature of surroundings, degrees Fahrenheit.

t Temperature at position n or x at time 6, degrees Fahrenheit.

ia Space-average temperature of .slab at time 6, degrees Fahrenheit.

th Original uniform (base) temperature of solid, degrees Fahrenheit.

f<r, ih Temperatun*s of cold and liot ambient fluids, degrees Fahrenheit.

i. Temperature at ^rface, lc., t for n = 1 or j = 0, degrees Fahrenheit,

to, t\ Temperatures at secti<»ns 0 and 1, degrees Fahrenheit,

to, Values of to and t\ after elapse of a finite increment in time, degrees

Fahrenheit.

t* Temperature of fictive layer, defined by Kq. 11, degrees Fahrenheit.

V Volume of solid, cubic feet.

X Normal distance from surface to point, feet.

X “Relative time" ratio = ord/r^, Fourier number, dimensionless; for

the semi-infinite solid .V = aO/x'^.

Y 1 cmperature-difTerence ratio (// — — U,)^ dimensionless.

y C -oordinate at right angles to x- and z-axes, feet.

z (Coordinate at right angles to y- and z-axes, feet.

« k/pCp « thermal diffusivity, square feet per hour « 3.87 times dififusivity

square centimeters |>or second.

d Prefix, indicating partial derivative.

Thickness of a finite slice of a slab, AL «* L/iV, feet.

Finite time increment, Ad (AL)’/2or, hours,

p Density of solid, pounds per cubic foot.

e 1'ime, from start of heating or cooling, hours,

flo Symbol for infinity.
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The predicted relations are plotted with Y as ordinates on a

logarithmic scale vs, X as abscissas to a uniform scale, in Figs. 7 to

14, inclusive.* If the surface resistance were zero, the surface tem-

perature w^ould immediately reach that of the surroundings, giving

the line marked m = 0, n = 1, coincident with the F-axis. With

infinite surface resistance, m = oo, the surface temperature would

remain at the original value, giving the curve marked m = <»,

identical w ith the A'-axis. For intermediate values of m, a number

Fio. 7.—Gurney-Lurie chart’^^ for lar^e «lah; H, 9, and 10 give valiioH of

Y,, and Ya for a larger range of values of m and A'. For small values of X,
such that the change in nudplane temperature is negligible, greater accuracy is

obtained by evaluating Y" from Fig. 13. Results for the brick-shai>ed solid may l)e

obtained from Fig. 7 by use of the Newman mothoti, page 38.

of curves are shown in Figs. 7, 11, and 12, and for each particular m
a family of six curves i.s drawn, corresponding to each of six different

positions: n = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0. The curves show, for a

given X, that the Umiperatures at the midplane, n =* 0, and at the

surface, n = 1, differ considerably when m is small and slightly

when m is large. The curves given in P^igs. 7 to 14 are based on the

assumption of constancy in m, and a == k/pCp. Olsen and

•Figure® 7 and 8 show values of Y at the midplane (n « 0), and Figs.

7 and 9 give Y at the surface (n « 1); where the values of F, for a given

m, n and X, differ, those of Figs. 8 and 9 are preferred, since the scale of the

graphs in Figs. 8 and 9 are larger than in Fig. 7, and it is certain that the values

plotted in Figs. 8 and 9 vtere obtained by employing an adequate number of

terms in the series. Practically all of the charts and tables for the slab contain

errors at small values of X, and it is believed that the values given in Figs. 8 and

9 are the best available.
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Schultz^®® give interpolation tables of values of X ranging from 0 to

0.4, with increments of 0.001, and the corresponding values of Y
for the cylinder and slab.

Consider two runs heating slabs of the same material, the thick-

ness in the first case being twice that in the second, and m = 0. For

» given Y and a given position ratio n, it is seen from Fig. 7 that

I I’ui. K. Hottol chart for larjto slab, for ovalimtion of luidplano t^^mperature

the value of X would be the same in both cases. However, X =
and since the dilTusivity a is the same in both cases, it is clear

that the actual heating time 6 will be directly proportional to the
'

square of the thickness. • In other words, it would take four times as

long to heat the ‘thick slab as the thinner one. This is as would be

expected, since the thicker slab contains twice as much material

and the heat must penetrate twice as far. This brings out the

disadvantage of heating thick layers and, by inference, the advan-

tage of hea;ting both faces compared to heating only one. If m
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were finite, the foregoing relation would not hold unless m were

the same in both eases, whieh would rxHiuiie that hvm be constant.

The following examples illustrate the method of using the

charts.

Illustration 1.—A flat i>f ruhlxT, 0.5 in. tliirk, initially at SO'^F, is to

he placed between two elect ri(‘fdlv lieat<‘d ste(‘l ])lates inaintaim'd at 287"F.

Fio. 9. Hottrl chnrt^'’^' for larK«‘ »Ial>, for ev;iln:iti«)ii of siirfriot' tetnprrature.

I’he heatinj; is to he (iis<M)nf inued wlu*n the teinpcratnre at tlu‘ center line of

the rubber slab reac lies 270 F.

. (Vilculate the length of tin* hc'ating period.

. At the end of the run, what wouhl be the teinperatun* of th<‘ rubber in a

plane 0.1 in. from the center line?

r. How Ion;;, from the start of the heating, is recpiired for the temtxTature

to reach 270^F at the plane .specified in part (b)?

d. Repeat part (a) on the a.sHiiinption that the rubber is heated from one

face only, the other being perf<*etly inHulate<l.

Oafa. — Fsing the units of Table I, page 31, for the rubber, k «» 0.092 and
k/pCp *» 0.0029. A.ssurrn^ a eonstant coeflieient h from metal to rubber of 1000.
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Solution.—a. All quantities will be expressed in the units mentioned above.

Noting that the midplane distance is 3^8 = 0.0208 ft, m = klhrm = 0.092/

(1000) (0.0208) = 0.00442. At the end of e hr of heating, Y = (287 — 270)/

(287 — 80) ~ 0.0821. At the center line of the rubber slab, n = r/r^ — 0.

Since Y = 0.0821 and n = 0 on Fig. 7, interpolation to w == 0.0044 gives

.V *= 1.13 * kelpcyv^ = 0.0029^/ (0.0208; ^ whence B = 0.169 hr, the answer

to part (a).

6. For the point 0.1 in. from the center line, n = 0.1/0.25 = 0.4, and, as

before, w = 0.0044 and .V = 1.13; from Fig. 7, Y is found to bo 0.065. By
definition, Y = (287 — f)/(2S7 — 80), whence / = 273.5°F, the answer to

part (b).

In part (r), whore 1’' = 0.0821, m = 0.0044, and n = 0.4, Fig. 7 shows that

.V « 1.03. Since by definition. A' * 0.0029^/(0.0208)*, B - 0.153 hr.

d. When heated from one side only, ~ 0.5/12 == 0.0417 ft, m = k/hrm
=« 0.092/(10(X))(0.0417) =* 0.00221. At the center line of the slab, n is 0.5,

and Y » (287 ~ 270) /(287 ~ 80) * 0.0821. From Fig. 7, X is 0.955 =
0.0029^/(0.0417)*, whence B ~ 0.573 hr when heated from me side only, as

compared with 0.169 hr when heated from both sides.
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Tn Figs. 7, 11, and 12, in order to facilitate extrapolation to values

of m above 2, the approximate positions of curves for m = 6 are

shown. The curves for m = 6 were based on the approximate

Eq. 3, which was obtained on page 29 by ignoring the temperature
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gradient in the solid. Substituting Y for the dimensionless ratio of

temperature differences (/' — t)/(t' — h), X for the dimensionless

term kO/pCj^l^, and m for the dimensionless term k/hr^y Eq. 3

becomes

-,„.y.(^=)(l)(A') (8)

For various shapes the dimensionless ratio has the follow-

ing values:

Ar^fV
Slab having a largo ratio .4/>m 1

Cylinder having a large ratio A/L 2

Cube or sphere 3

When heating a relatively thick body for a relatively short time,

it is clear that the heat would penetrate only a short distance in a

zone near the surface and that the temperature of the interior would

not be affected. This cast* corresponds to a semi-infinite solid, and

it is obvious that the midplane distance* Im^coiih's indefinite*. How-
ever, for this case, the* ivsulfs ma\" be plottt*d as Y vs. X if .V is

defined as ad/x-, where x repre‘sents <listance* from the* surfa(*t* to the;

point in question. Figure 13 shows thece)rr(\sp()ndinge*urve*s plotted

in the upper part e^f the chart as }' vs. X, and it is .se‘e*n that position

ratios n are not involved.* In .solving c(*rtain problems, it is advan-

tageous to know the rate* of e*hange of )' with A * hence, in the lower

part of Fig. 13, for the semi-infinite* solid, the de*rivative dY/dX is

shown plotted vs. X, using the same scale as ordinates as used for

Y vs. X. Similar curves or derivatives for the other shapes have

been plotted by Gurney.-"^

For a brick-shaped .solid, having total thicknesses 2Tm, 2//m. and

2zm, the value of Y at a given time and position may be evaluate<I

by the method of Newman, in which >' ecpials th(* product lTFy)\,

where is evaluated from Fig. 7 at A"x = kO/pcrl^, at a, = r/vm

* Where greater acruracy \h de.sired than i.s obtainable from Fig. 13, for m
of zero, one may use the equation of the curve:

Y dz

wherein z « 1/2 \^X * x/2 values of the (iau.ss ‘STror integral,” are

given in mathematical tables:

r 0.9953 0.9103 0.8427 0.7421 0.0778 0.5205 0.4284 0.2227

X 0.0625 0.1737 0.2500 0.3907 0.5102 1.0000 1.5025 6.2500
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and = klhr,n] similarly, Yy and Yz are read for the same 6 at

Xyj riyy and rriy and at X,, n*, and m,, corresponding to ym and Zm-

Limitations.— In many cases, the actual operating conditions

may not correspond exactly to the conditions for which the curves

apply. Thus, the various factors that were assumed constant, such

as the temperature t' of the surroundings and A, may vary during

the period of heating or cooling; in such cases, the curves given are

not strictly applicable. If the shape of a body does not correspond

exactly to one of tliose given in Figs. 7 to 14, examination of the

difference in shapes will show ({ualitatively the results to l)e expected.

For conditions widely different from those considered, it is sug-

Fi<j. 15. Graphical mcthtxl (»f Schmiilt,*^' applie<l to the case in which the

ternperaturo on one si<l<‘ is suiidctily in< tvas<*(i from ih to fo while that on the other

Hide is held at fb.

gested that expc'riiniMital data be plotttMl as log Y r.s\ X to facilitate

the interpretation (;f tlu* data. -

Graphical Methods. In a pioneca* paper Schmidt®'^^ developed

a graphical nu*tliod for the approximate solution of comph'x prob-

lems, many of which have not yet been solved analytically. The
approximation resides in rejdacing a ditTerential by a finite incre-

ment. A derivation is givtai below.

Derivation. -Visimlize t\ slab of uniform thickness, having physical prop-

erties independent of tenipi'rat ure. The pr:h|oin is to determine the tempera-

ture distribution at any time 6.

Imagine the slab divided mio a finite number N of slabs having er^ual thick-

ness, a/- = L/X. If tin' surface ivsistunec' is negligible il//i = Oh after the

finite tiiiu' At? has elapsed tlie temperatures at eross seetions 0, 1, and 2 will have

the temperatun's /o, b, b shown diagrammatically by points E, F, and G of

Fig. 15. Consider the first two layers each bisected by imaginary planes AB
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atid CD. As an approximation the temperature gradient at AD is equal to

(to — ti)/AL; similarly, at CD, —di/dL — {ti — t 2)/AL. At the given instant

the rate of heat conduction into AB exceeds the rate out at CD by the amount

kA{to ~ ti)/AL — A;A(/i — U)/NL, and during a time increment this excess

heat will raise the average temperature of the solid lying between AB and CD
from h to t[. The heat balance gives

kAito - t\) ^ kAjtx - />)
__

A(AL)pc(t[ — ^i)

AL AL AO
^

Designating the diffusivity k/pc as a, rearrangement of Eq. 9 gives

(U -f U) _ ^
(AL)Ht

[
- tx)

2
"

2ft (Ad)
(9a)

By a proper choice of the size of A0y the ratio
2^^^

made equal to one,

and Eq. 9a then becomes

to -f- tz

( 10 )

Thus it is seen that, after the elapse of a time unit ASy the new temperature at

section 1 is the arithmetic mean of the temperatures previously pr(‘vailing at

sections 0 and 2. This same reasoning holds for all sections AL apart.

Illustration 2.—Consider a large wall of uniform thickness of 13. T) in. and
at a uniform base temperature ti. of UKl'^F. L<‘t the temperature of one face

be suddenly increased to to of KKIO'F, but the other side is to b(‘ maintained at

ti of 100°F. The average values of A*, p, ami c, a.ssumed constant, are 0.80,

151, and 0.23, respectively. What would be the approximate distribution of

temperature in the wall at the end of 0.88 hr, if is maintained constant?

U N is taken as 4, AL = 0.281 ft; since « » 0.8/(15l)(0.23) « 0.023

sq ft/hr, the corresponding A^ = (0.281)*/(2)(0.023) = 1.72 hr, and 6.88/1.72

— 4 time increments are required.*

The temperature distribution at the end of the first time increment can be

obtained®*’’ from the relation for the semi-infinite solid, .since the heat has not

yet reached the other side of the slab. Thus at the plane F, th<‘ distance x

from the heated surface is AL, A" *= a6/x^ « or A^/(aL)*; noting that AO

(AL)*/2a, X equals }'2 > Since h i.s infinite, the resistance ratio rn or k/hx is zero,

and Fig. 13 shows that Y i.s 0.683; hence the accomplished temperature rise

L — ^6 is 1 — Fi or 0.317 times the initial temperature difference U —
/*, or

L - 4 + (1 - Y){U - W.
Similarly, at j: ** 2aL, 1 — Fj is 0.045, and at x 3 AL, 1 — Fi is negligible.

Thus if ts is 1000° and ^6 is 100% L - + (1 ~ F,)(^ ~ U) - 100 -f

0.317(900) - 385°; similarly h - 100 4-0.015(900) « 140°.

The temperatures h and ti are unchanged at k of 100°.

One now uses the Schmidt rule, t[ » (to 4“ fi)/2. This can be done graphi-

cally by drawing a straight line through to and fa, points K and 0 of Fig. 15, and

* Less error would be introduced by using more slices and consequently

shorter time increments, but the use of four slices will suffice to illustrate the

method.
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reading i[ at the intersection of EG with plane 1 ; <2 is found similarly at plane 2

by joining h and Iz. This procedure is repeated until the sum of the time

increments corresponds to the desired total time 0.

Alternatively, one could use an algebraic method of solution illustrated by
Table II. The second horizontal line was computed above by use of Fig. 13.

The third line is obtained from the Schmidt rule t\ * {U + <2)/2, t'^ *
(ti 4- etc.; the fourth line, from =» (1^ -f 4* <*)/2, etc.

Table II

to at

0(AL)

h at

HAL)
h at

2(AL)

h at

3(AL)

It at

4(AL)

O(A0) 1000 100 100 100 100

i(Ae) 1000 385 140 100 100

2(Ae) 1000 570 243 120 100

3(Ae) 1000 622 345 172 100

1(A0) 1000 673 397 222 100

QO 1000
1

775 550 325
i

100

'rh<‘ pre<M‘cIing (‘xaiupU* treat(*(l the case in which both surface temperatures

were constant. Schmidt also treats the cjise for finite boundary coefficients

with th(* hot and cold ambient fluids constant at in and ic. In the following

example h is assumed infinit<* on the hc)t .si<le and finite on the cold side; hence

the t(‘mperature on the cold surface varies with time; tb and te are constant;

AL will be taken as L 4.

A heat balance at the cold surface gives hrAiti — tr) = —kAidi /(IDa.

Now imagine that a fictitious layer of the same solid, of thickness AL, be

added to the system and that the temperature of the outer surface of the fictive

layer is defined by the relation —{dt/dDi = (L — t*)/AL, Elimination of

— {dt^dDi from the last two equations gives

tA - t* _ AL
U ~ k:h

ill)

Hence if is plotted as an ordinate at a distance k/h to the right of plane 4

and a straight line is drawn from L to (a, is the ordinate at plane 5, which is at

a distance of aL from plane 4. The construction is shown in Fig. 16. The
Schmidt rule i\ - Hz -f t*

)
,'2 is th(*n applied by connecting and t* by a

straight line, and is the ordinate at plane 4.*

Illustration 8 ,— fhe following example is based on /ij, « 00, he — 2.2,

L - 1700' F, h - 70T\ tc - 70"F, L « 13.5/12 = 1.124 ft, k = 0.8, p « 151,

r « 0.23; hence a = 0.8/ (15l)(0.23^ = 0.023. It is desired to determine the

approximate <iistribution of t(*mperature 8 hr after the furnace Ls fired.

^ Since the fictive layer has no heat capacity it is theoretically incorrect to

apply the Schmidt rule t(» determine but the approximation is satisfactory

as long as the ratio of AL to k /h is small. If AL exceeds k/h a better approxi-

mation is to obtain t[ by aligning tz with (<•> thus? abandoning the concept of th©

fictive layer.
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Solution.—AL - 1.124/4 = 0.281 ft, AS = (0.281 )V(2) (0.023) => 1.715 hr,

and k/h = 0.364.

/* = ^1 - ,, + = 0.228/4 + 54 (11a)

The details of an alj?ehrai<* solution are j^iven in the following table, with t(‘m-

peratures expressed in degrees Fahr(‘i\lu*it.

Fto. 16. - -Sellmid t approxinmie meth(Kl nllowinK for a finite surface lesistance
(1/A) on the cold sale.

The values in line 1 were given, and tho.,e in line 2 were obtained from Fig. 13,

as explained on page 40. In lines 3 to 6, inclusive, the t(*inperatures at planes

I, 2, 3, and 4 were obtained from t<*niperatures in the line immediately preced-

ing, using Fq. 10, whereas was obtained from ti (in the sanu? line) and Kq. 1 hi.

The derived terniKTature distribution at the end of 8 hr could then b<^ inter-

polated from those given in the table. At infinite time, when the steady state

has been established, kdo — ti)/L must e(pml h{li — tc), whence is 468'" F and
the steady flux is 876 Btu/(hr)(8q ft). The corresponding constant tcmptira-

ture gradient is shown in line 7.
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If he varies with temperature or temperature difference, the abscissa of te

is permitted to vary. If the initial temperature of the solid is not uniform but

is known, the procedure is the same as given above, except that one omits the

use of Fig. 13 and applies the Schmidt rule immediately. Schmidt also treats

the case of a composite wall. Allowance for the variation of thermal diffusivity

may be made either graphically or analytically.**'^

Miscellaneous Methods.—A mechanical integrator has been described by
Nessi and Nisolle*®* and by Xessi.®^^ Moore^*^ devised the “hydrocal,^^ a

calculating machine for .solving complex problems in unsteady-state heat

transfer; Paschkis^^‘'“*^‘^°'‘ describes an electrical method of solving such

problems.

Wood. -MaeLean,^®^ in a study of the data of Wirka^^^ on the

f^teaming of green southern-pine timbers, found that the integrated

relations (.see Fig. 11 for th(‘ long cylinder) correlated the data on

temperature gradu iits at various periods in the batch operation

and obtained an average value of k/pCp = 0.00678 sq ft /hr for the

thermal dilTusivity of the wood. The diameters of the 33 specimens

ranged from 6.74 to 12 in., the average moisture content was 63 per

cent by weight, and the average density was 65.4 Ib/cu ft.

Rubber. Perks and Griffiths, Shepard and Wiegand,®^^ and

Sherwood®®^ give methods of computation of the rate of vulcaniza-

tion of rubb<‘r as a function of temperature. Sherwood shows the

substantial advantage, in the curing of rubber tires, of applying heat

to both inner and outer .surfaces.

Miscellaneous. -Ice formation on pipes is discussed by .several

writers* and data^^' are available on the freezing and thawung of

fruit juic(\s. Harb(‘rt ct treat unsteady flow of heat in porous

solids.

Periodic Variation in Temperature of Surroundings.—Solutions

are available in the literature.

f

Blast-furnace Stoves and Heat Regenerators.—When hot gases

are intermittently turned into a chamber partly filled with cooler

solids or when cold Air is allowetl to flow intermittently over warmer
solids, the mathematical relations become quite involved. J Meth-
ods for approximate calculations are available. § The Lungstrom

preheater is treated by Ruhl.®'^

* Klmor,*‘® Planck, *** and Pekeris and Slichtor.***

t Carslaw,'®® Ingersoll and Zobel,^** Cirober,*"' S<'hack,**^ Goldschmidt and

Partridge,**^ and Honghten et

t Heiligenstaodt,*®* Xussclt,**® llausc'n,*** bubojatzky,^*® Ackormann,'* and

others,

§ For example, see Schack,*** **^ Hummel and Schack,**^ Hummel,*^*

Hausen,*®® and Trinks.’*^
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An approximate result may be obtained from the equation of

Rummel:®^*

Q _ (All - A< 2)/(ln A/1/A/2)

A 1 J 1 L'

hjidA hoBo 2.bcppl/ k{dA Oo)

in which Ah and A<2 are the average differences in temperature

between gas and air at the two ends of the regenerator, Cp, p, and
k are, respectively, the specific heat, density, and thermal conduc-

tivity of the brick, L' is the ratio of the total volume to the exposed

surface of the bricks, da and Oa are the length of the gas and air

blows, and ho and Ha are the individual heat-transfer coefficients

from gas to bricks and from bricks to air, respectively, values of

which are giv^en by Rummel.

Problems

1 . Long cylindrical logs 6 in. in diameter, initially at a uniform temperature

of 60®F, are to l>e placoil in a hath of saturated steam at 2\2°V. Tlie thermal

diffusivity may be takcui as constant at O.OOhH sq ft hr, and fi may bo taken as

1000 Btu/(hr)(sq ftlfdeg F).

Calculate the time required for the temperature at the axis to reach 100°F

and the corresponding temperature at a point I in. below the surface.

2. A canvjis belt 1.8 in. thick is heated between two steam-heated sle<d

plates in a press. I'he holt, initially at ()0°F, is to be heated from both sides of

the press, which is maintained at 280^F until the temperature at the axis is

270°F.

a. How long must the belt be heated, and what will be the final temperature

at a plane 0.54 in. below the surface?

b. How long would be required for a belt 3.0 in. thick, heated as above, to

reach a midplane temperature of 270''F?

Data and Notes .—« for the belt material = 0.0058 sq ft/hr; neglect surface

thermal resistance between press and belt.

8. A refractory wall 1.13 ft thick, having initially a Uniform temperature of

100®F, is suddenly exposed on one side to surroundings at a constant tempera-

ture of llOO^F. The resistance to heat flow between the surroundings and the

surface of the wall is negligible. The other side of the wall is maintained at a

temperature of 100°F.

How long will l»e required for the temperature at a plane 3.4 in. beneath the

1100°F surface to reach a tern|Kirature of 737®F?

Data,—

c

— 0.15, p * 100, /c — 1.2.



CHAPTER III

RADIANT HEAT TRANSMISSION

By Hoyt C. Hottel

The relative importance of the several mechanisms of the trans-

fer of heat from one body to another differs greatly with the tem-

perature level of the system. At very low temperatures the

transfer is chiefly by conduction, the passing along, from one layer

of molecules to another, of the kinetic energy of the molecules in

excess of that of the adjaccmt layer—kinetic energy that the mole-

cules have by virtue of their temperature. Superposed on this phe-

nomenon, when the system is fluid, is that of convection, the transfer

of energy by mass motion of a large portion of the fluid—large,

that is, compared with molecular magnitudes. Even at moderate

temp)erature levels, how(‘ver, another phenomenon becomes appre-

ciable. The molecul(\s or atoms, through some sort of excitation

caused by temperature, give ri.se to radiant energy, emitted in an
amount determined by the temperature level of the molecules and
capable of passage with more or less absorption to a distant receiver

of the radiation. If the phenomena of conduction and convection

on the one hand are contrasted with thermal radiation on the other,

it is found that the former are affected by temperature difference

and very little by temperature level, whereas the latter increases

rapidly with increase in temperature level. It follows that at very

low temperatures, conduction and convection are the major con-

tributors to the total heat transfer; at very high temperatures,

radiation is the controlling factor. The temperature at which

radiation accounts for roughly one-half of the total heat transmission

depends on such factors as the emissivity of the surface or the

magnitude of the convection coefficient. For large pipes losing

heat by natural convection, this is room temperature; for fine

wires of low emissivity, it is above a red heat.

Subject matter will be divided into (1) the nature of thermal

radiation (pages 47-51), (2) radiant-heat interchange between

the surfaces of solids separated by a nonabsorbing medium (pages

61-^), (3) radiation from nonluminous gases, (pages 64-73),

45
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(4) radiation from clouds of particles (pages 73-77)
,
and (

•

combined effect of all these mechanisms in the combustion chan.

.

of a furnace (pages 77-84). Nomenclature is summarized in

Table I.

Table 1.

—

Nomenclature
A Area of surface, square feet; Ae of cold body (sink); Ae of small

(enclosed) body; Ap for fictitious plane; Ar, for refractory; Ai and
A 2 for surfaces 1 and 2.

a, b Radii of smaller and larger disks, respectively, feet.

Cl Dimensionless factor to allow for partial pressure of water vapor.

Fig. 30.

(cp)m Mean specific heat of combustion gas, Btu/(lb)(ileg F).

Cif Ca Dimensional constants in Planck’s law (Kq. 2).

F A dimensionless geometrical factor, to allov; for direct interchange

between surfaces 1 and 2; Fn from surface 1 to 2 based on Ai; F21

from surface 2 to 1, based on A^; see Eqs. 6, 7 and 10 and Figs.

23-26.

F A dimensionless geometrical factor, to allow for net flow between

black surfaces 1 and 2, including the effect of refractory surfaces;

Eqs. 11-12 and Figs. 25 and 26.

A dimensionle.ss factor to allow for interchange between gray sur-

faces, defined by Eq. 14 and expres.s('d in terms of F’s, t’s, and A’s

by Eq. 15; 5i2 is based on Ai, on A 2 .

h (Coefficient of heat transfer by convection, IHu/(hr)(sq ft) (deg F
he in general, he at sink, hn at inside surface of refractory, ho at o

side surface of refractory.

hr Coefficient of heat transfer by radiation betweeq surfaces, Btu/(1

(sq ft) (deg F).

I Inten-sity of incident radiation, Btu/(.sq ft) (hr).

i Enthalpy (heat content) of the entering fuel, air, and recirculated

flue gas (if any) above a base temperature To (water as vapor), Btu

per hour.

KL Factor in ordinate of Fig. 33.

Kt Normal distance between disks a and 6, feet.

kitfxu, Thermal conductivity of furnace wall, Btu/(hr)(sq ft) (deg F/ft),

divided by wall thickness, in feet.

L Beam lengths for gas radiation, feet (see Table II).

M Average molecular weight.

F Partial pressure of gas in atmospheres, Pe for carbon dioxide, Pu> for

water vapor.

q Rate of heat transfer by radiation; Btu per hour; where necessary to

distinguish, for convection and qr for radiation; qp, from flame by
all mechanisms; lost to surroundings.

r Radial distance, feet; ri and ri are total radii of disks 1 and 2.

raf Weight ratio of air to fuel, dimensionless.

Tf Ratio of average billet-pushing rate over a period of several hours to

pushing rate during periods of steady operation, dimensionless.

8 Ordinate of Fig. 32.
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Table I.—Nomenclaturb .

—

(Continued)

T Absolute temperature; Rankine, Fahrenheit absolute (460 -b degrees

Fahrenheit); Tr of cold body (sink); Te of enclosure; Tp of flame;

To of gas; Tg for green-brightness temperature; Tr for red-brightness

temperature; of surface; To, base t(‘mperature in enthalpy bal-

ance; Ti and T 2 ,
of surfaces 1 and 2; in Figs. 33 and 34, T is in degrees

Kelvin (273-1- deg (’).

t Thermometric temperature, degrees Fahrenheit; for subscripts

see T.

Ur Over-all coefficient of heat transfer through refractory, Btu/(hr)

(sq ft) (deg F).

W Total emissive power, Btu/(hr)(sq ft); Wb for black body; TF^xfor

monochromatic emissive power, [(Btu)/(hr)(sq ft)]/cm.

Wa Firing rate, defined on page 81.

Wa Combustion-gas rate, pounds per hour.

X, y, z Distances, in feet, defined in Fig. 24.

F, Z Dimension ratios, defined in Fig. 24.

Greek

a. Absorptivity, dimensionle.s8 .

A Tg — Tr (see Fig. 33).

« Kmissivity, dimensionless. \'alue3 are given m the Appendix, Table

XIII

0 An^le.

X Wave length, in Eq. 2.

q Dimensionless ratio (see page 81).

j P 2 lyocal radii of disks 6 and a, respectively, feet.

Pe Sp(*cific electrical resistance'.

<r Dimensional constant in Stefan-Boltzmann law, page 49.

</> IManc angle.

^ Plane angle,

w Solid angle.

7 Dimensionle.ss exponent, defined on page 76.

THE NATURE OF THERMAL RADIATION

When a body is heated, radiant energy is emitted at a rate,

and of a quality, dependent on the temperature of the body. Thus,

when the filament of an iucande.seent lamp is heated electrically,

both the quantity of energy emitted per unit time and the proportion

of visible radiation (light) emitted are found to increase rapidly

with increase in temperature of the filament. At temperatures

below approximately 1000°F, the radiation is not perceived by

the human eye but may be recognized by the sense of warmth
experienced when the hand is held near a slightly warmer body.

When both the quality and quantity of radiant energy emitted

)er unit time depend solely on the temperature of the given body,

he radiation is called thermal radiation. Certain materials, when

luitably excited by electric discharge, bombardment by electrons,
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or exposure to radiation of suitable wave length, emit a characteristic^

radiation, which, when dispersed by a prism or the equivalent,*

shows a discontinuous spectrum, with energy concentrated in

certain wave lengths characteristic of the emitting substance.

Examples of characteristic radiation include the mercury-arc and

neon lamps. Certain solids and liquids, when illuminated by light

of suitable wave length without rising appreciably in temperature,

emit a characteristic radiation described as fluorescence if emission

ceases with the illumination and as phosphorescence if emission

continues an appreciable time after illumination ceases. Usually

the exciting light has shorter wave length than the visible emitted

radiation. This section will deal only with radiation resulting

directly from thermal excitation, which hereinafter will be referred

to merely as radiation rather than by the more descriptive term

thermal radiation.*

If two small bodies of areas Ai and A 2 are placed in a large

evacuated enclosure perfectly insulated externally, then, when
the system has come to thermal equilibrium, the bodies will emit

radiation at the rates AiWi and ^211^2, respectively, where W Ls

th*' total emissive power, f energy per unit time per unit area of

th surface [Btu/(sq ft)(hr)| emitted throughout the hemisphere

above each clement of surface. The intensity J of energy impinging
on the small bodies, due to radiation from the enclosure, is 7. If

the bodies have ahsorptivities (fraction of incident radiation that

is absorbed) of a\ and a2 ,
then energy balances on the bodies will

have the form

IAia\ == A\W\ and IA 2ct2 = ^4211^2

from which W\lotx = TF2/a2(= WJaxy where x is any body). This

generalization7 that'at thCTlnal equilibrium the ratio of the emissive

power of a surface to its absorptivity is the same for all bodies,

is known as KirchhoflTs law. Since a cannot exceed unity, Kirch-

hoff's law places an upper limit on IT, called Wb; and any surface

having this upper limiting emissive power is called a perfect radiator.

Since such a surface must have an absorptivity of unity and there-

* It should perhaps be noted here that some writers reserve the term thermal

to describe radiation that depends only on the temperature and in no way on

the character of the emitter. The term will be used here, however, in its

broader sense.

t Sometimes called emittancey total hemispherical intensiiyy or radiant flux

density.

X In the field of illumination, J rather than I. is often used for intensity.
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fore a reflectivity of zero, the perfect radiator is more commonly

referred to as a black body. The ratio of the emissive power^of.^

actual surface to that of a black body is called the emissivity e of

the surface. Kirchhoff^s law restated is as follows: At thermal

equilibrium the emissivity and absorptivity of a body are the same.

The emissive power of a black body depends on its temperature

only, and the second law of thermodynamics may be used to prove

a proportionality between emissive power and the fourth power

of the absolute temperature. The relation

Wb = ( 1 )

•

is known as the Stefan-Boltzmann law; and the proportionality con-

stant <T is kriowh as the St(‘fan-Boltzmann constant
[
(L173 X

10~^ Btn/ts(| ftVhrVdeg RV: 5.71 X 1Q~L ergs/fsa cm)(sec)(deg

K)^; 4.92 X kg-cal/(sq m) (hr) (deg K)**].*

Consider two opaque parallel plane surfaces Ab and A, large in

extent compared with the distance between them. The first is a

black body absorbing all incident radiation, and the second is a

gray body having an absorptivity of less than unity. Both surfarlis

are at the same temperature, and the space between the planes'ds

evacuat(‘d. The black surface emits of this, the gray surface

absorbs Wbol and reflects Wb{\ — ot) and emits TF^e. The black

surface absorbs all the incident radiation (irfl)(l — a) + Wb€ and

emits Wb. Since there can be no net transfer of heat from two
surfaces at the same temperature, lFii(l — a) + Wb€ must equal

WBy whence € ecpials a, as noted above. If now a peephole were

made in the black body, the amount of energy per unit time stream-

ing through the peephole (the sum of the emission and reflection

from the gray body) must equal that emitted from a black body
at the same temperature. In fact, the isothermal enclosure

provided with a peephole is used experimentally to obtain black-

body radiation and, together with Eq. 1, is the primary temperature

standard aboye the range of the gas thermometer.

Other properties of black-body radiation of interest in heat

transmission are related to the nature of its distribution in the

spectrum and the shift of that distribution with temperature.

If Wb,\ is the monochromatic emissive power at wave length X such

that TFa.x • d\ is the energy emitted from a surface per unit area

* Deg R designates degrees Fahrenheit absolute, and deg K designates

degrees centigrade absolute.
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per unit time in the wave-length interval X to X -h d\, the relation

among TFs.x, X, and T is given by Planck’s law,

(2)

eKt _ 1

Cl = 1.18 X 10 [!ltu/(sq ft)(hr)l (cm)'‘ or ().SS5 X 10“^^ (cal)

(sq cm)/ (sec); Cn = 2.58 (cm)( deg H) or 1.433 cm deg K. Accord-

ing to Planck^ law, the monochromatic emissive' powc'r at any

temperature varies from 0 at X = 0 through a maximum and back

to 0 at X = 00 ;at any wave length it incrc'asc's with tc'mpc'rature, but

values at shorter wave lengths increase faster so that the maximum
value shifts to shorter wavo lengths iis the temperatur(' rises. The

position of the maximum is inversely

proportional to tlu' absolute temi)erature

{Wien's displaccnicnt law), dt'rivable from

Fa{. 2. The relation is: X,..».7' = O.iSIU^

cm deg R, or ().2SS5 cm dc'g K. Figure*

17 is a plot of the monochromatic emissive

pow('r of a bhu'k body rs. wave length for

s('V(‘ral dilTi'rx nt tc'inpe'ratures. The total

('mi.ssive powe'r for a given temperature is

the; area under the curve

«' - So
W„x dX (2a)

Fi<i. 17.

sivity, to differentiate*

''Fhe emi.ssivity e e)f a surface (more*

properly the te)tal lu'rnisphe'rical emis-

it fre)m me)ne)e*hre)matie* emi.ssivity ex*

the ratio of radiating pe)we;rs at the wave* le'ugth X, and from direc-

tional emissivdty ee, the ratio of radiating pe)we*rs in a elirection

making the angle 0 with the normal te) the surface) varie's with it.*-

temperature, its degree of re>ughiu‘ss, anel, if a nu'tal, its de'gree ol

oxidation. Table XlII (page 393) gives the ('inissivitiexs of various

surfaces and emphasizes the large variatie)n ])ossible in a single

material. Although the value's in the tal)le apply strictly to nornnA

radiation from the surface (with fe'w ex(*eptions), theyy may be use V

with negligible error for hemispherical emissivity except in the

case of well-polished metal surfaces, for which the hemispheric^^

emissivity is 15 to 20 per cent higher than the normal vahie.®'*^

A few generalizations may be made concerning the emissivity

of surfaces: (1) The emissivities of highly polished metals have been"
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shown®^^ to be very low and to be a function of the product term

in which p,, is the specific electrical resistance and T is the

absolute temperature. A correlation on this basis, however, is

possible only when extraordinary pains are taken to prevent any
possibility of oxidation or imperfection of polish. A poorly polished

specimen may have several times this theoretical minimum emis-

sivity. (2) The emissivitics of nearly all substances increase with

temperature. (3) The low-temperature emissivity of most non-

metals is above 0.8. (4) Iron and steel vary widely with the degree

of oxidation and roughness, clean metallic surfaces having an

emissivity o f 0.05 to 0.45^ at low temperatures to 0.4 to 0.7 at high

temperatures; oxidized and/or jough surfaces, 0.6 to 0.95 at low

temperatures to 0.9 to 0.95 at high temperatures.
~

The absorptivity a of a surface depends on the factors affecting

emissivity and, in addition, on the quality of the incident radiation^

measured by its distribution in the spectrum. One may assign two
subs(‘ripts to the first to indicate the temperature of the receiver

and the s('cond that of the incident radiation. It has already been

seen that, according to Kirchhoff’s law, the emissivity of a surface at

temperature T\ is ecpial to the absorptivity ai.i which the surface

exhibits for black radiation from a source at the same temperature;

/.c., a surface' of low radiating power is also a poor absorber (or good

reflector or transmitter) of radiation from a source at its own
temperature. If the monochromatic absorptivity a\ varies con-

siderably with wave length and much less with temperature (which

is geuierally the case), it follows that the total absorptiAuty ai.o will

vary more with Tt than with T\, For most surfaces of industrial

imi)ortance (but not all), ax increiises towards short wave lengths,

irom which ai.o increases jis Ti increases. This also explains the

Tfect of tempc'rature on emissivity (see above).

If ax is a constant indepc*ndent of X, the surface is called gray,

nd its total absorj)tivity a will be independent of the spectral-

nergy distribution of the incident radiation; then ai.o = ai.i =
i; I.C., emissivity c may be used in substitution for a even though

le temperatures of the incident radiation and the receiver are not

i;ie same.

RADIATION BETWEEN THE SURFACES OF SOLIDS SEPARATED BY
‘ A NONABSORBING MEDIUM

The net loss of energy by radiation from a body at temperaturf

7\ in black surroundings at is given by
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9...... = 0.173.1,
I

- «‘
= (T6()y]

when A

I

is square feet and T is degrees Rankine.

When ai.2 equals €i (see above), this reduces to

„...-0.,73.4,.,[(4y-(i)‘] (4)

The intensity of thermal radiation from a black body of any

shape, measured at a given distance and direction from the body,

is identical with that which would be emitted from any other black

body at the same temperature, the elements of whose perimeter,

when viewed from the measuring point, are identical in direction

to the corresponding elements of the original black body.’ ’’

Vui. 19 .

Derivation of General Differential Equation.—Visualize a small blaek-

surface element dA\ of total ernissiv^e power W'o radiating in all dina^tions from

one side. The problem is to determine what portion of its radiation is inter-

cepted by some other .small black surface of element <lAi. Fif^uro IS presents

the details of the problem. The radiation per unit time (iq\~^-2 from dAi inter-

cepted by dA2 is proportional to the apparent area dA\ as viewed from dAt,

Furthermore, the interception of the enutt<*d beam is proportional to the

apparent area dA^ of dA2, taken normal to tlm beam. Also the radiation

received at dA^ will vary inversely as the sfpiare of the distance or radius r

separating dAi and dA 2. Algel)raicany stated, these relations give the equation

dq,^2 - li{dA\){dA'^)/r^ (5)

where 7 i is a proportionality constant. This is the “squarc-of-the-distance

law,'^ familiar from physics experiments in ilhimination. Sima' dA\ equals

dA \ cos and similar!)^ dA'^ equals fMa cos 02, this may be written

« Ii(dAi cos <tn){dAi cos 02) /r* (5n)

* This may be st;cn from Fig. 19
,
which shows an enlarged view of dA i

having side AFJ, and of dA[ having side BC. Since AB and BC, enclosing

angle ABC, are, respectively, peipendicular to PJF and I)F, BCjAB equals

cos ABC. Since BCjAB equals dA\ldA\, dA\ equals dA 1 cos 0i.
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This equation is sometimes expressed in a different form. Let the small solid

angle subtended by dA 2 at dAi be called dwi (see Fig. 20). By definition a

solid angle is numerically the area subtended on a sphere of unit radius, or,

for a sphere of radius r, the intercepted area divided by r-. Hence one may
write do)i = dA'Jr^ dAt cos </> 2/r^ and Eq. 5a becomes

dqi -,2 = 1 1 dAi cos 4>i dcoi (56)

Since Eq. 5a is symmetrical with respect to dAi and dAt, and to cos </>i, and

cos <f>2 f
a third way of writing Eq. 5a is

dgi-,2 = I \ dAt cos <t>2 dwt (5c)

The various forms of Eq. 5 are completely equivalent; the choice among them
in subsequent use will depend on the particular problem. The proportionality

factor 1 1 of E(i. 5 is known as the intensity of radiation from the surface dAi.

The rate of radiation dqi in all directions from one side of dAi is

given by integration of E(i. 56 over the complete hemispherical

angle 2t above dAi] dqi = dAJij
do)i cos <t>i. Since by definition W

m

equals dqi/dAi, the relation between

Wbi and 1 1 is obtained by

WBi — f (W)

Referring to Fig. 21, describe a

hemisphere of radius r around rf.li.

Let dAo be a small surface element of the surface of the hemisphere,

the radius r making the angle with the normal to dAi. Con-
sidering as an element of area of the hemisphere a ring of width

r d4>i and a length of 27rr sin <t>iy the area dA 2 is 2irr'^ sin </>i d<t>i. Sub-

stitution of this value of dA 2 in E]q. 5d gives

T

R Bi = 2ir/i sin </>! cos <f>i d<j>i = tt /i ^siii” ~

Thus the intensity I of the cosine law is found to be the total emissive

power of a black body, divided by tt:

I = ir«/7r = aT^jir (5c)

The same result is obtained by considering the upper surface to be

an infinite i)lat(' parallel to d/li, rather than the hemisphere con-

sidered fibove.

Of the radiation emitted per unit time by the black element

the amount dq^^i intercepted by dAi is pven by equations
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like Eqs. 5a, 5b and 5c, except that h is replaced by 72. Since for

black bodies, all radiation intercepted is absorbed, the net rate of

interchange, or (lqi^ 2 y
minus

dq 2-^u is given by eciuations like

Eqs. 5a, oh and 5c, excei)t that h
is replaced by h — which equals

(W,, - W,l)/ir.

Net Rate of Direct Radiation between

Two Finite Black Bodies.—^Tho applica-

tion of this relation to the evaluation of

the net interchange hetvvtKui finite black

surfaces will be illustrated by a simple

case, that of two parallel disks directly^

opposed , separated by the distaTiccrX^.^

Figure 22 shows the details of the prob-

lem. The larger and smaller disks have

radii a and h and areas /li and Azy

respect iv('ly. The angles \pi and ypz are

measured from the* nderence plane

ABCD. The elementary surfaces dAi and dAz lie at local radii pi and p^,

respectively. Equation 5, with the rephuamient of / by the term

(IFiji — irj92)yV, is convenient to use:

Fig. 22.

,
(11 Bl — 11 H'l) d.ll COS <f>\ (lAz cos 02 /-/x= (.)/)

By examination of Fig. 22, the terms in this eipiation may be identifiial as

follows

:

dA
1
= dpi Pi drpi; dAz — dpz pz d\pz',

cos 01 = Ko r ; cos 02 = Kz/r:

r — \/pl T p2 — 2pip2 c<>s (02 ~~ 0i) -j- Kz

Substituting th(‘se fivi' relations in K(i, and inserting limits to covit the

whole area of each disk give the relation

P1P2A2 dpi dpz f/0 ) dxpz

^IPl -f P2
~ 2pip2 cos (02 — 0|) -fJ

r2r r2r rn rh

^

0 fo X f,

= (W'fl, - Wb2) [(6* + a’ + A'-!
-

Since the radiant-heat interchange between the disk of area Ai and an infinite?

parallel plane replacing A-i is (H'pi — irii2).4i, it is seen that the bracket in

F]q. 5 represents Ail'\-^z, where .2 repre.sents the fraction of the radiation

leaving one side of Ai in all directions, which i.s intiTceptcnl by disk A z. By the

symmetry of the problem, the bracket ma^^ alternatively be considered to be

represented by ^42^2 -,1. Since either Aii =» wh^) or Azi^ ira^) niay be factored

out of the bracket, the choice of Ai gives one value to and the choice of A a

another value,of Ft^i.
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The Geometrical Factor F ,—The general equation of direct

radiant-heat interchange txdvveen two black surfaces, exclusive

of the effects of any other partially reflecting surfaces that augment
the interchange between the black surfaces, is consequently

= {Wm - Wu^)AF = 0.173
[(7̂ 5

)' - (iS)'] (6 )

in which A is the area of one of the surfaces and F is a geometrical

factor dependent only on the shape and relative orientation of the

Dimension Rafic D/L|

Fm. 2:C- Geomot rical factor F for radiation hotwoen an olemont dA and a
imrallcl r(‘clanKl(‘. in torins of llu* dimension ratios.

two surfa(‘es and 011 whi(*h one of the two surfaces is used in evaluat-

ing A.

iMfuation 0 covt'red the case of two surfaces, with no indication

of the method of trt'atment of a complete multisurface enclosure.

The latter, in gf'neral, involves the use of a number of interchange

factors Fnm dt'fined above. Values of F have been calculated for

various surface arrangements on the assumption that emissivity

€0 is constant, independent of 6 (exact for black surfaces, quite

good for most nonnudallic or tarnished or rough metal surfaces).

These values of F for a surface ekmient dA and a rectangle in a

parall(‘l plane appear in Fig. 23; for adjacent rectangles in perpen-

dicular planes in Fig. 24; for opposed parallel rectangles and disks

of equal size iis lines 1 to 4 of Fig. 25; for an infinite plane parallel to a

system of parallel tubes a.s lines 1 and 3 of Fig. 26. Other cases

are treated in the literature.* Important and useful concepts in

* References 318, 319, and 650.
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when at the same temperature; that

Fii Fi 2 -{ F iz
' * ' =1

that, of course, when Ai can ‘‘see'’ no part of itself:

The radiation from a black surface A ^ to black surface A ^ is pnw
AiFi2frT\; from ^^2 to it is Azt^^iaTl, the net interchange is their

difference, which may be written

- Tt) (9)

q = aA^FiiiTt “TJ) . (9a)

One thus reaches the important conclusion that interchange may
be obtained by evaluating the one-way radiation from either surface

to the other, whichever is more convenient, and then replace the

emissive power by the difference of emissive powers of the two
surfaces.
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In an enclosure of black surfaces the net heat flux from Ai is then

given by

= {AiF^^T* - AJ^ucTt) + (AiFr^Tt - A^FzicTt) + * • •

(10)
= A^FMT\ - r\) + A^FMT\ -Tt) + • (10a)

s AisTt - (AiFiisTt + A^„sT^ + AzFzjsTt + • •
• )

(106)

Allowance for Refractory Surfaces. The Factor F.—Consider

an enclosure consisting in part of black heat sources and sinks At,

Side or Pi oi mel'er
Ratio, Distance Between Planes

Fig. 25 .

^2, ^3 • *
*

,
and in part of refractory surfaces Ah, As • •

•
,
from

which there is no nrt radiant heat flux (fulfilled by the average

refractory wall where difTerence between internal convection and

external loss is minute compared to incident radiation). The
unknown refractory surface temperatures mav be p.|iminat4^.d

heat balances, yielding an equation that expr^ses the net flux

gtr-^9 from ^4 1 to ^ 2 by the combined mechanisms of direct radiation

plus reradiation fnun the refractory surfaces;

gi^2 = AA2a(Tt ~ 7^) ^ AAMTt - T*) (11)

The factor P has been determined exactly for a few geometrically

simple cases®-*^ and may be approximated for others. If Ai and A 2

are equal parallel disks, squares, or rectangles connected by non-

conducting but reradiating refractory walls, then P is given by
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Fig. 26, linpi!^ 5 toJ^ . If A 2 represents an infinite plane and Ai
is one or two rows of infinite parallel tubes in a parallel plane and

if the only other surface is a refractory surface behind the tubes,

F21 is given by line 5 or 6 of Fig. 26. If an enclosure may be

divided into several radiant heat sources or sinks A\j A 2 ,
etc.,

and the rest of the enclosure (reradiating refractory surface) may
be lumped together as Ar at a uniform temperature IT/?, then the

Fiq. 26.—Radiation between a plane and one or two rows of tubes parallel to the

plane.

factor F

n

is given in terms of the direct geometrical factors F
by the expression

Pn = f 12 + F\rF R1

1 FRR
( 12)

If there are but two source-sink-type surfaces, Ax and A 2 ,
by appli-

cation of the principles expressed in Eqs. 7 and 8, the foregoing

expression reduces to the more readily used form

F \R A 2 F 2

A

If this case is further simplified by considering that neither Ai nor

A 2 can ‘'see’* itself (i.e., has no negative curvature), using Eqs. 7,

8, and 8a the foregoing expnjssion reduces to
.

V' V
'

p _ -^ 1^ 1*

Ai + At-2AiFu (126)
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which necessitates the evaluation of but one geometrical factor F.

This case covers a major fraction of problems of radiant-heat inter-

change between source and sink in a furnace enclosure and is in

error only to the extent to which the assumption of uniform refrac-

tory temperature is not permissible. More complicated expressions

are available, permitting approach to the exact answer to any

desired degree of accuracy, depending on the number of zones into

which the refractory is divided.

It is sometimes desirable to find the equilibrium value of refrac-

tory surface temperature. For the conditions for which Eq. 12b

is valid, the refractory surface temperature is given by

{A, -- A,Fn)T\ + (A, -
{A I — A\Fi^ + (^2 — A\F 12)

2
(13)

Allowance for Nonblack Surfaces. The Factor
.

$1.—Exact

allowance for the departure of surfaces from black or ideal radiating

characteristics is in general too complicated for engineering use.

However, if the assumption that all surfaces are gray is permitted,

a simple and adequate treatment is possible. If nomenclature is

as for P except that Ai, A 2 ,
etc., are now surfaces ha\dng emissivities

(and absorptivities) € 1 ,
€ 2 ,

etc., it is found that the net radiant

interchange between Ai and A 2 (due now to the combined mecha-
nisms of direct radiation, reradiation from refractory surfaces, and

multiple reflection inside the enclosure) may be expressed in the

form

^ir-2 = Ai^Mn - Tt) ^ A2^2MT\ ~ Tt) (14)

Just as the factor F could be evaluated from F, so the factor ^ may
be evaluated from P. For the case of two nonrefractory surfaces

A

I

and A 2 and however many refractory zones,

1^12 = (15)

It Ls to be noted that the emissivity of the refractory surfaces

forming the system is not a factor, i.c., that jv^hether a refractory

surface maintains its equilibrium by complete absorption and black-

body reradiation or by complete diiTiise reflection and no radiation

is immaterial.

The limitation of Eq. (15) to conditions for which the division

of source- and sink-type surfaces into but two zones Ai and At
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must be kept in mind; it is valid only when all elements of surface

on Ai (or A2) ‘‘see” substantially the same picture, t.e., when

FdAi^2/FdAx^R is about the same for all points on Ai.

As in the case of 3^ may be evaluated to any desired degree of

accuracy by dividing the system into a sufficient number of zones;

but most furnace problems do not justify going beyond the expres-

sion given above.

Recommended Procedure.—The use of the preceding principles

is best illustrated by some examples.

Illustration 1.—What is the heat transfer by radiation between an oxidized

nickel tube 4 in. o.d., at a temperature of 800°F and an enclosing chamber of

silica brick at 1800T, the brick chamber being (a) very large relative to the

tube diameter and (6) 8 in. square inside?

a. Since the surroundings are large compared to the enclosed tube, it is

unnecessary to allow for the cmissivity of the silica brick, because the surround-

ings, \newed from the position of the small enclo.sed body, appear black; hence

Eq. 3 is used. The emlssivity of oxidized nickel at 800°F is, by interpolation

from Table XIII, about 0.43; its absorptivity for radiation from a source at

1800** is approximately its enus.sivity at 1800°F, which by extrapolation is about

0.58. The tube area per foot is ir4/12 =* 1.05 sq ft /ft. From Eq. 3

g(per foot length) = 0.173 X 1.05 [o.43 - 0.58 )*]

= —25,540 Btu/(hr)(ft of tube)

The more usual procedure of using a single value for « and e (Eq. 4) would give,

for € « 0.58, q per foot = —24,840.

Had one employed Eq. 15, with Pn *» Fiz =* 1, since A\/A 2 approaches

zero, the value of JFn is found to be

t.e., the interchange factor Jn is independent of the cmissivity of the surround-

ings when A 1/A 2 approaches zero, and Eq. 3 applies.

h. Since the enclosure is not large, compared with the tube, it i.s necessary to

allow for the eraissivity of the silica brick, using Eq. 14.

As before, P 12 ** 1. When €i * 0.58 and C 2 =* 0.8, Eq. 15 gives

0.549

Therefore q - -24,840 X 0.549/0.58 « -23,500.

If one wished to allow for the diffenuice between c and a, an approximation

for this case would be to use

AjSFijirT’i — AidijcrT^
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and to evaluate JFia in the first term, using €i and €2 at Ti{^i2 = 0.412), and in

the second term, using ei and €2 at T2(^12 = 0.549).

qnet « 0.173 X 1.05(0.412 X 12.6^ - 0.549 X 22.6<) « -24,100

Illustration 2.—A muffle-type furnace in which the carborundum muffle

forms a continuous .floor of dimensions 15 by 20 ft has its ultimate heat-receiving

surface in the form of a row of 4-in tubes on 9-in centers above and parallel to

the muffle and backed by a well-insulated refractory roof
;
the distance from the

muffle top to the row of tubes is 10 ft. The tubes fill the furnace top, of area

equal to that of the carborundum floor. The average muffle-surface tem-

perature is 2100°F
;
the tubes are at 600°F. The side walls of the chamber are

assqmed substantially nonconducting but reradiating and are at some equilib-

rium temperature between 600 and 2100°F, such that they radiate just as

much heat as they receive. The tubes are oxidized steel of emissivity 0.8; the

carborundum has an emissivity of 0.7. Find the radiant-heat transmission

between the carborundum floor and the tubes above, taking into account the

reradiation from the side walls.

Call the area of the roof tubes Ai, that of the carbonmdum floor At, that of

the refractory side walls of the furnace Ar. The problem must l)e broken up
into two parts, first considering the roof with its refractory-backed tubes. To
an imaginary plane Ai of area 15 by 20 ft located just below the tubes, the

tubes emit mdiation AiiifiaT}, equal to Ao‘F 2 iT}. To obtain 5^ 21 ,
one must

first evaluate F21 ,
which comes from Fig. 26, line 5, from which F21 = 0.84.

From Eq. 15

3^21
I

0.73*

This amounts to saying that the system of refractory-backed tubes is equal in

radiating power to a continuous plane A 2 replacing the tubes and refractory

above them, having a temperature equal to the tubes and an equivalent or

effective emis.’^vity of 0.73,

The new simplified furnace now consists of an enclosure formed bj' a 15- by
20-ft rectangle As of emissivity 0.7, above and parallel to it a 15- by 20-ft

rectangle A 2 of temperature Ti and emissivity 0.73, and refractory walls Ar
to complete the enclosure. The desired heat transfer is

q'^i * <r{T\ - 7^J)A,tF2,

Normally to evaluate fFii, one would find F22 first, then evaluate F21 by Eq. 12

—an approximation to the extent that it assumes a constant side-wall tempera-

ture. For the present case, however. Fig. 25, line 6, presents an exact allow-

ance for he continuous variation in side-wall temperature from top to bottom.

The interchange factor between parallel 15- by 20-ft rectangles separated by
10 ft may be taken as the geometric mean of the factors for 15-ft squares

* The use of Eq. 15 was hardly justifiable here, since the views from spots

on the top and the bottom of the tubes comprising the area Ai are so different;

but when Ai is divided into two sones, the value of fSfu is raised to only 0.74.
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separated by 10- and 2Q«ft squares separated by 10 ft. Then, from Jig. 26,

line 6, Fu =* \/0.63 X 0.69 « 0.66. From Eq. 15,

1

066 (oTS
“ l) +

1 (o?7
~

0.433 -

i.e,j the floor and tubes interchange 43.3 per cent as much radiation as parallel

black planes close together, each of area equal to the floor. The net interchange

is

Qnet * 0.173 X (15 X 20)(25.6^ - 10.7^)0.433 = 9,380,000 Btu/hr

Illustration 3.—The distribution of radiant heat to the different rows of

tubes in a tube nest irradiated from one side is desired when the tubes arc 4.0 in.

o.d. on 8-in. triangular centers. Let the area of the continuous plane below the

tube nest be Ai and the area of the tubes, A^. According to Fig. 26, curve 3,

the first row of tubes will intercept directly 0.66 of the total. According to

curve 1, the second row will intercept 0.21 of the total, leaving 1 — 0.66 — 0.21

« 0.13 to be intercepted by the remaining rows.

Suppose the tube nest replaced by a single row of tubes A 2 with refractory

back wall Ajg. p]quation 12 gives For the present case Frr — 0 and

Fir = 1 — Fii and Fr 2 =* F 12 ;
so Eq. 12 becomes

Fi2 = Fi2 + (1 - Fx2)Fn * 0.66 -f 0.34 X 0.66 » 0.88

a value that could have been read from F'ig. 26, curve 5. A single tube and

back wall will therefore be 88 per cent as effective a heat receiver as an infinite

number of rows, so far as radiant-heat transmission is concerned.

Suppose the one plane had been replaced by two rows of tubes with refrac-

tory back wallj instead of by a single row. According to F'ig. 26, curves 4 and 2,

the total radiation to the first row is 0.69, to the second 0.29, to both 0.69 -f 0.29,

or 0.98 a.s much as to an infinite number of rows (or to a continuous plane).

From Fig. 26, it is seen that only when the tubes are of small diameter

relative to their distance apart is there any considerable quantity of radiant-

heat penetration beyond the second row. The solution of a three- or four-row

problem may be made readily by a method described elsewhere.®^®

Simplified Radiation Equation.—In dealing with radiation

between surfaces separated by a nonabsorbing medium, under

certain circumstances (page 217) convection transfer from gas to

solid may be substantial compared with that transferred by radia-

tion. This case arises when a steam pipe having surface area A,

is exposed to colder surroundings. The rate of transfer by con-

vection is computed by the relation qe = hcA,{t, — ^), where ia

is the bulk temperature of the ambient gas; values of K are given

on pages 240 to 250. The rate qr of heat transfer by radiation

from the surface of the pipe to the walls of the enclosure at Tg

may be computed from Eq. 4 (page 62): qr « 0.173<,i4,[(r,/100)^
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— (r«/100)^]. The total rate of heat loss, by the combined mecha-

nisms of convection and radiation, is qc + qr, sometimes written

qo+r- Instead of using Eq. 4, which involves the fourth powers

Surface Tcmperoifure.Deg.F.

Fiu. 27.—Cooffirient of heat transfer by radiation, for € = 1.0, to be used in Eqa. 16
and 17, page 63.

of the absolute temperature on the surfaces, it is convenient to

compute Qr from a simplified equation for radiation:

Qr = hr{A.){t, — t,) (16)

which involves the first power of the difference in temperature,

where h, is defined by the relation

^ _ qr _ 0.173«.l(r./100)‘ - (r,/ioo)M
~

A.it. - Q (r. - T.)
(17)
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Figure 27 shows A, (for € = 1) as a function of the two tempera-

tures involved. Since the equation is symmetrical in the two
temperatures, the numbers of the abscissas may be identified with

the temperature of either surface or te) and those on the curves

as the other (<« or <,). Use is made of Eq. 16 and Fig. 27 on page

63.

It is sometimes convenient to replace Eq. 4, qr == <t€\A\{T\ — Tj)

by the relation gr = — T2), using T.v. = (7"! +
which approximation introduces an error of only 10 per cent for

Ti = 2T2.

At times it may simplify algebraic computation to make both

convection and radiation conform to the algebraic form of the

latter rather than the former; in that case, one replaces qc =
hcA.iU - Ig) by 0.1735'A.[(T./100)^ - (7V100)^], where allows

for the effect of transfer by convection, = KiTt — 7\;)/(0.173)

[(T./lOOy - (To/lOO)^].

RADIATION FROM NONLUMINOUS GASES

If black-body radiation pas.ses through a gas mass containing,

for example, carbon dioxide, absorption occurs in certain regions

of the infrared spectrum. Conversely, if the gas mass is heated it

radiates in those same wavcvlength regions. This infrared spec-

trum of gases has its origin in simultaneous quantum changes in

the energy levels of rotation and of interatomic vibration of the

molecules'® and, at the temperature levels reached in industrial

furnaces, is of importance only in the case of the heteropolar gases.

Of the gases encountered in heat-transfer equipment, carbon monoxide,

the hydrocarbons, water vapor, carbon dioxide, sulphur dioxide,

ammonia, hydrogen chloride, and the alcohols possess emission

bands of sufficient magnitude to merit consideration. The gases

with symmetrical molecules, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, etc.,

have been found not to show absorption bands in those wave-length

regions of importance in radiant-heat transmission at temperatures

met in industrial practice.

Consider a hemispherical gas mass of radius L containing

carbon dioxide of partial preasure Pc, and let the problem be the

evaluation of radiant-heat interchange between the gas at tempera-

ture Tg and a black element of surface at temperature 7’,, located

on the base of the hemisphere at its center. Per unit of surface

the emission of the gas to the surface is where €a denotes

gas emissivity, the ratio of radiation from gas to surface to the
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radiation from a black body at the same temperature. For carbon

dioxide eo depends on To, the total pressure, and the product term

PJj, and is given in Fig. 28, which applies for the usual case of

total pressure constant at 1 atm. The absorption by the gas of

radiation from the surface is where aa is the absorptivity

of the gas for black-body radiation from the surface. Approxi-

mately aa is obtained from the gas emissivity chart at the same

^ Temperature ® F

Fio. 28.—Emissivity of car!x)n dioxide, vs. temperature, for various values of PcL.

value of PJj as before but at the temperature T, instead of To.

Such an approximation is adequate if the gas is hotfer than the sur-

face and the absorption term consequently of secondary importance.

If the reverse is the case, an accurate value of aa may be obtained

if one reads an emissivity from Fig. 28 at T,, as before, but at

PcL{Tt/To) instead of PJL, and then multiplies the result by

The net radiant-heat interchange between the gas and a unit

area of black bounding surface is then

(aT^to - aTiao) (18)
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QO 15

0.012

QOlO

0.008

1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500
Temperature. Deg F

f'lQ. 29.-—Kmisfiivity of water vapor. {Egherl.^^^

Pyv) Partial Pressure, Atm
Fio. 30.—Factor C\ va. for varioua values of {Egbert
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In the case of water vapor the gas emissivity ta depends on

To and P^L, as before, and in addition somewhat on the partial

pressure of water vapor Pw Correlation of the data of various

experimenters is found possible by redlining all measured emissivities

to values corresponding to an idealized case where P^, = 0, by the

use of a factor depending on P^ and PuL. The smoothed curves

through the resulting corrected data appear in Fig. 29 a plot

of €o vs. Tq for the various values of PuX, for the ‘4dear^ system at

zero partial pressure of water vapor. Allowance for the finite

value of Pw is then made by multiplying ta as read from Fig. 29

by a factor Ci read from Fig. 30 as a function of P^ and PwL.

Q2 0.4 Q6 Q8 LO

Pw

Pc^Pw

Fia. As fur vari(nis toini>eratiires. (Eghert.^^'^)

• •

Although absorption of black-bod.y radiation by water vapor is

dependent to some extent on the gas temperature, an adequate

approximate value for absorptivity aa is obtained in a manner
similar to that for carbon dioxide, r.c., aa is approximately equal

to gas emissivity €a calculated at P„,L and at T» rather than Ta.

The same correction C\ for partial pressure is made as before.

When carbon dioxide and water vapor are present together,

the total radiation due to both is somewhat less than the sum
of the se[)arately cahailated effects, because each gas is somewhat
opaque to the other. The correction for this effect may be read

from Fig. 31, which gives the amount Ae by which to reduce the

sum of ia for CO 2 and €0 for H 2O (each evaluated as if the other

gas were absent) to obtain the ^ due to the two together. The
same type of correction applies .in calculating oo.

Relation 18 was restricted to interchange between a gas and

its bounding surface when the latter is black. If the surface is

gray, with an emissivity (and absorptivity) equal to €„ multiplica-
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tion of Relation 18 by e, would make proper allowance for reduction

in the primary beams from gas to surface and surface to gas,

respectively; but some of the gas radiation initially reflected

from the surface would hav<? further opi)ortunity for absorption at

a surface, because the gas is but incomph^tely opacpio to the reflected

beam. Consequ(*nily, the factor by which Relation 18 is to be

multiplied lies between €, and 1, the nearer the latter the more

transparent the gas (i.c., the lower PJj and PiX) and the more

convoluted the surface. Rigorous treatment of the problem is

tedious for engineering use. Fortunately, in the emissivity range

of most industrial surfaces, 0.7 to 1.0, an adecpiate approximation

consists in multiplying Relation 18 by an elTective or pseudoemis-

sivity c' lying halfway between the actual value of e* and unity.

The final formulation of radiant interchange between a gas and

its bounding surfa(*e when the gas contains C()2 and H 2O is now

q/A = <T€[{ea 7';. 0. 173,; (19)

where €' = (<=.« + l)/2.

To keep straight on nomenclature, a series of subscripts will be

appended to the value of e read from Fig. 28 or 29, the fiist

representing the gas (whether C()> or H-iO) the second the tempera-

ture on the plot (whether Ta or 7\), tin* third the value of PL at

which € is^read. In this nomenclature, terms in Eq. 19 arc defined

as follows:

= ^coi,Ta,Ptf^ + — Aer,,

aa - acot + «ii20 “ Aa

= eu^\T,.p^LCiy approximately

Aa = Aer,

As previously pointed out, the error in q/A is negligible when

oco, is evaluated as e^o^T^PcLi if T, To. The maximum error so

introduced is about 10 per cent when 7\ equals O.Sl'o.

Relation 18 (or 19) was formulated for the case of interchange

between a gas hemisphere and a spot on its base, i.c., for the case

in which the length of path L of the radiant beam is the same in all

directions. For gas shapes of industrial importance, it is found

that any shape is approximately representable by an ‘‘equivalent'^
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hemisphere of proper radius, or that there is a mean beam length

that can be used in evaluating gas emissivities and absorptivities

from Figs. 28 and 29. As PL approaches zero, the mean beam
length approaches as a limit the value four times the ratio of gas

volume to bounding area, or four times the mean hydraulic radius.

For the range of PL encountered in practice, L is always less; 85 per

cent of the limiting value is generally a satisfactory approxima-

tion.^®^ Table II summarizes the results of tedious graphical or

analytical treatment of various special shapes.

Table II.—Beam Lexatiis for Gas Kadiation

Shape
( ‘haracterizing

dimension D

Factor by which D is

multiplied to obtain

mean beam length L

WTicn For av^erage

PL = 0 values of RL

Sphere Diameter ?3

1

0.60

Infinite eylinder Diameter 0.90
Sann*, nidiatiiiK to renter of hase. .

Hij^ht circular cylinder, hei^^ht =
Diameter 0.90

diameter, radiating to center of

base 1 )iameter 0.77
Same, radiatinj^ to whole surface*. . .

Infinite cylinder of half-circulai

Diameter 0.60

cross section. Uadiatinjj^ to spot

on middle of flat side Radius 1

1.26

Space between infinite paralh'l 1

planes Distance between

planes

1.8

i

^

('ubc Kdge 0.60

1 X 2 X f) rectauKular i)arallele-
1

piped, radiating to Short (*st edg(*
1

2X0 face 1 .18^

1 X () face I. 24 I

1X2 face 1 . ISl'
1 .06

All facets 1 . 20)

Space outside infinite bank of tubes

with centers on etpiiiateral tri-

angles; tube diameter = cl<*ar-

ance (dearance 3.4 2.8

Same as pre(*eding, except tul)e

diameter =» one-half clearance. . .

Same, except tube centers on

( 'learanee 4 45 3 8

squares; diameter » clearance. .

.

Clearance 4.1 3 5
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In some problems (page 78) it is desirable to evaluate an

equivalent gray-body emissivity of a gas mass or flame, ^Fy which

serves both as emissi\’ity and as absorptivity, such that for radiant

interchange with black surroundings q/

A

= aepiTa — T"^). Com-
parison with Eq. 19 indicates that

€0 ~ ccaiTJTaY
1 - {TJToY (20)

If gas radiation occurs in equipment in which there is a con-

tinuous change in temperature of the gas and the surface from

one end to the other of the interchanger, exact allowance therefor

can be made by conventional graphical integration. To a generally

adequate degree of approximation, however, one may use a mean
surface temperature equal to the arithmetic mean, and a mean gas

temperature equal to the mean surface temperature plus the

logarithmic mean of the temperature difterence, gas to surface,

at the two ends:

(^l +

^’,av ^«.av “I”

{t<i\ — ^*l) — {t(}2 — ^* 2)

2.3 log
{tcf X

— t,\ )

{1(12 — t$2)

(21 )

(22)

Effect of Presence of Two Surfaces at Different Temperatures.

—

When a radiating gas fills a chamber, the walls of which consist of

the ultimate heat-receiving surface and of an intermediate heat

receiver and reradiator such as a r(‘fractory surface, the question

arises as to how to evaluate the total heat interchange between gjis

and ultimate heat receiver by the combined m(‘chanisms of direct

radiation from the gas to the ultimate receiver* and radiation from

the gas to the refractory surface and thence to the ultimate* receiver.

This problem, in its general form involving heat balances, external

heat los.ses from the furnace, and convection heait transfer inside the

chamber, is treated in detail in the last part of the present section

(page 78). As an approximation, howev(‘r, the total heat transfer

to the ultimate receiver may be estimated by assuming that its

effective area is that of itself plus a certain fraction / of that of the

refractory and that the only temperatur(‘s involved are those of

the gas and the ultimate receiving surface. The fraction /, the

effectiveness of the refractory surface, varies from zero when the

ratio of refractory surface to ultimate receiving surface is very
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high, to unity when the ratio is very low and the value of €f is low.

When the refractory-surface area and ultimate heat-receiving

surface area are of the same order of magnitude, a value of 0.7

may be used for/, although for more exact calculations the method

of the last section of this chapter should be used.

Radiation from Sulphur Dioxide.—In the design of sulphur

burners and of sulphur-dioxide coolers, the radiation from the gas

may be a major factor in the evaluation of the total heat transferred.

Via. 32 .

The data of C\)blent7/'^^ on the infrared absorption si>octrum of

sul])hur dioxide, although hardly adequate lus a basis for quantitative

calculations, have been used for want of something better. The
results are given in Fig. 32, by Guerrieri, in a form dissimilar to

the water-vapor and carbon-dioxide plots. The equation of

radiant-heat transfer is

q/A = €.(S, - S,) (23)

in which q/A is Btu /(sq ft bounding surfaco)(hr)
;

c,, emissivity

of the surface; Sg^ the sulphur-dioxide radiation, as read from Fig.

32 corresponding to the gas temperature; S, the same, but cor-
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responding to the surface temperature and representing, therefore,

the amount of radiation from the surface that is absorbed by the gas.

Radiation from Other Gases.—Measurements of total radiation

from carbon monoxide have been made by Ullrich, who found

that the gas emissivity is a maximum at around 1600°F, that at

PL = 2 its emission is about half that of carbon dioxide at all

temperatures from 600 to 2500°F, and that at PL = 0.01 its

emission varies from 40 to 90 per cent of that of carbon dioxide as

the temperature varies from 600 to 2500°F.

Measurements of total radiation from ammonia have been made
by Port,^®^ who found that the gas emissivity is very high compared
with carbon dioxide or water vapor, that it decreasas continuously

from room temperature up, that at PL = 2 it varies from one to

two times that of water vapor, and that at PL = 0.01 it varies from

1.5 to four times that of water vapor over the range, room tempera-

ture to 2000°F.

For other gases of interest one must rely on evaluations similar

to those on SO 2 above, based on the infrared absorption spectra

of the gases in question. For the method of such calculation

and for a more complete story on gas radiation see Schac^k,®^®

Hottel,®'’' Schmidt,®®® Fishenden,*-^® Hottel and Mangelsdorf,®-^®

Hottel and Smith, ®“‘^ Eckert, and Hottel and Egbert.®^^

Illustration 4,—Hue gas containing 6 per cent carbon dioxide aiul 1 1 per

cent water vapor by volume (wet basi-s) flows through the convection bank of an

oil tube still consisting of rows of 4-in. tubes on 8-in. centers, nine 25-ft tubes

in a row, the rows staggered to put the tube.s on equilateral triangular centers.

The flue gas enters at HXK) and leave.s at lOOO'^F. The oil flows countercurrent

to the gas and rises from 600 to 800°F. Tube-surface emissivity is 0.8. \\"hat

is the average heat input rate, due to ga.s radiation alone, per square foot of

external tube area?

In addition to the direct radiation from gas to tubes, there will be some
reradiation from the refractory walls bounding the chamber, tin* effect of which

may be determined approximately by the method disciissed on page 71. With
each row of tubes there i.s associated ^2 X \/3/2 or 0.577 ft of wall height, of

area (^2 X9X2-h 25 X 2) X 0.577 *= 35.8 nq ft. One row of tubes has an

area of x X >12 X 25 X 9 « 235 sq ft. If the recommended factor of 0.7 on
235 + 0.7 X 35.8

the refractory area is used, the effective area of the tubes is
235

a* 1.11 sq ft/sq ft of actual area. The exact evaluation of outside tube tem-

perature from the known oil temperature would involve a knowledge of oil-

film coefficient, tube-wall resistance, and rate of heat flow into the tube, the

evaluation usually involving trial and error. However, for the present purpose

the temperature dfop through the tube wall and oil film will be assumed 75°F,

making the tube surface temperatures 676 and 875®F; average 775''F. The
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radiating-gas temperature is

tg * 775 -h
(1600 - 875) - (1000 - 675)

2.3 log
1600 - 875

1000 - 675

775 -f 499 * 1274°F

According to Table II, L =* 2.8 X the clearance between tubes, or 2.8 X ^2
» 0.935 ft. Py,L * 0.11 X 0.935 - 0.102; P.L - 0.06 X 0.935 « 0.056; PcL
{TJTq) = 0.056(775 -f 460)/(1274 + 460) = 0.040. From Fig. 28 for CO,,

«co, (at Ig =* 1274, P,L * 0.056) * 0.064; acoi (at t, = 775, PL = 0.040)

=* 0.0535 X (1734/1235)0 = 0.067. From Figs. 29 and 30 for H 2O, euto (at

to - 1274, PL = 0.102, Pu, = 0.110) = 0.064 X 1.07 = 0.068; at t. = 775,

PJj = 0.102, = 0.11, a. = 0.085 X 1.07 = 0.091.

From Fig. 31, by interpolation Ac = 0.001, and Aa = 0 (both negligible).

Substituting in hJq. 19, q/A = 0.9 X 0.173 [17.34^(0.064 -f 0.068 — 0.001)

— 12.35^0.067 + 0.091)] = 1275 Btu/(sq ft)(hr), exclusive of effect of refrac-

tory surfaces, or approximately 1275 X 1.11 = 1415 Btu/(sq ft tube area)

(hr). This is equivalent to a convection coefficient of 1415/499, or 2.8, which is

the order of magnitude expected of the convection coefficient itself.

RADIATION FROM CLOUDS OF PARTICLES

The treatment of radiation from powdered-coal flames, from

dust particles in flames, and from flames made luminous by the

thermal decomposition of hydrocarbons to soot involves the

evaluation of radiation from clouds of particles. Powdered-coal

flamel contain particles varying in size from 0.01 to 0.0 in., with an

average size in the neighborhood of 0.001 in., and a compowsition

varying from a high percentage of carbon to nearly pure ash. The
suspended matter in luminous gjis flames has its origin in the thermal

decomposition of hydrocarbons in the flame due to incomplete

mixing with air before being heated, consists of carbon and of very

heavy hydrocarbons, and has an initial particle size of about

0.000012 in. The powdered-coal particles are sufficiently large to

be substantially opacpie to radiation incident on them, whereas

the particles of a luminous flame* are so small as to act like semi-

transparent bodies with respect to thermal or long wave-length

radiation. This difference in transparency of the individual

parti(des justifies a separate treatment of the two types of flames.

Luminous Flames.—Tlu're are two methods of attacking the

problem of developing a suitable method for predicting the radiation

»to be expected from a luminous flame. The first is to collect data

* Tho term luminouH flume, iis used in this section, always refers to a flame

made luminous by soot particles formed in the flame, not to the presence of

macroscopic dust or powdered-coal particles or metal vapors or to the bluish

gas flames obtained with a high degree of primary aeration.
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on actual flames under varying conditions of aeration, fuel-gas

composition, flame volume, etc., and to use the data as a basis for

calculations. Unfortunately the published data of this sort are

woefully inadequate, usually consisting of a measurement of total

radiation from small laboratory flames, with no basis for deter-

mining the opacity of the flame or, consequently, the radiation

from a larger flame of similar type. The changes in soot concentra-

tion attending changes in burner design, shape of combustion

chamber, degree of primaiy and secondary aeration, fuel-gas

composition, and draft regulation all make the estimation of the

luminous-flame radiation to be exj^ected in a proposed installation

exceedingly uncertain.

It is possible to show, however, how data may be obtained from

a furnace with known conditions of combustion, and applied to a

different size or shape of furnace in which the conditions of com-

bustion are roughly the same. From a (piantitative invcvstigation

of the variation, with wave length of the monochromatic* absorp-

tivity of luminous flames, it hits been shown by Ilotlc*! and Brough-

ton^^® that the absorptivity (and emissivity) dc^creases with incn^ase

in wave length and that the total emissivity is l(‘ss than the emis-

si\nty in the visible spectrum. This makc's diriM t visual estimation

of luminous-flame emissivity vcay inisl(‘ading. However, by the

use of an optical pyrometer containing color screams of different

wave lengths (red and green), it is shown that two apparent tc^m-

peratures, the red brightness temperature 7\ and the giecai bright-

ness temperature l\j may i)e obtained, which permit a calculation

of both true flame temperature and total flame emissivity. Figure

33 is a working plot (in degrees K(‘lvin) from which the tru(^ tem-

perature may be obtained, given Tr and A(= Tg — YV). On the

same plot one obtains the value of the? absorption .strcuigth K\Lf,

in which if i is a term measuring the soot concentration of the flame,

and Lf is the thickness of flame through which the pyrometer is

sighted. With absorption strength known. Fig. 34 may be used to

determine the effective emissivity of the flame envelope. The
transfer of heat from the flame envelope of area A and true flame

temperature Tf to the confining walls of tcmiperature is given by

q = 0.173 (24)

in which cr is the emissivity of the flame envelope as determined by

Fig. 34, and c' is the ettective emissivity of the surroundings.
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If an optical pyrometer with both red and green screens is not

available, Fig. 33 may still be used to determine absorption strength:

(1) if the red brightness temperature Tr is determined with an

ordinary optical pyrometer and the true temperature Tf with a

high-velocity thermocouple; or (2) if a mirror is held behind the

flame in the line of sight of the optical pyrometer. The first

method is open to the serious objection that the absorption strength

K\Lf changes rapidly with a change in the usually small quantity

Fig. 33.- -AbsoriJtiou strength KL or K\Lf of luminous flames.

Tf — Tr representing the difference between the temperature

readings of two entirely different kinds of instruments.

In using tlu' two-color i)rinciple for determining the true tem-

perature and total ^missivity of a flame, it should be borne in mind
that tlui j>yrometer must not ^^see’^ anything but the flame itself; f.c.,

the background of the flame should be an open peephole in the back

wall of the furnace or a cold nonrefleeting surface, never a hot

refractoiy surface. When temperature measurements have been

made on an industrial flame of one size to determine its absorption

stnaigth KiLf^ for the purpose of estimating the emissivity €f of a

similar but larger flame, the absorption strength {KiLf), determined

from Fig. 33 should be multiplied by the dimension ratio L2/L 1

before Fig. 34 is used. In addition, the value of KxLf should cor-
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respond to the particular shape of flame under consideration, in

accordance with the principles discussed in connection with the

use of Table II. An example will be found on page 77.

The data available on luminous flames in industrial furnaces

indicate that radiation from the soot is frequently of a greater order

of magnitude than nonluminous gas radiation. Lent'*'^^ has made
a blast-furnace gas flame practically black by addition of benzene

to form soot. Haslam and Boyer-^^ found that a luminous acetylene

flame radiated roughly four times as much heat as wh(‘n nonlumi-

nous and the size of their experinu^ntal flame was such as to indicate

Fui. 34.~-Eiiussivity of luminous flumes.

that maximum })lackness had not been obtained. Sherman®^^

has measured emi.ssivities of luminous gas flames in an experimental

furnace.

Powdered-coal Flames.—The radiation ffom powdered-coal

flames has been treated analytically by Wohlenberg and his asso-

ciates^^®*^^^ by Haslam and Hottel-^® and by Lindmark et

Experimental studies have been conducted by Lindmark {ibid.)

and by Sherman.®®®

It may be shown that the emi.ssivity o^ a cloud of opaque parti-

cles, based on the area of the envelope of the whole (*loud, is of the

form (1 — in which 7 is the prodind term, (concentration of

particles) (time-average cross section of a particle) (length of

radiant beam through cloud), the last term being defined as in
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Table II. By making suitable assumptions as to the laws of par-

ticle-size distribution in pulverized coal and the rate of combustion

of individual particles, one may use the foregoing exponential

relation to calculate the emissivity of a pulverized-coal flame.

Values so obtained, however, are almost invariably considerably

lower than measured flame emissivitics. The discrepancy is

probably due to the contribution of cracked hydrocarbons producing

luminosity as well as to residual ash particles not allowed for in the

theoretical derivation. Fortunately, modem pulverized-coal instal-

lations involve such large flames that their emissivity is not far

from unity.

Illustration 6.—It is dosirod to determine approximately the radiation from

a proposed luminovLs-flame burner installation, from measurements made on a

similar combustion chamber all the dimensions of which are one-half those of

the proposed installation. It is intended to keep aeration and mixing conditions

as similar as possible in tlie two chambers. The fliime in each case is roughly

spherical in form. An optical pyrometer witli red and green screens is sighted

through th(‘ smaller flame at its diameter, the apparent temperatures obtained

being 7V = 2fl99"F (- 1755"K), and = 2710°F (= 1778"K). (a) What
tire th(^ emi.ssivity and true temperature of the smaller flame? (b) What will

be the probalde rate of heat transfer per square f(U)t of flame envelope of the

propos(»d larger installation if the flame temperature is the same and the sur-

rounding walls are at 2f>00°F and black?

a. From Fig. when the red brightness temperature Tr of the flame is

1755°K and ih(' differeiua' between Tf, and 7V is 1778 — 1755 ~ 23''K, the true-

flamc temperature is found to be ISll'^K and the ab.sorption strength KiLf is

0.7. This value of KiLy, however, corresponds to length of radiant beam L
equal to the diameter of the flame sphere. According to Table II, the average

value of L is O.fl times the diameter when the radiating shape is spherical,

'fhen the average absorption strength is 0.7 X O.fl = 0.42. From Fig. 34.

when A'lLi? =* 0.12 and tru(;-flanie temperature = 181 1°K, the flame emissivity

is 0.20.

b. If the flame dimensions are doubled, other things being equal, the absorp-

tion stnuigth K\Lf will double. When KiLy = 2 X 0.42 = 0.84, F'ig. 34

indicates that the flame emi.ssivity will be 0.365 (not double the value 0.20V

The net radiation per sqiiare foot of flame envelope will bo

A
0.173 X 0.365 X

[(

1811 X 1 .sy /26(X) -f 460\ <
]

Too ) \ U)0 '
) \

16, UX)
Btu

(sq ft) (hr)

The General Problem of Heat Transfer in a Combustion Cham-
ber.—One of the intKst complex problems of heat transmission is

the evaluation of the performance of a combustion chamber of a
furnace, in which heat is being transmitted simultaneously by all or

most of the mechanisms so far discussed. Two methods of treat-

ment of this problem are possible; either (1) the theoretical one in
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which the attempt is made to consider the various individual

factors, each acting in accordance with the principles discussed

previously, and to combine them; or (2) the empirical one in which

furnace test data are analyzed in the attempt to dete(‘t the effect

of factoi*s suspected of being of importance. These methods will

be considered in order.

Allowance is to he made for the combhied actions of direct radiation from

the flame to the stock or heat sink; radiation from flame to refractory surfaces,

thence back through the flame (with partial absorption therein) to the sink,

convection; and external losses. A solution of the problem is possible if the

following assum cions are accepted: (1) external losses from refractory walls

equal convecticn from flame to refractory; (2) the flame is gray and has an

emissivity ep, evaluated iis discusKe<l on page 70; (3) all refractory surfaces

have a common average (but unknown) temperature; (4) a mean temperature

Tp is assignable to th(‘ flame and combustion pnxlucts in the cliamber; (5) the

heat sink or ultimate receiver has a uniform surface t(*mperature Tc and is gray,

with emissivity €c and area Ac- The solution of tlu‘ problem, giving the net

rate of heat transfer Qp from the flame by all nuadianisms, Ls

qp = aiT^ĵ r^A^^cP 4- hcA'ciTp - Tr) -f (25)

lladiatioii to sink ('onvection to sink External loss*

in which

1
(2fl)

1

^CP
+ 1-1

€C

Tc,

{

'i +— AilAi.
\

, + it-. '
)

1 — tp t RCf

(27)

Ur
1

(28)
I

X\o . 1

h R h>ya

In these equations he, Hr, and ho represent convection coeflicients at the sink,

inside refractory, and outside refractory surfaces, respectively; Xv and Av are

wall thickness and thermal conductivity of the refractory; To is outside air

temperature; A^ from Ac in excluding that cold surface or ultimate-

receiver area that, though in view of the flame and receiving radiation, does

not receive heat by convection from the gases until t hey h*ave the chamber.

It is to be noted that, as in the case of radiation in an enclosure containing

no radiating or absorbing gas (page 59), is Iniilt up from and ec and P from

F; but here the flame emissivity tp is in addition involved Some simplifica-

tion is possible if the geometrical factor Frc—tlic fraction of the radiation

leaving refractory surfaces that is directed toward the *‘cold” surface or heat

sink—is replaced by AcKAr -f Ac)—a fair approximation when the rcfrac-

^The external loss has been assumed equal to the convection to the

refractory
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tory and cold surfaces are not completely segregated from each other. Fhen

1

qp « a{T}, - T^)Ac
1

4-

^€C’ Ac AR \€F /

+ hcA^c^Tp - Tc)

+ UrAr{Tf - To) (29)

From this simplified form much more readily than from the more general Eq. 25

it is to be noted that increasing the flame emissivity increases the heat transmis-

sion, but not proportionately; that decreasing surface emissivity (and absorp-

tivity) from unity whcni the? flame is very transparent produces almost ho effect

on the heat trai»smission
;
but that decreasing €c from unity when the flame is

siibstantiidly opacpie {tp = 1) produces a proportional decrease in heat

transmission.

Th(» derivation of Kq. 25 (or Eq. 29) was based on the assumption that Ac
was composed of plane areas. Suppose instead that Ac is a row of tubes

mounted in fVont of a refractory wall. A little coiLsideration will shqw that

the value of Ac to use in the radiation term of the foregoing equations is the

continuous plane A,, in which the tubes are located, multiplied by the proper

factor F-for tube's with a n'fractorv Imckground (see Fig. 26), and that the

refractory surface An shouhl lx* incrt'a.sed by the amount (1 — F)Ap.

Ivjuation 25 for Imj. 29) (‘xpresses a n'lation ]>etween two unknowns F/? and

qp, and a s(*cond relation is nece.ssary if a solution is to be obtained. The other

relation is ari energy balance. If one assumes turbulence to be so great that

the mean flame temperature I'p u.s(‘d for calculation of radiation is the same as

the temperature Ta of the gas leaving the chamber, then

qp = i — 7V — 7\) (30)

where i represents the hourly enthalpy or heat content of the entering fuel, air,

and recirculjit<*d flue gas, if any, above a base temperature Tq (water as vapor);

and reprcs(*nts the mean heat capacity (evaluated between Tf and To)

of the gas leaving the chamber, at hourly mas.s rate ay;. Equation 25 (or Eq.

29) and 30 may be solved by trial and (*rn)r or by graphical methods involv-

ing .sup(‘rimf)osed [)lots.

'riie pair of ccpiations just discussed appli<*s strictly to one of two limiting

furnace types that one in which the assignment of .a nu'an flame temperature

(‘(lual to the t(‘mj)eraturc of the gasc's leaving is justitiable. For this to be the

ca.se, (U)mbu.stion must be n'latively slow, delayed In retarded mixing of

.secondary air with the flame ami progressing uniforndy at all points in the

chamber. Better agrec'inent between predicted and experimental results

is obtained on some furnace's wheel the a.ssumptiou is made that flame tempera-

ture and exit gas temperatun* are not (he .same but differ by a constant amount.
In a number of furnace tests (he difference was alxnit SBO'^F.

The other ('xtreme in furnace types is that one in which combustion occurs

substantially instantaneously at the burners (through complete premixing of

fuel and air); the temperature attained is that generally known as thtoretical

Jlartie temperature or adiahatic-combuation ieniperaiurc; and the temperature

falls continuously as the gases flow from burner to outlet. When such a

is long compared to its cross section normal to the direction of gas
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flow, Eq. 29 (or Eq. 25) may be considered as applying to a differential length,

of furnace, and the solution of the problem involves either a tedious but straight

<

forward graphical iTilegration or the use of a suitable mean of Tr^ and 7V, in

Eq 29. Equation 30, of course, becomes ~ i — WGiCp)m(Tfi — To).

Simplified Treatment of Combustion-chamber Heat Trans-

mission.—Equation 25 or its equivalent ha.s been used as a basis

for deriving various simplified relations, easier to use but restricted

in applicability in proportion to the degree of simplification.

Several of these will be presented.

Billet-rehealirig Furnaces.—For continuous billet-reheating fur-

naces Eq. 25 has been modified as follows: (1) 7 is heat transferred

to the stock, not from the flame; (2) convection terms have been

omitted; (3) to compensate therefor and to allow for steadiness of

furnace operation, ffcf is evaluated using 1.2r/ ef instead of €k,

where 77 is the ratio of average billet-pushing rat(* ov(‘r a period

of .several houi*s to pushing rate during p(u*iods of stfuidy operation;

(4) €f is flame emissivity due toC02 and H2O only, ivs discu.ssed under

Ga.s Radiation; (5) Frc = AcFch/^^k = Ac/

A

h] (b) an average

value of (Tf — T^) is used, equal to the geonudric imuin of its value

at the two ends of the furnace, and at tlu' hot (uid Tf is taken as the

calculated ‘‘ theorcticar’ flame temperature, or adiabatic-combus-

tion temperature. The eejuation luts been tested on reluaiting

furnaces of various types and found satisfactory by Eberhardt

and Hottel.2«4

Petroteum Heaters.—For cracking-coil and tube-still furnaces
‘

Eq. 25 has been modified by HotU'l-^*'**^ as follows: (i) by omitting

the last term, q becomes heat transferred to oil inst(‘ad (;f heat lost

by flame; (2) heAc has for simplification been [i,s'<igned an average

value equal to IAc^cf (the term is unimportant relative to tli

radiation terra). The relation is then

- k(n - n) + 7(2V - Tc)\Ac^cf (31).

Comments on page 79 concerning the proper values of Ac and Ai

for the case of tubes mounted on a wall apply. In evaluating ffcF,

is calculated allowing for gas radiation only; cc = 0.9. In applying

Eq. 31 to data for 19 furnaces, Lobo and Evans^^'^ found that%»

Frc was represented closely by Ac/{Ac + Ar) for values of Ar/At
from 0 to 1, by AdA r for values of Ar/Ac from 3 to 6.5. Since

Eq. 31 involves heat received by oil rather than heat lost by the

flame, when it is combined with the energy balance represen t(id by
Eq. 30. the latter must be modified. The teim i is replaced by
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^ q^f where qi is the external heat loss from the combustion

; hniber. A simplified graphical treatment of the solution of

Eqs. 30 and 31 is available (Lobo and Evans^*®) together with a

comparison of results with 85 tests on 19 furnaces of widely different

types and excess air, burning fuel oil, or refinery gas; the average

deviation was 5.3 per cent; excluding tests almost certainly faulty,

the average deviation was less than 4 per cent vs. qc^c)-

A relation for petroleum heaters, somewhat easier to use than

Eq. 31 but not so safe, is obtainable by assuming certain terms in

Eq. 25 constant, combining with Eq. 30 to eliminate Tf, and finding

an expression different in form but numerically similar over the

range of interest. The relation is

1

1 + y/ilAc^cF
(32)

where is the ratio of heat transferred to oil to the enthalpy of the

entering air and fuel (net value). Other equations applicable in

this field are those of Wilson. LfObo, and liottel,^^*^ and of Mekler.^’^

Steam-boiler Furnaces .—For calculating heat transmission in the

radiant sections of steam-boiler furnace settings, many empirical

relations are available. One of the simplest is the Orrok-Hudson

equation

V = ^-7- (33)
. ,

rgf yWA
27

r which Ta/ is the weight ratio of air to fuel; iva is the firing rate

^pressed as pouiixls of equivalent good bituminous coal per hour

er square foot of exposed tube area (complete circumference if

ot buried in wall).

Y Mullikin^®* assumes that the flame emissivity €f is unity for

>rge pulverized coal-, oil-, or gas-fired furnaces and that compensa-

tion for this somewhat too high valuegpomes from use of the same
value for gas temperature in Eqs. 25 and 30. When €f is unity,

he term Ac^cf of Eq. 25 becomes simply A etc (though the remarks

ill page 79 concerning proper evaluation of Ac apply). Mullikin

rfitroduces additional multiplying factors on A c to allow for resist^

ince of overlying slag or refractory facing on metal-block walls.

I'bese are 0.7 for bare-faced metal blocks on tubes and 0.35 for
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refractory-faced metal blocks on tubes. The simplification sug-

gested is unsafe to use on small furnaces, where tjr is certainly not^

unity.

Wohlenberg and Mullikin^^^ have presented a somewhat more'

rigorous analysis of the same data.

Wohlenberg^^®'^^^ uses a relation intrinsically similar to Eq. 29.

together with a heat balance involving the assumption of equality

of flame and exit-gas temperatures; he presents the relation for rj

in the form of the product of a number of quantities each making
separate allowance for one of the variables under control.

Illustration 6.—Natural gas is being burned for steam generation in a com-
bustion chamber of which the back wall and floor are water-cool(?d. The gas

passes through a tube nest directly above and covering the'top of the combus-
tion chamber. The chamber is 16 ft wide by 16 ft long by 20 ft high. The
gas, 6red at the rate of 130,000 cu ft/hr (measured and fired at GO^T, 30 in. Hg,

saturated) with 15 per cent excess air (saturated) has the equivalent composi-

tion C1.26H4.5 and a not heating value of 1070 Bt\i/cu ft. The ‘‘cold” surfaces

of the chamber have an average temperature of 3r>0°F. What is the rate of

heat input to the water-ccwled walls, floor, and tubes above, exclusive of any

convection to the roof tubes as the gas passes \ip through them? Wliat per-

centage of the enthalpy of the entering fuel does this represemt?

Derived Data .—By stoichiometry, ***’^'^^ the products of combustion contain’

8.60 per cent CO 2 ,
16.36 per cent H2O, 2.44 per cent O 2 ,

and 72. (K) percent .V2,

wet basis; their total is 4910 Ib-rnols. From specific-heat charts the average

molal heat capacity of the products between 20(X) and GOT' is 8.25; between

2500 and GO^^F it is 8.45.

Assumptions .—The external loss from the rofracdory walls w'ill be assumed

equal to the convx'ction to them on the in.sidc*. (onvection coefficients inside

the chamber = 2.0. Refractory w’all comluctance = 0.9. The flame

completely fills the chamber. To the emi.ssivity of the flame due to nonlumi-'

nous gases will be added 0. 1 to allow for the luminosity due to cracked hydro-

carbons in the flame (this varies enormously with burner type). The emissivity*

of the “cold” surfaces — 0.8, and absorptivity equals emissivity. The mean
flarae temperature Ls 100° F' above the exit-gas ternperatuni (these approach one

another as firing rate increases).

Solution .—Equations 25 and 30 are to be solved for qf and Ac ** 16

X20-fl6 X 16 X2 == 832 sq ft. (The effective area of the tube nest, foij

radiation reception, is that of a plane replacing the tubes.) Ar *» 16 X 20 X 3,

« 960 sq ft. = 16 X 20 -f 16 X 16 = 576 (j)lane of tube nest is excluded

here). Evaluation of 5 invoIvi»s Frc (or Fcn) and ty. In this problem Fro
and Fcr are equally tedious to evaluate; Frc shall be chosen. Since^ the three

refractory rectangles do not all “see” the same arrangement of surfaces abovCf

them, it is nec^essary to determine the product ArFrc for each and to add them,

then to divide by the total Ar. Consider first the front wall, 16 by 20 ft,

which “sees” three cold faces, one directly opposite, one above, and one below.

Th(j fraction of its radiation intercepted by the wall opposite comes from Fig. 25,

line 2. By the method of Illustration 2 of this section, F » \/0^T96~X 0.26
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— 0.225, the fraction of the radiation from the front refractory wall intercepted

oy the rear water-cooled wall. To find the fraction intercepted by the water-

cooled floor, reference is made to Fig. 24. From that figure, when Y » 20/16

r.nd Z « 16/16, F * 0.17. Since the imaginary top plane replacing the tubes

intercepts the same fraction as the water-cooled floor, the total fraction inter-

cepted by cold surfaces is 0.17 X 2 -
f
- 0.225 = 0.565; and ArFrc for the front

refractory wall is 16 X 20 X 0.565 = 181 sq ft. A similar procedure leads to

the value (0.17 X 2 + 0.213) or 0.553 ac the fraction of the radiation from

either refractory side wall which is intercepted by the three cold faces. Then
the final value of Frc is

^ _ (16) (20) (0.565) 4- (16)(20)(0.553)(2) _ ^^
(16) (20) 4- (16) (20) (2)

Flame emissivity is next to be evaluated. The equivalent gray-body

emissivity of a flame at To in interchange with cold surfaces at Tg is given by
Eq. 20, the terms of which are the same as in Eep 19. ^

One must first make a I'rovisional guess as to the value and adjust later if

necessary. Temporarily assume 2500''1\ The effective beam length for gas

radiation would oc 0.6 times one side if the chamber were cubical (see Table II);

0.6 times an average side of 18 ft, or 10.8 ft, may be used (a considerable error

in this assumption will not materially affect the result). Then PcL = (0.086)

00.8) — 0.93, and PwL — (0.1636) (10.8) = 1.77. Because ts is so low com-

pared to la, the approximate method of determining aa for CO2 will be used

(see page 65). At ta =* 2500°F and ts = 350°, using Figs. 28 through 31 and
substituting into foregoing Eq. 20, one obtains

(0^11 -f 0.193 X 1.08 - 0.05) (1^)* X 1.08 - 0.028)

(810/2960) <

= 0.27

lue to gas radiation. (In this particular, example e/? could have been taken as

the sum of the tas with no allowance for the absorption terms.) Adding an
allowance for soot luminosity, = 0.37. From Eq. 27,

Tcy = 0.37

(

960/832 \

^0.63 0.56/

0.578

Tn using Eq. 26 to allow for the effect of receiver-surface emissivity, one should

note that the radiation-receiving surfaces are of two kinds, plane surfaces in

floor and back wall and a nest of tubes in the roof. The former will have an
emissivity (or absorptivity) of 0.8. The tube nest will exhibit an effective

ibsorptivity much higher, because any beams penetrating up between tubes will

;iave many chances for absorption after reflection. In the present example a
mean value of 0.9 will be used on the whole of Ac. Then, by Eq. 26,

1

0.678

I

1

0.544
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This amounts to saying that the fiamc>wall system interchanges 54 per cent as

much heat as a system of parallel black planes close together, having an area

Ac and temperatures Tf and Tc. The over-all refractory-wall coefficient » U
=* 1/(H + 1/0.9 -f H) “ 0.47. Substitution into Eq. 25 now gives

q, - 0.173
j

(832)(0.544) + (2)(576)(7> - 810)

+ (0.47) (960) (2V - 520)

An energy balance, P^q, 30 (with the gas-exit temperature assumed 100®F

below Tf)) gives

qf - (130,000)(1070) ~ (49tl)(8.45)(rF - 100 - 520)

Solution by trial and error of these two simultaneous equations gives Tf =* 2780

(2320°P') and Qf = 50,400,000 Btu/hr. If the flame emis.sivity and heat capac-

ity are adjusted to 2300° instead of 2500° and the sohition of equations repeated,

one obtains If =* 2290° and qy = 51,600,000 lUu/hr, indicating that the final

result is insensitive to the temperature at which ty and Mcp are evaluated.

Not all the heat qy g(X's to the water-cooled surfaces; the third term in the heat-

transfer equation repre.sents loss through refractory walls. This is (0.47) (960)

(2230) or 1,000,0(X) Btu/hr. Then, finally, the heat received by the water-

cooled surfaces, exclusive of convection to the first tube row, is 51,600,000
- 1,000,000 = 50,600,000 Btu/hr, or 50,600,000 /(1 30,000) (1070) » 36.4 per

cent of the enthalpy of the entering fuel.

Problems

1. A large plane, perfectly insulated on one face and maintained at a fixed

temperature Ti on the bare face, which ha.s an ernissivity of 0.90, loses 200

Btu/(hr)(8q' ft) when exposed to surroundings at ab.solute zero. A second

plane having the same size as the first is also perfectly insulated on one face,

but its bare face has an einissivity of 0.45. When the bare face of the second

plane is maintained at a fixed temperature T^ and expo.sed to surroundings at

absolute zero, it loses 100 Btu/(hr)(.sq ft).

Ijct these two planes be brought close together, so that the parallel bare

faces are only 1 in. apart, and let the heat supply to each be so adjusted that

their respective temperatures remain un(!hanged. What will he the not heat

flux between the planes, expre8.sed in Btu/(hr)(Hq ft)?

2 . A furnace having walls 28.25 in. thick contains a peephole 7 by 7 in. in

cross section. If the temperature of the inner walls of the furnace is 2200°F,

what would be the heat loss through the peephole to surroundings at 70°F?

3. An electric funiacc of rectangular cross section is to be designed for

batch heating of a stock from 70 to 1400° The hearth, covered with stock,

is 6 by 12 ft in area. The refractory side walls are well insulated. Parallel to

the plane of the roof, in a plane several inches below it, is a system of round-rod

resistors, each 10 ft long and 0.5 in. in diameter, spaced on 2-in. centers. The
plane of the resistors is 4 ft above the top of the stock.

What is the heating time for a 6-ton batch of stock having a mean specific

heat of 0.16, when the resistor temperature is maintained at 2000°F?
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Notes.—Assume that the eraissivities of the resistors and stock are 0.6 and

0.9, respectively, and neglect heat losses and heat storage in the walls of the

furnace.

4. An annealing furnace 10 ft long has a cross section normal to length, as

shown in Fig. 35. The firebox a is at a uniform temperature of 2200'"F, and
the 10- by 6-ft hearth b is covered with stock at a temperature of 1400°F. So

far as radiant heat transfer is concerned, assume that the firebox acts like a uni-

formly black plane c, 2 ft high over the bridge wall. Neglect the contribution

of the combustion products to the radiant heat interchange in the system, and

Fki. 35.

neglect convection. Assume no external losses from the furnace, and assume

that the refractory surfaces have einissivities of 0.65.

. Calculate the direct interchange of heat by radiation between the firebox

and tlie stock, if the latter is a black surface.

. C'alculate the total net interchange between the two if the stock is a

black surface.

c. Repeat 5, a.ssuining that the stock has an emissivity of 0.75.

d. Calculate the average banperaturc of the working chamber walls and
roof for condition c.

6. On a clear night, when the elTeetive black-body temperature of space is

jninus 100°F, the air is at 60^F and contains water vapor at a partial pressure

ecpial to that of ice or water at 32*^1^^. A very thin film of water, initially at

60‘"F', is placed in a very shallow well-insulated pan, placed in a spot shelt-ered

from the wind (h = 0.46), with a full view of the sky.

State whether ic(‘ will form, and support this with suitable calculations.

6 . The conv^ection section of an oil pipe still on which performance <lata

arc available is composed of a bank of tubes 24 ft long, 3.5 in. i.d., and 4.0 in.

o.d. There are six tubt's in each horizontal row; center-to-center spacing of

the tubes, arranged on ecpiilateral triangular centers, is 8 in. The minimum
free area for gjis flow' is 53.S sq ft. Oil enters the bottom row of tubes at 420''F

and flows upw'ard through eacli row in series, leaving the convection section at

730°F. Flue gas at atiTU)spheric pressure from the combustion chamber,

flowing transverse to the tubes, enters the top of the bank at 1550°F, with a

mass velocity of 810 lb/(hr)(sq ft of minimum free area) and leaves at the

bottom of the section at 59U'"F.

The flue gjis contains 7.1 per cent CX)a (dry basis); the ratio of H^OzOGj in

the flue gas is 1.38; the molecular weight of the flue gas is 27 5; the mean molal

heat capacity between 1550 and 590°F is 7.77,

Calculate the number of rows of tubes required.
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Additional Data and Assumptiona

1. External heat losses in the section are negligible.

2. The emissivities of all surfaces are 0.9. Because of the high emissivities,

radiation received on a surface by reflection may be ignored.

3. Preliminary calculations indicate that the temperature drop through the

oil film and tube wall is 30°F.

4. Average length of radiant beams through the gas will differ for the tube

surface and for the refractory surface, but the latter will he assumed equal to

the former. Likewise, the convection coefficient of heat transfer from gas to

refractory will be assumed the same as from gas to tubes.

5. The effect of the refractory end walls, through which the tubes pass, will

be neglected.

6. For convection heat transfer from flue gases, simplified Eq. 8a, page 230,

is satisfactory.



CHAPTER IV

DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS

Introduction.—In the following chapter, dimensional analysis

is applied to problems in both fluid dynamics and heat transfer.

The theory of models is outlined, and the utility of self-consistent

units in dimensionless ratios is illustrated. By using more than the

necessary minimum number of dimensions and including the corre-

sponding chmensional constants in the analysis, the conversion

factors re'iuired in any consistent system of units are automatically

introduced. This is particularly helpful when the technical system

of units is to be employed in evaluating the dimensionless ratios.

Granting that all the factors controlling a physical situation are

known, dimensional analysis is a method by which this knowledge

may be capitalized and put into a form useful for planning experi-

ments and in interpreting the data obtained. The method is par-

ticularly valuable when* the mathematical relations are unknown or

complex and will indicate the logical grouping of the factors into

dimensionless combinations. The latter feature is helpful in inter-

preting data where two or more factors have been varied in differ-

ent experiments. Wherever possible, however, correlations should

be supported by data where each factor is varied separately.

The dimensional formula for each measured quantity or factor

has the form of products of powers of the various dimensions

involved. Hence each dimensionless combination of factors must

be a product of the factors, each entering with an exponent such

that all dimensions cancel. As pointed out by Bridgman, funda-

mental ecpiations can be so arranged that the quantities enter the

equations through certain combinations that are dimensionless, and

the form of such equations is imicpen^ient of the size of the units

involved in the various terms iii the equation.

DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS APPLIED TO FLUID DYNAMICS

In applying the method, the first step is to write the dimensions

of each of the cjuantities or factors entering the physical situation.

See also Blasius,®® Buckingham,*^ Helmholtz,*** Lamb,*'* Nusselt,”'

Rayleigh, Reynolds,®®* Stanton and Pannell,®*® Stokes,*®* and Comings.'®'

87
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The dimensions of a given factor or quantity are determined by its

definition in terms of dimensions that are arbitrarily selected as

fundamental. The choice of dimensions is largely a matter of con-

venience, and hence there is nothing absolute about the dimensions

of any quantity. In problems in fluid dynamics, the ordinary

mechanical quantities mass’** M, length L, and time B may con-

veniently be selected as fundamental dimensions. One can treat

force F as a dimension. The basic law of Newton, that force is

proportional to the product of mass and acceleration, is

F = rnafgc = MLjO'^gc (1)

where gc is a conversion factor or a dimensional constant, which has

a numerical value dependent on the units chosen. If FML and B

are treated as having separate ilimensions, the dimensions of gc

are those of ma/F or MLjFBf^. Alternatively, by calling gc dimen-

sionless in Eq. 1, the dimension F may he replaced by MLjB- or

the dimension M by FB^^IL] if gc is thus made dimensionless its

Table I.

—

Some Mechanical Quantities and Theih Dimensions

Symbol Quantity

Net dimensions

FMLe
!

MLB FLe

D Diameter L L
L length L L
y Roughness of pipe surface L L L
V Velocity, average Lie L/e

\
L/e

9 Acceleration due to gravity L/e^ /Ve* L/e^

a Acceleration L/e^ L/e^ L/e^

m Mass M M 1 FO^/L

F Force
{

F ML/e^ F
9c Conversion factor, ma/F ML/Fe^ None None
w Mass rate of flow M/e M/e Fe/L

P Density, mass per unit volume M/U M/L^ Fe*/L*

y Specific weight, pq/Qc F/L^ M/L^e^ F/L^

V Pressure F/L^ M/Le^ F/L^

PF Viscosity, Fd/L^ Fe/L^ M/LB FB/L^

PM Viscosity, ppgc ** m M/Le M/Le FB/L^

DVp/pp ML/Fe^ None None
DVp/pu DVp/prQc “ DVp/p None None None

* In this book, mass always denotes the absolute quantity of matter, regard-

less of the units such as pounds, grams, or tons in which M might be expressed

numerically.
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numerical value is unity. All these practices are allowable. From
these arbitrarily selected fundamental dimensions other quantities

may be derived; for example, velocity is expressed as L/d. Table I

lists certain factors or (luantities, and the corresponding dimensions

in each of thrtie systems FMLB^ MLOy and FL6.

Note: Throughout this book the symbol designates the

product txFQc] hence the dimensionless Reynolds number is written

DVp/n.
In making a dimensional analysis, one may use any of the three

sets of dimensions listed in Table I or other appropriate sets, but

fundamentally the same n^sult will be obtained regardless of the

choice of dimensions. If a system containing more than the mini-

mum neces.sary number of dimensions, such as the FML6 system,

is selected, the cornt'sponding conversion factor, Qc in this case, should

be included. The introduction of //c, through choice of the FMLB
system, throws no light on whether or not the acceleration due to

gravity alTects the problem.

The following problems illustrate a procedure for making a

dimensional analysis.

Illustration 1.—('onsidor the prossuro drop due to frietion for isothermal

turbulent How of an iiieoiupressible liquid at constant mass rate through a

long, straight, smooth pipe of uniform diameter. From a knowledge of the

physical situation it i.s clear that the controlling factors are L, />, F, p, and p.

For How in long pipt's it is reasonable to assume that the pressure drop due to

friction is directly proportional to the length of the pipe. For the sake of

illustration it is assumed that one does not know the exact way in which />,

F, p, M, and enter the ecpiation. Letting <f> represent any function, one writes

— (IpF ^dL F. p, p, Qc) (2)*

which sometimes is called the “pi theorem.”

For convenience, the foregoing will be replaced by an infinite series:

-dpy/dL = nD-'V'p'fi'gi V'^'p'V'Vr + • '
' <.2a)

wherein the dimensioiile.ss factor or and the dimensionless exponents may have

any value required by the situation. Since all terms of the series are alike in

form, one may deal with only the first term. Referring to Table I and sub-

stituting the dimensions of the factors in the F.UL0 system in Eq. 2a, one obtains

L
(2b)

Fjq. 2h must be dimensionless with respect to each dimension; hence the follow-

ing condition equations must apply.

This is equivalent to

<l>{dp/dL, D, V, p, p, g,) - 0
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SF: 1 » hence/ =» — 1

SM : 0 «* 0 4- e -h /; hence c =* 1 — c

25: 0 « —6 — e — 2/; hence 6 » 2 — c

2L: —3 = a-f-6 — 3c — c-f-/; hence a = — 1 — c

Since there are five unknowns (the exponents) and four equations (no two of

which gave the same result), one may solve in terms of any one unknown.*

Arbitrarily retaining e, substitution of the values of the exponents in Eq. 2a

gives

-gcD dpy/pV^ dL =* a(p/I)Vpy (2c)t

Since the exjxmential form was used for convenience, dimensional analysis

shows that

-QrD dpF/pV^ dL = <^(D7p/m) (2d)

The dimensionless term on the left is usually written as 2/, where / is called the

friction factor. Experimental study (page 119) shows that for long smooth

pipies/ is indeed a function of DVpjp alone. For short pipes / depends also on

L/D because of entrance effects; for rough pipes an additional ratio y/l) is

required.

If the flow had been streamline insUmd of turbulent, experimental data

would show density does not enter, and one would obtain

—Qcl)^ dpp/pV dL = constant (2c)

This result Is of the form of Poiseuille’s law (page 120); from theory, confirmed

by many experiments, the constant of Eq. 2c is found to be 32.

DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS APPLIED TO HEAT TRANSFER

In applying dimensional analyjsi.s to problems in heat transfer,

it is customary to employ at lea.st four dimensions: mass M, length

* This case follows the rule: =» n/ — nj, which .states that the number of

dimensionless groups obtained ecpials the difference between the number of

factors involved and the number of dimensions employed. If there were no

exceptions, it would be unnecessary to determine the number of groups by

algebraic procedure, since by inspH*ction all the factors could be* grouped to form

the number of dimensionle.ss arrangements predicted by the rule: rig ^ Uj — n.i.

Some writers follow the latter procedure, regardless of the fact that the rule has

exceptions not readily foreseen by the novice. Given compatible assumptions,

if two of the condition eejua-tion.s obtained bv the algebraic procedure give the

same information, one more dimensiomess group will be obtained than predicted

by the rule: « n/ — If some of the original assumptions are incom-

patible, there is no solution, and hence rig of zero can be less than n/ — nj.

Because of these deviations, the algebraic procedure is recommended.

t Had one retained a, 6, or c, instead of e, the results, although differing

superficially from the foregoing, would be mutually convertible one into the

other. If the same problem were solved, using the MLB or FLB systems, the

same result would be obtained, except that since Qc is dimensionless in the MLB
and FLB systems, would not have appeared in Eq. 2d.
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Table II

Sym])ol Quantity

Net dimensions

FMLeTiy MLBT

A Area of surface L2

b Breadth, perimeter L L
c Specific heat, on mass basis 11/MT L’^/e-T

d Prefix indicating differential None None
D Diameter L L

Diffusivity, volumetric Lye L^!0

--dtIdL Temperature gradient T/L T/L
Force F ML/0^

ff Acceleration due to gravity L/e^ L/e^

Or Conversion factor ML/Fe^ None
G Mass velocity, w/S MldL^ M/eL^
k, r Coefficients of heat transfer H/eu~T M!0^T
J Mechanical equivalent of lieat LF/H None
k Thermal conductivity Il/eLT ML/e^T
klf>c Thermal diffusivffy L'^/e Lye
Kh Kinetic-energy ecjuivalont of heat None
L Length L
P Pressure per unit area FIL^ M /Le-^

Q Quantity of heat n ML^/e^

Q Steady rale of heat flow u/e ML\/e^
r Iladius L L
R Thermal resistance TB/II TB^LML^
S Cross section L* L*

U T Temperature T T
V Velocity L/e L'e
w Mass flow rate M/e M/e

Vi « Distances L L
Clreck

a Proportionality factor None None
Coefficient of expansion i r l/T

r w/b M / 9L M/BL
y Specific weight, F/L^ F M/L^e^
() Prefix, indicating partial derivative None None
A Prefix, indicating finite difference None None
c Emissivity None None
K Specific-heat ratio None None
X Knthalpy change Il/M L^/B'

M Viscosity, M/LB M/LB M/lO
T Tractive force per \mit area F/L' M/Le^
P Density, mass per unit volume M/L^ M/L^
a Surface tension F/L M/e^

Prefixes, indicating hinctions None None
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L] time and temperature or temperature difference T. It is

allowable to add force F as a dimension, by including the conversion

factor Qc in the dimensional analysis, as was done on page 89;

similarly the dimension of heat H may be added by including either

the mechanical equivalent of heat J (having dimensions LF/II) or

the product Jqc or Kh (the kinetic-energy equivalent of heat), which

has the dimensions MUfd-H.
The symbols and dimensions of a number of quantities are shown

in Table II. The net dimensions in the FML6TH system are readily

obtained by inspection, since the^^ corresj^ond to the technical units

in which many engineers evaluate these factors. Table II also

shows the net dimensions in the MLdT systcmi, in which neither

force nor heat Ls assigned a separate dimension; the dimensions of

force are obtained by calling dimensionless, which gives force

the dimensions of ma.ss times acceleration, ML/6‘^; the dimensions

of heat are obtained by calling Jqc dimensionless, which gives heat

the dimensions of kinetic energy, MIJ/0'\ The use of either set

of dimensions leads to fundamentally the same result
; the advantage

of using the first set is that the r(\sult of the dimensional analysis

will automatically contaird*^ the nect^ssary conversion factors for

use in anj' system of units, including technical units. If one uses

the second set, the unmodified result of the dimensional analysis

will be suitable only for systems of units in which the conversion

factors ignored in the problem are numerically ecjual to unity.

However, the results of the dimensional analysis, using the MLdT
system, are sound and can be made apj)licable to all systems of

units by later insertion of the proper conversion factors in the

result. Use of the first set of dimensions is recommended.
For example, if one assumes h to depend only on U, reference to

Table II shows that this could not be a general relation, since the

dimensions of h and V are incompatible.

Illustration 2.— For heating or cooling a nuid flowing without pha«e change

through heated or cooled tubes, it is desired to determine the logical grouping

of the factors affecting the film coefficient of lieut transfer /i, which is defined by
the equation

h =: _ iwedt) (H /e)
“

(lA It " jTrl)Lj(Al) "" lldTif)

The heat is conducted through the liipiid flrn; hen«*.e k should be a factor.

Because the film thickness depends on the mass velocity (I of the fluid, tube

diameter D, and viscosity /x, these factors should affect /<; and since for a
given Qf the specific heat affects the bulk temperature of the stream, c also
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should enter. These same factors appear in the basic energy and hydro-

mechanical equations.

Proceeding as on page p9,

h * aG-U>c*iifkiK^ (3)

The dimensional constant Kh{ — ML^/6'^H) must be introduced since the

MLOTH system is to be used, and both M and // appear in the factors involved.

Substitution of the dimensions in Eq. 3 gives

^ f Y (t y ( Y I y (ML^\^
eiJT \eij) \ ) \Mr) \Le) \9Lt) \Hd^)

(3a)

Summation of the exponents of like dimensions gives the condition equations

2//: 1 - e i — m
XM: 0=a —
XL : — 2 = — 2a 4- t — t + 2m
Xe -\ = -a - f - i - 2m
XT: ^ -f - i

Simultaneous solution* gives 6 = a — I, / = e — a, t = 1 — e, and m = 0;

substitution in Kq. 3 gives

¥ = -(f)•(¥)•

It is noted that the exponents arbitrarily retained, a and were those appearing

on G and c, respe»etivcly, and hence G and c each appeared only once in Eq. Zb.

If different pairs of exponents had been retained, the corresiX)nding factors

would have appeared only once, but all the various results would be mutually

convertible. For the ease under discussion the dimensionless ratios usually

retained are /X7 /m, cn/k, and either h/cG or hD/k% the last equaling the product

of the other three. The final result is

hl)/k = </>[(/X?/M),(rMA)l (3c)

in which the unknown functions may be of anj' kind and must be experi-

mentally determined.

Illustration 3,—In the literature,! the following equation is given for boiling

lujuids:

* Since two of the condition equations {XM and XO) gave the same informa-

tion, three dimensionless groups were obtained from seven factors expressed

in terms of five dimensions, and hence the rule n/ = -f did not apply.

The same situation is found when the problem is solved in terms of MLdT, and
Eq. Zb is again obtained by the algebraic procedure. If it is assumed that h

depends on both F and p, rather than upon the product Vp =» G, Eq. 36 is again

obtained.

t Eq. 12 of reference 193, based on reference 347.
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where Db is the most common bubble diameter, Nb'^s the most common bubble

frequency (1/^), and the other terms are defined in Table II. It is desired to

determine whether or not the equation is dimensionally balanced and, if it is

not, what changes should be made so that the constant a would represent a

pure number.

Solution .—Substituting the dimensions of the various terms on the left-

hand side of Eq. 4, using the FMLdTH system, one obtains

ilf/eL*T) JTJL ^[F
(H/eLT) ^M/L^

In order to make the left-hand side dimensionless, the term under the radical

must be multiplied by M /F. Since gravity g plays a part in the phenomenon,

it is evident that the term under the radical should he multiplied by

£e ^ ML/Fe^ ^ M
g L/e^ F

Since Eq. 4 was given in a paper specifying technical units, wherein ge/g equals

unity, the ratio could be omitted. However, as shown above, to make the left-

hand side give the same numerical value in any system of units, it should be

written as

* or ^k ^pLg k

(In reference 347, the latter form was correctly given.)

Substitution of the dimensions of the various terms in the right-hand side

of Eq. 4 shows that the right-hand side is dimensionless.

Had the same problem been solved with the ML9T system, Kq. 4 would have

been found to be dimensionle.ss when written as {h/k) \/q

I

pig^ which does not

contain gc, considered dimensionless in the MLdT system. In order to make this

form suitable for any consistent system, it would have to be multiplied by

V^-

Based on variou.s .sets of assumptions as to the factors involved

dimensional analysis gives:

For forced convection:

hD/k = <t>[{DVp/f.),Mk)] (5)*

For natural convection

:

hD/k = O AO, Mk)] (6)

For condensing vapor:

hD/k == 0((Z>VV/mO, (mXA An] (7)

For boiling liquids:

A rearranged form is hIcpVp — (cp/x/k)] {6a)
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In the literature certain dimensionless groups have been named
as follows:

Table III.—Some Dimensionless Groups

Group (1)0 (2)‘ Name

hD/k Nu Nnu Nusselt number
DVp/y. Re Nr. Reynolds number
ep/k Pr Npr Prandtl number
DVpcIk Pe Np. Peclet number = Re • Pr

wcjkL Gz No, Graetz number
Gt Nor Grashof number

hjeVp St Nsi Stanton number

{hlk){p}lp^g)^^ Co Nco Omdensation number
{L^p^gXlkp Af) Cv Ncr Used in equation for condensing vapor

hrni/k Bi NBi Biot number

ke/pcrl Fo Nfo Fourier number

plpDv Sc Nsc Schmidt number
2grl) Apr,A pV^L f If Fanning friction factor

*• Column 1 shows the abbreviations usually employed.
^ C'olumn 2 shows the symbols tentatively proposed by Subcommittee Z-lOc of the American

Standards Association, March, 1941.

LIMITATIONS TO RESULTS OBTAINED BY DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS

As stated at the beginning of this discussion (page 90) the result

obtained by applying dimensional analysis is limited by the validity

and completeness of the assumptions made prior to the analysis.

Thus, if one assumes that h depends upon a number of factors that

happen to be dimensionally compatible, the analysis will show this

to be the case but will throw no light on the validity or completeness

of the assumptions. Experiment is the only safe basis for deter-

mining the correctness and adequacy of the assumptions.^^* How-
ever, if the assumptions are known to be correct and complete, then

the result of dimensional analysis, i.c., the logical grouping of the

factors or variables into dimensionless groups, can be accepted

without hesitation.

THEORY OF MODELS

Granting that the assumptions involved are known to be correct

and adequate, dimensional analysis would show that the equation is

dimensionally sound and would indicate the grouping of the factors

in dimensionless moduli. However, in most cases, the relationship

between these dimensionless moduli can be determined only by
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experiment. Resistance to flow of air around airplanes, water

around ships, or liquids through a new type of heat exchanger can be

determined by experiments with scale models. The data, determined

from experiments with scale models, can be plotted in dimen-

sionless groups and used for full-sized equipment. If, as in Illustra-

tion 1, Eq. 2d, the term Qc AprD/NpV'^ is some unknown function of

DVpIfiy experiments on the scale model should be run at the same

values of DVpIp that will be used with the full-sized equipment. If

a scale model one-tenth full size is used and the same fluid and same
temperatures are used for both the scale model and the full-sized

apparatus, since D will be one-tenth as large, in order to make

DVpIp the same in both cases, V should be ten times as large as

on the full scale. If this velocity is excessive, a different fluid or a

different temperature can be us€mI, giving a sufficiently large value

of /i/p for the experiments with the model.

Thus based on dimensional analysis, this theory of models’^ has

a finn foundation-^'^® and is of great value in planning experiments.

However, the method demands care in the analysis of all controlling

factors and thorough familiarity with the tecliniciue of allowing for

their variations. For example, the effect of roughness and scale

deposits should not be overlooked.

CONSISTENT UNITS

It shotild be clear that the numerical value of any dimensionless

group is independent of the units employed, provided a consistent

set is employed. Thus if the ratio of length to diameter of a given

pipe is 48:1, the .same result will be obtained regardless of whether

the units employed are inches per inch, fwt per feet, or meters per

meter. The same principle applie.s to the more complex dimension-

less groups. Thus, consider the isothermal flow of a licjuid, having

a density of 56.0 Ib/cu ft and a viscosity of 0.0056 lb/(sec)(ft), at an

average velocity of 5.0 ft/sec through a pipe having an inside diam-

eter of 0.0833 ft. Evaluating all terms on the basis of the fps

system of units, the R(\ynolds number would be {DVp/p) = (0.0833)

(5.0) (56.0) /0.0056 = 4165 in this set of consistent units. If each

of the terms be converted* to the cgs system of units, DVpIp, =
(2.54)(152.5)(0.898)/8.33 = 4165 in this set of consistent units.

In other words, in any one set of self-consistent units the numerical

value of a dimensionless group is the same as in any other set of

* Conversion factors for the Reynolds number are given on p. 88 and for

viscosity, on p. 407.
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self-consistent units. Hence, if convenient, one may use one set

of self-consistent units in one dimensionless group and a different

set of self-consistent units in a second dimensionless group appearing

in the same equation.

Throughout the book, the preferred primary units are those

shown in Table IV.

Ta^blb IV.

—

Preferred Primary Units (Technical System)

Quantity
Dimen-
sions

Units

Mass M Ma.ss pound of commerce, 454 grams

.Force F Pound force = 444,000 dynes ^ 32.2 poundals

I*ength L Feet

Time e Hours (seconds used in flow of fluids)

Temperature T Degrees Fahrenheit for degrees Fahrenheit absolute

for T
Heat II Btu

Qc ML/Fe^
32.2 mass pounds X feet

pounds force X seconds*

4.17 X 10* mass pounds X feet

p)ounds force X hours*

J LF/II
i

778 ft X pounds force per Btu

The corresponding units of various secondary quantities are given

in the various nomenclature tables in later chapters.

Other Systems of Units.—If it is desired to employ an English

absolute system, using force in poundals and mass in pounds matter,

all dimensionless equations in the book will give the correct results

by taking Qc as unity. Similarly, one can employ a gravitational

English system, involving force pounds and slugs (pounds mat-

ter/32.2); again Qc espials unity. A similar situation exists with

respect to the corresponding systems of metric units.

Problems

1. Calculate the dimensionless Reynolds number for the following condi-

tions: i.d. of 1 in., average velocity of 125 cm /see, density of 49.9 Ib/cu ft, and
an absolute viscosity of 0.0053 force lb X seconds per square foot.

2. Experiments have been made on the rate of heat transfer from a metal

surface to a number of boiling liquids. Steady conditions and constant tem-

perature difference from metal to liquid were maintained in each run. Based

on a study of the data, it is believed that the individual surface coefficient of heat

transfer h depends upon the following factors: viscosity pipe diameter Z>,

thermal conductivity k density p, and surface tension <r (expressed as force/

length).
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,
a. Based on these assumptions, apply dimensional analysis and arrange the

variables in the proper number of groups.

b. Repeat, considering the specific heat c also a factor.

3. Making certain assumptions and applying tlie principles of dimensional

analysis to the study of heat transfer by natural convection leads to the con-

clusion

where L is the height of a vertical plate and thi' other symbols have the custom-

ary meaning. Using a vertical plate 2 in. high, at 150°F exposed to dry air at

70°F and 1 atm absolute, it is found that h equals 1.3 Htu/(hr)(sq ft) (deg F).

Assuming that the ditiicnsional analysis is sound and that the values of the

physical properties should be evaluated at a fdm temperature //, the arithmetic

mean of the temperatures of the wall and the gas, consider the problem of the

transfer of heat from a vertical plate in an atmosphcire of pure hydrogen at 2 atm
absolute-

. If the plate is at 760^F and the hydrogen is at 600°F, for what height of

piate would the one experiment in air be (‘apable of predicting a value

for h with hydrogen?

. What would be tlu^ expected value of h under the conditions of a?

Notes .—.Assume that Cpfi k is the same for a!! diatomic g:i.ses at 1 atm and Is

independent of temperature,

4. The group IPp'^k is dimensionless in the ML6T system. For

technical units calculate the corr(*ct numerical value of tlie corresponding

dimensionleois term for the following conditions: I> of 0.1 ft, p of 50 Ib/cu ft, k

of 0.08 Btu/(hr)(8q ft)(deg F per ft), a of 1 lb nuid/(hr)(ft), and At of HUF’.

6. A liquid Ls flowing Lsothermally at steady ma.ss rate F per unit breadth,

under the influence of gravity down the outer wall of a tall vertical pipe in the

r )om. C’learly the thickness x of the film may depend on the viscosity p and

density p of the liquid.

What dimensionless groups are reciuired?



CHAPTER V

FLOW OF FLUIDS

Introduction.—The following chapter is divided into three sec-

tions. The first deals with the mechanism of both streamline and

turbulent motion; and, for turbulent motion in pipes, presents the

concepts of a laminar-flow layer, a buffer zone, and a turbulent

core as are shown by velocity-gradient data. The effect of increased

velocity upon film thickness and the effect of roughness of the wall

upon velocity distribution arc also discussed. The second section

presents material and energy balances for steady flow. The third

section deals with the laws of friction due to flow inside straight and

.coiled pipes, through sudden enlargements and contractions in

cross section, across tube banks, and'in packed tubes. A number of

illustrative problems are included.

I. MECHANISM OF ISOTHERMAL FLOW OF FLUIDS

Because of its important relation to heat transfer by conduction

and convection between solid and fluid, the mechanism of the flow

of fluids is discussed in detail.

Isothermal Streamline vs. Turbulent Motion

As has long been known from the classical researches of Osborne

Reynolds^®^ and others, the steady isothermal flow of a fluid through

a long, straight pipe may occur by one of several mechanisms.

When the dimensionless Reynolds number DVp/ti* is sufficiently

small, the individual particles of fluid flow in straight lines parallel

to the axis of the pipe, without appreciable radial component, f

* UsinK the fp.s system for illustration, D represents i.d. in feet; V — aver-

age velocity in feet per second = [cubic feel per second cross section in

square feet); p = density in pounds per cubic foot; and p = viscosit.v in lb/(sec)

(ft). For How in conduits, (7 = weight or mass velocity, expressed as lb /(sec)

(sq ft of cross section), is often used instead of the product Vp. In the litera-

ture the term DVpIp = DG/p is often abbreviated as Re. Nomenclature is

summarized on page 112. Properties of fluids are given in the Appendix.

t Of course, the minute molecules are moving rapidly over the almost infini-

tesimal mean free paths, but the motion of large groups of molecules (particles)

is substantially axial.

99
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as shown in Fig. 36. This type of motion is variously described as

streamline, straight line, viscous, and laminar. At sufficiently high

values of Re, the motion is said to be turbulent, because of the pres-

ence of innumerable eddies or vortexes present in the central

portion of the pipe, as indicated in Fig. 37. The shapes of the

velocity-distribution curves are different for the two types of

motion. Thus, for streamline flow the curve is of parabolic shape:

y
=

2 (l - ^)
(1)

and V /u^ = 0.50; where as for turbulent flow, the curve rises

more sharply near the wall and is flatter in the central section,

Ctneamllns Motion Turbulent Motion

Fi(i. 30. Fk;. .37.

and V/u^ is approximately 0.8. * Mathematical relations between

pressure drop, rate of flow, and other factors are discussed later,

and it is shown that the equation for streamline motion is different

from the equation for turbulent motion. As shown below, there is

considerable evidence that in tluj zone OA of Fig. 37, streamline

flow exists, in spite of the turbulence in the range BCB. The
critical Reynolds number Rec is that value of DVpin below which

streamline motion exists over the entire cross section. As is well

known, Rcc depends upon a number of factors,

distance of the cross section considered from the entrance to the

pipe and the type of entrance. The following table shows values of

Rce determined by several methods.

* Figure 43, p. 105. shows a plot of vs. Re.
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Table I.

—

Critical Reynolds Number for Circular Pipes

Reference Method Ree

a Pipe friction Between 2100 and 2300

b CV)lor band Above 2000

c Stethoscope Between 1890 and 2130

d Motion of colloidal particles Between 2000 and 3700

Schiller**® gives a comprehensive review of data obtained by these two methods.

Bond.^’
^ Fage and Townend.*”

For purposes of illustration, the critical value of DVpJfi will be

taken as 2100. Between lie of 2100 and, say, 3100, lies a transition

zone from streamline to turbulent flow, whereas above a Reynolds

number of approximately 3100, the flow will be considered as

turbulent, although the upper limit of the transition zone is affected

by entrance conditions.

Turbulent Motion

For the usual case, in which the main stream flows in turbulent

motion, the work of a number of investigators indicates that the

C

Turbulsrtf rtcficn v

Wpiil

Fia. 3$.—Diagram of isothermal turbulent flow of fluid parallel to a surface.

flo V conditions resemble those shown diagrainmatically in Fig. 38.

At the wall 00 the velocity is zero; and very near the wall, 0/1, the

fluid is moving in laminar motion. In the buffer layer AR, the

motion may be either streamline or turbulent at a given instant.

In the zone RC, the motion is always turbulent.

Couch and llcrrstrom'^’ introduced a color band at the axis of a

glass pipe through which water was flowing in turbulent motion and

found that the color was quickly dissipated by the turbulence, as

* For flow of liquids in open channels, the typo of fluid motion is affected

not only hy the Reynolds number, hut also, as shown by Robertson and Rouse,

by the Froude number, which characterizes the wave motiQll which

oecurs when vly/gy exceeds i.
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was the case in the classical color-band experiments of Reynolds.

A second color band, laid down simultaneously near the wall, was
not disturbed, thus indicating either that near the wall the flow was
streamline in character or that if eddies existed, they were too

feeble to dissipate the color band. This experiment showed sub-

stantial turbulence at the axis and no noticeable turbulence near the

wall.

It is generally believed that the thickness AB oi the transition

or ‘‘buft'er” layer varies with time, because of the more or less

Fio. .39.—Velocity distribution near a flat plate at a point 160 cm from upstream
edge.

periodic formation of vortexes, but that, nevertheless, an average

thickness may be asvsigned to the buffer zone> Except for flow at

Reynolds numbers only slightly above the critical, the thickness OA
of the laminar-flow layer is very small, although doubling the veloc-

ity of the main stream will make a substantial and important reduc-

tion in its thickness.

Flow over Plates.—Figure 39 shows the results of explorations^*®’**

of the velocity of air flowing parallel to a horizontal plate of glass,

using the apparatus indicated diagrammatically in the lower part

* Air velocities were measured by a calibrated hot-wire anemometer,
made of wire 0.005 cm in diameter, For locations very close to the wall, the

anemometer readings were conected for abnormal behavior when near sobds.
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of Fig. 39. Up to a layer thickness of approximately 0.03 cm, the

flow is apparently laminar in character, as indicated by the straight

line O'

A

of unit slope. In the buffer zone AB^ from 0.03 to 0.17 cm
from the wall, the velocity increases from 410 to 850 cm/sec,

whereas in the turbulent zone BC^ from 0.17 to 1.7 cm from the

wall, the velocity increases from 850 to 1200 cm/sec. The turbulent

zone BC is represented by the straight line having a slope of one-

seventh; in the buffer zone AB the slope of the curve gradually

changes from unity to one-seventh. Figure 40 shows the same data

plotted to rectangular coordinates; the laminar-flow layer is now

Fig. 40.—Data of Fig. 30, plotted to rectangular coordinates.

represented by the straight line OA, and extrapolation back to the

origin would indicate no slip at the wall.

Similar results for the isothermal flow of air over smooth plates

have been obtained by a number of workers.* Although air

velocities were obtained by Pitot tubes in some cases and by hot-wire

anemometers in others^ the results support those of Fig. 39. Data

are available to show that wide variations in DUp g cause some

variation in the slope of the curves of u vs. y in the turbulent region.

Effect of Irwreasing Air Velocity ,—Figure 41 shows velocity

explorations in isothermal runs, using five different air velocities.

It is seen that increasing the velocity of the main stream of air from

13.1 to 78.7 ft/^scc decreases the thickness of the laminar-flow’ film

(zone where slope is unity) from 0.087 to 0.018 cm.

* Jurges,’*^ Hansen,*^® Dryden and Kuethe,^*® and Eliaa.*®®
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^ Flow through Pipes.—Figure 42 shows the radial distribution

of gas velocity for the isothermal turbulent flow of air in smooth

pipes, based on the pioneer 1911 data of Stanton.®®^ It is seen that,

for a Reynolds number of 39,200 reduced velocities,” and

Fig. 41.—Effect of air v'clooity upon film thickness 150 cm from upstream edge.
(Data of Van der Hegge Zijnen.'^^^)

0.1 LLLLl ^ 1 ..l-. l . 1 I I 1 .] IJ-iJ
0.006 0.01 0.02 0.04 a06 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 I

L
r®

Fig. 42.

'' reduced positions” agree well for two sizes of pipe. Further work
on the velocity distribution of air flowing in turbulent motion in

pipes was published by Stanton, Marshall, and Bryant, who
•Some of the data are reproduced by Rice*** and by McAdams.*** The

method of interpreting Pitot-tube readings, obtained very clo^e to the wall, ie

supported in a later paper by Barker.^
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made velocity explorations to within 0.005 cm of the wall. These

explorations showed the existence of a layer of fluid flowing in

laminar motion near the wall and indicated a velocity of zero at the
j

wall. i

In ordinary work, average velocities V over the entire pipe are

used rather than local velocities. In a 1914 paper, Stanton and

Pannell®^^ presented data on the ratio V/u^ as a function of the

Reynolds number DVpIu. The data were obtained for isothermal

flow of air in smooth pipes of diameters ranging from 0.28 to 2.0 in.

and for water in smooth pipes having diameters of 0.28 and 1.12 in.

The results are shown by curve A of Fig. 43 to logarithmic coordi-

Fiu. 43.— Ratio of average to maximum (axial) velocity, and friction factor, foF

isothermal flow in smooth pipes.

nates with plotted as ordinates against DVp/pj or Re, Up
to Re of 2000, F/ i« 0.5, as called for by theory for isothermal

streamline flow in a long, straight pipe, but in the transition range of

Re from 20(X) to 3000, V/u^^ rises sharply from 0.5 to 0.726 and,

thereafter, more slowly in the range of turbulent motion. For

comparison, a curve of the friction factor/* for long, smooth pipes is

plotted on Fig. 43 as curve R, and / is seen to undergo sudden

changes at about the same values of Re as were noted for F/Wmax-

Figure 44 shows F/Um*, plotted vs, Du^^^p/p^ for use in prediction

of F from measurement of at the axis of a long pipe.

Effect of Roughness of Surface ,—Photographs have been taken

by Simmons and Dewey of smoke in air streams flowing

* Based on data of Fig. 61, p. 118.

t The photographs were taken across the mid-section of the plate, which

was 3 ft long and 1 ft wide. Exposures of 1/100,000 sec were made by use of
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isothermally between parallel flat plates. The line marked AA m
Fig. 45 represents the upper edge of the dense layer of smoke appar-

ently traveling in the laminar motion. Figure 46 was taken with a

wire 0.05 in. in diameter placed across the plate next to the surface.

The disturbing effect of the wire on the laminar layer is clearly

indicated in Fig. 46 and suggests that the presence of thermo-

couple wires, attached to a heat-transfer surface, may introduce

abnormal conditiohs in the stream of fluid. These results also

arouse interest in the effect of a marked roughening of a heat-trans-

fer surface. Judging the thickness of the laminar layer by the

1 Consistenf Uni+s

At

Fi<i. 44.

known diameter of the wire, one ol>tains a thickness of the sann»

order of magnitude as found by velocity measurements undci*

comparable conditions. Sin<*c smoke was not introduced into the

turbulent zone, these photographs throw no light upon the media

nism of fluid flow in the turbulent zone.

Velocity explorations^^® in a stream of air flowing over an arti-

ficial!^ roughened surface (Fromm waffle plate) gave curves similai

to those for the smooth plate (Fig. 39, page 102), but in the

turbulent zone BC the slope du/dy was 0.25 for the rough plate,

compared with 0.14 for the smooth plate. Thus, the marked

a spark coil for illumination. Tho smoke was produced hy the mingling of the

water vapor carried by the air with the vapor emitted by liquid titanium tetra-

Ijhlpiido in a narrow longitudinad groove on the plate.
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roughness of the plate affected the velocity gradient in the turbulent

zone.

- Figure 47 shows velocity explorations by Stanton,*** using two

sizes of pipes roughened by cutting a double screw thread in the

Fig. 45.

—

Laminar flow near the midsection of Plate 1. F = 20 ft/sec.

inner walls, the depth of the threads in both pipes being about

the same fraction of the diameter. In the turbulent core BC, the

slopes du/dy are approximately 0.23 for these three runs.

Fio. 46.—Turbulent flow near the midsection of Plate 1, induced by a circular

wire of 0.05-in. diameter placed across the surface 2 in. forward of the midsection,

F « 20 ft /sec. {Courtesy of British Aeronautical Research CommUteA;,)

The velocity distribution for smooth pipes (Fig. 42) shows a

flatter curve than for artifically roughened pipes (Fig. 47). In

comparing his results for rough and smooth pipes, Stanton**’ made

the important discovery, later confirmed and extended by Niku-

radse,*’* that the velocity-distribution curves could be correlated
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by plotting the “velocity-deficiency ratio {Um — u)fu* vs. the

position ratio r/ro or [1 — iy/ro)]. The term u* is defined as

V \/f/2y and since it involves the average velocity V and the dimen-

sionless friction factor, it is called the friction velocity. In obtain-

Fig, 47.—Velocity-distribution data of Stanton*** for flow of air in artificially

roughened pipes.

ing equations for velocity-distribution curves in the turbulent core,

Prandtl^^® used the form

and von Karman*®® uses

'U-m u

— a 1 ,
>0

^ ^ In*K y
(2)

du u*

dy ~ Ky
(2a)

(3)

(III

dy 2A’ro(l — y/r/ra)
(3a)

Figure 48 shows velocity distrbution data of Nikuradse*'^

for flow of water at various average velocities in artificially rough-

ened pipes of various sizes. For the turbulent core, curves are

shown to represent Eq. 2 {K of 0.38) and Kq. 3 {K of 0.31). Eciuation

2 b simple in form and fits the data fairly well; Eq. 3, which is more

complex than Eq. 2, fits the data quite well. Although both equa-
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lions call for a finite velocity gradient at the axis, where du/dy is

zero, both have been used successfully to predict friction factors

from measured velocity distributions.

Figure 49 shows velocity-distribution data of Nikuradse®^^ for

flow of water at various average velocities in smooth pipes having

Fio. 48.— Velocity-deficiency ratios vs, radius ratios; the “friction velocity” u* or

u* equals V\/f/2.

diameters ranging from 10 to 100 mm. The ratio u/u* is designated

as and the ratio yu*pfn is designated b}^ As for flow of

air over flat plat<\s (Fig. 39, page 102), the data fall intp three zones:

A laminar flow layer near the wall, extending from of 0 to

y^ of 5, wherein = y^,

A buffer layer extending from t/+ of 5 to y^ of 30, for which von
Karman*®® writes = —3.05 + 5.0 In y^.
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A turbulent core, for which various writers give = 5.5 + 2.5

In y+, based on Eq. 2. This “universal” velocity-distribution

Fio. 49.—Generalized velocity-distribution diaRram for isothermal flow of

water^i* in artificially roughened pipes. The ordinate is a velocity ratio m/u^,

the abscissa y**" is a Reynolds numix'r ypu^/n, and the friction velocity u* etiuals

V This method of plotting correlates the velocity distribution u y for a

number of runs at various average velocities in pipes having various diameters and
various degrees of roughness at the wall, {ton Karinan.^'^'*)

Fio. 60.—Data of Koo^®* for upward and downward turbulent flow of water in

a coppSi tube having an inside diameter of 1,96 in., DGfp ranging from 16,000 to

76,000. Padial Jtravorses of local velocity and temperature were made with a

micrometer ii«^pact tube and fine-wire thermocouple.

diagram for turbulent flow in pipes has been used in deriving

analogies between heat transfer and friction and analogies between

mass trwsfer and friction (Chap. VII).
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Figure 50 shows data of Koo^®* for flow of water in turbulent

motion in vertical pipes, plotted as in Fig. 49, and it is seen that the

data for isothermal flow agree well with the curves which are

based on the data of Nikuradse, shown in Fig. 49. In the runs ir

which the water was heak^d, shown by the symbol z in Fig. 50,

n corresponds to the measured temperature at the position y, and the

friction factor (involved in both coordinates as = V\/f/2) was

oaken from Fig. -51 at DVpIti/f with /x/ evaluated at tf = 0.5 (<, + t).

When predicting / on this basis, the data for the heating runs lie

to the left of the curve for isothermal flow. The points could be

brought closei to the curve by evaluating / at the bulk temperature

of the stream. As shown in Chap. VTI, several writers, in deriving

analogies between heat transfer and friction, erroneously assume

that heating and cooling runs would lie on the curve for isothermal

flow.

II. ENERGY BALANCES

The solution of every probhmi in fluid dynamics is based on the

law of conservation of energy. For the usual ease of the steady

state, where the mass rate of flow of fluid is independent of both

time and location of the cross section chosen, assume the apparatus

to be cut by any two 8(‘ctions, each taken at right angles to the direc-

tion of flow of fluid.

Material Balance.— For steady mass rate of flow, the la^v of

conservation of matter mav be written

Vl V2

This is sometimes called the equation of continuity. The ratio. te/S

appears so often in heat-transfer calculations that it is herein desig-

nated by a single symbol G and is called mcuis velocity:

G = w S = Vy = Vp (4a)

It is noted that G is independent of temperature, pressure, and state

of aggregation.

Balance of Mechanical and Heat Energy.—Where only mechan-

ical and heat energies are involved, the law of conservation of energy

requires that th(* sum of the mechanical and heat energies possessed

by the fluid at the first section, plus the mechanical and heat energy

added between sections, equals the sum of the mechanical and heat

energies possessed by the fluid at the second section. Considering a

time interval such that unit weight of fluid enters section 1 and
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Table II.

—

Nomenclature for Fluid Flow
In the dimensionless equations in this book, any consistent units may be

employed; the units shown in the table are from the technical system: linear

dimensions in feet, time in seconds, mass or weight of fluid in pounds (1 lb

equals 454 gm), forces in pounds force (as for pressure gauges and calculation

of work in foot-pounds), heat in Btu, and temperatures in degrees Fahrenheit,

B Ratio of Lt to L, dimensionless.

b Breadth, wetted perimeter, feet.

Cp Specific heat at constant pressure, Btu/(lb of fluid) (deg F).

c. Specific heat at constant volume, Btu /(lb of fluid) (deg F).

d Prefix, indicating differential, dimensionless.

D Diameter (inside) of conduit, feet.

Da Diameter of helical coil of pipe, feet.

Do Diameter (outside) of tube, feet.

Dp Diameter of packing, average, feet.

E Internal energy, Btu per pound of fluid.

/ Friction factor, dimensionless, in Fanning equation; /', and

are factors in Eqs. 17 to 20, inclusive.

Fe Friction due to sudden contraction, feet X force pounds per pound of

fluid.

F# Friction due to sudden enlargement, feet X force pounds per pound of

fluid.

ZF Friction, total, feet X pounds force per pound of fluid.

g Gravitational acceleration, local, usually taken as standard value,

32.2 ft /(sec) (sec).

Qe Conversion factor in Newton\s law of motion, equals 32.2 ft X pounds

matter/ (sec) (sec) (pounds force).

G Mass velocity, equals w/Sj lb of fluid/(sec)(8q ft of cross section); 0
equals Fp.

h Individual coefficient of heat transfer, Btu/(hr)(sq ft) (deg F).

i Enthalpy, E -f {pv/J)^ Btu/per pound of fluid.

J Mechanical equivalent of heat, 778 ft X force pounds per Btu.

Ke Dimensionless factor in contraction-loss equation.

K Dimensionless factx)r in Eqs. 2 and 3.

L Length of straight pipo, feet.

Le Equivalent length, feet; length of Active length of straight pipe having

same resistance as that caused by fittings, valves, end losses, etc.

U Depth of tube bank in direction of flow, feet.

M Average molecular weight of a gas. For a perfect gas, M equals pounds

matter in 359 cu ft at 32'’F and normal barometric pressure.

N Number of rows of tubes over which fluid flows.

P Power, foot p)ounds per second, theoretically required,

p Absolute pressure (intensity of), pounds force per square foot.

0^ Heat added (net) from surroundings, Btu per pound of fluid.
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Tablb II.—Noiobnclature for Fluid Flow.

—

{Conlinv^d)
Oaa constant equals pv/T^ equals 1544/Af, feet X force pounds per

degree Fahrenheit absolute,

r Local radius, feet,

ro Total radius, feet.

r* Hydraulic radius, feet; th equals cross section of stream, divided by

wetted perimeter r* * S/h.

S Cross section normal to fluid flow,, square feet.

t Bulk temperature, degrees Fahrenheit; t' equals t 4- 0.25(f, — t),

tf Equals ‘^film” temperature, degrees Fahrenheit; // = ( + 0.5y, — t),

U Surface temperature, degrees Fahrenheit.

T Absolute temperature, degrees Fahrenheit absolute (degrees Fahrenheit -|-

460) ; Tin for mean of terminal temperatures,

u Local velocity, feet per second.

Friction velocity, feet per second; — F \///2.

A dimensionless ratio; = u/u^.

V Average velocity, feet per second, equals cu ft of fluid/(8ec)(8q ft of cross

section).

V Specific volume, cubic feet per pound of fluid, equals 1/p.

w Mass rate of flow, pounds of fluid per second.

Wt Work (net) added from surroundings, feet X force pounds per pound of

fluid.

X Ratio of pitch to outside diameter of tubes, dimensionless; xt is longi-

tudinal value in direction of fluid flow, and Xt is transverse to direction of

fluid flow.

y Distance from wall, feet; clearance, feet; yi is longitudinal clearance and

yt is transverse clearance.

y^ A dimensionless ratio;

z Vertical distance above any arbitrarily chosen datum plane, feet.

3reek

a Dimensionless ratio in Eq. 5d.

0 Dimensionless drag coefficient in Eq. 7d; d =* //2 =*

r Mass rate of flow per unit perimeter, lbs of fluid /(sec) (ft), equals w/b,

$ Time, seconds.

M Absolute viscosity of fluid, lb/(sec)(ft) equals ppgct where pp is expressed

in pounds force X seconds per square foot; p equals 0.000672 X viscosit

j

in centipoises.

p/p Kinematic viscosity, square feet per second.

F 3.1416 • • .

p Density, pounds fluid per cubic foot (p,» *= 62.3 for liquid water at room
temperature); p' p/p^J also, p' is used for density in grams per cubic

centimeter.

f 0 Tractive force at wall due to fluid friction, pounds force per square foot

of wall; r' — ToAf pounds force.

if Dimensionless term defined on page 121.
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leaves at section 2 and expressing all energy terms as heat per unit

wdght of fluid, one obtains the over-all balance of mechanical and

heat energy

wherein the symbols have the significance shown in Table II,

page 112. Q' represents the net heat input from the surroundings,

t.e., the gross heat input less losses to the surroundings. V repre-

sents the average velocity of the fluid over the entire cross section

and is defined as the volumetric rate of flow divided by the cross

section S available for fluid flow. The term E + (pv/J) = i

is defined as the enthalpy of the fluid, Btu per pound, and values of

i — U2<^ are given by the usual tables for fluids such as water (see

page 397), ammonia, sulphur dioxide, carbon dioxide, etc. The term

E, intrinsic energy per unit mass, is best defined by the difference

term i — (pv/J). Since the ratio g/gct in technical units, is usually

substantially equal to unity, Eq. 5 may be written

Q' = J [
(22 - 2.) + (5t>)t

* The corresponding differential form is

dW.

/
+ dF ^

d{pv) dV
-f

2grJ J ^ + di +
Or

VdV
oJ

(5<i)

In the latter equality the tern di = dE + d{pv)/J represents the change in

enthalpy.

t The corresponding equation lor a differential length, containing no pump, is

dQ' di + K'
. ^2VdV\
*+“5ir) (»<)

Strictly, the kinetic^^nergy term V’*/2fireJ should be replaced by the integral

KE„ 1 f
dA/

wj 2gJ 2agJ
(5d)

where ti is the local velocity at a given point in the cross section. Thus, for

isothermal streamline flow in a long straight circular pipe, where the velocity

distribution is parabolic, by combining £qs. 5d and 1, the kinetic terms can be
shown to be V^/g^J instead of the usual V^I2gJ\ i.c., a equals For flow,

well in the turbulent range, the velocity gradient is less steep than for streamline

flow, and as an approximation a is taken as unity. Since in Eq. 56 only

/erenees in the kinetic-energy terms are involved, the use of the square of the
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Since for perfect gases = 16447'/M, E equals c^T, and e, — Cv

equals 1544/778 M or 1.985/M, the enthalpy change for perfect

jases becomes

12 - ii - Cp dT = (cp)„(r* - Ti) (6)

Illustratioii 1.—Air is flowing at constant mass rate through a horizontally

arranged air heater and is heated by some form of heating surface from a tem-

perature of 70°F at section 1 to 170°F at section 2, the cross section being equal

at both sections. The absolute pressure is normal barometric at the first sec-

tion and less by 1 in. water at the second section. The average air velocity at

section 1 is 20 ft/sec. Calculate the net heat input Q', assuming that (cy)m is

0.24.

Solution.—The absolute pressure at the second section 29.92 — (1/13.6) =
29.85 in. mercury, and the velocity, assuming the perfect gas law, is

r. . (20, (g|) - 23.8 (./«=

Expressing all terms in Btu per pound of air (Eqs. 55 and 6),

Q' - 0.24(630 - 530) + ^

lUustration 2.—If in the preceding illustration the heater had been vertical,

the air leaving the apparatus at a level 10 ft above the air inlet, would the net

heat input have been materially different than for the horizontal heater?

Solution.—Per pound of air, the term {zt ~ z\)/J == 10/778 == 0.0129 Btu,

which is negligible compared to the 24 Btu necessary to increase the enthalpy.

For the conditions of Illustrations 1 and 2, the change in kinetic

energies amounted to only 0.014 per cent of the increase in enthalpy,

and the change in potential energies was only 0.054 per cent of the

change in enthalpy. Under ordinary conditions, such as those of

Illustrations 1 and 2, the changes in both potential and kinetic

energies are usually neglected, giving what might be termed the

usual heat balance'^: Q' = u — ii. Under conditions involving

the heating or cooling of fluids flowing at very high velocities, the

change in kinetic energies may be important compared to changes

in enthalpy.

niuBtration J.—Water is being evaporated in a vertical tube apparatus

having tubes 15 ft long. If the water enters the tubes as liquid at a tempera-

ture of 212®F and at an absolute pressure of 15 Ib/sq in and an average velocity

average velocity, in place of the integral expression, ordinarily introduces little

error. Where kinetic-energy terms are important relative to other terms in

£k}. 55, and the flow is streamline at one section and turbulent at the other, it

is worth while to compute kinetic-energy terms from Eq. 5d. 4
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of 3 ft/sec and the mixture of water and steam leaves at 200.6^F and 14 Ib/sqin.

abs, with 3 per cent of the original water as steam, what would be the heat input

expressed as Btu per pound of entering water?

Solution .—Writing Eq. 56, with all terms expressed as Btu per pound of

entering water,

Q'
VI -JJ
2gcJ

-f- it - ii

Using the steam tables®^* (page 397), Vi == 0.01672 cu ft/lb. At 14 Ib/sq in. abs,

1 lb of liquid occupies 0.01672 cu ft, and 1 lb of dry-saturated vapor occupies

28.04 cu ft; on the average, v* = 0.97(0.01672) 0.03(28.04) ~ 0.858 cu ft.

Then V2 = 3(0.858/0.01672) - 154 ft /sec.

Btu/lb

U - ii = [0.97(177.61) 4- 0.03(1149.5)] - 180.07 = 26.70

(K| - V\)/2gcJ = ((154)‘ - (3)»l/(64.4)(778) = 0.47

U, - Zl)/J = ‘?778 = 0 02

Q' = 27.19

For the conditions of Illustration 3 the changes in kinetic and potential

energies nipresented 1.8 per cent of the heat input.

Calculation of Friction Losses

Balance of Mechanical Energy, Corrected for Transformation

of Mechanical and Heat Energy.—This form of the energy balance

is the one familiar in hydraulics and applies to the flow of any fluid

at constant mass rate, even with simultaneous heat transmission.

Because of friction, some mechanical energy is lost as such through

irreversible changes. Because of changes in volume due to changes

in pressure and temperature, a compressible fluid (such as a gas

or a vapor) expands and develops a work of expansion Jp dv a,t the

expense of change in internal energy or externally supplied heat.

By the law of conservation of energy, the sum of the various forms of

mechanical energy present at the first section, plus the mechanical

energy received between sections from the surroundings, plus the

mechanical energy created at the expense of heat energy, equals the

sum of the various forms of mechanical energy present at the second

section, plus the friction. Indeed, SF is best defined as the term

necessary to balance Eq. 7. Over an interval of time such that 1 lb

of fluid enters the first section and leaves the second, this equation

becomes, expressing all terms in foot-pounds per pound of fluid,

~ ^ + ViVi + W, + r p dv = 02 ~ ^ + P2V2 + SF (7)
9* Jt 9c

^This is generally called BemouUfa theorem. Since the kinetic energy
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has been taken as V^/2gey this equation is more nearly correct for

turbulent flow, as shown in the footnote on page 114. SF includes

all forms of friction loss occurring between sections, including losses

Fc due to contractions in cross section, pipe friction F, and losses F«

due to enlargements in cross section. Since piVi + p dv -- p^vz

always equals -- v dpy the equation may be written more com-

[)actly as

W. - f vdp = {Z2 -Zi)^ + + S/i’ (7a)
Qe ^Qc

The corresponding equation for a dilTerential length, containing no

pump, is

a V dV— V dp — — dz + h dF (7b)
Qc gc

III. FRICTION

The significance of the friction term in E(|. 7h is emphasized

by the following derivation.

Friction.—(\>risi(ler steady rrui.ss rate of flow of a fluid through a horizontal

pipe of uniform diameter. Focus attention on a differential length dL of the

pipe. Because of friction there exists a retarding ft)rce or drag at the wall,

equal to rob dL, The force acting on the upstream end of the element of

volume S dL is pS and that on the downstream end is ip dp){S). Newton’s

law of motion (force is proportion to mass times acceleration) gives

Multiplying through by v/S and replacing dL fdO by V, one obtains

— vdp = V dV ctgr -\~ t>Tob dfj S tfe)

By definition vrob dL/S is the energy transmitt('d to the wall due to friction and

is represente<l by the symbol dF. A similar ilerivation, for an inclined conduit,

of any cross section, gives Fiq. 7b above. From experiments with turbulent

flow', it is found that the drag to is approximately directly proiX)rtioiiaI to the

density and to the square of the average velocity:

T„ = 0pV«'3. I {Id)

i

where d is a dimensionless factor, usu il'y replaced by //2, giving a fodn of the

friction equation used by some writi'rs

r,^fpV\'2gc (7e)

Since dF equals vrjb dL/S, this maj' be wTitten

dh "*
2|^<xS/6

”
(7/)
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wherein the hydraulic radius rn is defined equal to the ratio of cross section to

wetted perimeter: tk 8/b,

Fluid Friction inside Pipes

.
Fanning Equation.—For isothermal turbulent flow in straight

pipes it is found experimentally that the friction follows the so-called

Fanning equation
”

dF/dL =SVV2gerK (8)*

For a circular pipe, where the hydraulic radius r* equals D/4, the

Fanning equation is

dF _ 4/F2 _ 4/G2 _ 6.49/ti?2

dL 2geD 2gcP^D 2g,p^D^

wherein any consistent system of units may be employed. (The

recommended set of units is shown in Table II, page 112.)

Smooth Pipes.—The friction factor / of Eqs. 8 and 8a is based on

test data, and, as shown by Stanton and Pannell, Blasius, and others,

is found to depend upon two dimensionless groups: the Reynolds

number Re = DVpfp = DG/fX and ‘^relative roughness,^^ i.e., the

actual average roughness divided by the diameter. Based on the

data of a number of investigators on the flow of air, water, and oils in

clean, smooth pipes of brass, copper, lead, and glass, with diameters

ranging from 0.5 to 5.0 in., it is found that the values of /, when
plotted V8. the Reynolds number, lie in a relatively narrow band,

giving the recommended for smooth pipes, Curve AC
of Fig. 51. Based on the correlation of 1380 experimental points,

lying in the range of Re = 3000 to 3,000,000, the empirical equation

of Koo*®^ for long smooth pipes is

/ = 0.00140 + 0.125/(«e)»” (9)

Over the limited range of Re from 5000 to 200,000

/ = 0.046/(/?c)®-2 . (9a)

Using the equations for velocity distribution (page 110), von

Karman predicts the following relation between /and Re for smooth

pipes:

• 1/V7 = 4.0 logic {Re Vf) - 0.40 (96)

* Some writers multiply the right-hand side of Eq. 8 by factors of 2 or 4 and
thus change the definition and consequently the numerical value of the friction

factor; throughout this book the symbol / is used consistently as the factor

defined in Eq. 8.
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which fits the data for friction in smooth pipes and is recommended
for extrapolation to high values of Re.

Rough Pipes.—Data of a number of observers* for clean pipes

of steel and cast iron are represented (within a deviation of ± 10 per

cent in/) by Curve of Fig. 51. Curve HG may be repre-

sented by the equation^®^

1/V7 = 3.2 logio {Re V7) + 1.2 :9c)

For badly corroded or tuberculated pipes, due especially to a

decrease in diameter, the value of /, based on the observed friction

drop and the original diameter, may rise to very high values, depend-

ing primarily on the average actual diameter of the opening in the

tuberculated pipe.*^® ®*^

For isothermal streamline flow in a straight circular pipe, the

pressure drop due to friction is given by Poiseuille’s law, which Ls

derived from the definition of absolute viscosity of the fluid, assum-

ing no slip at the wall and constant viscosity, t This equation has

been verified for the flow of hydrocarbon oils in pipe sizes ranging

from capillary tubes up to 12-in. steel pipe.^^^

dF _ S2nV _ 32m« _ 40.75mw)

dL gcD'^p
" 'gW qDV ^ ^

wherein any consistent units are employed. Apparently for clean

pipes, the nature of the wall has little influence upon the pressure

drop. Equation 10 may be used for flow in the streamline region,

but it is generally customary to equate Eq. 10 to Eq. 8a, thus deter-

mining the value of / in Eq. 8a to be used for streamline flow in

circular pipe:

/ = l6p/DVp = IOm/DG = U)/Re (11)

By this procedure it is possible to employ the Fanning equation to

both streamline and turbulent flow', reading the appro[)riate value of

/ from a plot of / vs. IX}Ip, as shown in Fig. 51 (page 118).

Effect of Heat Transfer upon Friction for Flow inside Pipes.

—

Few data are available on the friction factors for nonisothermal flow.

Datat for heating or cooling inside pipes may be correlated with

• Data for flow of fluids at acoustic velocities**^'*^* are in reasonably good
agreement with the data of Fig. 51.

t By definition, g^dr/dA «• pdufdy; the effect of pressure on p and the

consequent modification of £q. 10 are discussed by Hersey and Snyder.*^*

X Terences 373, 376, 761, 127.
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those for isothermal flow either by evaluating at a special tem-

perature [t' — t + {t, — 0/4 for DG/tx below 2100, and 0 = < +
— 0/2 for DG/n above 2100] and using Fig. 61, or®®® by consider-

ing the ordinate of Fig. 51 to be the product of the nonisothermal /
and a factor xp [where ^ = 1.1 for DG/n below 2100 and
xp = 1.0 for DG/fx above 2100], interpreting the abscissa

as DG/m based on mean bulk temperature. Either of these approxi-

mate methods is satisfactory. In the turbulent region, at a given

DGIfXy the effect of heat transfer upon / Is usually small. A com-

plex but sound method for streamline flow is available.

Resistance of Fittings.—These are allowed for by assigning a

fictitious or equivalent length Le of straight pipe to the existing

straight pipe and using the sum Le + L, in Eq. 8 for turbulent flow.

For ZXj/m above 2100 to 3000, the dimensionless ratio Le/D for the

fitting apparently varies but little with and values are taken

from Table III.

Tabi.k III.—Lt/D Ratios for Screwed Fu'tixgs, Valves, Etc., Turbulent
Flow Only®

Fitting LJl) Fitting LJD

45-dog elbows
\

15 Tee (used as elbow entering

90-dcg elbows, stantlard ra- branch) 90

dins 32 (’ouplings, unions NegligibU
7^90-<leg elbows, medium ra- (bite valves, open

dins 20 (•ate valves, one-fourth *

90-dcg elbows, long sweep . . . 20 closed 4(y»

90-deg square elbows 75 Gate valves, one-half closed 200*

ISQ-deg clo.se return bends . . . 75 Gate valves, three-fourths
;

180-deg medium-radius return elo.sed 800^

bends 50 (jlobe valvT's, open 300^

Tec (used as elbow, entering -\ngle valves, open 170*»

run) 1
60

1

• Drew and Genereaux, p. 82.'> of reference 557.

* Rough estimate; values depend on construction of valve.

Enlargement Losses.—Friction occurs because of sudden enlarge-

ments and contractions in the cross-sectional area of a duct.

The frictional loss on sudden enlargement of a cross section is

usually calculated from the equation

F. = {Vx - V^Y/2g. ( 12)

where V\ is the average velocity of the fluid in the upstream section
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x)f pipe and Fa is the average velocity in the downstream section.

This formula has been shown by Schutt*^* to be exact for liquids

flowing in turbulent motion and

may be used safely for gases flow-

ing at moderate velocities. Where
the enlargement is gradual (total

angle of divergence not greater

than 7 deg), the friction loss may be

calculated by integrating Eq. 8.

When the angle of divergence is

greater than 7 deg, no simple treat-

ment will apply.*

Contraction Losses.—The fric-

tion caused by a sudden contrac-

tion of the cross-sectional area of a
pipe, or that at a sharp-edged entrance to a pipe, may l)e calculated

from the formula

Fc = KA^l2gc (13)

fc is the friction due to sudden contraction, foot-pound per pound
of fluid; Vi is the average linear velocity downstream, feet per

second; and Kc is a function of *S2/*Si, ^hc ratio of the smaller cross-

sectional area to the larger, as is giveti in Idg. 52. f

For rounded or conical entrances, there is little entrance loss

(K = 0.05) if the flow in the smaller pipe be turbulent. Other
cases are treated on p. 821 of reference 557.

Effect of Curvature of Pipe upon Friction.—For the isothermal flow of fluids

in curved pipes, the friction loss may be considerably more than in straight

pipes, conditions being otherwise the same. For isothermal atreartiline flow in

curved pipes, sufficient data are available t to show the mechanism of the flow

and to allow calculation of the pre.ssure drop. Color-band work showed that

the particles of fluid follow tortuous paths, traveling from the center of the pipe

toward the outside wall and then crossing back toward the insi<le wall. Near
the wall, therefore, the particles of fluid travel fjvstor in a curved section of pipe

than in a straight section, because of their spiral path. Because of this increased

velocity near the wall and the longer path traveled per foot of pipe length by
the individual fluid particles, a higher friction drop in curved pipes is to be
exfiected. Color-band and pressure-drop experiments also show that stream-

line flow can exist at much higher Ileynolds number in curved pipe than in

* Donch,*"® OUw)n,*^* Kroner,^** and Nikuradse.®"

t From Hughes and Safford, “Hydraulics,” p. 330, Macmillan. New York,

1911.

{ Eustioe,*** White, <ind Taylor,’*^

0 0.2 0.4 06 08 LO
Sj/S,

Fio. 52 .
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straight pipe. The following table, prepared by Drew,'®* shows some experi-

mental values of the critical Reynolds number for flow in pipe coils.

Table IV.—Effect of Curvature on Critical Values or Ree

Diameter of pipe to
Rcc

i

diameter of coil

DIDb
White

(friction)

Taylor

(color band)

1/15.15 7590

1/18.7 7100

1/31.9 6350

Ho 6020

Ho50 2270

To evaluate the friction factor for fluids flowing in streamline motion through

pipe coils, use Fig. 53, prepared by Drew.^*^ If the friction factor for curved

pipes, MO calculated, is l('s.s than 0.009, the flow is turbulent, not viscous, and

the foregoing rule fails.

Fig. 53. Drew chart for streamline flow in helical coils.

The data on turbulent flow in smooth curved pipes indicate substantially the

same friction factor as for straight pipes, if D/Dh is not greater than

For sharper curves, the data available indicate a considerable increase of the

friction factor in the lower turbulent region.

Flow inside Rectangular and Annular Sections.—For turbulent flow, the pres-

sure drop in rectangular duct.s and annular spaces may be calculated as for circu-

lar pipes, using an “equivalent diameter** equal to 4rK. The available data*

* Atherton, Cornish, Drew,*®® Fromm,**® Krats, Macintireand Gould,

Iica,®*’ Mikrjukov,®®® and Nikuradse.®^*
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* on oil, water, and air support this procedure. If the core is not concentric

with the larger pipe, substantial deviations may occur

For isothermal streamline flow inside straight ducts of various shapes,

theoretical equations have been derived by many writers.* The friction for

isothermal streamline flow through a rectangular duct of sides y and 6 is given

by the theoretical equation

:

^ as ^
dL * yh^p *” yhgcphi “ y^h^p^Qcn

Since the hydraulic radius equals yb/2{y -h 6), the corresponding friction

factor / in Eq. 8 is

/ = 4p/G{y -h b)n (15)

In Eqs. 14 and '15, n is a function of the aspect ratio b/y, given by Fig. 54.

For broad parallel plates, having a clearance y,

dF/dL - 12/xG/?/Vp*

The pressure drop through an annular space of inner diamcU'r I)\ and outer

diameter D 2 is given by the equation

dL
+ D\

320m

Z ZMZjaIIS
2.3 logio ilh/Di))

Mfl)

which can be approximated by Vai. 1 5a.

The equations for streamline flow in straight ducts of various shapes do not

coincide with that for straight (urcular pi|>es, even when expressed in tenns of

the hydraulic radius. Dataf on streamline flow in rectangular s<^ction.s and

annular .spaces agree with the theoretical equations, 'bhe data of Trahev and

Smith’*” for rectangular ducts and a comparison with the data of Fromm, Tyon,

and Cornish for recUmgular ducts are given by Drew.*''* The ratio of side's

y/b varierl from 0.05 10 1.

The available data for flow in long rectangidar ducts and annuiar spaces

indicate that the transition from .streamline to turbulent flow occurs at a

Reynolds number 4rtff/p of about the .same values as for straight circular pipe.s,

I.C., 2100 to 2300, wherein r*, the hydraulic radius, is ti)e (T08s-se<*tional area

divided by the wetted perimeter. Flow in short ducts is treated elsewhere.'^'’

Packed Tubes.— F'igure 55^** shows the “modified friction factor” /' for flow

of gases through beds of dry packed solids plotted vs 0^\\pIp anti defined by

the dimensionless equation

dFIdL « 4yry\l2gA)y (17)

Vo is the superficial linear velocity, feet per second, based \>i\ the crf)ss s«a*ti<»n

of the empty tower of diameter 1)^ feet; Dp is the average di.unetcr of the pack-

ing, feet; and/" is the “wall-effect factor,” taken froii» tin work of Furnas.*'®

• Bouasinesq,*® flraetz,**” (ireenhill,**® and lifimb

t Cornish, Davies and White,*** Drew,*** Mkuradse, and IVahey

and Smith.**® According to I/ea, Eq. 16 gives pressure drops much hij^her than

the experimental values when Dt/Di is very great.
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Colburn and King**® give data for the pressure drop due to friction in cooling

air flowing through a horizontal tube containing different types of turbulence

promoters. They also showed an mteresting plot relating heat-transfer coeffi-

cient and pressure drop due to friction. Data for water are given by Nagaoka
and Watanabe.*®’
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Friction Loss for Flow outside Tubbs

Flow Parallel to Axis.—For ^turbulent flow outside and parallel

to the axis of the tubes, as in certain types of heat exchangers, data

are available for both gases and liquids, and the recommended

treatment is given on Fig. 51, page 118.

Flow Normal to Axis.—The friction for turbulent flow of fluid

normal to a bank of tubes, N rows deep, may be considered as due to

N contractions and enlargements, which leads to the dimensionless

equation^^^

F = 4rNVlJ2g. (18)

For turbulent flow of air across banks of staggered pipes, of

various diameters, with a wide range of transverse and longitudinal

spacings, Andreas^ and Grimisoii^*® find that in Eq. 18/'" depends

on arrangement and a Reynolds number. Grimison gives the

functions for a large number of arrangements both for staggered

and in-line positions of the tubes; the data are approximated by
the dimensionless equations of Jakob

For tubes in line:

r - (o.044 +

in which n = 0.43 + (l.lS/x*)

For sta^ered tubes

(19)*

(19a)

in which xi is the ratio of the longitudinal pitch to tube diameter,

Xt is the ratio of the transverse pitch to tube diameter, and pitch

is center-to-center distance. Thus for tubes in line, with Xi of 2

and Xt of 2, Eq. 19 gives/'" = 0.20 for staggered

tubes, with Xt of 2, Eq. 19a reduces to /'" == 0.34

These equations are based on the data of Grimison*®®, which cover

values of Z>(y(?„««//x/ ranging from 2000 to 40,000.
.
In all cases

is based on the minimum free area, either in the transverse or

diagonal opening. These equations are applied quantitatively

in Chap. XI, where diagrams of tube layouts are also shown.

* Below D/^nuu/tf/ of 10,000, /'" should be taken constant at the valu^

given by Eq. 19 at of t0,000.
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Below values of ypV /u of 40, streamline flow develops, and the

available data are correlated by the equation***

QcpDl
(20)

where D, = 4rA = (4«r8i./irO) — D;8t and sl are defined on page 218.

Calculation op Pressure Drop in Tubbs

It should be emphasized that the calculation of pressure, drop

for steady flow involves combining the energy balance with the

appropriate equation for friction. For steady flow in tubes,

combination of Eqs. 76 and 8a gives

—V dp = — dz +
Qc

VdV
aQc

AfV^dL
2gcD

(21)

Liquids.—For incompressible fluids, such as liquids at moderate

pressures, the specific volumes, and consequently the velocities

in a pipe of uniform diameter, are constant, and integration gives

f(pi ~ P*) “ ^
(>** “ ^*) + (21a)*

The friction factor depends on IXt/m; if the temperature varies, ix

and consequently / will vary
; /m designates the length-mean value

= l/L
JfJ'

fdL (see page 118).

Gases and Vapors.—For compressible fluids, changes in specific

volume may be such that allowance for this variation may be

necessary. For example, consider steady mass flow of a compres-

sible fluid through a horizontal duct of constant hydraulic radius.

Over the range in pressures involved, the constant Rq in the gas

law will be called constant, v = RoT/p. Upon dividing Eq. 21

by v* and noting that V equals Gvy one obtains

C P dp _ C ^ I
G^

(22;

Since in most cases the absolute temperature of the fluid will not

vary greatly, a mean value Tm is used as an approximation. As

explained above, / varies but little with temperature, especially for

turbulent flow, and integration gives

Pl-PI _G^ V, fJ.G^
2RaTyn Qc Vi 2g^K

(22a)

^ If changes in cross section are involved, and F, of p. 121 are added to

the right-hand side of this equation.
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llie left-hand side is equal to (pi — p*)(po), wherein p, equals

(pi + p»)/2Ro7’m. Division of Eq. 22o by p* gives

Pi - Pi
PaQe

In +
Vl 2gcrhP<,

(226)

Where Pj/vi is less than 2:1, little error is introduced by writing

Eq. 226 as follows:

(r*
Pi — Pj = — (Vi — Vl) -I-

9‘

ULG^
2gcrhPa

(22c)

End Losses.—Combination of the energy balance (Eq. 76) with

the equation for friction due to a sudden contraction (Eq. 13) gives

, , Ff - y? ,
KcV\

».(p. - p.) - (23)

Similarly, for a sudden enlargement between sections 2 and 3,

combination of Eqs. 7b and 12 gives

f«(ps - Pa) = Vl - Vl (Vi - y,)*

2gc 2(7.
(24)

The ratio of the total friction, including end los.sos, to that in the

tubes alone, neglecting change in density, is obtained by combining

Eqs. 8a, 12, and 13.

B =
F,

Kc 4-

= 1 +
0-0
4/L/D (25)

in which S/Sh is the ratio of the combined internal cross section

of the tubes to that of the header compartments. If desired an

additional term may be included for reversals in direction of flow;

by including a term for the overall change in kinetic energy, B
becomes the ratio of total pressure drop to that in the tubes alone.

The friction drag, per unit area of surface, is

To = ApfS/A <= BfG^/2gcp (26)

and the power necessary to overcome friction, per unit area of

surface, is

P/A = roF = BfGy2gy (26a)

For flow across a bank of tubes the friction drag, per unit area

of surface, is

To = 4/'"G5Ld/«/2j7epirDo (27)
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and the corresponding necessary power is

P/A = ToVru.. = ^rGLsyi/2gcP^Do (27a)

Illustration 4.—A hydrocarbon oil is flowing at constant weight rate inside

the straight tubes of a vertically arranged heater, making three single passes,

entering at the bottom and leaving at the top at a level 10.5 ft above the oil

inlet. The tubes have an actual i.d. of % in. and a length of 10 ft between tube

sheets. The effective cross section of each header box is twice the internal cross

section of the tubes entering each header box. The tubes are heated by dry,

•saturated steam condensing at 350°F. The average mass velocity in the tubes

is 300 lb of oil/(8ec) (sq ft of cross section), and the oil enters the first pass at 00®

and leaves the last pass at 210°F. The viscosity is 5 centip)oises at 60°, 1.25 at

205°, 1.2 at 210°, and 0.8 at 280°F. The specific gravity of the oil is 0.841 at

60° and 0.785 at 210°F, relative to water at 60°F. Calculate the pressure drop

from the first to the last header box, using curve AB of Fig. 51.

Solution .—To convert centipoises to lb/(8ec)(ft), multiply by 0.000672.

The corresponding values of /x are then 0.00336 lb./(8ec)(ft) at 60°, 0.000841 at

205°, 0.000806 at 210°, and 0.000538 at 280°F. To determine whether the

motion is turbulent, t.c., if 1X1/

n

exceeds 2100, DG/vl will be evaluated at the

terminal oil temperatures. Re = /Xt/m = 0.0625 (300) /0.00336 — 5580 at 60®

and 23,300 at 210°F. Since the flow is turbulent, the value of the friction factor

will be evaluated at (/Xt/m/), corresi)onding to if — 0.5 (<, -f 0- At the

entrance, t/i « 0.5(350 -h 60) ~ 205°F, DG/nf\ »= 22,300, and, from Fig. 51

page 118, fi =« 0.0062; at the oil exit, f/j =* 0.5(350 -f* 210) = 280, DG/fx/t

= 34,900, and fi = 0.0058. Then /,„ = 0.5(0.0062 + 0.0058) = 0.0060.

Since the average density is 62.3(0.813) — 50.6 Ib /cu ft, V *= 300/50.6 = 5.93

ft /sec. ITie estimated friction loss in the straight tubes by Eq. 8o, page 119, is

6.3 ft X force pounds
**

2gch (2) (32.2) (0.0625) mass pounds

Since the details of construction of the header boxes are not available, the

losses due to sudden contraction (page 122), reversal of direction, and sudden

enlargement (page 121) will be evaluated, assuming 1.0F*/2^r for each reversal

in direction. The total losses for the three sets is then 3(0.3 + 1.0 + 0.25)

(5.93)*/64.4 = 2.54. Summarizing the losses:

Ft X force lb

Lb fluid

Friction in three passes of straight pipe =* 6.30

End losses “ 2.54

Total friction «» 8.84

Lift * 10.50

Loss in total head « 19.34

This is equivalent to a pressure drop of 19.34(50.6)/144 = 6.8 force Ib/sq in.

The same result would have been obtained by basing total friction loss on an

effective frictional length 8.84/6.30 * 1.40 times the actual length of straight

pipe.
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The following example illustrates the application of Eqs.

22c, 23, and 24.

niuatratioii 6.—Air is flowing at constant weight rate inside the straight

horizontal tubes of a cooler at a mass velocity of 2 lb/ (sec) (sq ft of cross section).

The air enters the tubes at 500®F and normal barometric pressure and leaves

at 180®F. The tubes have an actual i.d. of 2.00 in. and are 19 ft long. Calcu-

late (o) the pressure drop in the tubes, expressed as inches of water, and (6) the

over-all pressure drop between upstream and downstream chambers, if these

have cross sections twice those of the steel tubes.

Solution—a. From Fig. 204, page 411, the viscosity of air, expressed as

pounds per second per foot, is 0.0000195 at 500® and 0.0000141 at 180®F. Since

DG is (2/12)2, the values of Re DGIn are 17,100 and 23,600, and, from

Fig. 51, page 118, the corresponding values of / are 0.0077 and 0.0072, with

U « (0.0077 4- 0.0072) /2 = 0.0075. The hydraulic radius ta - D/4 - >^4 ft.

The average molecular weight of air is 29.0, i.c., 29 lb of air occupy 369 cu ft

at 32®F and normal atmospheric pressure.

359 /500 4- 460\ ,,, ,“ 29 ( “492—)
“ 24.1 cu ft/lb

Assuming that the final absolute pressure is substantially normal barometric

pressure,

359 /640\
“ 29 (492)

* *

As an approximation Tm « (960 4- 640) /2 « 800;

P-
(pi 4- Pa) 2(14.69) (144)

2RT„, 2(1544/29)(800)

The values of v, V, and O are illustrated by Fig. 56.

0 1

0.0497

2 3

By Eq.

« _ „ . i?L* MA 1 _ 04 n .
(0-0075)(19)(2)«

P* 32.2
24.1) + e4.4(l/24)(0.0497)

or

- -0.993 4“ 4.27 - 3.28 Ib/sq ft

(3.28) ®f water

* Assuming heat transmission has negligible effect on velocity distributions.

See note on p. 114.
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In thia case the pressure increase due to change in kinetic energy in the tube
was roughly 23 per cent of the pressure drop due to friction, or approximately

30 per cent of the net drop in pressure. However, the change in kinetic energy

is only 0.033 per cent of the net heat input (Eqs. 56 and 6).

Q' - 0.24(500 - 180) + “ 76.8 - 0.0257 Btu/lb

6. The entrance loss Fc KeV\l2gc and from the plot (page 122), Kc =*

0.3, whence by Eq. 23 (page 128),

V\ - V\
^

KcV\

2^et?aT.

By Eq. 24 (page 128),

(48.2)* - (24.1)*

(64.4) (24.1)

0.3(48.2)* ^

(64.4)

(24.1)

“ 1.12 + 0.45 1.57 Ib/sq ft

VI - VI (Vt - F»)* ^ (16.1)* - (32.2)*

2g^av.
“

64.4(16.1)

(32.2 - 16.1)*

+ 64 4 ( 16. 1 )

- - -»*

Summary

Differences Lb/sq ft In. of water

-hi. 57

+3.28
-0.50

+0.301
+0.630
-0.096

Pi - P2 « -0.99 -h 4.27

p, - p, = -0.75 -f 0.25

Do — Pi 4.35 0.835r*

Since 1 atm is equivalent to a pressure of 14.69(144) = 2115 Ib/sq ft, little

error wjis made in neglecting the change in p in calculating Pj. Assuming 500

air tubes, the volumetric rate of flow at the exit would be 500(3.14)1/144(32.2)

351 cu ft /sec at normal pre.ssure. With the fan at the exit, the power

theoretically required would be 351 (4.35) /550 * 2.77 hp.

Problems

1. Water, at a gauge pressure of 94 Ib/sq in., enters a tube having an actual

i.d. of 2.00 in., at a rate of 13.6 Ib/sec. After flowing through a fixed length of

this tube, the water flows through lidditional tubing having an actual i.d. of

1.00 in. and leaves section 2 at a gauge pressure of 47 Ib/sq in. at an elevation

20 ft above the inlet to the larger tube. There is no p\imp between the sections

described. The net heat input from the surroundings is 0.35 BtU/'sec. It is

agreed to neglect variations in density, which is to be considered constant at

62.8 Ib/cu ft.

. Calculate the total friction expressed in foot pounds per pound of water,

. Assuming that c. is 1.00 Btu/(lb)(deg F), calculate the temperature rise

‘f the water, expressed in degrees Fahrenheit.
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^ 2* Dry air is flowing through a horizontal drawn copper tube, 1 in. o.d.

and No. 18 BWG, at a rate of 808 Ib/hr. The central section, 18 ft long, is

steani-jacketed. At the entrance to the jacketed sectitu, the air is at TO^'F,

and the absolute pressure is 2 atm. At the exji from the jacketed section, the

air is at ITO'^F, and the absolute pressure is 1 atm.

. Calculate the Bti? transferred hourly through the copper wall of the

jacketed section.

. Elstimate the friction F from the test data.

c. Calculate the predicted pressuie drop, and compare it with the observed

value.

3, It is desired to design a pipe line of inside diameter ft to transport

water at a rate of Q cu ft /hr, for 6 hr per year, to serve condensers and coolers

located 2 ft above a lake, and at a distance of L ft away. There is no charge

for taking water fnim the lake, but power costs (% dollars per foot-pound of

work delivered to the fluid. The first cost of the pipe line will be KuD dollars

per foot, the first cost of the pump and motor is Ci dollars for each 1000 cu ft/Tir

capacity, and the fraction Fa of the first costs of pump, motor, and line is to be

charged off annually to cover fixed charges on the investment. The gauge

pressure of the water at the condensers and coolers i.s to bo F Ib/sq in.

a. Derive the general equation for the optimum velocity in the pipe line.

5. Derive a general equation for the optimum total cost of cooling water,

expressed as C cents per 1000 cu ft.

c. Calculate the value of C for a case in which L is 10,000 ft, 2 is 30 ft, F
is 60 lb per sq in., power at the switchlxiard co.st8 0.80 cent per kwh, the

expected over-all efficiency of the pump and motor is 50 per cent, C
is 100, 0 is 8640, Kio is 2.3, annual fixed charges arc 15 per cent, and th%.

water rate is 22,300 cu ft per hr.



CHAPTER VI

INTRODUCTION TO HEAT TRANSFER BETWEEN FLUIDS
AND SOLIDS

Introduction.—Over-all and individual coefficients of heat

transfer are defined, and the resistance concept is applied to the

important problem of transmission of heat through a series of

resistances. The effect of deposits of scale on the heating surface is

discussed, and a table of coefficients of heat transfer through scale

deposits Ls given. Mean temperature difference is treated hi detail,

several illustrative problems are solved, and measurement of

tube temperature is considered. Correlation and prediction of

"2

Kui. itl. ~ Diagram of coviutorflow heat exrhaiiKor; drawinjis of typical exchangers
are shown in C'hap. XI.

heat-transfer coefficients and application to design are reserved for

subseciuent chapters.

* Local Over-all Coefficient of Heat Transfer.—In the majority

of heat-transfer cases met in industrial practice, heat is being

transferred from one fluid through a solid wall to another fluid, x

In an apparatus such as shown diagraininatically in Fig. 57,

hot fluid flows through the jacket, and a cold fluid flows through

the tube. All mass-flow rates are constant, and the steady state

has been attained; hence the temperature at each point in the

apparatus is independent of time. Consider any cross section

located at a distance* z from the [xiint of entry of the hot fluid.

If the hot stream were drawn off at this section and mixed, it would

have a temperature called the bulk temperature; f" is the cor-

responding bulk temperature of the colder fluid at z. For such

m
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^nditions Newton found that the rate dq of heat transfer was

directly proportional to the over-all diflFerence between the tem-

peratures of the warmer and colder fluids t' — or A/, and to the

heat transfer surface dA

:

dq==UdAM (1)

and the proportionality factor U is called the local overfall coefficient

of heat transfer or merely the local over-'oll coefficient

.

In com-

puting U, one may use the area of heating surface dA', the

area of the cooling surface dA", or the logarithmic mean surface

dAw (see page 12). Since in a given case dq/At is fixed, one can

obtain three values of local over-all coefficients [/', Uw, 17", which

are related by means of area ratios:

[/' dA' = dA^ = ir dA" (la)

It is immaterial which heat transfer surface is chosen so long

as it is specified. The subscripts o for outside, w for wall, and i

for inside are often used on IJ to

indicate which area was used in

the equation U = dq/dA At,

As will be shown later, the

numerical value of (7 in a given

set of units may vary ten thou-

sandfold, depending on the na-

ture of the fluids, their velocities,

and other factors to be discussed

elsewhere. Equation 1 is the

basic relation for heat transfer be-

tween fluids separated by a re-

taining wall, and the remaining

chapters deal with means of pre-

dicting the over-all coefficient of

heat transfer. This requires con-

sideration of the nature of the thermal resistances met as the heat

flows from the warmer fluids through the retaining wall to the other

fluid*

Diagram of Temperature Oradients at a Section of a Heat
Exchanger*—Continuing the discussion of the conditions at position

z of Fig. 67, temperatures will be plotted as ordinates against

distance from the hottest point in the warmer fluid, as in Fig. 58.

It is noted that the highest temperature of the hot fluid tk is slightly

Pio. 58.
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above the bulk temperature H of the hot fluid and that the outer

surface is at a lower temperature

Local Individual Coefficient of Heat Transfer.—As a result

of the difference in temperature between the hot fluid and wall,

V — or A/', the heat flow rate dq is proportional to and to the

heat transfer surface dA':

dq = h' dA' At' (2)

The proportionality factor h' is called the local individual

coefficient of heat transfer or merely local individual coeffiwient and,

depending on the fluid, its velocity, and other factors, could have a

numerical value ranging from, say, 0.5 to 60,000 Btu/(hr)(8q ft)

(deg F). In flowing from the hot fluid to the heating surface, heat

was transferred both by mechanical mixing or convection and by
conduction in the moving fluid.

Heat Transfer through Solid Conductors.—As shown in Chap.

I, the rate of conduction through the retaining wall of thicknass

Xw having the logarithmic mean area dAu^ is given by the equation

, ICu! dAu) Atw
dq = — (3)

The heat flows by conduction at the same rate dq through the

deposit of dirt or scale having thickness Xd on the cooling surface

dA":

dq = = A, dA" Ma (4)

The thickness of the dirt deposit is usually quite small, and for

convenience the area of the heat-transfer surface is used. In many
eases there are deposits of foreign materials on both heat-transfer

surfaces. The ratio of the thermal conductivity to the thickness

of the deposit kd/Xd is usually designated as hd*

The heat now flows at a rate dq by conduction from the point

where the temperature is t'J to the point where the temperature is

and thence by mechanical mixing and convection, and also by

conduction in the moving fluid, to the cold fluid at t'\

As a result of the difference between the temj^erature of the

outer surface of the deposit and the bulk temperature of the cold

fluid, t*J — t" or At'\ the local individual coefficient to the cold fluid

is defined by the Newton relation

dq « ft" dA" A^" (5)
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* Relation between Local OTer*all and Local Individual Coeffi-

cients.—This relation is readily obtained by solving Eqs. 2, 3, 4,

and 5 for tbo local individual temperature drops:

= dq/h' dA'

Atw — dq x«,/kyc dAv
Aid = dq/hd dA
At" = dq/h" dA"

Since the rate dq of heat flow is constant and the sum of the

individual drops At', A<„, Atd, and At" is the over-all temperature

difference At, addition gives

Comparison of Eq. 6 with Eq. 1, A/ = dq/U dA, gives

^ ^
1 L 4_

^
_J

^
(^\

dq U dA W dA^ ^ dA^ ^ hn dA" ^ h" dA"

wherein U dA may be written as L" dA', Uu dAu:^ or U" dA".

Equation 7 is often solved for a particular U, giving

1 - 4. 4. 4.

U ~
h' dA ^ k. dA,. ^ hd dA" ^ h" dA" ^ ^

Where the thickness of the wall is small compared with the

diameter of the tube, as an approximation one may use the equation

for series flow through a plane wall, with scale deposits on both

sides

1 1-
I

1
1

1
I

1

V V V] ^ hr
(76)

nhiftratioii 1.—What would be the over-all coefficient for a surface condenser

made from IS-gauge Admiralty metal 1-in. tubes (page 417), if the steam-side

coefficient is 2000, the deposit factors are 2000 on each side, and the water-side

coefficient is 1800? What would f/o be if the tubes were cleaned on both sides,

and only on the inside?

SoltUian.—As shown by the table on page 417, the tube has a wall thickness

of 0*049 in. and an i.d. of 0.902 in.; the mean tube diameter is 0.951 in. From
page 881, A; is 63. If it is noted that the area ratios of Pk). 7a can be replaced

by diameter ratios, on a basis of 1 sq ft of outer surface, one obtains

1 1 1 0.049/12
,

f
I

1

Uo “ 2000 2000 63(0.961/1.00) ^>00(0.902/1.00) 1800(0.902/1.00)

- 0.0006 *f 0.0006 + 0.000068 + 0.000664 -f 0.000616 - 0.00224

Hence 1/0.00224 * 446 Btu/(hr)(8q ft of outaide surface) (deg F).
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If the scale deposits were removed from both sides, the other coefficients

remaining unchanged, Uq would rise to 1/(0.0005 4* 0.000068 -f 0.000616) «
846. With tubes clean inside and fouled outside, U

o

would be 595.

Because of the fact that the individual coefficients and /i"

depend upon fewer variables than the over-all coefficient U, it

simplifies correlation of data to study, wherever possible, individual

rather than over-all coefficients.* With methods available for

predicting values of h, values of U are readily calculated from Eqs.

7a or 76.

Resistance Concept—By defining an over-all resistance Rt for

unit area dA as l/U and corresponding individual resistances R'

as dA(h' dA\ Rw as Xw dA /kw dA^y Rd as dAjhddA^* and i?" as

dAjh** dA”

y

Eq. 7a becomes

= /e' + ft,. + ftd + ft" (8)

showing that the individual thermal resistances are additive for

flow of heat through a series of resistances.

Summarizing,

VdA

Af

\ 1 ^
1

!
I

}:

6' dA' ^ ku, dA^ ^ hd dA” ^ h” dA”

(9)

It is noted that Eq. 9 is analogous to Eq. 26a of page 23, for

series conduction of heat through several solids.

Coefficients for Scale Deposits.—The resistance of a scale

deposit is usually obtained from the relation

hd

1_
Ue

(10)

wherein Ud is the over-all coefficient for the apparatus with the

deposit present, and Uc is the over-all coefficient after cleaning.

Apparent thermal conductivities of various boiler scale deposits

are given by Partridge®^'' and by Blskamp.®^t The following table

shows that values of hd for water depend on the kind of water, the

temperatures of water and heating medium, and the water velocity.

* As brought out on p. 271, when tests have been run under suitable con-

ditions, it is possible by the use of a graphical method to resolve the over-all

thermal resistance for unit area l/U into the component thermal resistances.

'Fins method does not involve measurement of surface temperatures in collect-

ing test data and is, therefore, particularly helpful in the analysis of heat-

transfer data from plant equipment.

t Biakamp shows the effect of increased porosity in decreasing the apparent

thermal conductivity of boiler scale.
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Tiaia I.—Hbat-transfbr CosmciENTB kg for Scalb Depobitb from
Watbr,* for Use in Eq. 9

Temperature o\ heating medium Up to 240®F 240-400®F

Temperature of water 126°F or less Above 125®F

Water velocity, feet per second 3 and Over 3 3 and Over 3

less less

Distilled 2000 2000 2000 2000

Sea water 2000 2000 1000 1000

Treated boiler feed water 1000 2000 500 1000

Treated make-up for cooling tower 1000 1000 500 500

City, well, Great Lakes 1000 1000 500 500

Brackish, clean river water 500 1000 330 600

River water, muddy, silty* 330 500 250 330

Hard (over 15 g/gal) 330 330 200 200

Chicago Sanitary Canal 130 170 100 130

* From “Standards of Tubular Exchanger Manufacturers Association, 1941,'* 366 Madison
Avc., New York City.

^Delaware, East River (New York), Mississippi, Schuylkill, and New York Bay.

T>lblb 11 .“—hd FOR Miscellaneous C’ases

Organic vapors, liquid gasoline 2000

Refined petroleum fractions Oic|uid), organic liquids,

refrigierating liquids, brine, oil-bearing steam 1000

Distillate bottoms (above 25® API), gas oil or liquid

naphtha below 500®F, scrubbing oil, refrigerant vapors,

air (dust) ... r 500

Gas oil above 500®F, vegetable oil 330

Liquid naphtha above 500°F, quenching oils 250

Topped crude below 25®API, fuel oil 200

Cracked residuum, coke-oven gas, illuminating gas 100

•From “Standards of Tubular Exchanger Manufacturers Association," 1941, 366 Madison

Ave., New York City,

Values of hg are also given on pages 175, 273, 274, and 279.

Figure 59 is a photograph of slag deposits on the rear-wall

tub^ of a stoker-fired boiler, taken through the side observation

door during operation. The thickness of the deposit varies with

Ume, building up to a certain extent and then falling off, later to be

replaced by new deposits.

figure 60* shows a photograph of the tube bundles in an

eRfthangwr after operation with cracked hydrocarbon^-oU vapory

* Courtesy of C. H. Leeeh Company, New York, N. Y.
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and gaaes at TSO^F outside the tubes and oil at TSO^F inside the

tubes. The upper half of the tubes have been cleaned by a sand

blast, whereas the lower section have not yet been cleaned, and the

cokelike deposit on the tubes is seen. ^ is possible to unbolt and

hoist the shell, sand-blast the tubes, bolt up, and apply a cold-oil

test in only 6 hr, while other portions of the cracking plant are

Flu. 59.—Slag deposits on wall tubes in a stoker-fired boiler.

undergoing cleaning. Improper operation of the cracking plant,

involving undue entrainment of tar particles in the vapors entering

the exchanger, can aggravate the condition shown in Fig. 60.

Through the provision of “lanes” in the tube bundle and adequate

clearance between shell and tube, cleaning is facilitated.

Optimum Operating Conditions.—In heating or cooling a liquid

or a gas flowing without change in phase, an increase in the mass

velocity of the fluid past the surface is accompanied by a decrease

in the thickness of the effective film through which the heat must

be conducted, thus increasing the individual coefficient. If cor-

responding inffividual resistance \/h is a substantial fraction of the
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Wm. QO.—Fbotogrkidi of a tube bundle ehowing “ coke'* deposita of portion of tubes

not yot ssad^blasted* (Courfeiy of C. H. LtatK Company.)
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total resistance l/Uy the overfall coefficient will increase, and the

total surface required for a given heat-transfer rate q will decrease,

thus reducing fixed charges on the investment. However, the use

of higher velocity increases the pressure drop and power cost.

The optimum velocity, at which total costs are a minimum, is

treated in Chap. XI.

Where cooling water is purchased at sufficient pressure to force

it through the cooler at any desired velocity, power costs for the

water need not be considered, and it is possible to calculate the opti-

mum ratio of water to hot fluid or the corresponding over-all

temperature difference at the hot end of the cooler, Chap. XI.

In recovering waste heat with an exchanger, as the amount
of heat-transfer surface is increased the amount of heat recovered

increases, but the fixed charges on the exchanger also increase.

There is hence an optimum mean temperature for the particular

operation, as shown in detail in Chap. XL

MEAN TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE

In a steadily operated heat exchanger the temperatures of both

fluids are fixed at a given position, but usually the temperature of

one or both of the fluids changes as the fluid flows through the

apparatus, and consequently it is necessary to integrate the basic

equation

dq = U dA At (11)

which holds at any point. If the cross section is constant the

velocities are fixed, and each individual coefficient and consequently

the over-all coefficient U depend on physical properties of the

fluids, which, in turn, depend on temperature. Since both tem-

perature and temperature difference are related to g by means of

energy and material balances, U and At depend on g, and hence

the variables are separated by writing the equation in the form

Jto - J" (*“>

If necessary, this equation may be integrated graphically, but in

many cases the integration may be made algebraically, as illustrated

below.

Case I. Constant U, Parallel or Counterflow Operation.—First

consider steady heat exchange between two fluids flowing either in a
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BhJ per Hr

Fig. 61 .

countereurrent (Fig. 67) or parallel-flow apparatus. Neglecting

kinetic-clergy changes relative to changes in enthalpy (page lU)
and assuming no heat losses, the

energy balance gives

^ ,/ (13)^
i}

^ ^
where w is the mass rate of flow, c is

^ specific heat, and i is the bulk

•g temperature. As before, single

^ primes designate the hotter fluid

V* and double primes the colder. If

^Atpt the specific heats are substantially

0 qo constant, as is often the case,
q^BhJ^rHr

integration of the heat balance

shows that q is linear in each tem-

perature (see Fig. 61). Consequently the over-all difference in

temperature {M = — t**) is also linear in q. The slope of the plot

of M VB. q\&

dm ^ mt - mi
dq qo

Eliminating dq from Eqs. 11 and 14, one obtains

d(A0 _ (A^2 Ail) d,4
(14(i)

(7 A^
^

qo

If, as when a gas-side resistance is controlling, U is substantially

constant, integration, from 0 to A and from A^i to A<i, gives

A In
"" A<i)A

U Ail Qo

Upon comparing this with the arbitrarily written equation

one finds that in this case

UA AU

Ai, - Afi

Ai,

^ The i^us sign applies to coimterflow and the minus sign to parallel flow.

If one of the temperatures remains constant, because of change in phase, this

is equivalent to an infinite value of the specific heat; in such a case the direction

finli flow is immaterial. If to'e' equals to' the temperature differenee is

eeiistimtr and hence VA 6i.
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which is the so-called logarithmic-mean over-all temperature

difference/’ It is strictly correct for constant U, steady operation,

constant specific heats, and parallel or counterflow adiabatic

operation. If the temperature of one of the fluids is constant,

direction of fluid flow is immaterial. Equation 17 Ls often used as

an approximation where the percentage variation in J7 is moderate.

Case II. Variable [/, Parallel or Counterflow Operation .—If

U varies substantially with temperature, one can consider the

exchanger to consist of a number of exchangers in series, in each

of which IJ is linear in temperature, and hence in A^. 17 = a + A<.

Eliminating U from Eqs. 11 and 14, integrating and rearranging,

one obtains*^

qo ^ A til Atz — U2 Ail

Ine
Ui All

U2 A^i

(18)

which involves the logarithmic mean of the U At products. It is

important to note that each product contains At at one end and

the U at the other. If Ui equals U2 this reduces to Eq. 16.

niustration 2.—Dry saturated steam, condensing at 227®F, is to be used to

heat 13,400 lb /hr of a hydrocarbon oil from 80 to 217°F while flowing inside

straight tubes. The specific heat of the oil is substantially constant at 0.47

Btu/(lb) (deg F); the over-all coefficient from steam to oil varies with the

bulk temperature of the oil as shown l)elow.

Calculate the square feet of inside heat-transfer surface required.

1, deg F 80 95 130

Ui 29.5 38
1

56

Solulion.—Since heat loss to the .surroundings does not affect the tempera-

ture of the condensing steam, Eq. 18 is not vitiated by heat loss. Upon
plotting U vs. f, three straight lines are drawn from 80 to 110®, 110 to 160®, and
160 to 217®F. Equation 18 is then applied separately to each of the three

zones. For example, for the zone in which ( rises from 80 to 1 10®F, Eq. 18 gives

^ _ 13,400(0.47) (1 10 - 80) In I(29.5)(227 - ll0)/(47)(227 - 80)) ,,,, ^“

M.5(K7 - 110) - 47(227 - 80)
" “

Similar calculations give 59.8 and 143 sq ft for the other tw’o zones, giving a

totid inside surface of 241 sq ft for all three zones. An alternative method
would have been to plot l/U At as ordinates against i and to obtain the area

under the curve, which would equal A /wc.

Even in cases in which the percentage change in U is substantial

it is sometimes customary to report U on the basis on tJie loga>
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rithmic mean over-all temperature difference (Eq. 17), giving

V, = q/A Ml (18a)

If IJ is linear in t or M^ this practice is allowable if C7* is associated

with the temperature obtained^^® by eliminating q/A from Eqs. 18

and 18a, noting that U equals (1 + hi) ;
the value of is readily

obtained from Fig. 62.

lUiistratioii 8. Given a counterflow exchanger in which the warmer fluitl

is cooled from 300 to 105°F and the colder fluitl is heated from 100 to

250®F. Estimates of U at the terminals give Uko{ 120 and Vt of 60, and U ot

90 at the section at which the colder stream Ls at 176''F. Since U is linear in the

temperature of the colder stream, Eq. 18 gives the correct flux

q 60(60) - 120(5) 2400 _ ^ Btu

^ “
o o 1

** 2.3(0.699) (hr)(sq ft)

2.31og„^f5^

Alternately is may be found from Fig. 62 as follows: N (120 — 60)/60 1,

Stc/Mk - 5/60 - 0.10, F' - 0.274, and - 100 -f 0.274(260 - 100) - 14rF;

I/, - 60 -f (141 - 100)(120 - 60)/(250 - 100) - 76.4. Since the logarith-

mic mean difference Ait is (60 — 6)/ln# 10 19.5®F, the flux is q/A UsAli

76.4(19.6) -• 1490 Btu/(hr)(sq ft), checldng the value given by Eq. 18. It is

noted that F' •• — t«) is 0.274. Had one arbitrarily evaluted Um
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as (120 + 60) /2 — 90, and multiplied this by A//, the flux so calculated would

have been 18 per cent higher than the correct value. The error would have

been further increased by arbitrarily using an arithmetic mean M.

Case III. Constant U, Multipass Flow ,—Many exchangers con-

sist of a bundle of tubes inside a suitable shell. To obtain the

economic velocities and corresponding heat-transfer coefficients

it is often necessary to arrange the flow paths so that either or both

fluids must reverse directions one or more time in passing through

the exchanger. In such cases there results a combination of

Fig. 63. —Diagram of 1-2 exchanger.

parallel and counterflow, called reversed flow, A simple case is

shown diagrammatically in Fig. 03; this is called a 1-2 exchanger^

since it contains one shell pass and two tube passes.

Cold fluid at having constant specific heat c", enters the first pass at the

steady me^ rate ic" and leaves the second pass at Warmer fluid at

having constant specific heat c', enters at a steady mass rate w' at either end of

the shell and leaves the other end of the shell at ij. At any distance z from the

inlet to the first pass the tube-side fluid has bulk temperatures t'l in the first

ptias and tW in the second pass. Assuming no losses to the surroundings, the

beat balance is

±w'c/ dC — w^*c/*{dli — d/n)

the sign depending on the direction oi flow of the shell-side fluid. Designating

the heat-transfer area per unit length as a', the rate equations are

w"c"dti « Uia'dxW - ti)

-u/V'dfu « U(a'dxW - in)

Upon assuming U constant, integration’*^ gives the value of Mm defined by

the equation * Va'2L Mm ** VA Mm

^ O'; - O' „„
<; + <;

-
-I- V«; - <;)» + - <")*

"
t\ + <; - <" - - «;)’ + (C”-

Equation 19 also applies to cases in which the cold fluid flows through the shell.
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Instead of using this cumbersome equation, one defines a.dimen*

sionless correction factor Y in the relation F = At„/Ati, where

All is the logarithmic mean difference calculated for counterflow

Ah
«' - <;') - - <'/)

(20)

The correction factor may then be plotted in terms of two dimen-

sionless parameteis:

X = (/" - - O (21)

z = it[
- - o = w'Y'iw'c' (22)

Fio. 64.—Mean temperature difference in reversed-current exchangers. (Bbell

side well mixed at a given cross section.) (^4) 1 shell pass and 2, 4, 6, etc., tube
passes. (B) 2 shell passes, and 4, 8, 12, etc., tube passes. (C) 3 shell passes, and
6, 12, 18, etc., tube passes. (D) 4 shell passes, and 8, 16, 24, etc., tube passes. (E)
6 shell passes, and 12, 24, 36, etc,, tube passes. (F) 1 shell pass, and 3, 6, 9, etc.,

tube passes. {Courtesy of Botoman, MueUer, and Nagle^ Trans. A.S.M.E.)

Figures 64 and 65 show graphs of Y vs. X for various values of Z
for each of a number of types of exchangers, from the comprehensive

paper of Bowman, Mueller, and Nagle.** In the derivations

that led to most of the charts the shell-side fluid was assumed to be
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Pia. 65.—Mean temperature difference in ^oss flow exchangers. (jGf) Cross

flow, both fluids unmixed, 1 tube pass. {H) Cross flow, shell fluid mixed, 1 tube pass.

(/) Cross flow, shell fluid mixed, 2 tube passes, shell fluid flows across second and
first passes in series. (J) Cross flow, shell fluid mixed, 2 tube passes, shell fluid

flows over first and second passes in series. {K) Cross flow (drip ty-pe), 2 hori-

lontal passes with U-beiid connections (trombone type). (L) Cross flow (drip type),

helical coils with 2 turns. {CourUEy of Bowman, MtieUer, and Nagle, Trant.

A,S,M,E.)
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mixed at a given cross section. This requires a substantial number
of cross baffles on the shell side, as shown in Fig. 66. The drop in

temperature of the shell fluid in any one of the baffled compartments

is neglected in the derivation.

If the shell contains longitudinal baffles, to prevent mixing of

the shell-side fluid (as in Chart G, Fig. 65), this may be allowed for

in the derivations and in some oases* the corresponding values of Y
would be somewhat higher than with the shell-side fluid mixed.

Fia. 66.—Diagram of a 2«4 exchanger (shell fluid mixed), with two passes in the
shell (containing one longitudinal baffle a, and a number of cross baffles) and four

tube passes. Several types of exchanger.s are shown in Chap. XI.

The assumption that introduces the largest error is that of constancy

of the over-all coefficient, which may vary substantially with

temperature in the case of viscous fluids such as the less volatile

fractions of petroleum. It is sometimes possible to arrange several

multipass exchangers in series with counterflow through the various

units.

lllustratioii 4.^Given an exchanger in which the shell-side fluid enters at

400® and leave.s at 200° and the tube-side fluid enters at 100® and leaves at 200°.

Assuming that (/, c', u?", and c" are constant and that heat losses are

negligible, determine the mean over-all temperature difference from hot to cold

fluid (a) for a counterflow apparatus and (6) for a reversed-current exchanger

with one well-baffled pass in the .shell and two passes in the tube.

Solutian,—(a) With counterflow, the terminal differences are 400 — 200® or

200® at the hot end and 200 — 100® or 100® at the cold end. The logarithmic

mean difference for counterflow, Ah, is then 100/(2.3) (0.301) or 144®.

(6) X « (200 - 100)7(400 - 100) « ^ - (400 - 200)7(200 - 100) -
2; from Curve A of Fig. 64, F — 0.80 « Af«,/144; Afm *•» 116®. Aa noted

previously, if the temperature of either of the fluids remains constant, direction

of fluid flow is immaterial, and Y equals 1; f.e., the logarithmic mean tempera-

• Comparisons of Y for flow with the shell-side fluid, mixed and not mixed,

are given in reference 242; values of Y are available**^ for exchangers having

unequal numbers of tubes per pass.
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ture .difference applies for adiabatic operation with constant U, w', w", c' and

Measurement of Surface Temperature.*—Where it is desired to

obtain individual coefficients of heat transfer between fluid and

surface by direct measurement, the problem of determination

of the true temperature of the solid surface arises. Reviews of

the literature of measurement of surface temixirature are given

by Othmer and Coates®^^ Colburn and Ilougen.^^^ As

suggested by a study of Fig. 46, page 107, the presence of a thermo-

couple wire on a surface tends to disturb the flow of the fluid

in the zone near the surface, and even if the correct surface tem-

perature were measured, the nature of the fluid flow would be

abnormal and the results misleading. For this reason, where the

thermocouple l(‘ads are brought out through the fluid stream it

is desirable, whenever p()ssil)le, to attach the leads to that side

of the surface whose individual coefficient is not under investiga-

tion. Where thermocoui)le leads are brought out through the

fluid stream, heat transfer between the fluid and the wire causes

a flow of heat along the wire to or from the junction, tending to

introduce error.

Bailey^^ gives a good discussion of the effects of temperature

gradients in thermojunctions on the error introduced in the meas-

urement of surface temperature, the effects of heat capacity upon

lag with varying temperature, and methods for predicting the

performance of cylindrical couples. In order to minimize the error

due to heat conduction by the leads, it is advisable to submerge the

leads from the thermal junction in an isothermal zonet in the tube

wall. This matter is discussed by Elias^^ who employed a number
of types of thermocouples. In re^search work, it is possible to

bring the leads out axially through the metal wall itself rather than

radially through the fluid stream, although this method has not

been used often.

The mean temperature of a tube wall may be determined by

using the tube as a resistance thermometer the change in tube

length with change in temperature may also be used;®®^^** these

methods are suitable only for research work. Optical methods

are also available.'^"

The following metht)ds of installing thermocouph's in tulx^ walks

are satisfactory.

• Fundamentals of pyroinetry are given in references 17a uiui 227a.

t References 674, 401, and 607*
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(1) A groove is cut in that part of the outer surface later to be

located in a substantially isothermal the bare junction

is placed in direct contact with the metal wall of the tube, the

electrically insulated leads are installed in the grooves so that at

least 1 in. of each lead is in the groove,* and the grooves are filled

with suitable material. If surface conditions are important, as in

boiling or condensing, it is advisable to plate the assembly with a

suitable coating of metal.

(2) The junction is threaded through a chordal hole,^®^*^* each

lead is submerged in a circumferential groove for at least 1 in., and
the groove is filled as described above. This method does not

disturb the surface of the metal near the junction. A modification^®

of this method involves placing the junction in a hole drilled at an

angle to the axis of the tube.

(3) A traveling thermocouple, adapted to use with short tubes,

has been described recently.

Kambara and Matsui^^ compare lags of thermometers and the

thermocouples. Roeser*®^ discusses the errors introduced by the

diffusion of gases through the walls of pyrometer protection tubes.

Spear and Purdy^'*^ discuss the difficulties involved in making

temperature measurements in rubber and insulating materials by

means of thermocouples.

At a given cross section taken at right angles to the direction

of the fluid stream, it will be clear that under certain conditions

the temperature of the w all will tend to be nonuniform at various

points around the perimeter. f This condition is likely to arise with

the flow of liquid or gas in the streamline or early turbulent regions

through a horizontal pipe externally heated or cooled, since differ-

ences in fluid density at different temperatures may bring about

nonuniformity in temperature of the fluid at a given radius, as

shown in Fig. 70, page 100. Furthermore, when a fluid flows at

right angles to a heated or cooled pipe, from a study of Figs. 100

to 110 on pages 211 to 216, it is clear that the velocity varies with

position around the perimeter, tending to develop nonuniformity in

temperature at various points on the perimeter of the w all. Because

of the high thermal conductivity of the metal, however, these

inequalities ten^ to be of little importance except at substantial

values of q/A .

* The length of leads suhirn^rged in the tube wall should be as large as con-

venient; this is particularly important if the wire diameter is relatively large.

t References 676, 40, 41, and 553.
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As shown above, there are complications in correctly deter-

mining surface temperature at a given point and in observing and

averaging surface temperatures at various points on the perimeter.

When the temperature difference betw^een wall and fluid is small,

an error of a given number of degrees in measuring the tube-wall

Table III.

—

Nomencl.ature
A Area of heat transfer surface, square feet; A' on warmer side, A" on colder

side.

a' Area of heat-transfer surface per unit lenj?th of tube, square feet per foot.

b Temperature coefficient in the relation U/Uo = 1 +hty 1/deg. F.

c Specific heat, Btu/(lb fluid) (deg F); c' for warmer fluid; c" for colder fluid.

d Prefix, indicating differential, dimensionless.

F' Dimensionless ratio in Fig. 62, F' = (tx — Q/ih — fc).

h Individual coefficient between fluid and surface, Btu/(hr)(sq ft) (deg F);

h! is based on A* and Af'; W is based on A" and At"; hd is for scale deposit.

k Thermal conductivity, Btu/(hr)(sq it) (deg F/ft); kd for dirt deposit;

ku, for tube wall.

L Tube length, feet.

q Hate of heat transfer, Btu per hour; for entire apparatus.

H Thermal resistance, deg F/(Btu)(hr); R' for warmer side; R" for colder

side; Rd for dirt deposit; Rt for total, Rt = SF; R^^ for tube wall.

I Bulk temperature, degrees Fahrenheit; V of warmer fluid; t" of colder

fluid, t"i and t'li for colder fluid in first and second passes, respectively.

t. Surface temperature, degrees Fahrenheit; for warmer surface; f'/ for

colder surface.

U Over-all coefficient of heat transfer, Btu/(hr)(sq ft) (deg F); U' based on

A'; based on A"; Uc for clean; Vd for dirty or fouled apparatus.

w Mass rate of flow of fluid, pounds per hour; w' for warmer fluid; le" for

colder fluid.

X Thiekne.ss, feet; Xd for dirt deposit; Xu- for tube wall.

X Dimensionless ratio, X — (t'^ —
Y Dimensionless ratio, Af^/A/z.

Z Dimensionless ratio, Z — (t[ — — t'[) — w"c"/w'c'.

z Distance, feet.

At Tempi^rature drop through an individual resistance, degrees Fahrenheit;

A/' and At" for wanner and colder .sides, respectively; Aid for dirt deposit;

At» for wall.

At Over-all temperature diffenmee between bulk temperatures of warmer
and colder fluids, degrees Fahrenheit; Ati and At^ at terminals; Atm is

tnie mean value; At; is logarithmic mean value for counterflow.

temperature \vill introduce a largo percentage error in the tem-

perature difference, w^hereas when the temperature difference is

large the effect will not be serious. Fur example, for oil flowing

through a steam-heated pipe, most of the temperature drop is

on the oil side, and although metisurements of the pipe-wall tem-

perature are of little value in computing the steam-side resistance,
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the same measurements will be satisfactory for measuring the

thermal resistance from wall to oil.

Temperature Stresses in Tubes.—The high pressures, tem-

peratures, and heat inputs of modern cracking plants and water-

tube boilers present added difficulties in the design of the tubes.

This question of temperature stresses has been discussed by Lor-

enz, Dahl,^®* Orrok,®"^ and DeBaufre.^^^ A mathematical and

experimental investigation with special reference to tubes for

cracking plants is given by Luster.

Problems

1. A simple jjas to gas heat exchanger built of concentric pipes has a total

length of 100 ft. The hot gas flows through the inside pipe at a steady mass

rate and is cooled from 230 to 150®F. The cold gas, flowing at a steady mass
rate through the jacket, is heated from 70 to 150°F. Mter having traveled

50 ft, the hot gas has an average temperature of 190°F.

It is proposed to lengthen the exchanger in order to heat the cold gas from

70 to 170^F instead of from 70 to 150®F. As before, the hot gas will enter at

230®F. The mass-flow rates of hot and cold gas remain unchanged, and heat

losses may be neglected.

a. Calculate the necessary length of the enlarged exchanger.

b. In the enlarged unit, how many feet will the cold giis flow from its point

of entry in order to reach a temperature of 150®F?

c. In the enlarged exchanger, what will be the temperature of the cold gas

after it has traveled 100 ft?

2. 10,000 Ib/hr of sulphuric acid (specific heat of 0.3fi) is to be cooled in a

two-stage courttercurrent cooler of the following type: Hot acid at 174®C is fed

to a tank, where it is stirred in contact with (tooling coils; the continuous dis-

charge from this tank at 88°C flows to a second stirred tank and leaves the

second tank at 45°CX Ck>oling water at 20'’C flows into the cooling coil of the

second tank and from there to the cooling coil of the first tank. The water is

at 80®C as it leaves the coil in the hot-acid tank.

Calculate the total area of cooling surface necessary, assuming U of 200

and 130 for the hot and cold tanks, respectively, and neglecting heat losses.

(Answer is 165 sq ft.)

3. It is desired to design an adiabatic heat exchanger to cool continuously

100,000 Ib/hr of water from 200 to 153°F by means of an equal weight of cold

water entering at lOO^’F. The water velocities will be such that the over-all

coefficient of heat transfer U will be 400. Calculate the square feet of heat-

exchange surface needed for each of the following proposals:

a. Parallel flow.

h. Counterflow.

c. Reversed current in an apparatus like that of Fig. 63, page 145, with the

hot water flowing through the shell and the cold water through the tubes*

d. Cross flow, with one tube pass and one ehell pass*
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4. A stock is being continuously melted in a vertical kiln. The stock

enters the top at 100°F, melts at 2100®F, and the molten stock leaves at the

bottom at 2100°F. The hot burner gases enter the bottom of the kiln at

2500°F, in direct contact with the stock, and leave at the top. The average

specific heat of the stock and gases, considered constant, are 0.20 and 0.28,

respectively. The stock has a heat of fusion of 200 Btu/lb.

Per ton of stock fed, calculate the theoretically minimum pounds of burner

gas necessary and the corresponding outlet temperature of the burner gas.

What would be the corresponding height of kiln?

6. For the conditions of Illustration 1, Chap. VI, assume that the tubes are

10 ft long and that each tube handles 9770 lb of water hourly. Calculate the

heat-transfer rate per tube in Btu/hour, for V of 120°F and h of 80°F.

6. For a differential length of tube in the condenser of Illustration 1, Chap.

VI, at a section where the steam temperature is 120°F and the water tempera-

ture is 80°F, calculate:

a. The average temperature of the effective film of condensate and the

temperature drop through this film.

b. The average temperature of the effective film of water and the tempera-

ture drop through this resistance.

Note: Physical properties are given in the Appendix.

7. A steam-heated oil preheater consists of standard 1-in. condenser tubes

heated externally by steam condensing at a gauge pressure of 15 Ib/sq in. The
011 enters the tubes at a gauge pressure of 10 lb /sq in. The volatility of the oil

is such that there is no substantial vapor generation in the preheater.

The unit was recently by-passed and shut down for cleaning the inside of the

tubes. When the preheater was again returned to operation, the capacity was

at first appreciably greater than that which existed before cleaning but within

a few hours was far below that which existed just prior to cleaning. The pre-

heater was again shut dowm, and inspection revealed that the tubes were still

clean. What do these facts mean to you?



CHAPTER VII

HEATING AND COOLING FLUIDS INSIDE TUBES

Abstract—The chapter is divided into four sections. The

first treats the mechanism of fluid flow, analogies between transfer

of heat and momentum, and the quantitative relations between the

heat-transfer coefficient and factors such as mass velocity, diameter,

and physical properties. Recommended relations, design charts,

and illustrative problems are included. The second deals likewise

with streamline flow^ and the third with the transition region.

The fourth treats flow in rectangular sections and annular spaces,

gravity flow of liquids in layer form, and flow parallel to plane

surfaces.

For exceeding 10,000, heat-transfer coefficients for gases

and liquids of low viscosity are con-elated within an average devia-

tion of ±20 per cent by Eq. 4c (page 168), as shown in Figs. 76, 80,

81, and 84. For common gases Kq. 4c can be simplified to Eq. 4k,

which is the basis of the design chart (Fig. 79); for water Eq. 4c

reduces to Eq. 9c (Fig. 85) and a design relation (Eq. 10a). For

streamline flow {DG/n < 2100) Eq. 19 is recommended, which

correlates the available values of ha within an average deviation of

± 15 per cent and yields the dc^sign relation, Eq. 19a; Eq. 20 is used

as an approximation to allow for the effect of natural convection.

In the transition region (2100 < IXf/^jl < 10,000) Eq. 4c is used for

gases unless G is less than 1200 and Va\, 4c and Fig. 86 are used

for liquids of low viscosity; for viscous liquids Fig. 92 is recom-

mended (±25 per cent). Coefficients for turbulent flow of air or

water in rectangular sections are plotted in Fig. 93 and average

20 per cent below those predicted from Eq. 4c with D replaced by

four times the hydraulic radius based on total wetted perimeter;

Fig. 94 gives the relation for streamline flow in rectangular sections.

Equation 25 is based on the turbulent flow of air or wak^r through

the annular spaces between concentric tulx^s; coefficients for flow

of air parallel to a single plane are correlat^jd in Fig. 99. Coefficients

for gravity flow of water in layer form are correlated within an

average deviation of ± 15 per cent by Eq. 28 based on Fig. 96 for

154
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turbulent flow, and ± 20 per cent by the curves of Fig. 98 for stream-

line flow; data for streamline flow of oils in layer form are given in

Fig. 97 and Eq. 30.

Introduction.—Many t3^pes of industrial heat-transfer equip-

ment involve heat transfer between a surface, usually metallic

or refractory, and a fluid that is heated or cooled without evapora-

tion or condensation. In the power-plant field illustrations include

fire-tube boilers, siqxTheaters, economizers, preheaters, and con-

densers. In addition to fluids such as air, flue gases, water, and

steam, the petroleum industry involves a variety of products

ranging from fixed hydrocarbon gases to the very viscous liquids

such as lubricating oils and asphalts. Other chemical industries

involve heat transfer to molten metals and slags, broken solids,

acids, and organic solvents.

There is a distim t dithuvnee between the mechanism of heat

transfer for fluids flowing in turbulent motion on the one hand
and streamline motion on the other. Consequenth% certain

factors, notai)ly av(U'age v(‘locity of the fluid past the heat-transfer

surface, in general have a more marked effect upon the rate of heat

transmission for fluids flowing in turbulent motion than in stream-

line motion. Other factors, such as tube length, often have greater

importance for streamline motion than for turbulent flow. Hence
these two cases are t related sc'parately, first consideration being

given to the more common turbuhuit flow.

In many cjises, the pipes ar(‘ smooth, such as drawn tubes of

steel, copper, brass, nickel, lead, aluminum, special alloys, and glass,

or of only moderate' roughness, as cast iron, cast steel, wrought iron,

etc., and this seedion deals largely with heat transfer for turbulent

flow of fluids in relatively clean smooth metal tubes. The imjx)r-

tance of deposits of slag, scale, and like encrustations on the heat-

transfer surface depends upon the thickness and nature of the

deposits and also upon the other thermal resistances involved.

Such matters are treated on pages 138 and 197. The effect of

roughness is treated on pages 106 and 175. In the following

section, it is assumed that heat transfer by radiation is absent or

has been allowed for by the methods of Chap, III, In other words,

this section deals with heat transfer by the combined mechanisms

of condu(*tion and convection for fluids flowing inskle tubes.

Heat-transfer prolflems ordinarily fall into one of two cla^^es:

1. The use of quantitative relations to design apparatus for

proposed installations.
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Table 1.

—

Nomenclatuke
A Area of heat-transfer surface, square feet.

, 02 Constants.

Thickness of layer of coolant, feet.

Wetted perimeter, feet.

,
b$ Constants.

Specific heat, Btu/(lb fluid) (deg F); Cp at constant pressure, Cv at

constant volume.

Inside diameter, feet; /)', inches.

Diameter, feet; D, equivalent diameder equals 4rA; Dh of helix;

Dij inside diamctr,f of pipe; Dp, of packing; D\ and Z>a for sides of

rectangular section and for diameters of annulus.

Prefix, indicating differential, dimensionless.

Dimensionless factor in calculation of radiation, allowing for emi«-

sivities and geometrical arrangement.

Friction factor, dimensionless; for values, see Chap. V.

Mass velocity, lb/(hr)(sq ft of cross section) equals w/S; Gt is value

at transition point.

Acceleration due to gravity, 4.17 X 10® ft/(hr)(hr).

Conversion factor, 4.17 X 10* (lb of fluid) (ft)/(hr) (hr) (pounds

force).

Coefficient of heat transfer between fluid and surface, lUu/(hr)(sq ft

)

(deg F); ha is based on arithmetic mean At; is based on length

mean At; hmi is based on initial At; and hi are defined on page 178.

A product of dimensionless terms; j = [h/cG){cn//k)^^; j' =

Thermal conductivity of fluid, Htu/(hr)(sq ft) (deg F per ft); kf is

ordinarily evaluated at ^/ = (/ 4* t,)/2.

Dimensionless constant.

Heated length of a straight tube, feet; // is unheated length of

calming section.

« Natural logarithm *= 2.303 X logio.

p Expxjnents.

Total pressure, atmospheres.

q Rate of heat transfer, Btu per hour; qr b^' cf)nd action and convection

in fluid; qr by radiation between surfaces,

r Radius, feet; r is local value, ro is total radius,

r* Hydraulic radius, feet; r* equals S/b.

r. Ratio of velocities, dimensionle.s8; rv equals u^/V.

S Cross section of stream, .square feet.

t Bulk temperature, degrees Fahrenheit, of surface, /„ of saturated

vapor, ty at local distance y from surface, h at inlet. It at outlet, f,,

at substantial distance from surface.

U Over-all coefficient of heat transfer between two streams, Btu/(hr)

(sq ft)(deg F).

7', Jjoca] velcK'ity, feet per hour; ?/„,•* is maximum value.

V Average velocity, feet per hour; V = G/p; at substantial distance

from surface; F' ft/wjc.

Mass rate of flow, pounds fluid per hour.to
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Table I.—Nomenclature.

—

(Continued)

Abscissa of graph.

Ordinate of graph.

Normal distance from wall, feet; t/i is thickness of laminar-flow

layer near wall.

A dimensionless number used in empirically correlating h by means
of Eq. 3; for isothermal flow% = (2/iEp/mi)(v7/2), where yi is the

thickness of the laminar film.

Grashof number, dimensionless, equal to (D^p^g/ M).

Thermal diffusivity, square feet per hour, equals k/pc.

Coefficient of volumetric expansion, reciprocal degrees Fahrenheit.

Mass flow rate per unit breadth, pounds fluid /(hour) (ft)
;
for a verti-

cal tube, r equals w/tiI); for a horizontal tube, F// equals w/2L.

TemfKTature difference between bulk temperature of fluid and
temperature of the surface, degrees Fahrenheit; Ata is arithmetic

mean. Atm is length mean, Aty is local value at point y; Attaaoi is

maximum local value.

Mean value of over-all difference in temperature between hot and
cold stnnims, d(‘grees Fahrenheit (sec C'hap. VI).

Fiddy viscosity, scjuare feet per hour; is for momentum transfer;

<a, for heat transfer.

Absolute viscosity, lb /(hr) (ft); ordinarily, m is evaluated at bulk

temperature of the stream, p/ at //, and p, at i»; p)

Kinematic viscosity of fluid, square feet per hour; v = p/p.

3.1416 •
• .

Density, pounds of fluid per cubic foot; p/ at f/, p* at substantial

distance from surface; p' is in grams per cubic centimeter.

Tractive force p(T unit surface of wall, {>ounds force p(T square foot.

Prefix, designating function, dimensionless.

2. The prediction of the effect of changes in operating conditions

upon the performance of existing etpiipmcnt.

As pointed out in Cliap. VI, such problems are simplified by

lesolving th(» over-all thermal resistance into the various individual

resistances: from the warmer fluid to the tube, through the tube

wall and scale deposits, and from solid to colder fluid. Conse-

quently the following section deals largely with the quantitative

relations between the individual coefficient of heat transfer h

between fluid and solid and the various factors influencing the

magnitude of the coefficient.

I. TURBULENT FLOW

Mechanism.—Data relative to the isothermal flow of fluids

have been presented in Chap. V, and it was shown that, for iso-

thermal turbulent motion, velocity explorations taken from the wall
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out into the main body of fluid indicate a thin layer near the wall

where the flow is streamline, a biifter zone beyond the film, and

finally a turbulent zone in the main body of the fluid. Explorations

of velocity and temperature in a fluid stream are of considerable

interest, both in studying the mechanisms by which the heat is

transferred from wall to fluid and in investigating the assumptions

made in deriving theoretical relations involving rates of heat

transmission from tube to fluid.
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Fig. 67.—Pannell’s explorations of velocity aiul teinperatnro for air Bowinp upwaid
in a heated brass pipe, 1)' = in., =* H7.4 ft.;«?ee.

Gases ,—In a pioneer investigation in 19U), Pannell*’^^* made

velocity and temperature explorations across an air stream flowing

upward in turbulent motion in an electrically heattMl wriical brass

pipe having an inside diameter of 1.92 in. Figure (>7 shows the

results of a run made with the wall at 109.4°F and tlu^ air at the axis

at The ratio of local to maximum velocity is

plotted vs, the position ratio ^ Vo, wluTe u is the local velocity at

distance y from the wall and ro is the radius of the tube. Although

heat was being transferred, the velocity-distribution curve resembloi

those for isothermal nms with air (see Fig. 42, page 104). Figure

67 also shows the ratio of local to maximum Unnperature ditTerence

(t, — ty)/{U ^o) plotted VH, .y/ro, and it is noted that the distribu-

tion of temperature dilTerence is similar to that of velocity. The

data of Fig. 67 are replotted on logarithmic paper in Fig. 68, and

the slopes of both curves are roughly onci-seventh.

• Explorations were made across the stream at the middle of the heated

section, 46.1 in. long, which was preceded by 197 in. of unlieated section.
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Figure 69 shows data^®®* for the horizontal flow of air past a ver-

tical heated copper plate, and in the turbulent zone BC, the slopes

of the curves of both velocity and temperature difference are 0.16.
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Similarity in shapes of the curves of velocity and temperature

distribution were found for main-stream velocities ranging from

49 to 1 15 ft/sec. The curves of velocity distribution in the presence

of heat transfer are similar in shape to those for isothermal runs on

air (see Figs. 39 to 41, pages 102 to 104). Figure 69 also includes

•('onsideraMc attention was given to the choice of thermocouples, most
of the tests being made with a wire O.Ol cm thick. Explorations were made
40 cm from the entrance to the heated section in a plane at right angles to the

air stream.
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temperature explorations of Jurges, who did not include velocity

explorations except in isothermal runs (page 103). The various

data for temperature distribution for the flow of air past heated sur-

faces give curves of the same shape as those for velocity distribution.

Liquids,—Woolfenden^^o* measured local temperatures ty in a,

vertical plane across a stream of water flowing in turbulent motion

in a long horizontal copper pipe, 2.06-in. inside diameter, heated by

condensing steam. In Fig. 70 the ratios of local to maximum
temperature difference from the pipe to water are plotted vs. the

positions expressed as fractions of the radius r/ro. The run made

Fig. 70.—Explorations by W'oolfcnden,^''® of tornix*ratiirc of water flowing inside a

horizontal steam-heated pijn*. I)' ~ ‘J.Ofl in.

at a Reynolds number IX} • ^ of 11,200, represented by curve .4/1 of

Fig. 70, brings out the important point that the temperature dis-

tribution was not symmetrical with respect to the axis. Because of

its reduced density, the heated water rose to the upper portion of

the horizontal pipe. Certain theoretical equations (pages 162 to

164) ignore this lack of symmetry in th(' temperature distribution.

For Curve BH, w'here the Reynolds number is nearly seven

times that for ("urve AA^ the dotted tic^-line is nearly vertical, and

the temperature distribution is more n(»arly symmetrical for the

higher water rate. For DG/^ of 77,0(K)-80,000, Fig. 71 shows the

velocity and temperature distribution ratios plotted vs. y/ro, using

* Explorations were made in a vertical plane at the end of a Hteam-hcated

length of 12 ft, preceded by an unheated length of 18 ft. 'Fbe temperature

of the top side of the heated pipe was measured by thermocouples. Immedi-

ately upon leaving the heated length, the water wa« mixed and its bulk tem-

perature determined.
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logarithmic coordinates. It is noted that the distribution of tem-

perature and velocity are not the same, since the slope of the curve

of Aty/MroMx V8. y/ro is 0.06, whereas that for uju^ is 0.15. A
similar discrepancy was found in slopes for runs at lower values

of DGIfx. The Prandtl number Cpfi/k ranged from 1.8 to 7.0.

For air {cpn/k of 0.74) the temperature and velocity fields are

substantially identical (Fig. 69).

Referring to the two water runs compared in Fig. 70, the value

of which is the difference between the temperature of the

Fia, 71.—Data of Woolff'iuien for the upper portion of the pipe.

surface and the bulk temperature obtained by mixing all the fluid

leaving the section, is 8() to 89 per cent of from surface to axis.

In measuring bulk temperature, it is clear that the omission of a

mixing device would introduce a substantial error in the calculation

of the coefl5cient of heat transfer.

Methods of Ati'ack

1. Mathematical.—As shown on pages 157 to 161, the mech-

anism of heat transfer by conduction and convection is complicated

in the usual case of turbulent motion. Thus the velocity gradient

across the stream does not follow any one simple relation but

apparently involves three zones: film, buffer layer, and turbulent

core. The heat leaving the wall is conducted through the film and

delivered to the buffer layer.* In the latter, part of the heat is

* A fraction of the heat is consumed in warming the filnfi flowing along the
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transferred by convection, t.e., by mechanical mixing due to eddies;

the remainder of the heat is transferred by conduction under the

influence of the radial gradient in temperature. The heat is then

transferred to the turbulent core, where the mixing is apparently

more thorough, as indicated by temperature gradients sraallei

than in the portions nearer the wall. As the fluid passes through

the pipe, the radial temperature gradients are continually changing.

From the foregoing, it is evident why so little success follows

attempts* to apply mathematical analysis in the prediction of heat

transfer from the fundamental equation for heat conduction in

moving fluids, unless empirical corrections are introduced.

Furthermore, as brought out on page 160
,
for turbulent flow of water

at an average velocity five times the critical, the radial distribution

of temperature was far from symmetrical in a horizontal pipe, and

apparently natural convection factors were involved, which arc

ignored in the theoretical treatments.

Analogies between Heat Transfer and Friction .—Many writers

have assumed analogies between the eejuations for the transfer of

heat and momentum. The following section reviews this method of

attack and could be omitted by those interested only in the recom-

mended correlations of heat-transfer co(iffi(‘ients.

The first of these analogies was proposed by Revnold.s®*^ in 1874, long before

many heat-transfer data were available. Assnming that all the thermal

resistance is in the turbulent core, this analogy leads to the simple diinensionle.ss

equation

h/c/I = //2 ( 1 )

for which .symbols are defined in Tabh* I, page 156. In the derivation it is

wall, and thi.s j>ortion does not reach the buffer layer. However, since the crt)8s

section of the film is negligible compared with that of the entire tube, the frac-

tion of the heat carried away by the film, and similarly for the buffer layer, is

negligible.

• Reynolds^’** lays the hydrodynamical foundation of the concepts of

mixing Unglhs and eddy or firtive viHcosiiy/* Latzko^** derives a theoreti-

cal equation for the heat transfer and reviews the literature. In the derivation,

the thermal resistance of the film is neglectcrd compared to that of the turbulent

core; consequently tin; nvsulting equation, although applicable to ga.s«\s, does

not apply to liquids such as water and the viscous hydrocarbon oils. Von
Karman^** reviews the Prandtl theory on mixing length. Nikuradse^’* emplovf.

data for distribution of velocity for isothermal flow of water to compute mean
mixing lengths of Prandtl. Dryden, Murnaghan, and Rateman*®° discuss in

detail the eddy viscosity and PrandtFs mixing-length theory.

t Murphree*®* deduces that hO/k should depend on })oth /X?//i and Cpti/k

and compares the derived relation with data of several observers.
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assumed that the kinematic viscosity m/p is equal to the thermal diffusivity

a = kl/yCp] i.e.y the dimensionless group Cptx/k equals unity;* since for gases this

assumption is not in large error, Kq. 1 is a rough approximation to actual

heat-transfer and friction data for gases, as shown on page 171.

The deviation of F]q. 1 from experimental data increases as Cp^i/k increases

heyond unity.

Prandtl,^’* and later Taylor,'”* extended the Reynolds theory to include a

laminar flow layer near the wall and obtained the dimensionless relation

h_ ^ //2 ^ //2 ,2^

Cfi 1 — r, 4- TriCpillk)s' 1 -h T\{Cpillk)f’ — 1]

which involves r,, the ratio of the velocity (at the interface between the film

and core) to the average velocity V. The expression 1 — r„ may be termed the

rtdaliw thermal resiataru'e of the core and fr {Cp^i/k)/' that of the film.

Prandtl*^^ modified 2 by relating r,. to DG/n and obtained

^ //2
Cffr 1 -f- 6i (DO / fi ) /k ) f'

— Ij

Since //2 = h^/iDG
,
Tr in Eq. 2 may l)e replaced by

(2a)

Ily replacing the term r, of Kq. 2 by 1.5 (/Xf/M)“'^^(e|,M and//2 by the

Rlausius relation 0.0395/^c”^\ Hoffman^”* correlated roughly the data for a

nuinlxT of fluids having vjilues of Cp/u k ranging from 0.74 to 300. Eagle and

Ferguson-^^ point<*d out that Eq. 2 contained no allowance for the buffer layer.

Karman'®’**^®* further extended the theory to include the buffer layer.

Figure 49, *^** page 1 10, shows \’on Karman's g<*neralized diagram based on velocity

explorations by Nikuradse,^’^ plotted on seinilogarithmic paper. The equations

for the velocity distribution for each of the three zones is shown in Fig. 49.

.\s an approximation, the physical i)roperties of the fluid are treated as constant.

C.se of the three zones and further as.smnptions leads to the Karinan equation

* The equations for the transfer of monnmtum and heat are written

(in iiu itu

q __ I,
01 _ / . ^"7~ — ~~h - ' Cppfa 'TT' — PCp(Qf “1“ <o)

An Oy ' Oy Oy

In ICq. la the eddy vi.scosity €„ allows for momentum transfer due to eddy

motion, and in Eq. \b the eddy diffusivity ta allows for heat transfer due to

eddy motion. 'I'he numerical values of €„ and «« are assumed equal.

In a recent pap(*r revi(‘wing analogies between the tran.'^fer of momentum
and heat, von Karman^”* points out that Eq. I could be obtained from Eqs. la

and \b by two alternate procedure.s: (1) v and or are a.ssumed negligible compared

with €, which is .satisfactory for the turbulent core, or (2) p is assumed equal to

a, which is nearly true for gases, since Cpp/k is fairly close to unity. In either

case, upon assuming that both r and q arc the same function of y, Eq. 1 is

obtained, noting that tq equals /pFV2flr«.

(la)

{lb)
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' A fA ... (3)

,+,,v7r2j?f

For Cpn/k of I, this reduces to Kq. I, and for niodcrato values of Cpn/k^ Eq. 3

reduces to the form of Eq. 2. For water and several or>?anic liquids of low

viscosity, for which Cpfi/k ranged from 2 to 30, I.»orenz^*‘‘* showed that Eq. 3 fits

the data more closely than Eqs. 1 and 2 hut that the deviation between Eq. 3

and experimental data continues to increase proj^ressively as Cpfji/k increases

abov^e 30. However, it i.s remarkable that these theoretical equations fit the

data as well as they do in view of the assumptions involved.

Matlioli^'® modified Kq. 3 and obtained better agreement with data for high

values of Cpn/k than is found with Eq. 3.

Hoffman^®* inodifi(‘8 KarmaiKs ecjuation by using an empirical relation

for the velocity distribution that will give a maximum velocity at the axis of

the pip>e (instead of a dLscontinuity ), and the resulting complex ecpiation wjis

found to fit experimental data more satisfactorily than Eq. 3 for Cpf^/k ranging

from 30 to 300.

Hoelter et review analogie.s and employ y\ as a dimensionless parameter

defining the unknown thickness //j of the lamifiar layer, in.stead of using the

value of y\ of 5 based on isothermal <H>nditions. liy using one s<*t of heat-

transfer data involving high k to relate <*mplrically f/t to 7X7 > and

they are able to predict h (<r for otluT .sets of dataf within ±20 per cent, using

their complex dimensionless e(iuationJ

(3a

)

l"he same <lata, expre.ssed as h 'cpG, deviated — fiO to -f20 per cent from the

simple wholly empirical erpiation of reference.

2. Dimensional Analysis.—Assuming that the coefficient h of

heat transfer by conduction and convt^ction between solid and fluid

is controlled by the factors ent^Ting th(^ dilTt^rential etjuations for

lx)th hydrodynamics and heat conduction, dimensional analysis^^^*

(Chap. V) gives

wherein the symbf)ls hnvo the significance shown in Table I, page

* The Karman pajHjr shows the graph comparing Eqs. 2 and 3 with the

experimental data.

t Smith”* for oila. Eagle and Ferguaon*®^ for water, and Colburn and

Coghlan*** for gase«.

t Reference 70 gives the plots for predicting ytt Mz/mo / w
obtained from a plot of isothermal values, at lyQjy^x,
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156, and the functions relating the first group with each of the

other tw^o are to be determined experimentally. Equation 4 Ls

dimensionally sound, and if each of the five factors assumed to

affect h were actually involvini and no other factors were of impor-

tance for clean pipes,* Ecj. 4 could be accepted without hesitation.

For a given gas, such as air, the Cp^x/k or Prandtl number varies

but little w4th moderate change in temperature (page 415), and
the same is true of A:. For such conditions Eq. 4 becomes, assuming

a pow'er function,

II = (4a)

w^here m should be equal to 1 — a, and a dept^nds upon the fluid and

temperature involved.

Study of Experimental Data

Effect of Mass Velocity.—The use of mass velocity was suggested

by Reynolds**''* in 1874. Figure 72 shows a plot of h vs. (I to logarith-

Kui. 72. KfFert of inasa velocity up»in inside a
iioi at pipe.

inic coordinat(‘s, l)ased on Xuss(*lt*s'’-‘ data for three' dilTt'rent gases

(lowing in a lul)e having an insidt* diamett'r of 0.8iiS in. Except

* If tul)e length atTeetc'd A, Dp 4 should also include^*’ tiu* ratio D L;

iivailable data aliovv length has no important effect except for stnnunline flow

and in the transition region (pp. 192 to 196).
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lat the lower values of G, where natural convection increases h

(page 170) the slope n is 0.8. In the range where h varied as

mass velocity was controlling, regardless of pressure. In other

words, G had the same effect, regardless of whether in the product

G = Fp, average linear velocity V was high and density p low, or

the reverse occurred. The use of G, rather than Fp, simplifies

calculations, since b}' definition

_ XV _ pounds of fluid per hour

S cross section in square feet

and is independent of changes in temperature and pressure. Data

of RietscheF^^ for air flowing in six sizes of pipes gave values of n

ranging from 0.78 to 0.82, averaging 0.79; values of n of 0.8 are

indicated by various data.*

As shown later, experiments with water and organic liquids

lead to the same result.

Effect of Diameter. - Plots of h G‘^ ^ vs. iiiside diameter, using

logarithmic coordinates, give the results shown in Tabk'll. A large

T.\BLF: II.— P^PO.N'F.NTS ON />, FROM vHiors Data (Skk h]g. \(i)

!

Observ'er
;

U(

i

•fereiic<‘ Fluid 1

Hang(‘ of D\
inches

Ex|3onent ni

1

Rictschel
i

59S
'

Air 0.847-4.68 0 16

Schulze 048
j

Air
;

().9S.>-5.<K) 0 .3.3-0 41)

Holmboe . . . .

‘

,

314 I Steam ' 0.786-3.94
;

0 26

Eagle and Ferguson . . . .
t 203

'

Water 1 ().r>(K)-l.r>0
i

0 20

per cent change in m produces a relatively small per cent change in

the value of D”* and in the corresponding predictcnl value of h.

Since from tlunirv m e([uals 1 — rq and the viilue of 0.8 for n is well

established by Injat^transfer data, it recommended that m be tak(*n

as 0.2.

Effect of Physical Properties.—With gases (page 415) thc^

Prandtl number varies but little, and hence data for gases

throw little light on the effect of physical properties. t A number
of writersj have compared data for various fluids at a given value

of DG/fi and have found that hD/k varied inversely as Cpp/A; raised

References 107, 270, 272, 314, 369, 565, 601, 612.

t A decrease in (cp^i/k) obtained by adding hydrogen to nitrogen***^ caused

HD/k to decrease for a given IXIIn.

t References 490, 158, 306, 373, 176, 663, 142, 668.
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to exponents ranging from 0.4 to 0.3, as shown by Table III. The
physical property of the liquid that varies most rapidly with

temperature is viscosity, and the constants ai and p in the equation

depend on whether is evaluated at the temperature of fhe surface,

the film, or the main body of the fluid.

'Fablk III.

—

VAi.rKs OF a\ and p is Eq. 46

1

Author
j

,

Date

' " — '

1

ai

!

i

P \

1

1

M or

M/

Heating, II

Cooling, C

Morris and Whitman^'^**. 1928 Note 1

1

0.37
I

M H and C
Hinton-’^ 1928 0 0281 0.355 1

1

M
!

H and C
Dittos and Bocltcr*’®. . 1930

j

0 0243 0.4 M H
Dittos and Bocltcr'"®. 1930 0 0265 0 3-- M C
8herw(K)d and Petrio^^y . 1932

i
0.024 0 4 M II, Note 2

(Vdburn*^* 1933
j
.0.023 0.333v-^ M/ // and C

Siedor and "Fate^^ 1936
i

i 0.027 (m/m.
I

1

0.333
1

1

II and C

Noth 1.
—

'riu* ti*rrii [(hlJ/k) was shown as a graphical

function of DG m’, h>r cooling. 0.756 for healing was recommended. Morris

and Whitman found that tludr data for heating and cooling could he brought

together by using /u/ instead of /u, although the data for heating were spread

by this procedure.

Notk 2.—Sherw(MKl and Petrie found that use of m/ s^prcad the data more
than and pref(*rreil m-

The effect of Cpp k upon hD/k, at a fixed value of DG/p, is shown

by Figs. 73 and 74 for seven different fluids. In Fig. 73, p in both

DG/p, and in k, Ls evaluated at the bulk temperature, and it is

seen that the slope of the curve is 0.4.*

Smoot h(*d data of the same observei's are replotted in Fig. 74,

with viscosity evaluated throughout at the film temperature, if

taken as etiual to i + 0.5(^ — i). The data are fairly well cor-

related l)y a line having a .slope of one-third.

Coinpari.son of Figs. 73 and 74 show that the former, which

evaluates physical properties at the convenient bulk temperature,

* Had the values of hP/k been (»oiuuared at any one value of IXI m m the

range 2 100 to 1(X),0Q(). the expormnt on th<^. CpixJL pmnp y puld still have been

Hubst antially 0. 4, except for the d.ata for the oils that lie in the ^^dip region’*

(p. 192) where the exponeiit n on t)QJp has not yet fallen to the value of 0.8,
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correlated these data slightly better than Fig. 74 and is conse-

quently ordinarily used for fluids having viscosities not more than

twice that of water, for Reynolds numbei*s exceeding 2100:

In the preceding pages data for a number of fluids were compared

at a Reynolds number of 10,000. In the following section repre-

Fio. 73.—Effect of Prandtl number Cp^x/k upon Nusaelt nuniber hD/k for DG/ti of

10,000; ^ at bulk temperature. {Sherwood and Petrie,)

sentative data for gases and liquids of low viscosity (water, kerosene,

benzene, acetone, and butanol) at all Reynolds numbers exceeding

2100 will be examined and the deviations from Eq. 4c determined.

Gases in Straight Tubes, Datxi,—Experimental results of a

number of investigators, heating or cooling gases flowing in tubes,

* For liquids of high viscosity and Reynolds numbers exceeding 1 0,000,

instead of following the old procedure^** of using Kcp 4c with an expoin^t on

cJn/k of 0.3 for cooling and 0.4 heatlng7^tla logical to use eitherThe

X’olbum equation*** shown onJFig. 74 ^

or the somewhat more convenient equation of Sicder and Tate***

Pata for viscous fluids are discussed fully on p. 192.
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have been selected for illustration (see Table IV); additional

literature references* are available.

45

1
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OSLO 200

Cp/if
,
Consistent Units

Fio. 74.—Data of Fig. 73, for DG/iXf of 10,000; m/ at film temperature, t/ 0.5(f

Tablk IV.

—

Heat Transfer to CIases F'lowing inside Tubes

Observer (las

Jo<we*“*
i
Air

Holmboe*'< ' Steam
Nuaselt***

j

Air

Nufiaelt”*
j

Nuuaelt**'
I

Coal gaa

RietacheP** . .. Air

Royda and CampbolP'V Air

Crober*^®*^* ’Air

Poenagen*** ! Steam
Poenageii*** ' Steam
Robinaoa***'

i

Air

Uobiii»on*<“ ) Air

Carrier‘0’ i Air

Ouchmanti Air

('olburn and Coghlan*** . Note 1

(

Heat-
;

ing or O',
j

j

Tube
t-¥t,

\'
2

1

Pres-

sure,
Meas-
ured

hOT Ucool- '

itiR

iiicheu
j

metal ' deg F

-

atm
P

- _

0-*K)7 ;ir>o-i 80 0. 1-1.0 U
i

0.787 Copper
Hras8

1-5 h

// 0.808 147 194 1.1-16.0 h

1 // 0.868 Brass Co. 170 1 A

H 0.868 Brass Co. 170 1 A

u 1..32
1

Steel Co. 200 u
C 0.994 ! Steel 180-280 U
C '2.44 St^el 160-540 A

c
1

1.55 i “Sni." metal 260-510 1-9 A

c 3.76 " Sm.” metal 230-390 1-7 A

1
//

j

0.625 Copper Co. 240 1

!
// 1.168 Copper Co. 210 1

H

If

;

3 . 73

0.98;i

; O.W StaiuletM

i

i
Co. 170

j

1

A

1

Not* 1 .—Gaa range<i from tl to 98 per cent //?; real wa« N i\ Cpn/k ranged from 0.73 to 0.45*

The data of Nusselt have already been shown in Fig. 72, page

165, with h plotted vs. G. Referring to the data for air at 7 atm
* Babcock and Wilcox,*-* Bichowsky,*® Fessenden,**® Fessenden and

Haney,**® Jordan,**® Kreisonger and Ray,®** Nicolson,**® Pannell,*** Parsons
and Harper, Royds,®*® Schulze,®®® and Sneeden.®*®
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pressure, the experimental points lie on a straight line having a

slope of 0.8 for mass velocities ranging from 5040 to 99,000 lb/ (hr)

(sq ft of cross section), but at velocities less than 5040, the points lie

above the line having a slope of 0.8. This increase in h at the low

velocities, over and above what would be predicted by extrapolating

the line of 0.8 slope to the low-velocity range, is believed to be due

to additional convection caused by a group of natural-convection

factors that includes the density of the gas. As shown on page 242

from data on natural convection, h is affected by a power function

B Atm Abs

of the density or pressure. Hence

it would be expected^*® that the

transitional velocity^^ Gt at which

the values of h begin to be higher

than indicated by an exponent of 0.8

upon the 0 term should be a power

function of pressure. Figure 75

.shows the values of Gt of Fig. 72

plotted vs. pre.ssiire in atmospheres,

to logarithmic coordinates, and the

empirical relation T/t = 1 2(X)P^^ is ol>-

Fio. 75.— Effect of gaa pressure taiiied, whoreiu the dimensional
upoti transitional velocity t;,.

constant of 1200 WOuUl ilivolvo

other factors, whicli in thi.s ca.se were .substantially constant, pres-

sure being the main variable. At the high velocities the turbu-

lence indicated by the Reynolds number is controlling.

The data of Fig. 72 for G greater than (7, are replotted to logarith-

mic coordinates in Fig. 70 with dimensionle.ss group hD/k

plotted V8. the Reynolds number. The data for the three gases,

which fell on .separate curves in Fig. 72, are now brought together

to form a .single curve. Hgure 70 shows data of other observers for

air in pipes. These are in fair accord with the data of Nu.sselt, the

maximum deviation being 30 per cent. The line AA repre.sents

Eq. 4c, which for Cp^i/k of 0.74 reduces to

hD/k = 0.02(ZX;/m)®» (4/)

Since Cp^l/k varied .so little, the.se data fail to show whether or not

the Cpti/k term is involved.

Curve BB of Fig. 70 .shows the relation predicted by the Rey-

nolds analogy {hjCpG = //2) for air or other gas having Cp^kjk of

0.74, based on the values of / = O.O49(m/^0‘^ ^ ref. 403. Line AA
represents the prediction from the Prandtl analogy (Eki. 2,
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page 163) using Cp/x/k = 0.74 and r, = 0.3. For a given value of

DG/n, the values of hD/k predicted from the Prandtl relation are

1.09 times those of the Reynolds analogy.

Consistent Units

Fi«. 70." -Data for inside tiit>e8 compared with recoinmeaded line

(Kq. 4c); line BH ia ol>taine<l from the ReynohU analog^' (Kq. 1) taking

/ = {)A)49iDG Ml

and Cpfi/k = 0.74; line BB also represents the Prandtl analogy (Eq. 2) for r,. of 0.3.

Since, for the ga.ses involved, k is approximately 0.74, one

could eliminate the viscosity t«'rm from E(j. 4c_by_sul^tituting

7r= T).74S/"Cp, giviiig

hi) k = 0.026(/X^:A-}''- • •
• (^9)

which compares fairly closely with Nusselt’s 1909 empirical

equation for gases:

hi) k = 0.02r>5(ZXr>,. 1-)"

Ecjuatioits of this form, expressing hD k in terms of the Peelet

number DdCp/k have been used by many writers. Although Eq.

4A contains one le.ss physical property than Ecj. 4c, which involves

DQ/fi, this is of little advantage, since the Reynolds number would

nonnally be calculated to evaluate the pressure drop due to friction
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(page ri8). As shown below, the Peclet number alone does not

satisfactorily correlate the values of hD/k for liquids^ especially

for the viscous oils. For turbulent flow, a correlation in terms of the

Reynolds number, which is satisfactory for both licjuids and gases, is

preferred to the Peclet number.

Figure 77 shows the data on the cooling of superheated steam,

without condensation, flowing inside horizontal pipes, without

applying a deduction for heat transferred by gas radiation (page

M
Fio. 77.—Data on cooling.; of MujxTheatod stvain (without rondoiisation), not

corrected for gas radiation. c<iinpared with Eq. 4i, obtained by substituting Cptijk

of 0.78 in Eq. 4c.

04). The line A A on Fig. 77 is obtained from K(|. Ic by substitu-

tion of Cpfi/k = 0.78 for steam, giving

hi) k = OmUrXI/fi)^ (4?)

wherein the units are dcTined in Table I, page* 150. Equation 4c

is in fair agreement with the* results of Kerr,***^ who w^orked with

superheated steam at y)r(Nssur(?s up to 3300 lb/s(| in. and tempera-

tures up to SOO^'F, set* IVob. 4 at end of Chap. VI I.

The exact effect of tul)e length upon the heat-transfer coefficient

for gases in turbulent flow is still in distmte but is apparently of

little importance for tubes of the length-diameter ratio ordinarily

employed. Data for the turbulent flow of water (page 179) and
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hydrocarbon oils (page 195) show a negligible effect upon h of

variations in L/D from 59 to 235. For short tubes, where L/D is

only 15 to 25, as in the cases of ^'radiators^^ for internal-combustion

engines, the data of Parsons and Harper^^® are available. The
values of G ranged from 7000 to 70,000 lb/ (hr)(sq ft of cross section

of the tubes), which had an internal diameter of approximately

0.3 in. The values of /i, reported in terms of initial rather than

average temperature difference, were not greatly different from

those for long tubes.

The effect of temperature upon h is still subject to some dispute.

The data of Babcock and Wilcox, Fessenden and Haney, and

Jordan^ agree in showing that h increases with increase in the

temperature of the gas in cooling runs but disagree as to the exact

effect of temperature. The only other pertinent data are those of

Schulze,®*^* which were interpreted by Schulze and Schack®^ to show

a negligible effect of temperature within the precision of the data,

estimated as 10 per cent. Various empirical relations as to the

quantitative effect of temperature upon h have been suggested,

as indicated by Table V.

Tablk V

Date Nol<‘ Author i

1

h varies as

1910 a \V(bor’«

1924 Fo8s<*nden*’* {C^gTgfTf

1927 h Dixon*’* {Cp),T,^

1929 ! c Shcrw(X)d*^® (cp),(i + o.ooosr,)

1930 i Nusselt^^*

1931 e HoyHolds analogy

Notb.—Absolute teinpenitun* is repn\scMited by T, with suV)script » for

surface, g for and / for film: T/ - iTp 7\) ^2.

® The Wel>er equation in compared^” with data of Nusselt, Joase, Robinson, Fessenden

and Haney, and Babcock and Wilcox,

‘ Based on data of Nusselt.**' Jo««e,*“ Robinson, Fessenden and Haney,**® and Babcock
and Wilcox.**

• Based on the data mentioned in reference and expresseil in terms of the units of Table

I, p. 156, Sherwoo<i obtained

h - 0.00950(1 + 0.0008 r/)c,.0® V/>0->

^ Based on data of Jordan*** and Babcock and Wilcox.**

• See Eq. 1. p. 102.

For the data of rcforeuces 23 and 220, on the cooling of hot flue

gases, most of the increase in the apparent h with increase in gas

temperature can be attributed to gas radiation (pages 64 to 73).

* See also Nuaselt.^*^
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*

Equation 4c calls for a moderate increase in li with increase in gaj ^
temperature. Substituting Cpnj

k

of 0.78 as an average for a number
*

of gases (page 415), Eq. 4c becomes

h = 0.027
2)0.2

wherein the symbols are defined in Table I, page 156.

0.78 in Eq. 4c) for turbulent flow of gases in tulies; not to be used if G is less than
1200P^^ where h will be higher than shown, owing to natural convection.

Since the viscosities of common gases do not vary widely, and

since viscosity enters only as a simplified equation, not contain-

ing a temperature term, is obtained by substituting m of 0.0435

lb/(hr)(ft) into Eq. 4j, giving the dimensional equation

h = 0.0144 (4fc)

wherein the symbols have the units shown in Table I, peige 156.

• Figure 78 was prepared by Chilton ei
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Equation 4/c represents the data of Fig. 76, based on the heating

of several gases by steam, using pipes ranging from 0.868 to 3.77 in.

m diameter. At values of G, expressed in lb/ (hr) (sq ft) below

1200P’^ Eq. 4A: may give too conservative results, as brought

out on page 170.

In a recent paper, C'ope*^^ studied cooling of water in tubes with

three degrees of artificial roughness, in which the height of pyramid

ranged from one forty-fifth to one-seventh of the radius of the pipe.

Although in the turbulent region the friction ran as high as six

times that for smooth tubes, the heat transfer ran only 100 to 20

per cent greater than for smooth tubes. It was concluded that, for

the same power loss or pressure drop, greater heat transfer was

obtained from a smooth than a rough tube. Incidentally these

results show that the Reynolds analogy (Eq. 1) breaks down for

tubes as rough as those used by Cope.

The effect of a given scale deposit is usually far less serious for a

gas than for water because of the higher thermal resistance of the

gas film compared with that of water film. However, layers of dust

or of materials that sublime, such as sulphur, may scriousl}'' reduce

heat transfer between gas and solid. Thus, because of thick

deposits of dust in the flues of blast-furnace stoves, Weber found

over-all coefficients of heat transfer reduced approximately 40

per cent; for clean surfaces the values oT U were roughly double

those computed from the Weber equation (page 173) for gases in

clean pipes.

Design Chart for Gas Heaters or Coolers ,—The heat transferred

can be equated to that absorbed by the gas:

#

^ DKic.ih - h) = U„irDL AU (5)
4

or

Usually the gas-side res’vstance is controlling, f.c., Um = hm- For

design purposes, h may conservatively be predicted from Eq. 4A:.

By combining Eqs. 4fc and 5a, there results

(0.057G)(L/D)

AU (Doy^^
' (5b)
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and it 'is noted that the ratio of rise to mean temperature difference

depends mainly upon L/D and slightly upon DO,

The convenient alignment chart shown in Fig. 79 is based on

Eq. 56.

juiustration 1.—It is desired to heat 600 Ib/hr of a gas from 70 to 190®F,

with steam condensing at 220°F outside tubes, which have an i.d. of 0.902 in.

It is agreed to use a gas velocity near the optimum value. Calculate the

number of tubes in parallel and the length of each tube.

.D

r \

E* 6

^ 20

•40

k
$
6

^ 60
60

fi|00

•200

- 400

E- 600

E- 600
1000

2000

r 4000

^•6000
1-8000
^KWOO

Fio. 79.—Design chart for tubular gas heaters or coolers, which gives con-
servative results for cases where O is less than where P is absolute pressure
in atmospheres. {Chilian, Colburn, Genereaux, and Vernon. **•)

Solution .—Using suitable cost data and Eq. 21b (page 368) the optimum
value of <?' is 1.88 lb/(8ec)(8q ft of cross section). Figure 79 shows that the

corresponding gas rate per tube is 30 lb /hr; hence or 20 tubes in parallel

are required.

Since the thermal resistanc^i on the gas side is controlling, Um is equal to /tm»

based on the inside surface, llie ratio of the logarithmic mean temperature

difference (page 142) to the temperature rise is
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- <i) - (t,, - U) _ _
t»v — ^1

t»v ti

2.31ogiois%o
0.621 <

A straight line is now drawn on Fig. 79, passing through D' of 0.902 and G' of

1.88 (also through w of 30), and intersects the reference line. Alignment of this

intersection with 0.621 on the left-hand line marked Mm/ (it — (i) gives a

reading of 7.3 ft on the L scale. To introduce a factor of safety, each tube

should be madje 9 ft long.

It is seen that the tube length is independent of the specific heat of the gas.

Illustration 2.—It is desired to heat 5940 lb/hr of a gas from 70 to 190®F,

with steam condensing at 220°F outside the pipes. There are available in

stock, pipes 18.5 ft long and 2.07 in. in diameter. How many pipes should be
used in parallel?

Solution .—The ratio of Mm/ {it ~ ^i) is 0.621, as in Illustration I. Align-

ing 0.621 and 18.5 on the two left-hand scales of Fig. 79, draw a straight line

intersecting the reference line. From this point, align with D' = 2.07, and
read 110 lb/(hr)(tube) oa the right-hand sc>fde. Hence, 54 tubes, each 18.5 ft

long with 2.07-in. diameter, would serve. If it had been desired to introduce

a factor of safety, the first alignment should have been drawm through a value of

less than 18.5, say 16 ft, giving 54 lb/(hr)(pipe) and 110 pipes in parallel, each

18.5 ft long. These equations and charts may be employed in the design of

gas coolers, where the gas is not being dehumidified. If vapors are condensing

during the cooling of the ga.s-vapor mixture, see Chap. IX.

Gases in Coiled Pipes.—Jeschke®^^ cooled air in two helical coils

of 114-in. seamless steel tubing, one having a diameter of 24.8 in.

and two turns, and the other having a diameter of 8.27 in. and six

turns. The flow, always turbulent, ranged up to ZXj/m of 150,000.

From the two sets of data obtained, Jeschke proposed the equation

where D/Dn is the ratio of the diameters of pipe and helix, the

other units being, given in Table I, page 156. For ordinary use,

it is sufficient to multiply h from Eq. 4c for long, straight pipes by
the term [1 + 3.5(D/D/,)]. It Is seen that, for a given Reynolds

number, h is higher for coiled pipes than for straight pipes. As
discussed on page 123, the pressure drop due to fluid friction is also

higher, apparently because of greater turbulence in the coiled pipes.

It will be recalled that the various analogies between heat transfer

and fluid friction predict that h should increase with increase in

fluid friction.

* It is noted that the only factor affecting this term Is the ratio of the

terminal temperature differences.
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Miscellaneous Shapes ,—Flow in rectangular sections and in

annular spaces is treated on pages 197 to 202.

Gases in Packed Tubes.^^'^—Apparent coefficients of heat transfer

(based on the inside surface of the tube) for air flowing through

134“ 3-in. vertical tubes packed with 3>s“ to 1-in. granular

solids, involve apparent mass velocities ranging from 900 to 14,400

lb of air/(hr)(sq ft of cross section of tube). The ratio of the

observed apparent coefficient Ha for the packed tube of diameter Di

to hj for a 1-in. inside diameter empty tube, both having the same

mass velocity based on the gross cross section, depends on the ratio

Dp/Di, where Dp is the diameter of the packing.

TaBLK VI. (CoiiBl rn)

DpDi 0.0.5 0 10 o.ir.
I

0.20
[

0.25 0.30

ttA/hi 5 .

5

7 0
'

7.8
1

7 5
,;

7.0 0.6

Turbulence Promoters.—Th(‘ eh(*ct of ins(‘rting cores, retarders,

or other turbulence promoters in tubes is to increase both h (based

Fio. 80.—Heating of water in tubes ranging in length from 69 to 224 diameters.

on the inside surface of the tube) and the pressure drop. Data for

gases^^ and water^®’ are available. The best of the retarders
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described in reference 497 was a coil of wire fitting tightly against

the inner surface of the tube; it showed the greatest advantage at

the lower Reynolds numbers, where for the same heat transfer the

retarder is reported to require only one-fourth the power loss for the

empty tube. Internall}^ ribbed tubes with swirlers are available,

and a double-pipe exchanger, with radial fins projecting from the

smaller tube into the annular space, is described in Chap. VIII.

Liquids of Low Viscosity.—Figure 80^^® shows that the ratio

of heated length L to inside diameter D has no effect upon h for

Fio. 81 .—Additional data for water (see also Fig. SO).

heating water flowing in.side horizontal tubes having lengths

ranging from 59 to 224 diameters; to simulate conditions in a

commer(;ial condenser, no calming .sections were used. A study

of data of various observers* for the heating or cooling of water

flowing inside horizontal or vertical tubes showed that h was

independent of L/D in the range of L/D from 32 to 196. The
data of Fig. 80 call for a slope slightly less than 0.8, but the devia-

tions of the data from Kq. 4e are nc4 serious. f The other data

mentioned above agree with Eq. 4c as well as those plotted in Fig. 80.

* Reference 426 analyzed the data of references 43, 490, 681, 690, 692, and

696. The data of liurbach®* are omitted because the temperature of the tube

was measured at only one point; those of Webster^*® are omitted because of his

method of attaching thermocouples is considered unsatisfactory.

t The correlation could be improved slightly by reducing the exponent on

DG/n to 0.73 and increasing the exnonent on Cnu/fc to 0
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Figure 81 shows a comparison of Eq. 4c, based on bulk tempera-

ture, with data of several observers.* Figure 82 shows the same

Fui. S2.— Data of Fi^- SI, compuKMl witli F(}. 4d.

Fk;. 83.—Data of Fig. 81, comparpcl with Fq. 4r.

data plotted for comparison with Eq. 4d, page 1()8, wherein phj’^sical

properties are evaluated at the film temperatun?. P'igure 8^1 shows

* Jurgenaen and Montillon,^®® F^gle and Ferguson,*®^ and Slierwood and

Petrie.***
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Consistent Units

Fig. 84.—Data of Sliorwood and Potrio, compared rooominoiidod Kii. 4c; for

a KivcMi lJ(t\ ^ excoedinn 4,()0(), maximum variation in }’ is _!:30 per cent.
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,the same data plotted for comparison with the Eq. 4e:

Figure 84 shows the data of Snerwood and Petrie®®^ for the heating

of the liquids listed in Table VH; the straight line is based on

Eq. 4c, page 168.

Data for petroleum oils are discussed on pages 192 to 196.

In comparing data, instead of plotting

Y =
(Cpfi/k)”'

as ordinates vs. DG/n as abscissas sometimes the ordinates arc

divided by DG/m, giving

• = r ^ ^ ( MO, \ _ ±_ "

^ DG!ix k \ k ) \Dacp) CpG \k )

Thus if Y = a 2(/Xr the corresponding j = a 2 (IXr//ii)^'”b

Thus Colburn^^^ writes* Eq. 4d (page 168) as

/A /oiV* ^ 0.023

\cgJ \kj (7)

or simply as j/ = 0.023 (D(? ju/)
^ 2

.

The friction factor / (page 119) decreases as IXj/m increases,

and the same is true of j; in 1933 this led, to an empirical analogy

between heat transfer and friction,

/

2, which does not

correlate heat-transfer data as well as Kfj. kl:j/ = 0.023 ( /Xz/m/)

Simplified Equations.—The use of H(|. 4c, based on bulk tem-

perature, can be simplified by writing it in the form

h = (s)

wherein

4>{t) = 0.023(3600)®'«(12)«U’‘>®c^Vm"-' = 26.4A*"«cJVm®-^ (8a)

Since at moderate pressures fc, c^, and m are uni(iue functions of t,

* In the turbulent r(*Kion, where n is 0.8, this rearraiiKeinent causes the plot

oij vs. IXilnf to be a flat curve, whereas the slope of the curve of Y vs. Reynolds

number is a steep curve; furthermore the diinensionless group involving h con-

tains Cp rather than k. It is interesting to note that, for heating or cooling

without phase change, the definition of h is (r/4)(/>*)(fr)(Cp)(/j — tO/irDLn)
(At)my and hence the term h/c/) is numerically equal to (D/4LH)(fi — fi)/(A(p,)i

whereas AD/A; equals {DQcp/k){D/^La){Jtt —
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the numerical value of <^(0 can be evaluated and plotted vs, tem-

perature. In using Eq. 8 it is necessary to express the actual inside

diameter D' in inches and Cr' in lb of fluid/ (sec) (sq ft of cross

section).

Over the range from 40 to 220"^^" for water (f)(t) equals 5.55(1 +
0.0110, where t is expressed in degrees Fahrenheit. Hence, for

water

h x= 5.6(1 + omn)((yy-^/{Dy‘^ (9)^

or in terms of water velocity F' ft/ sec, based on p of 62.3 Ib/cu ft,

one obtains

h = 150(1 + (oc)

which is of the saim^ form as that of Hinton^^^

h = 160(1 + 0.012/)(F')''•^ (/>')"•" (fld)

Equation 9 may he combined with the definition of /?, wc^it^ —
ix) = hmA

1 (0 '=(3600 G'')(r „)(/.: - <0 = -

- \ i2~)

giving a design eciuation

!~ = 7o - ‘’'’- (OV'Y - --- ---

(AO.m (10)

(lOrt)

Equation 10a shows that the re([uired ratio of tube length L
to diameter D' depends upon the ratio of tianperature rise to temper-

ature difference, the tempeu-ature loyeb and the product (DT/')^

* Over the ran^e from 40 to 220 F, a plot of /0' water, tvs. t in

doRrees Fahnmheit, gives the straight line

0.21(1 +0.0108/) = /}/)‘’ 2 0.023(7^’
« (9a)

The percentage of variation of h with temperature, indicated by the foregoing

relation, is well supportcal by the data of Kagle and Ferguson. If Kq. 44

were the basis, one would find for water having film temperatures ranging

from 40 to 220'’ F,

- 0.17(1 +0.0133/;) = /i/7« ^ 0.023(/ '

» (96)

When the temperature of the water film is 17.0'^F higher than the hulk tempi'ra-

ture, t.«., in a water-heating run with A/, of 35''F, Kqs. 4r and 4f/ predict the

same value of h,

t Alternately, since in Eq. 9, 6 is linear in /, one can use Fiq. 18 (p. 143) with

the terminal values of U and A/ replaced by terminal value>» of h and A/,.
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I^gure 85 shows a plot of hrD = hirD*ll2 based on Eq. 9c^

for use in Eq. 9, Chap. VI. The term h irD is read from Fig. 86,

to correspond with the bulk temperature t and wjU
\
w is readily

related to D' and V' by Table XXVIII, page 417.

P’ici. 86.—V'sluos of h for heating or rooling water (without change in phiiHe)

flowing in turbulent motion Inaide tuU*fl. If the logarithmit* mean Af, is used,

<•*1 = tx ot Fig. 02, with h and A<» replacing U and A/.

Scale Deposits.—Value.s of h for scale dt^posits are given in Table I

of Chap. VI.

Liquids in Coiled Pipes .—In the absence of heat-transfer data

for liquids in coiled pipes, it is suggested that the procedure given

for gases in coiled pipes (page 177) be followed. Richter®^® gives

over-all coefficients and pres-sure drops for a helically coiled double-

pipe water-to-water exchanger. With water velocities of 6 and

8 ft/sec, U was 20 per cent higher than in an exchanger made from

straight pipe.
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Water in Vertical Pipes .—As mentioned on page 179, for values

of DOIn above 2100. Eq. 4c is satisfactory but may be conservative.*

Temp Deg r

Liquids
I

Goises

40-
50 +-400

lU
do-

90 t
lOOH
110 -I

l?0
130 +
MO-
ISO
160-4
no
lao-

190

200H
210 J

1-300

200

LOO-

ho

-100

>-200

lO

26
24
23
1!

it
20
M
_I
15

J9

1?
16

1

liquid.
Acid_

Acetone
Anlljne
Benzene^
n-Butomql
Coirbon Disulphide

Carbon Tetr^hlonde
FthoinoL

^

CthyT Aceta te
fthyL EtJ^er

,

ff^rcxWpric Acjd 30%J J
Methbinol
n-Pentoine_. _ I
Solphuric_Aci d \ 10%
Sulphuric. Ac Id 96%
Sulphuric Ac ioT 60%
J'pl.uene
VValer

Liquids Gases

700n
600-

500-

400-

3004

200 -

^100
-gao
t60

HO
30

1004

60 fc.|0

6..5.J.,I0 M

«2i
^

230 220^^

26 27

60^
so-t

40

30-

20 -

104
9 -d

04

li

iSt

Liquids

3004

P*At

200-1
'

Ga5e»

MOOO.000

t^OOOjOOO

1004

60-

60-1

1
,000,000

^800.000
^600.000

-400,000

-200,000

— -lOj

30

20 -

06

44)4

10^

6~

m 6a$

26
Air
Ammonia

12 Carbon Dioxide
a Carbon Monoxide
2 Hydro9en
4 Methane
9 Nitric Oxide

'^6 Nitronen
5 Oxvqen

T3' V^ter

^;-ioopoo
^ =:80000

:

£60,000

Hopoo

-2QD00

6000

4000

6-:-?poo

4--EriPO0
tdOO
^600

JHOO

^200

tf
Mean Temperature
of Fi 1m - Deg F

h
Film Coefficient
Btu/CHrXsqftXdeqO

At Mean Temperature
Difference - Deg F

P
Absolute Pressure of
Gas - Atmospherea

14

feioo
160

60

HO

~20

Fio. 86.—HoatinR fluids flowing upward at low velocities inside vertical tubes, natu-
ral convection controlling, based on data for air and wat^r only. {Chilt07i et a/."*)

However, at velocities below the critical,! and sometimes slightly

above, free-conv'ection factors may determine h. C'olburn and
Hougen'^^ give the following equations to represent their data for

heating water flowing at low velocities, up to 6 lb/(sec)(sq ft) or

approximately 0.1 ft/sec, in a 3-in. diameter vertical pipe:

* References 426 and 698.

t For DO/fi below 2100, see also Eq. 20.
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h = 0A2t{At)^^ for upward flow (11)

h = 0.49^(AO^ for downward flow (llci)

where h is Btu/(hr)(sq ft) (cleg F), t is the average water temperature

in degrees Fahrenheit, and At is the average temi)erature difference

between wall and fluid in degrees Fahrenheit. Using the data for

upward flow, they evaluated the constants in the following Nusselt-

type natural-convection dimensionless ecpiation:

h = 0.128(A>^^/ff(AO/W)'' (12)

Since the constants in Eep 12 compare closely with those in

an equation for the natural-convection heat loss from the external

surface of a vertical cylinder (page 248), Eep 12 is recommended

as the best estimate now available for the up-

ward flow of fluids having valu(\s of Cp^i/k

ranging from 0.73 to 7, at low velocities past

vertical surface's. Figure 80 is an alignment

chart, based on E(p 12, and shows the predictc'd

relation hetwenm the licpiid involv(‘d, the tem-

perature of the film, the tem])eratiire ditTerence,

and h. For use with gas(‘s, a pressuia* term ap-

pears on th(‘ (‘hart. Natural-convection data

arc* discu.s.s(Ml more fully on page's 237 to 249.

II. STREAMLINE FLOW

Mechanis m.--
-As men tionc'd previously,

whem a fluid is flowing in isothcriiial str(*amlin(*

or laminar motion at constant rate through a

long pipe, there is a parabolic velocity gradient

over any cro.ss sc'ction, with the maximum
vc4o(*ity at the? axis and Z(‘n) velocity at the

wall (Fig. 87, Curve A). There is no a[)preci-

able mixing of the* various layers of fluid, and

the motion may be visualizc*d as a seric's of con(‘(*ntri(* shells slipping

past each other.

Con.sider a long vertical pipe* with a licpiid at room temperature

flouHlng at low velocity through it. the first .sc'ction bc'ing bare

and the sc'cond surrounded by a jackc*! in which steam is condensing

at constant temperature*. In the unheatcMl section the velocity

distribution will l)e parabolic, but shortly after the licpud enters

the heated section a temperature gradient will be established in the

liquid; with a high temperature at the wall and a low temperature

Fig. S7.— KfTert of

heat iransiniseion on
volority distribution

in streaniliiu* motion,
(.’urve A, isothermal
flow; Curve B, heat-

in of li<iuid or cooling
of gas; Curve C, cof>l-

ing of liiiuid or heat-

ing of gas.
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at the axis. Since the viscosity of a liquid falls as the temperature

rises, there will be a viscosity gradient, with a low viscosity at the

wall and a high viscosity at the axis. As a result, the layers of

liquid near the wall will flow at a greater velocity than in the

unheated section. Since the total flow through both sections is

the same, it is clear that some of the liquid from the center of the

pipe must flow toward the wall in order to maintain the increased

velocity near the wall. Thus, the heating of the liquid develops a

radial component of the velocity, distorting the parabola (Curve

B, Fig. 87). If the liquid were cooled, radial flow would again

develoj), but in this case the flow would be toward the center,

changing the velocity distribution as shown diagrammatically by

C^irve C, Fig. 87. Where change in density with temperature is

appreciable, there may occur additional disturbances as in turbulent

flow (page 100). For liquids the viscosity decreases as the tem-

p(»rature rises, but for gases the viscosity increases as the tempera-

ture rises. Therefor(\ Curve B, Fig. 87, for the heating of a liquid,

appli(\s also to tin* cooling of a gas and ('urve C, to the cooling of a

li(iuid and the heating of a gas. However, since, in general, the

rate of change of viscosity with temperature is much less for a

gjis than for a licpiid, it is expected that the effect of heat trans-

mission on velocity distribution in laminar flow probabl}’' would be

correspondingly l<‘ss for a gas than for a li(iuid.

Sinc(» in th(‘ pr(‘s(Mic(» of h(‘at transmission the velocity distribu-

tion of isothermal laminar motion is distorted, the term modified

laminar motion is sometinu‘s used to describe the nonisothermal

type of streamline flow. Data are not available to demonstrate

the diagram presented, but the qualitative conclusions seem ines-

capable. Conseciuently theoretical equations, which ignore the

distortion of th(* parabola, would be expected to apply only when

tlu' temp(a\atur(* dilhaences are small, or for fluids whose physical

properties vari(‘<l but little with temperature. The mathematical

theory is outlined briefly below.

Theory.—Ono of the (‘jirliest applications of the equation for unsteady-

state condiK’tion was given in 1885 hy Graetz*^®* for the heating or cooling

(withoiit change in pha.se) of a fluid flowing at constant mass rate in undistortetl

laminar motion inddv a j)ipe having a heated (or cooled) length L.

The fluid of specific heat and thermal conductivity k enters at t\. The
temperature of the inner surface of the heated length is Jissumed uniform at

* S(^e also Nusaelt,^** Groher,*’* and Jjeveque.^^^ An excellent digest of

the literature on the mathematics of conduction in moving fluids is given by

Drew.***
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The flow is assumed laminar in character, so that the distribution of local mass

velocity over any cross section is parabolic, with zero velocity at the wall and

a maximum velocity at the center lino; see Curve A of Fig. 87, page 186. This

is the only way that viscosity is assumed to enter the problem. Heat is assumed

to be transferred by radial conduction only; the thermal conductivity of the

fluid is assumed uniform. With these assumptions, Graetz integrated the

Fourier-Poisson equation**® for radial conduction in a moving fluid and obtained

the relation

7--'- = 1 - 8.^(n,) (13)
t, — t\

In Eq. 13, represents the convergent infinite series

it>{nx) * 0.10238^-'^ 4-0.0l22O^*-«‘^ «-, -f 0.00237e-*i*’*j + *
• (13a)*

rii represents the dimensionless term irkL/Awc^,. It is noted that a coefficient

of heat transfer Is not involved in Eq. 13.

From the definition of the individual average eoeffirient of heat

transfer hm and the usual heat balance, hmD/k becomes

Hence equations of the type of Eq. 13 can be rearranged to involve

hmy and the average h may be ba.sed upon any type of mean tem-

perature difference desired. t For design purposes the arithmetic

mean of the terminal values

{t. - t)a
(t» ^i) “ (0

2
(15)

is convenient, I^xpuitions 13, 11, and 15 may be combined to give

k TT \kL

)

\1 + ^ '

C'Urve AB of Fig. 88 repre.sents the theoretical relation based on
parabolic distribution of mass velocity and is plotted from Eq. 16

and extended above wCp/kL of 400 by an equation of Iv<^ve(jue.^*^

Inspection of Fig. 88 shows that, for values of wCp/kL greater than

10, the the theoretical curve is clos(dy approximated by the empirical

equation'®’^

(17)

* Drew**® tabulates ni and

t Norris and Streid®** tabulate the theoretical values of hD/k V8. iwcIwkL^
with h based on initial A/, arithmetic mean A/, and logarithmic mean Af.

X In references 142 and 668 the constants of 1.75 and 1.62 wore incorrectly

given as 1.65 and 1.5«
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For the special limiting case where the fluid is heated nearly to

the constant temperature of the wall, t2 = L, it is clear that (t, — Om
= — ti)/2 = (^2 — ti)/2y and from the definition of hJDjk^ one

obtains

haD 2wCp /iQ\

which is the eejuation of the asymptote AE at the lower left-hand

corner of Fig. 88. With constant surface temperature, it is clear

that no reliably observed value of haD/k could lie above this

asymptote.*

60

40
30

20

10

^ 8

^ 6

^ 4

3

2

1

Fui. S8.—Poor corrt'latiofi is due to omission of a term to allow for effect of radial
variation in visi-osity.

Viscous Liquids.— h^xperimental data fur heating oils and glycer-

ine, flowing in horizontal or vertical pipes, run considerably above

Ftp 17, and most of the data for cooling run below (Fig. 88). As

outlimHl previously, Eq. 17 takes no account of disturbance due to

variation of physical lu-operties with temperature and the consC'

quent natural convection effect^s. For runs wherein DGJy. is less

than 2100, Sieder and Tate^®^ have correlated the available datat

for heating and cooling viscous liquids by plotting y = [{haD/k)

* Papers by Blackett, Henry, and RideaP* and by Henry*®® describe a
method for the experimental determination of the specific heat of gases. The
gas is passed through an electrically heated tube at very low velocities, as in the

zone AB of Fig. 88. Under these conditions the thermal conductivity

of the gas is not involved, and the specific heat of the gas is deduced from the

measured temperature gradient in the heated wall.

t References 127, 192, 373, 395, 409, 662, 185, 676, 668.
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{AwCp/vkh)^] vs, the dimensionless ratio m/m*, where n is the viscosity

at the average bulk temperature and /u« is the viscosity at the

average temperature of the inside surface of the tube (Fig. 89).

The equation of the straight line through the points* is y = 1.80

a^^d hence

is the recommended equation for heating or cooling viscous licpiids

flowing in streamline motion (IXt/^ le.ss than 2 UK)) inside horizontal

or vertical tubes. At values of iwCp/wkL below 13, the outlet

Fio. 89.—Recommended correlation*'^'* of data for hcatinjz aiid cf>olinK ]i(]uid8 flow-

ing in nonisotlicrmal atreamline motion mnnie tuhes.

temperature closely approa^’hes tlu* constant ttanperature of tlui

inner surface, and Fq. 18 appli(‘s. At a lugligible value of A/,

approaches unity, anti the constant (1.80) in Kt]. 19 is

15 per cent high(‘r than the constant of l.t)2 in the th(‘or(‘tical

equation. This <liscref)ancy may b(‘ <lu(‘ to lack of attainment

of the parabolic distril)ution of ma.ss velocity, owing to inadetjuate

length of calming s<*cth»nt and to errors in thtr valutas of k. By
eliminating haO/k from Etfs. 19, I I and 15, the dt'sign etpiation is

obtained:

* Ek)uation 19 is based on data for ttibes having diameterH ranging from 0.39

to 1.57 in. and heated lengths ranging from 3 to 11.0 ft; m/m* ranged from 0.004

to 14.

t Even for isothermal streamline motion the paralmlic distribution of fluid

velocity is apparently not established, because of entrance effect sj^ until the
fluid passes through an adequate calming section. Ac(a)rding to the theory

^idvallced by Iloussinesq,^* the minimum ratio of length to diameter in the

calming section, even with a rounded entrance to the pipe, is L/D « 0.065

(DO/^h
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for heating asphalt at 307 to 395°F, flowing in stream-

line motion inside a horizontal 1-in. steel tube, give values of h

ranging from 30 to 55 at velocities ranging from 2 to 13 ft/sec.

Water and Gases.—In order to allow for the effects of natural

convection for streamline flow of any fluid in tubes of various

sizes, it is necessary to int’'oduce the Grashof number:

Z = [(0At)(DVfg/n})]

the significance of which is discussed on page 242. Colburn*^^

has correlated the data for water, air,^^‘ and petroleum oiP^.*

by the complex equation

T - ' “ [(£)’<

+

Ivpiation 11), for viscous licpiids in tubes of ordinary size, is a

special case of K(\. 20, since the Grashof number is small and the

term 1.1)2 (/i V/)'^l + 0.()15Z'‘*) nnluces to 1.80 It is

rarely nec(‘ssary to use Va[. 20, since at the optimum velocity (page

3(>5) rupiids of low viscosity or gases would involve DG/n above

2100, in which case Im). 4c (page 108} would apply. In a recent

j)ap(‘r Martin(‘lli ct find that the data of Watzinger and

Johnson^^® for tlu* cooling of water flowing downward in a vertical

tube (L/D of 20) av(M'age 10 per cent above Eq. 20 and their own
data for heating wat(‘r flowing upward in a V(»rtical tube {L/D of

120) averag('d 20 ])er (*(*nt above E(i. 20. The data^^^ for heating

petroleum oil flowing upward {L/D from 120 to 002) averaged 40

per cent above Iap 20. By using a comi>lex efiuation Martinelli

(i aL correlate their data, and those of reference 740, with a maximum
deviation of ±30 per cent, and an average deviation of ± 10 to 15

per cent.

Illustration 3.— It is dosirctl to hc;u oil fn>in GS to 140°F while it is flowing

through horizontal •''?^-in. o.d. steel tubes, No. IG HWCi (page 417), each 8 ft

long, in a multipass preheater, jacketed by steam condensing at 220°F. It is

agn?ed tliat each tube sliall handle 600 Ib/hr of oil.

(yalculate the number of passes necessary.

Data ami Notes.—The thermal conductivity of the oil may he assumed
constant at 0.080, and the specific heat is constant at 0.50; however, the vis-

cosity varies with tempi'rature as shown below.

* In reference 142 the constant waa accidentally given as 1,5 instead of the

proper value of 1.62, based on the theory.
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- Solution ,—The largest value of DG/u will correspond to the highest bulk

temperature, 140®F, where M « 2.42(11) =» 26.6’lb/(hr) (ft) ; since /> 0.495/12
« 0.0412 ft, ZX?//i « Aw/tD,x - 4(600)/(3.14)(0.0412)(26.6) - 694; since

DG/u is less than 2100, p]q. 19 applies to all passes. The dimensionless term

AwclirkL is 4(600)(0.5)/ir(0.08)(8) =* 597, which is larger than the asymptotic

value, below which Eq. 19 does not apply.

Equation 19 must be applied to each pass in turn. If the oil leaves the first

pass at 88®F, U (68 4- 88) /2 = 78, u is 20.5 centipoises. If t, is 215‘’F, a

little colder than the outer surface at 220®F, t/, is 4.25 centipoises, and (/i'/mI)®

is 1.25. From Eq. 19

h

and hence

1.86(0.08) (1.25) (597)H_
^

D \rkl)
^

(0.0412)

A/« =* (b - t). = 215 - 78 = 137°F

. ,
haAi(^t)a

= (38)(ir X 0.0412 X 8)(137)/(600)(0.5) = 18°F, which is .siifhciently

close to the assumed value.

The resistance of the steam side and scale deposit, based on h of KXK), equals

1/(1000)(10 X IT X 0.625/12) == 0.00061, and that of the tube wail is (0.0()5/12)

/(26)(10 X IT X 0.56 12) = 0.00014, giving a total resistance, excluding that

on the oil side, of 0.00075; hence 220 — t, — qZH = (600 X 0.5 X IS)

(0,00075) — 4.1®F es. 5"^ assumed. The oil enters the second pass at SO'^F and
leaves at a new value of ( 2 ,

which is calculated as shown above, 'the procedure

is repeated until the outlet temperature from the last piuss equals or exceed.s

140“F.

m. TRANSITION REGION

At DGjyL below 2100, hD/k is directly proportional to the cube

root of DGfti and inversely proportional to the cube root of L/D,
whereas at DG/n greater than 10,000, hD/k is directly proportional

to the eight-tenths power of /Xj//z and is independent of L/D.

Hence in the transition range of 2100 to ca, 10,000) hD/k will

depend on DG, 11 and L/D to varying degrees, de{>ending on the

magnitude of DG/^i

For the viscous liquids, Eq. 19 applies: ai DG/^i below 2100 and

Eq. 4^, at DG/^. above 10,(XK). For L/D of 182, Fig. 90 shows

straight lines AB and CD, based on these two equations: F' =
0.328(ZX?/m)^ and Y' = 0.027(Z)6Vm)» *. At DG/n of 2100, the

equation for streamline flow has an ordinate of 4.2; the equation

for turbulent flow, if extrapolated to DG/ti of 2100, would call for

12.3. Hence, as DG/^i increases beyond 2100, the curve must
rise rapidly in order to reach the line CD. In fact, in this range,

the exponent n{h = a/j**) can exceed unity, which means that h

increases faster than O increases. Hence, in an oil heater of moderate

length, an increase in oil-feed rate may be accompanied by an increase
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TaBLB VIIl.—IlK.VTINfi AND ('0(»I.IN« H VDRO(.'ARBO.\ OlDS INSIDK StRAIOHT
TrBKs"

References

1

inches

i

L 7> V-T)

1

i

Tube
1

metal

^

Tube
1

(hori-

zontal or

vertical

)

Liquid

(heaU^d

or cooled)

Notes

312, 701, 127 0 494
;

lll9~100 .50-109 (’opj)er // // and C 1 ,2
490 0 «20

1 llWi 20 Steel
1

H U and C 2
373 0 494 110-105 100 ( \)pi>er H H and C 1.2
662 0.593 235-fU

'

0 Copp(T
I

// U 3,4
663 0.494 95 no (V>pper H H 1,4
409 1.5^M).394 305 76 Hras.s V C
676 0.822 149 50 Ck)pper II II and C
668 ! 0.620 99 39 Copper H li and C
723 0.745 188 0 Nickel V II

Notk 1 .—Heat balances checked within 10 per cent.

Note 2.—Tube cleaned frequently by a rag.

Note 3.—Heat balances checked within 10 per cent in over half the runs.
Note 4.—Tube cUmnwl frequently by a stiff brush; reported U only.

• Over-all coefficiewta from condensing steam to diphenyl oxide have been determined***
(or DQ/il ranging from 900 to 12,000.
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in temperature rise for given inlet and surface temperatures. How-
ever, when DG/^jl becomes sufficiently large, ri becomes 0.8, and,

as a result, an inci*ease in feed rate is then accompanied b}’’ a small

but definite decrease in temperature rise.

Figure 90 shows experimental points®''^ for a petroleum oil

flowing through a steam-heated horizontal tube having L/D of 182,

and such points are used in empirically determining the location

of the curves in the transition region.

Figure 91 shows the recommended curves for heating or cooling

various liquids, based on the data described in Tables VUI and IX.*

TABIJi IX.— HkATINCi and (^ogling IlYDltO< AUBON OiI.S INSIDK StKAUJHT
Turks

... . . Dt-iisit V, - , ,

\ isoosity ceiitipoises
^ ^

Moire- i
Meii«ured*^* A:

l»./eu ft

References ‘ Name of oil
iiliir ,

;
Notc^H

1

68® F
j

j

1 10®F 212®F
!

60U 212®F 1

lef. 228
86®!' 212®F

312. 761, 127 VehK'ite B
j

73.0 U . ) 4.2 55 .

0

52 7 333 0.0825 0 . 0800

490 (las oil t 4 0 2.0 1.5 r> 1

490 Straw oil
j

23.0 5.3 2 5 5 1 . H 1

490 Light motor
|

too 15.0 5.0 57 2 1

373 Spindle 24 .

5

5.7 2.37 51 2 50.8 303 0 0825 0 , 0805

373
662

41.0 9.0 57 8 51.6
[

118 0.0815 o.()7*m;

Light HT oil 60.0 ‘ 0.5 3 .

2

.57 5 28^1 0 . 0765 0.0748

663 Kerosene
,

1.58 0.82 2

409 Mttehine oil 20.0 5 . .5 57 .

0

i

3

409 Transformer
I

6 7

j

1

54.4 4

oil

jo. 0784676 I'etrolfurn

oil
j

30 5 7.0
1

2.62

j

'

56 .

6

53.2

i
i

0.0765 5

668 A. Ur API
j

i

i

1

t

I

j

1

6

668 C, 2r API
1

j
i

668 B. 24.5® API
1

j

6

723 petroleum i 23fK) 160 30 57.3 54.1
'

1

''

7

Oil
11

Not® 1.

—

k was taken as 0.078.

Notb 2.— Reference 063 ii.sed k -» 0.0875, p «' TA}.\, c « 0 502 (see al.so page 181).

Note 3.—Reference 400 usc<l k -• 0.0861 — 0.(KK)28 X <IcKrccH Fahrenheit.

Note 4.—-Reference 400 used k =» 0.0821 — 0.0t)028 X degrees Fahrenheit.

Note 5.

—

c 0..304 4- 0.0W.54 X degrees Fahrenheit; k from reference 159.

Note 6.—c was taken from reference 230; k from reference 159.

(0.0677 )[1 - 0.0003 (f - 32)1

p'»»K
~

'
’

Note 7.—

e

was taken from reference 230; k was taken at the exceptionally low value of

0.0178 ± 0.0005.

• Additional data for oils, for Reynolds numbers ranging from 6000 to

30,000, are given in the form of curves by Buhne.** Similar data for water are

given by Watzinger and Johnson,
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It is noted that good agreement is found among the data of

White, Clapp and FitzSimons, and Keevil (Fig. 91). The data of

Morris and Whitman and of Petrie are somewhat higher, whereas

the data of Kiley and Mangsen are lower. The effect of the length-

diameter ratio L/D is small for oils, at DG/n of 2100 to 3000, as

shown by the data of Kiley and Mangsen.

D6/m
Fkj. 91.- Duta for heating and roolinn potrolonm fractions or water {L & S)

flowing in turbulent motion inside tul>«*s; for JXr /i exceeding 10,000, the curve is

l)a»e<l on Kq. 4c (i>age lt>S). In the transition region (2100 < iXj / y, < 10,000)
tlu* points depend on L, IJ, b<*cause of the proximity to the region of streamline
flow. This effect is shown in Fig. ‘92.

Data’^* for the heating of petroleum oil flowing at DG/n from

4600 to 42000 (4.2 to 7.8 ft/sec) inside vertical nickel tubes 11.7 ft

long, 0.745-in. inside diameter show h ranging from 68 at 350°F

to 173 at 530®F. Taking k as 0.08, the coefficients run 60 per cent

below those predicted from Eq. 4c. Data^^’* are also reported for

linseed oil.

Figure 91 also shows several sets of data for cooling. The data

of a given observer, for both heating and cooling, are well cor-

related by this method of plotting, especially those of Morris and
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'Whitman. For hydrocarbons at a given IXI/fx the deviation in

hD/k does not exceed ±30 per cent.

Where temperatures of 300 to 1000®F are desired, one may use

a molten salt mixture (40 per cent NaN() 2 , 7 per cent NaNOa, and

53 per cent KNO 3 by weight). Physical properties (c, fx, and p)

are available.®®^ Values of /i, for flow inside a (>-ft length of stand-

ard 5 8-in. iron pipe, range from 133 to 2000 as V' varied from 0.8 to

C ft/seci bulk temperatu:‘es ranged from 580 to 9()0°F.

The height of the chart shown in Fig. 91 can be reiiuced by

dividing the ordinat(\s by DGcp/fiCpy giving a new ordinate

r-mr {&"(;,Hi mtr ”
Thus, for streamline flow, Kq. It) could be written

j' = 1.8(i (2la)

and for turbulent flow, K([. 4e would become

y = 0.027(/X;//i)"‘’-2 (2H>)

The corresponding plot of j' vs, IKI/y, is shown in Fig. 92.

With liquids of low viscosity and with compressed gases,

natural-convection efft‘cts further complicate the situation, with

Fio. 92.—Recominondc'd curves for warniiuK <>r eooliufc liriuidn flowing (without
phaae change) inmcle tubes.

the result that the coefficients of heat transfer are higher than

shown in Figs. 89 to 92. The tentative procedure'** involves

interpolation Iwtwcen the results of E(js. 4d and 20, by connecting

curves characterized by values of fi/fi/. Figure 92 is a special case,

for viscous liquids, of the general procedure.
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Low ValiLes of Prandtl Number,—In dealing with a very small

value of Cp^/k such as that for liquid mercury (0.026), it is recom-

mended that {Cp^/ky^ of Eq. 7 be changed^^^ to [0.05 + (Cpn/k)^].

This change does not affect the agreement between Eq. 7 and

experimental data except at very low Prandtl numbers, in which

case the modified form seems better for extrapolation and fits

data for H 2 slightly better than Eq. 7. For mercury, the Grashof

number would be quite high, because of exceptionally small values of

pi/py and conseciuently the effect of natural convection, in increasing

hy would not fade out until a Reynolds number of approximately

20,000 was reached; in such cases it is important to follow the

procedure outlined on pag(‘ 19().

Scale Deposits.—Certain crud(\s and residual stocks may foul the

tubes, thus reducing the over-all coefficient of heat transfer; scale

deposit coefficients an^ given in Chap. ^ I. Figure 60, page 140

shows a photograph of a cokelike deposit on the tubes of a heat

exchanger in an oil-cracking plant. When the primary heating coils

in such plants are op(‘rated at high rates of heat transfer, a deposit

is (luitc likely to he found in the tubes at the end of a long run, and

this is usually removal by a mechanical cleaner. However, the over-

all coefficient from gas to oil is not reduced unduly, because of the

high thermal resistances on the gas side. With certain hydrocarbon

oils, at low temperature's the deposit of a waxlike layer on the

cooling surface will give a lowe'r heat-transfer coefficient than

predicted for a clean surface.

IV. MISCELLANEOUS SHAPES

Rectangular Cross Sections.- Table X summarizes the condi-

tions used by several observers who heated or cooled fluids flowing

in horizontal ducts of copper or brass. For turbulent flow, Fig.

93 shows y = k {Cpp k)^'^ plotted vs, D,G/u with D,

taken as four times the hydraulic radius I'h.

\S 4(D,/)2) _ 2D 1D2

h 2/), + 27>2 Di + D2
(22 )

Line A A represents Eq. ir (page 168) with D, replacing D. The

extensive data of Cope*'*^ for heating and cooling water in sections

with aspect ratios ranging from 1 to 7.9 and for his circular pipe

are well correlatcHl by the use of Df, A mean line through the

data has a slope slightly more than 0.8 and is some 20 per cent

below Eq. 4c at the lower values of DjG/p, The temperature
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differences were small (5 to 10®F), and the results for heating

agreed with those for cooling. The heat-transfer data for the

artificially roughened tube agree<I with those for the smooth tubes,

but the friction factors were as much as 20 per cent higher.

Fi<i. 93.—Data of for heatiiiff and rooliriK of water flowing iiiHidc rectunKidiir

and circular ducta.

The data of Washington and Marks' for heating air in ducts

with aspect ratios ranging from 8.9 to 40.0 are correlated by

when D/t/ijl exceeds 15,000. At values of />)// m h*ss than 15,(X)0,

the data for the wid(\st duct check Etj. 4c, but those for the narrower

ducts lie substantially below Kq. 4c.

The friction factors of reference 37 ran from 5 to 30 pcT cent

higher than expected; those of reference 745 agreed with the

expected values within ± 20 per cent.

The data for D/jfn below 3500 are plotted in Fig. 94. with

haDJk V8, 4wCpfirkL = D^CpIkL.
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Fio. 04. "Data for flow of air or water at D,(U

n

below 35(X), in rectangubar or
circular duct.s.* The curve.s are based on heat tiansfer by radial conduction only,
with iiiHlistorted Htreainline flow.

'I'xHidO \.— Flow Kk( T\.\(;i .\U A.XD ( ’mcui^R SK('TI0N.S

Ht'fcMMMH'C Fluid
A',

1

Width. Height,
1

A.spert ! He.
L D,

1

illclK‘S inelie.s
;

ratio
j

i

1

feet

37 Water
'

3 ‘ 0 12<i 0 995
;

7.9 0.01S7 322
Water 3 0 2 IS 0 873 i 3 52

;
0.0322 187

W.ater 3 0 354 0 74S 2 12
1

0 04IX) 150

Water I 3 0 551 (» .V)!
;

^
i

0 04(1 130

Water
;

3
I

0 (‘>74
;

• . 1 0 056 107

Witter 1 3
I

1

j

. ...
1

0 0833 72
Water 1 3

:
1 00^

! . . . . 1
0 0833 72

745 v\ir 0 0 125 5.(K) ! 10 0
1

0 0203 197

1 0
j

0 250 1 5 (Xl
i 20.0 I 0 0397 101

i
0

i 0 562 ! 5 (K)
1

8.9
!

0 0842 47 5

516 Air
i

-•

j

0 311
;

2 00 1 (i.44
j

0 045 111
516 Air

;

0 250
1

3.(X) i ....
1

50

1 3 . (K) 26
1 0 015{i

’

3 . (K) 8.7

* (’irtMilar cros‘. rtrotion.

* Tlu* inunlr wull' of :ill and tiil>rs Nni<a»th for this eircular tnhe. which
had hecM aroiwctl to a depth of 0.01 in In a Whuw«)rth thread tool that o«it one complete Kpiial

p«r inch of length; there were 20 right-handed and 20 left-handed such grooves per inch of

length.

* The length of the calming aection waa not given, but " well-rounded approaches” were used.
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The data of any one observer are again well correlated by the

use of The solid curve is the theoretical relation of Nusselt

for streamline flow between broad parallel plates^^* obtained

similarly to the curve for round ducts (shown by the dashed line)

and discussed on page 188. The data of Cope for water lie closer

to the theoretical curve than those of Washington and Marks for air.

Annular Spaces.—The usual procedure involves substituting an

equivalent diameter equal to four times the hydraulic radius,

in the heat-transfer equation for fluids flowing inside pipes. How-

ever, there are two methods of evaluating the hydraulic radius.

If heat flows through only one of the two wetted surfaces, the

hydraulic radius based on the perimeter of the surface through

which heat flows is given by either

D: = 4r* = (7r)(/>| - D\)
__ {Dl - D\)

tDi Ih
(23)

or

D: = 4r, = (r)(D\ - D\)

irDt
(23a)

which is the conservative procc'dure recommended by Nusselt.*^’^'^

A second j)rocedure involves (‘valuation of the hydraulic radius

from the total wetted surface, as is customary in calculation of

fluid friction:

De = 4r, =
- l>])

irilh + />i)
{Ih ~ f>.) (21 )

It is clear that the first procedure gives a larger ecpiivalent diameter

than the second. Since for turbulent (low of fluid inside pipe's,

h is usually taken as inversely proportional to the 0.2 [K)wer of

diameter, the Nusselt pnjcedure will predict smaller values of h

than those based on total wetted surface; !0(j. 24 is rocommendiHl.

Where heat is flowing through both surfaces, these two methods
lead to the same result, that of Kq. 24.

Consider the flow of hot air through an annular space between

concentric pipes, with cooling water inside the smalh'r pipe and
insulation outside the larger pi|X'. IIc*at will be transferrc'd by

convection to both the smaller and larger pipes. Th(' heat received

by the larger pipe will in part be lost through the insulation, and
the remainder will be radiated to the smaller pipe. The latter

may be substantial compared to that received directly by convec-
tion, as shown in the following example.
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Illustration 4.—Assume that the air is at 520°F, the outer surface of the

smaller pipe is at 100°F and the value of h from gas to metal is 5 Btu/(hr)

(sq ft) (deg F). For illustration, assume that the i.d. of the larger pipe is 2.07 in.

and that the o.d. of the smaller is 1.66 in. Calculate the heat radiated to the

smaller pipe expressed as a i>er cent of that received directly by convection,

neglecting heat losses through the insulation. To simplify the problem, it is

agreed to ignore the effe(;ts of axial gradients in temperature.

Solution.—The area ratio A^/Ai is 2.07/1.66 = 1.246. The rate of heat

transfer by convection qr 2 from gas to the larger pipe having absolute tempera-
ture Tt is

qn » hAziT, - Tz) = 5(1 .246A i) (980 - Tz) = Btu/hr

The heat radiated from At to A\ is given by Eq. 14, page 59,

Assuming that tlic omissivitics are 0.9,

_ 0.173.-1,!(7',/100)'

-

"j- +73::vfi*TTr
-

0.9 ^ Vl 246/ VO.9 /

By a heat balance on th(' larg<*r surface, qrt == qr, whence Tt — 871 ®F abs,

it « 41l°F, and q,t ^ qr — 686 X Ai Btu/hr. The heat transferred directly

by convection from gas to the smaller pipe is

Qcl

Hence

hAi(T, - Ti) = 5(.l,)(980 - 5(>0) - 2100 X A, Btu/hr

q.i qn = qr/qci = 686 2100 = 0.327

d'ho total heat received by the smaller pipe by radiation is then 32.7 per cent

of that transferred directly by convection. If allowance be made for heat lo.ss

through the insulation \k = 0.04) having i.d. and o.d. of 6.37 and 2.37 in.,

res|K'ctively, aiul an outer .surface temperature of 105‘^F, tt = 401°F, qr = 640

and the ratio qr qn Is 0.3(Vl instead of 0.327.

Hoat-transfer data for the cooling of air both in pipes and in

annular spaces between concentric pipes are given by Jordan.®*®

Liquids in Annular Spaces. ~Onv type of heat exchanger having

considerable use in the refrigerating industry for low-temperature

work is the double-j)ipe exchanger. In this tj^pe there are two

concentric pipes with one fluid flowing inside the smaller pipe and

the other in the annular space.

Monrad and Ptdton^^^" have obtained coefficients for water or

air flowing in annular spaces between concentric tubes, with

Ileynolds numbers ranging from 12,000 to 220,000, for values of

Dt/D\ of 1.05, 2.45 and 17. The coefficient hu from the inner tubt‘

to the fluid in the annulus, could be correlated by an equation

similar to Eqs. 4c or 4d, giving
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hi \ /cpA^ 0.020 (/>2/Di)« w

\ k )
-

* (25)

in which D, is based on E(i. 24. The coefficients /12
,
from the outer

tube to the fluid in an annulus in which Di/D\ was 1.85, agreed

satisfactorily with those predicted from Fais. 4c and 4d, with D
replaced by defined by Ftp 24.

Using a modification of the graphical method of interpreting

i/U from steam condensing inside tubes to water flowifig in turbu-

lent motion through 10 horizontal annuli having values of

ranging from 0.0145 to 0.0995 ft, it was found^^^ that the coeffi-

cients hm for the annuli were correlated by the dimensionless

equation

hp
~k 1 (M)" («)"' (25a)

wherein is defined by Kcp 24.* Equation 4c is preferred.

Streamline flow in annuli is treated in reference 349.

Heinrich and Stuckle^^^ give over-all coefficients for oil flowing

in a vertical double-pipe exchanger and on oil flowing through the

shell of a tube-and-shell exchanger without baffles. In these

cases, the oil flows strictly parallel to the tubes. Over-all coefficients

on experimental tube-and-shell heat exchang(u*s are available.®®®

Gravity Flow of Liquid in Layer Form. —In heating or cooling

water flowing downward inside vertical tul)es, the economical water

rate may be such that the tube will not be filled and a layer of

water will flow down the vertical wall. By using upward flow, the

water will fill the tube. It is interesting to })n‘dict which type of

flow would give the larg(*r coefficient for a given water rate, tube

diameter, and temperature. Equation 4c wnll be used for both

cases, with D replaced by />^, ecpial to four times the hydraulic

radius r*, where o* is the cross .section *S filled by the fluid, divided

by the perimeter b wetted by the fluid. Since by definition

De(r _ 4r/jr' _ 4 aS tv _
fJL fA nh S fib fi

(26)

it is seen that S disappears, and hence DeG/n will bo the same

whether the fluid partially or completely fills the tube. Since

the physical properties are the same, h should vary inversely as

for each type of flow. For flow of a layer of thickness S equals

•
^riie same data could also he correlated by using of Eq. 23, if the con-

stant in FJq. 25 be increased to 0.04.
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7r(D — JS) (JS), 5 equals ttD, and D« equals 45/5 equals 4JB(D — B)/D;
for the full tube, De equals^ D.

Hence
h for layer flow

__

hTor the full tub^ “ WiD - B)
(27)

Since layer flow inside a tube can V)e obtained only under conditions

in which B is less than Z)/2, it can be seen from Eq. 27 that h

for layer flow should exceed that for the full tube.

Fig. 05.- -Cooflfioicntu^^® for gravity flow of water in layer form inside vertical

tul>es.

The extensive data of Bays^*^ ami coworkers for heating water

flowing in layer form down the in.side walls of vertical tubes* having

inside diameters of 1.5 and 2.5 in. and heights ranging from 0.407

to 0.08 ft an' j)lotted in Fig 95 and are (‘orrelated within ± 18 per

cent by the dimensional equation^''®

hni 120r’^ - 120 (28)

Figure 96 shows the over-all coefficients V from steam to water,

and the vertical falling-film heater (Curve AB) gives ^over-all

coefficients 2.2 times those for the same pii)e (Curve EF) running

full with upward flow of water, (^irve CD shows data for a falling-

film heater 0.41 ft high, having an inside diameter of 0.125 ft.

Although data for other liquids are not available, the following

dimensionleas equation’^^ may be used for estimating h:

= 0.01 (29)

This equation reduces to Eq. 28 at a film temperature of ai)pro::i-

mately 190°F.

*To minimize disturbancee a rounded inlet was used.
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^ Using the same apparatus described above, heating data were

obtained “ for two petroleum oils flowing in layer form down the

Fio. 96.—Over-all coefficients*^* from steam to water for three vertical falling'

film heaters, compared with data for tw’o vertical tul>e8, running full. The vertical

fallinK'filni heater AB gives over-all coefficients 2.2 times thojw* KF ff)r the same pipe

running full; dropwise condensation on chrome plate, promoted with oleic acid,

was used in both cases. For the 10-ft length of standard ’’n-in. copper pipe running
full (reference 226) , the use of dropwise condensation on chrome plate, proirioted with
oleic acid OH gave over-all coefficient.^ over twice those obtained JK without the

promoter. For curves G// and JK, a value of F of 10,000 corresponds to a velocity

of 4.06 ft per sec.

Fio. 97.—Data** for gravity flow of oils in layer form in streamline motion in

vertical tuljee.

inner walls of vertical tubes. Figure 97 shows the data for stream-

line flow, 4r/f» less than 2000. It was found that ft. varied directly
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as and inversely as L^, The data may be correlated by the

dimensionless equation

ha
__ (30)

which is of the form of the theoretical equation of Nusselt^^®* but

involves a constant (0.67) 20 per cent lower.

In industrial work, various licpiids are cooled while they flow

through horizontal pipes by allowing a layer of water to trickle

over the outer surfaces in the so-called trickle'^ or ^Hrombone”
coolers. The published data^’^'® were obtained with slightly

iiK'lined pipes that caused ripples in the water film, and as a result ha

varied as (F//)^'^ instead of (F//)^. Tlie symbol F// represents ty/2L,

vvluMc w is the watc^r rate over each straight tube of length L. For

values of 4F////i less than 2100, the data are correlated ^vithin ±25
per cent by the dimensional equation^^^

ha - (31)t

Th(‘ corn'sponding data are shown in Fig. 98. If the pipe diameter

were very large or w w(*re very small, the water would leave the

bottom of the tube at substantially the temperature of the outer

wall of the pi|)e. For this limiting case, the definition of ha gives,

for negligible evaporation,

ha
_(2F„/.)(r)(/, - fO ^ Fh

(32)

which is the etpiation of the asymptote AB of Fig. 98. At low

Aater rates th(» occurrence of points to the left of AB is due to

evaporation.

Gas Flow Parallel to a Single Plane.—Both the heat-transfer

coeffi(‘i(Mit and the friction factor should depend upon a Reynolds

number AI'ooPoc m based on tlie length L over which the gas flows.

In fact, an analogy l)etween heat transfer and friction gives the

dimensionless equation’

* This theoretical equation is applied to streamline flow between broad

parallel plates on p. 199.

t For />« of 0.159 ft, Kq. 31 is identical with Eq[ 58 for turbulent flow of

water down vertical surfaces.
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where Fo© and po© are the linear velocity and density of the main
stream measured at a substantial distance from the plane where

Vn ^ 'v/2L

Do I)o

Fio. 9S,— C’ooflficicnts for Rravity flow of water in layer form r)ver nearly horizontal
I)i|>e».

Fig. 99.—Data for gas flowing parallel to a single plane; solid curves are from
Colhurn; note that « Q/(A)it, — f*).

velocity, density, and temperature are uniform; the average coeffi-

cient h^i is based on q/

A

— U). The supporting data

are shown in Fig. 99.
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The data of Jurges*®' for flow of air at room temperature parallel

to a vertical copper plate 1.64 feet g^quare may be represented by

Eq. 34 and Table XI:

hmi = a4 + • (34)

Table XI.

—

Factors is Eq. 34

Velocity less Velocity between

Nature of surface
than 16 ft/sec 16 and 100 ft /sec

<14 64

I

71

1

ai 6 . n

Smooth 0.99 0.21 1.0 0 0.50 0.78

Hough 1.09 0.23 1.0 0 0.53 0.78

where h is cxpre.ssed in Btu/(hr)(s(i ft)(deg F), and F' is in feet per

second. These tests of Jiirg(‘s were made with air at room tempera-

ture and pressure.* Since mass velocity rather than linear velocity

is th(' fundamental variable in forced-convection equations, Schack®^^

recommends that V' of Fa{. 34 b(‘ multiplied by (460 + 70)/ (460 +
/) when the temperature t of the air differs materially from 70°F.

For very low velocities the heat transfer is largely by natural con-

vection, in which cas(' the heat-transfer coefficient for natural

convection should also be calculated from the procedure given on

page 210 and the larger of the two values used.

Liquids Flowing over Plates.—The Stamsvik heat exchanger®®^

involves heat transf(*r between plates and thin layers of liquids.

I'or the flow of certain viscous oils, the apparatus is said to give

higher values of h for a given pressure drop than a shell-and-tube

(‘xchanger. The various l(‘aves of the apparatus are held together

by pressure applied l)y a worm, as in a conventional filter press;

upon dismantling the apparatus, it is easy to clean the heat-transfer

surfaces.

Problems

1. A tubular air heater has been accurately designed to heat a given quantity

of air p<'r hour to 170‘’F. Tlie air passes inside 120 tubes, tirranged in parallel,

with steam condensing on the outside. From Kq. 56, it is calculated that the

tubes should be 16 ft long.

Because of deviation of data from Kq. 56, it is agreed to build the apparatus

with a 20 per cent factor of safety so that it will be surely able to heat the given

flow of air to 170°F. One engineer proposes to obtain this factor of safety by

* Flxpcrimental data are also given by Frank,*** Haucke;**’ Nusselt;**^

llowley, Algrcn, and Blackshaw Tav*or and Rehbock;’'* and Wagener ^**
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using 20 per cent more tubes in parallel, 16 ft long. Another argues that a

20 per cent factor of safety should be obtained by making the tube diameters

20 per cent greater than the accurate design requires. *

Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the foregoing methods. How
would you build the heater to have a 20 per cent factor of safety?

2. In a semiworks scale plant, it is desired to cck)I 6,000 lb/hr of straw oil

from 240 to 80°F in a countercurrent standard 2- by 3-in. concentric pipe

cooler. The cooling water will flow in the annular space between the two pipes

and the oil through the central 2-in. pipe. It is proposed to use a water rate

of 8,000 Ib/hr entering the cooler at 70°F.

Calculate the number of IS.o-ft lengths of concentric pipe sections needed.

Data and Notes .—The oil hjis a .sj^ecific heat of 0.50 Htu/(lb)(deg F). Its

thexmal conductivity may be taken jis 0.08 Htu/(hr)(sq ft) (deg F per ft),

independent of temperature. The following table gives the viscosity of the oil

(in centipoises) as a function of temperature.
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5. It IS desired to cool 14,000 Ib./lir of a solution containing 80 per cent

ethanol and 20 per cent water by weight from 172 to 104°F by counterfiow of

1100 U.S. gal /hr of water at 68"^, in an uninsulated concentric-pipe exchanger

made of standard 2- and 3-in. steel pipe (page 416), with the water flowing

inside the 2-in. pipe. The temperature of the surroimdings will be 68°F.

How many standard lengths, each 18.5 ft long, must be connected in series?

6. It is proposed to superheat steam while it is flowing under pressure in

alloy tubes {k » 15) having outside diameter of 2.00 in. and wall thicknesses of

0.25 in. The tubes are to be placed in that part of the furnace where the

effective black-body temperature of the surroundings is 2040®F. In order to

avoid frequent replacements of tlie tubes, it is specified that the maximum
temperature on the outside walls of the tubes shall not exceed 1400°F.

At a cross section of the tubes where the steam has a bulk temp)erature of

540°F and Cp of 0.8, what must be the minimum steam rate expressed in pounds

per hour per tube?

Notes.—It is agreed to neglect gas radiation between the inner wall and the

steam, to employ Eq. 4^* as an approximation, and to assume e of 0.9.



CHAPTER VIII

HEATING J&D COOLING FLUIDS OUTSIDE TUBES

Abstract.—The following deals with the individual

coefficients of h(‘at transfer for wanning or cooling of fluids flowing

across tubes tvnd certain miscellaneous shapes by both forced and

natural convection. The first section iflustrak^s the mechanism

of heat transfer and fluid flow by a number of photographs. The
second deals with the flbw of litpiids and gases across plain tubes,

finned tubeSj^ streamlined shapes, and spheres. The data for

tube banks are correlated by dimensionless relations involving

hcD/kfy Cpfifikf, D.,6rnau/M/^ ^^-nd dimension ratios. In contrast to

flow' inside tubes, there is no abrupt chaiige in type of fluid motion,

and corresponding change' in lu'at transfei', at a critical value

of the Reynolds number. Data for the How of gas normal to a

single cylinder are employed to illustrate' ihtt method of computing

the true temperature of a gas from tlu^ apparent temperature

indicated by a thermometer or tluaniocouple and from the tem-

perature of the surrounding surface's. The third section treats

natural convection of heat from horizontal and vertical tub(*s, plates,

and miscell|lueous shapes. A gc'neral corn'lation involves the

Nusselt, Grasbof, and Prandtl numbers; use of these re'lations is

facilitated by^ "alignrftent charts. Simplified relations are also

given, and tables of over-all (oefficients for coils and jacketed

vessels are included.

Data for heating and cooling ga.si's flow ing at from 0.1

to 250,000 ai'o correlated with an aveuage dc'viaticm of ± 20 pc.'r cent

in ; data for heating liquids (Fig. 1 13) cov(‘r a much smaller

range ofHhe Reyn|,>lds numlx'r but involve from 6 to 1200

^and shoiw that, for a given hD/k is proportional to the

0.3 power of the Prandtl number. Data for heating gases by tube

banks (Fig. 114) are availal>l(' for from 21)00 to 40,000,

and the recommended general {)rocedur(^ is givc'n in Fig. 115. Data
for finned surface's are correlated in Figs. 1 19 and 120, and tboae for

spheres in Fig. 122. Heat-transfer data for natural convection

from horizontal cylindcus are correlated in Fig. 120 and are readily

210
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evaluated from the alignment chart, Fig. 128; values of he for verti-

cal planes are correlated in Fig. 129. Simplified equations for he

arc given in Eqs. 1 1- 19, values of hr are plotted in Fig. 27 of Chap.

Fio. 100.“ Photograph of air flowng horizontally at a velocity of 0.3 ft/sec
at right angles to a heated cylinder. {Photograph from Ray, Proc. Ind, Assoc.
CnUivation Set.)

Ill, ancl the total boat transfer is evaluated by Eq. 13. Values of

he + hr for horizontal oxidiztjd steel tubes are shown in Table VIII,

over-all coefficients for coils and jacketed vessels are summarized
in Tables IX and X, and practice

problems are given at the end of

the chapter.

MECHANISM OF HEAT TRANS-
FER AND FLUID FLOW

F'igure 100 shows a photo-

graph by Itay^^® taken with air

flowing from left to right past a
horizontal internally heated hot

cylinder. Because of the change
of refractive ind(»x with change
in temperature, the heated air

appears brighter than the cold

air. Additional data for wires of several diameters are given by
Praminik.^’^

Figure 101 shows shadow {schlicren) photographs of a heated
streamline shape suspended in still air, using the technique described

Fig. 101.—Schlieren photograph.
{Schmidt,*** Forech. Gcbietc Ingenxeurw.)
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by Schmidt, which involves the use of a screen and shows more

detail than obtained with an ordinary shadow photograph taken

without a screen (Fig. 102).

Kennard*^** describes a method for measuring temperature

distribution around heated bodies exposed to colder air, which

Fio. 102.—Shadow photograph. {Schmidt,*^* Forsch. Gehieie Ingenicurw.)

depends on the change of the index of refraction of air with change

in temperature. By the use of a suitable inti^rferometer, the

interference fringes are measured, and from the resulting photo-

graphs it is passible to compute the temperature gradients without

using any material thermometer.*

A similar method has been described by Hansen,*’* Kennard,*” and
Ramdaa and Paranspe.*”
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Figure 103 shows a photograph of the fringes in front of a vertical

plate, 29.4°C warmer than the ambient air. Figure 104 shows the

corresponding temperature distribution calculated from the results,

Fio. 103.—Interference fringes due to natural convection from a heated plate to air.

{Photograph by Kennard^"^* Courtesy of Reinhold, New York City.)

and it is seen that the temperature field is similar to those (such

as Fig. 123 page 238) obtained by other workers who made explora-

tions with thermocouples. Temperature fields around a horizontal

heated cylinder, based on the
10

08

07

06

04

measurement of interference

fringes,^® are similar to those

shown in Fig. 125, page 239.

Experiments made under iso-

thermal conditions throw light

upon the nature of the flow of

fluid past cylindrical models.

Figure 105, by Rubach,®***’ shows
conditions at an instant when
the eddies in the rear of the

cylinder were growing in .size.

Eventually these eddies become
too large to be protected by the

cylinder and are swept down-
stream. Similar photographs

are shown in papers by Prandtl.^'*

Ileiher®^® and Lorisch^^'^ have

published photographs of

‘\smoke^^ in air currents flowing

isothermally past models of var-

ious shapes. The models were

03

02

0 )

! 1n
1

9r
HH 1Pm
1mP 9

9Wt.
YL0 2 4 6 8 K)

y, Distance From Hot Plate^mm.

Fig. 104.—Temperature gradients
caleiiluted by Keniiard,’"® from results

shown in Fig. 103.

covered with filter paper wetted with aqueous hydrochloric

acid, and the smoko was produced by interaction of ammonia
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vapor in the air stream with the acid vapor diffusing from

the w’etted surface. Hence the photographs show the flow con-

Fig. 105.—Isothermal flow of litiuid normal to the axis of a cylinder. {Photograph

from Rutjach/^* Forachungsarb.)

(o) (h)

Fig. 106.— (a) Photograph of tjddies at tho roar of a cylinder hy air flowing at u

Reynolds number of approxirnaUdy 2700. {b) Idoalizetl drawing from the photo*,

graph. (From Loriach, ForHchungaarh.)

ditions of air that has been in close proximity to the model.

Figure 106 shows the eddies in the rear of the cylinder.
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Figures 107 and 108 show the flow of air, at a velocity of approxi-

mately 5 ft/sec, through a bank of tubes 0.67 in. diameter, ‘‘stag-

gered'^ in Fig. 107 and “in-line" in Fig. 108. For the same' air

velocity, Reiher found that the staggered arrangement, similar to

FuJ. 107.- Air flowing normal to a
bank of stagarnd pipes. (Photograph
from Lorinch, UamUmch dcr Experi-
mcntal-Phgsik,)

Fui. 108.—Air flowing normal to a
hank of pipes in line. (Photograph
from Lorifich, Handbuch d^r Expert-
mcntal-Physik.)

Fig. 107, gave substantially higher eoeffieients of heat transfer

than an arrangement similar to Fig. 108. Morris, Drvden and

Keutlie,’^^ and Fagt'-*^ have used hot-wire anemometers or Pitot

(a) (h)
;

Fkj. 100. Shear pattern.^ for i.sothermal flow of a dilute suspension of l>ontonite

past a eylinder, photographed by Hauser and Dewey.*’'*

tubes to explore' tlie air velocity in the zone near an unheateel

cylinder and have fouinl nonuniformities in velocity, as would be

expected. Figure 109 shows photographs'^® ‘ of isothenual flow of

water past a cylindrical model in a clp^od glass channel, The flow
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pattern is made visible by the addition of a small concentration of

specially prepared colloidal bentonite and is photographed between

crossed polarizing plates with transmitted light showing variation

in the double refraction of this suspension with velocity gradient.

From the foregoing discussion of the mechanism of heat transfer

for gases flowing at right angles to tubes and of the nature of fluid

flow over such surfaces, it can be infeiTed that the coefficient of

heat transfer between fluid and pipe will not be uniform around

the perimeter. Drew and Ryan'®^ have reported measurements

of the variation in local rate of heat flow at various positions

around a vertical steam-heated pipe and have found results similar

to those based on the work of Lorisch^^^* for absorption. The

'
— ' Expttrimtniat of PaUz and Starr— •— Distribution astumod hy King

Fig. 110.—Distribution of heat flow per unit area around a cylinder, the fluid

flowing normal to the axis. {Drew and Ryan.^*'*)

results of a run by Paltz and Starr^^^ are shown plotted in Fig.

110, with local rates of heat flow’' plotted radially at various positions

around a single steam-heated cylinder. The solid curve shows the

actual distribution of the heat flux, and it is noted that the maximum
local rate of heat flow occurred at the front and back, and the

minimum rate, approximately 40 per cent of the maximum, was

found at the sides, f The dotted curve of Fig. 110 indicates the

distribution assumed by King*^ in obtaining his theoretical equa-

tion for heat transfer for a gas flowing at right angles to a tube.

Although King^s as.sumed curve is displaced 90 deg from the

experimental curve, it has roughly the same shape, which may be

^ See also Thoma^^* and Nusselt.^’^

t Similar results are given by Klein, Fage and Falkner,*^* Small,*’*

Krujilin and Schwab, and Kruplin.*^*
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why King^s theoretical equation predicts results of the right order

of magnitude for gases.

For practical purposes it Ls advisable to deal with the average

coefficient of heat transfer for a tube, or bank of tubes, rather

than a local coefficient at a given point on the perimeter, and the

following discussion applies to such average coefficients. The
net rate of heat exchange ( Xq) between a body and its surroundings

is evaluated by adding the rates of heat flow due to convection and

radiation

= q. + qr

Chapter III gives details of the evaluation of qr due to radiation

between solids and solids and radiation between solids and certain

gases such as carbon dioxide, water vapor, sulphur dioxide, and

ammonia. The present chapter deals largely with the evaluation

of the rate of heat transfer due to the combined mechanismii of

conduction and convection in fluids, ordinarily referred to as con-

vection. However, the effects of simultaneous transfer by radiation

and convection are treated in the present chapter on pages 245 and

247. At low velocities, the effect of natural convection may
increase the heat transfer beyond what would be predicted from

the equations for forced convection. Under such conditions the

heat transfer should also be predicted from the equations for

natural convection (pages 240 to 250), the higher of the two values

being then employed.

Dimensionless Equations.—When the movement of the fluid

past the surface is due to mechanical means, the convection is

said to be forced. For such conditions it is shown that the data

are satisfactorily correlated by means of the dimensionless equation

of the Nusselt type

( 1)
^7 \ M/ Kf /

Expressed in terms of power functions, Eq. 1 becomes

It is recalled that Eq. 2 is similar to that used in Chap. VII for the

correlation of the data on heat transmission for fluids flowing inside

tubes.
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Table I.—Nomenclature
A Area of heat-transfer surface, square feet; Am for mean area of conductor,

Ao for outside surface, Ap for surface of pyrometer at /p, A, for surface at

temperature

a Dimensional factor, equal to (hb/kS)^-^, reciprocal feet.

B Thickness of effective film, feet.

b Breadth, perimeter of heat-transfer surface, feet.

bi C\)nstant, to be determined experimentally.

Cp Specific heat of fluid at c‘onstant pressure, lit u /(lb) (deg F).

De Effective diameter (pagt‘ 23t>L feet.

l)f Mean diameter of fictive him, feet.

Do Outside diameter of cylinder, feet.

d Brehx, indicative (h'rivativc*, dinnmsioidess.

€ Base of natural logarithms, 2.7 1 H.

G Mass velocity, of fluid, lb, hr)(s(i ft of cross section).

Goxax Ma.s.s velocity ba.se<l on minimum fna' cro.ss section (eithcT transverse to

stream or on diagonal clearances, whichever is l(v.-<), lb hr j(sq ft of cross

section ).

g Acceleration due to gravity, ordinarily taken as 4.17 X 10^ ft/dir)(hr>.

h Surface eoeflicicMit of heat transter, Btu ( hr )(s(| ft )(dcg h' ); /if for natural

convection; hr for radiation.

k Thermal conductiv ity, » Btu oft )/ (lin'sfi ft m deg F;: / / for the fluid is

evaluated at the film tiunperature tj == t, — ().5(/, — ; ku- is k for the

retaining wall.

L Height of vertical plate or cylinder, fe(‘t.

m, Exponents, dirnensioidess.

A' Number of rows over which fluid flows, dim(*nsionh*ss.

F .\bsolut<* pre.ssure, atmospheres.

q Rate of heat flow, Btu per hour; q in g<*neral, qr by natural conve(‘t iofi,

q^r by ga.s radiation, qj, by conduction through solid, Qr by radiation

between two surfaces,

r* Hydraulic radius, feet.

s Spacing betw<'en centers of tubes, feet; .s/,, longitiidinal; st, transverse to

stream.

S C'ro8.s .section available for flow, .square feet.

T Absolute temperature, degrees Fahrenheit absolute = t -f 460.

t Thermometric temperature, <h‘grees Fahrenheit; bulk temp(*rature for a

fluid; ta for air; for surface of f*ncl(»sure; // for film temperature,

if — t, O.off, — fc»r g.'us ftria^ tcunperature;
;

tp for pyrometer;

t, for surface.

U Over-all coeflicient of heat transfer, Btu/fhrjhscj ft)(deg P' temj)erature

difference from fluid to fluid).

V Linear velocity, feet fXT hour.

Gomm/p, per hour; F,n», feet |x»r second.

X Thickiu^s of conductor, length along fin, feet ; j/ is total length of bar fin
;

distance along vertical plane, feet,

y Distance from wall, fe(3t.

f Vertical distance, feet.
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Table I —Nomenclature.—{Continued)

Z GroHliof number, dimensionless, L^p^gfi Z/ at film temperature,

Zg at surface temperature; for vertical places, L = height; for horizontal

pipes, L = Do.

Cl reek

C'Oefiicierit of volumetric expansion, reciprocal temperature; for perfect

gases, (i equals 1/7’.

M Tc'inperature difference, degrees Fahrenheit; A/, between surface and
ambient fluid; A^^, length-mean value; A^^, at base of fin; Atr at any point

on fin.

f lOmissivity, dinumsionless.

IX Absolute viscosity of fluid, lb/(hr)(ft), ecpial to 2.42 X centipoist >

Pf at //; p in centipoises.

TT 3.141().

p Density, pounds per cubic foot; p/ at t/.

0, \p Functions to b(‘ determined experimentally.

Fluid Flow at Right Angle'-’ lo Single Cylinders

Gases.—In a pioneer paper, A. Davis^®^ plotted hD^lkf as

ordinates vs, log DoVpfCjJkj^ Itased on several sets of data for gases

Table II.*

—

Data o.\ Foiu ed ('oxvEC 'ii x of Heat between Air. wd Single
(ylinders

Air Abso-

UeftT-
ObserX'T

( Vlinder t(‘m- 'Fube tern- Veloc- lute

(‘lice
diameter, pera* perat lire. fly. pres-

inches ture (leg F ft /sec sure,

d(‘g F atm

3S0 Kennelly ct uL 0 fMM)4-0.(HXlS 70 o 0-00 1

379 Kennelly and San- 0 (K)()4.'> 00 770-1035 0-02 0 4 4

born

HSf, King 0 (Kill -0.000 00 440 1840 0 . 5-25 1

329 Hughes 0 17-1.99 00 212 0-50 1

217 (libson 3 75 50 1 190 8.9-51 1

osa Keiher !() 0-1 .

1

500 70-95 9-19 1

oil Pallz and Starr 3 25 70
i
212 23-40 1

737 Vornelun 0,95 1.2 390 S(V-105 4-25 1

305 Hi!pert k) 00075-5.9 70
' 200-230 0-97 '

1

206, 207 Cl ri filths and Aw- 1.25-3.25 05 83 120 2. 5 20 1

bery

273 Cloukinan ct at. 1.38
!

072 Small 4 5
1

70 171-198 5-40 1

58 Henke 0.270-0.354 70 532-910

1

4-32 1

* Daift er© alao glv^n by Van Rylovoh.'^J
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flowing at right angles to single pipes and wires, obtaining a curve

concave upward but giving no equation, although a good correlation

was apparently obtained over a wide range in the variables. Usin^

one or more sets of data, other writers* have evaluated the functions

in Eq. 1, or in the following simplified form:

hDJkf - 4>(DoG/nf) (3)

often employing power functions. Table II summarizes the ranges

of experimental conditions for a number of sets of data selected

for determining the ecpiation to be recommended for the flow of

gases at right angles to single cylinders. These data have been

corrected for radiation from solid to solid; this correction is not

particularly large for the data on pipes and is almost negligible

for the data on wires.

In correlating data on air Cptxf/k/ was taken as 0.74. Figure

111 shows the data of Table II plotted on logarithmic paper with

the dimensionless group hD/kf as ordinates vs. the dimensionless

Reynolds number DGl\ii as ab'^cissas. It is noted that the data

lie reasonably close to the smaoth curve AA drawn through the

points. The range of variables involved in the data cover the

extreme ranges tabulated below.

Table III.

—

Range of Data for Air Flowing Normal to Single C^ylinders

Diameter, inches 0.0004-5.9

Air velocity, feet per second 0-62

Air temperature, degrees Fahrenheit 60-500

Cylinder temperature, degret*8 Fahrenheit 70-1840

Pressure, atmosphere absolute 0.4-4

DGIfif, consistent units 0.2-235,000
hDjkjj consistent units 0.5-500

The dimensionless relation recommended for the flow of gases

at right angles to single cylinders, based on data for both wires and

pipes, is showm by the curve -44 in Fig. 111. The following equation

may be used for DjGlfx/ from 0.1 to ]0(X):

JiDJkf = 0.32 + 0.43(D/;/Axy)^-^- (4)

Figure 111 shows data only for air, but since, as shown in Fig.

113, Eq. 4 also correlates data for liiiuids where Cp^/k ranges from

* Nuaeelt,”^ Rice,**® Gibeon,**’ Reiher,*®* Ulsamer,^** and King.**®
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6 to 1240, Eq. 4a is recommended for estimating the heat transfer

by forced convection to any gas, for D„Glnf from 0.1 to 1000;

hD„/kf
0.35 + 0.47 (4«)

For single pipes in the range of DjCflu/ from 1000 to 50,000 the

dimensionless equation

hDo/kf
(45)

repre.sents the data witniii +20 per cent. For air and diatomic

ga.ses {c^jif/kf of 0.74), this reduces to

hDJk, = 0.21(/),/,7;u/)''» (4c)

T^y intogration of tlio ociuation for thermal eomluetioii in a moving fluid,

King^**** obtained the theoretical relation

hPo _ 1

h TT [K7')(¥)]
0.5

which is a refinement of the previous (‘quations of Houssinesq"® and Russell.'^'

^

A curve based on this ociuation, taking Cp^t/ZA*/ for air of 0.74, would lie as much
as 40 per cent above the data of Fig. 111. In vicuv of the as.sumptions made,

this disagreement is not surprising; it Ls of eonsidcuable interest that a wholly

theoretical equation, based on a niiinbcT of assumptions made to permit integra-

tion, comes so. close to the flata.

If the heat transfer by conduction and convection w(‘re coinputcal as due

only to conduction through an (dTective circular (ilmf of thickiH*ss li and m(‘an

diameter one would obtain

q == hwDoL Af = I’fivDjIj ^IfB

which reduces to hDofh/ = P/ B- As shown on jiagv* 12, I>j is the logarithmic

moan

Pf
P„ -f 2B - Po

/[>.: + 2H\

V
' Po )

In

2B

)

The curvature of the line on Fig. 1 11 can lx* eliminated by plotting hP„/hf vs.

PjG/fif. For pipes P/Ol^f is substantially equal to P„G/fXf, but for small wires,

PjGlyis is niuch greater than PoG/n/ and hence the abscissas of the left-hand

points in Fig. Ill are moved to the right, thus substantially eliminating the

curvature. However, since the introduction of P leads to a trial- and-error

procedure, this correlation is not recommended.

• The derivation of this equation is discuBsed by Drew.**^

t Aa postulated by Langmuir,**® Rice,^®* ®®* '*®* and others.
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It is noted that F"qs. 4b and 4c contain the physical properties

and fc/, which could be expressed in terms of t/ for any given gas

such as air. Since in certain types of problems, trial-and-error

work is occasioned by the use of film temperature, some writers

have proposed empirical ecpiations relating h, Do, G and gas tem-

perature^ or in some cases have eliminated the temperature term

as illustrated by the equation of Gibson.

A

simplified equation

for pipes, containing no temperature term, is shown below

h = (4d)

and is suitable for problems where the temperature of the film is

in the range from 100 to SOO'^F. Equation

4(1 is obtained from Ecj. 4c by substituting

the values of pt/ and kf for air at 200"^!^'.

The (*lT(*ct of increasing the turbulence

of the air in increasing the heat-transfer

coefficient was studied by Reih(‘r, who
obtained as much as oO per cent increase

in h by passing the air through a grid to

increase turl)ulence in the air flowing over

the single ])ipe.

Goukhman (H found that h for a

35-mm cylinder could be increased 23 to 30

per cent by placing a pair of 12-mm
cylinders ahead of the large cylinder, as

shown in Fig. 112, and explained the in-

crease as due to changes in the measured

local drag coefficients.

Calculation of Tnie Temperature of a Gas .—For computing the

true temperature of a gas from the reading of a thermocouple oi

pyrometer placed in a gas stream and in sight of surrounding walls

that may be at various temperlitur(\s, a heat balance for the pyrom-

eter is used

:

Qor + 7< ^
(jlr + Qk (5)

wher(*in is the rate of heat flow between gas and pyrometer by

the mechanism of gas radiafi(m (see pages 64 to 73), Qc is the rate

of heat flow bedween gas and pyrometer by coyivection (see Fig. Ill,

page 221, and Ecj. 4r, page 222), gr is the sum of the various terms

representing the radiant heat interchange between the pyrometer

and the various surfaces that it “sees,” evaluated by the methods
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of pages 55 to 64, and qk is the heat conducted from the thermocouple

to the walls confining the gas stream. In the simple case of a gas

stream having true temperature Tg and flowing through a duct of a

diameter large compared to that of the pyrometer at temperature

Tp, the inner surfaces of the walls having approximately constant

temperature T,, a heat balance on the pyrometer gives the equation

q,r + MpCn - Tp) = (0.173)(*Xp) -
(^)'] + 9* (5a)

Values of €, the emissivity of the surface of the pyrometer, are

obtained from Table XIII, page 393: and 7Vand T, represent, respec-

tively, the temperatures of the pyrometer and walls, expressed in

degrees Fahrenheit absolute. Instead of using Eq. 5a, which

involves the fourth power of the absolute temperature, it is possible

to employ temperature in degi*ees Fahrenheit, as shown in the

following alternate procedure. By definition, Qr = hrA(tp — O,
where hr is the appropriate '^radiation coefficient of heat transfer^^

from solid to solid, plotted in Fig. 27, page 63, as a function of

temperatures expressed in degrees Fahrenheit. Hence, Eq. 5a may
l)e written

qgr “f" hcApijtg tp^ hrAp^tp “1“ Qk

Under the conditions in which f/„r and qk are negligible compared to

Qe and Qr, Eq. 56 simplifies to

t, - tp = {tp - t.){hr/hr) (5C)

From Eq. 5c it is clear that the difference between the true and
apparent temperatures of the gas, tg — tp, increa.ses with (1) increase

in the temp>erature difference between the pyrometer and the walls,

ip — itf (2) with increase in, the simplified radiation coefficient

hr, and (3) with decrease in the convection coefficient he, between

gas and pyrometer. Since K increases with temperature level far

faster than does he, the error in measuring gas temperature increases

with increase in temperature. In order to reduce the error and to

avoid a calculation, several procedures are used.

The true gas temperature is sometimes estimated by measuring

the apparent gas temperature by several thermocouples of different

diameters, and extrapolating to zero diameter.**” Or, a sample

of the gas stream, flowing at low velocity, is caused to flow at high

velocity through an insulated tube past a thermocouple, giving the
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high-velocity^' thermocouple/*®* These two schemes reduce the

error by increasing he- The temperature difference between walls

and couple can be reduced by the use of radiation screens, so that

the couple ^^sees" the warmer screens bathed in hot gas rather than

the colder walls. The radiation correction also can be reduced by

covering the surface of the pyrometer with a tightly fitting surface^®^

of polished metal (see page 393), such as aluminum foil. It is inter-

esting to note that the effect of radiation on thermometers was

recognized by Wells^®^ in 1818. A summary of 26 methods of

reducing error in measuring gas temperatures is given by Mullikin.^*^

Illustration 1.—Air is flowing' steadily through a duct whose inner walls

are at 500°F. A thermocouple, housed in a rusted steel well, inserted at

right angles to the air stream, indicates a temperature of 300°F. The mass
velocity of the air is 3600 lh/(hr)(sq ft), and the o.d. of the well is 1 in. h^sti-

mate the true temperature of the air, neglecting qk.

Solution .—From Eq. 4d, K = 9.6, and from I"ig. 27, page 63, K — 4.44

foi a black body. ^Fhc emissivity will be taken as 0.9; hence K is 0.9 X 4.44

equals 4.0. From Eq, 5c,

, ,
(/. - t,){hr) (500 - 300)(4.0)

h. 9:6

Hence
« 300 - 83 = 217"F.

Liquids Flowing at Right Angles to Single Cylinders.—The
most comprehensive available data are those of Davis*®* on the

transfer of heat by forced convection from several sizes of vires

to water and to four hydrocarbon oils having a wide range of

viscosities. Values of c,,, n, fc, and p were determined for each

of these oils. Meager data were obtained by Worthington and

Malone^®^ for heat transfer from a wire to water. Davis correlated

these data but obtained a complex relation involving six empirical

constants. A less involved correlation of the data of Davis on

liquids, and of several other investigators on air, was made both

by Ulsamer^^s ^nd by King,®** using an equation of the form of

Eq. 2, page 217, with m of 0.3.

The data of Davis on water, paraffin oil, and three transformer

oils are plotted in Fig. 113. Davis used single wires of diameters

0.00803, 0.00598, and 0.00401 in., moved through the liquid at

room temperature at velocities of 0.36 to 2.3 ft/sec. The points

for a large temperature difference lie, in general, above points for a

* Assman^® devised ^he high-velocity thermocouple in 1892 and called it an

wpircUion pyrometer^
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small temperature difference, probably because of natural convec-

tion effects. Nevertheless, the data of Davis may be expressed

within approximately 5 to 15 per cent by the line BB of Fig. 113,

represented bv the ecpiation

It is recommended that Eq. 6 be used for estimating heat-transfer

coefficients for forced convection from single wires to liquids when

M/

Fig. ll.'i. - Data of Davis^*” for flow of liquid normal to a wiriKlo rylindor. Cairvo

BB represents the data for li<iuids, and (’urve A A roirespomls to (’urve AA of FiK-

111, for gases.

DoVpf/^f U(‘s between 0.1 and 2(K). I’or valu(‘s of D.Xpff\if ab()V(^

200, Eq. 4a is recommended.

H.wks of Tuhes

The case of forced conv(*ction outsidt* banks of tubes *is of con-

siderable importance, especially in air heaters and heatexchangei*s.

Gases.—Many data arti available for the flow of air at right

angles to banks of tubes as shown in Tabk^ IV, page 227. Since

the term Cpfi/lk/ was constant at 0.71, th<^ data are usually cor-

related by an equation of th(^ type used for air flowing across single

tubes:

hDJk; = b,{lKG.uJy^fY (7)

whereijn is based on the minimum free area availableJor fluid

flow, regardless of whether the minimum area occurs in the trans-
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Table IV.®—Flow of Air over Banks of Tubes, Staggered S and in Line /

Refer-

ence

No.
Ol>Herver

O.d.,

inch

Do'

Trans-

verae

spacing.

center to

center,

st/Do

Longitu-

dinal

1 spacing,

center to

center,

No.

rows

deep

s
or

I

Tube
temp.,
op

Air

temp.,
op

598 Uietschel 1.3 1.15 1.00 4 S 220
i 60

108, 100 C^arrier and Busey 1.32 2.00 1 .42 32 S \ 227, 298 20

08*2 Soule 2.08

0 Allen 1.32 2.08 4-20 s 225 32-00

583 Keiher 0.591 1.49, 1 .93 1 . 20, 1 . 93 4, 5 S, I 08-95 490

111 “Rafliator" 0.275 1.85 1.27 9 s 200 70

437 liindinurlv 1 .4. 1 .70 1 . 22, 1 . .55 5 s
17.5 14<*hn 5.0

200. 207 (liilliths and A\vl)er> 1 .9 1 .07, 2.30 1 .07, 1 . 18 3 I, s
84 Bramll

327 llupie 0 .5-2.0 1.2.5- 3.0 1 . 2.5-3 .

0

10 S, I

.501 I’ier.^on 0 31 1 .2.5-3.

0

1 .2.5- 3.0 1 1-10 s. /

58 Henke 0.28-0.35
;

2. 0-22.0 3. 9-5.0 2-lOi .S. /

771 Wimlinp: 1.5

!

1 1 . 3.3 jl.33

j

!

^ J212
70-91

« (Jil>h<)ii2«7 jTjvcs tliitii for a helical coil of pipe. Data on pipe lieaters ami on cast-iron

Verito liealeis ai*‘ niveii 1>>

V(M*so or diajiional openings. Tucker^--*' determined the heat-

transf(*r coeftifacaits to air flowing normal to a single vertical 1-in.

tube j)laeed at tlu' center of the third row of a bank of staggered

unh(‘ated tub(‘s 5 rows deep. In each of the 15 bundles used, the

t ub('s w(Te arrang(‘d at the apexc^s of isosceles triangles. Three ratios

of longitudinal to transverse spacing were used: SjJst of 0.5 \/3,

1.0, and 1.5; with each of the.se, transverse pitches of 1.25, 1.5, 2, 3,

and 4 tiilx^ diameters were (‘inployed. It wtis found that the large

changes in the transverse and longitudinal clearances had a negli-

gibU‘ effect on the value of h at a given mass velocity through the

minimum free area, which in all laises involved the transver.se clear-

an(‘e, — />„; tlu' data are plotted in Fig. 114 and are correlated

by Va{. 7, with of 0.30 and n of 0.0, with an average deviation of

±5 per c(‘nt. In a bank five rows deep, h in a given row increased

as the test pipe wavS mo\’('d toward the rear of the bank; Tucker
r(*commended that the mean h for N rows deep be taken as [N/{N

+ 0.54)1 times that for the third row; upon comparing his own data

with those from the literature,* he noted a slight decrease in b2 as

Do increased:

* (4uippell and McAdams,''^ Rciher,'^** Rietschel,^** and Carrier and
Busey,^®'*
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D[y inches r, * 0.28 0,59 1.0

bt' 0.35 0.31 0.30

Table V shows the values of 62 and n obtained by Griraison*®®

from the extensive data of Huge^^^ and of Pierson®®^ for banks 10

rows deep.’*' The data for flow of air across a bank of staggered

tubes show somewhat higher heat-transfer coefficients than across

a single tube for corresponding tube sizes and air velocities. The
increase for the rows in the rear of the bank over those in the front

row is due to increased turbulence (see Fig. 107, page 215). This

effect is shown by the data of a number of investigators, f Table

VI shows the ratio of the mean coefficient for N rows to that for a

bank 10 rows deep.®®^

Table V.—Grimisox's Values of 60 and n ix Kg. 7

hDofkf — bi( DoOtna^x/ tf ^ i, — (t, —

Transverse spacing

= ‘Su'd,

fr/Oo = 1.25 />o = 1

5

8t/I> . = 2 sr/D » = 3

b. n 6, n 6 , n bi n

Staggered

0 600 0.213 0.636

0.900
!

0.446 0.571 0.401 0.581

l.OOO 0.497 0.558

1 . 125 . .

.

0.478 0 . ,565 0.518 0 . 560

1.250 0.518 0.5.56 0.505 0.5.54 0.519 0.5.56 0..522 0.562

1..500 0 451 0.568
1

0A(ky 0..562
,

0.452 0.568 jO.488 0.,56>8

2.000 0.404 0 572 i 0 416 0 . .568 0.482 0.5,56 0.449 0.570
3.000 0.310 0.592 0.3,56|i

0..580 0.440 0.562 0.421 0.574

In line

1.250 0.348 0.592 0.275 o.im 0.100 0.704 0 06,33 0.7,52

1.500 0.367 0.586 0.2.50 0 . 620
i
0.101 0.702 0.0678 0.744

2.000 0.418 0.570 0.299 0.602 0.2291 0.632 0. 198 0.648

3.000 0.290 0.601 0.357
1

0.584 0.374 0 .581 0.286 0.608

Table VT.

—

Ratio of for N Hows Deef to That for 10 Rows Deep
1

,V
1

1

1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Ratio for staggered tubes . . .

Ratio for in-line tubes 0.64 1
0 91

0.92

0.94

0.94

0.96

0.96

* The values of 6* and n of Table IV are in fair agreement with the data of

references 108, 114, 437, 583, 598, and 266.

t References 583, 598, 771, and 501,
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In the Grimison paper,®** the same correlation is rearranged to give

hDo/kf = (7a)

wherein the dimensionless arrangement factor Fa depends on DoGma*/M/ Ji»d the

dimension ratios st/Do and siJDq. For a wide variety of arrangements of

tubes, for DoGtwkxIt^/ ranging from 1000 to 40,000, Fa varies from 0.9 to 1.27 for

staggered banks and from 0.07 to 1.1 for in-line banks.

The data on heat tran.sfer for air flowing normal to nonbaffled

banks of tubes ran 27 per cent above those for single tubes. Figure

Fig. 114.— Data for heating nir, corn pared with F.rp 8; at low’ values of DoGm^x / in

line banks give low results.

114 shows data of Huge*"’^^ and Pierson^^** compared with Eq. 8,

which was proposed by Colburn^^^ before these data were available.

The following dimensionless equation, for N of 10,

*^^-0.33(5^/)’'

(

5^)’' I (8)

is recommended for both liquids and gasses flowing normal to banks
of staggeiXMl tubes, not baffled, for D„Gmax/M/ exceeding 2000. At
values of below 20(K), use of Fig. 115 is suggested. For
banks of tubes in line (not staggered) it is recommended that Eq. 8

be used, with the constant reduced to 0.26, which amounts to
using Eq. ib fpr single tubpa with 0^^ replacing O,
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A simplified dimensional equation for gases flowing normal to

staggered tubes is

h = '
(8a)

Flow of Liquids over Banks of Pipes.— In the petroleum indus-

try, shell-and-tube heat ('xchangers are widely used. The usual

type consists of a bundle of long tubes with one licjuid flowing

inside the tubes and the other outside tin* tul)es. Cross baffles of

various types are inserted at right angl(‘s to the tubes to increase

velocity and give more cross flow in long heat exchangers. In this

Fk;. llo. Roc(jnimondc(I ourvo for estiinatinjj h for hoatin^ or rooliiiK lluidi*'

flowing normal to staKgered Rafiks of tubes 10 rowrt<leep; for above 2000
the curve is based on F<i. K, and for Uiwer values is iliawn parallel to the curve for

single tubes ^Fig. Ill) and is supported by unpublished data for Inpiids. For values

of \ less than 10, multiply h by the fa^'tors niven in Table \T. l*or in-line banks,

use O.S times the values of h niven alM>ve.

design, the flow of tlu* li(|uid outside th(* tubes is partly parallel to

and partly across the tub(‘s. In short-tulx* exchangers the litpiid

in the shell flows across th(‘ tubes; baffles are not used. This

design is similar to that for air flowing at right angles to banks of

tubes, except that the cross section varies when^ a cylindrical sh(‘ll

is used.

To allow for the effect of the leakage that ordinarily occurs

around the baffles in cross-baffled exchangers, one assumes no

leakage, computes the corresponding coefficient h from Eq. 8
,

and multiplies h by 0.6, ^20

For water Eq. 8 reduces to the dimensional equation

/u « 370(1 + 0.0067f/)(F;jO'V(^i)®’' (9)
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wherein tf is in degrees Fahrenheit, is in feet per second, and
o: is inches. For tubes in line, one deducts 20 per cent; for flow

across l)affled exchangers, h is taken as 0.6 times the value calcu-

lated for no leakage (see also page 357).

Short^*^® reports shell-side coefficients of heat transfer and
pressure drop for oils and water flowing through an experimental

heat exchanger in which a wide variety of cross baffles were used.

Fig. 110.—Crimpcd-finiied tuU* Type K, {Courtesy Fcddcrs Mfg. Co., live,, Buffalo,

N.Y.)

Mean Temperature Difference in Multipass and in Cross-

flow Exchangers. 1 1 should In' reiiKunbercHl that the logarithmic-

m<‘an temperatun) diffi'icnce docs not apiily in multipiiss and

cross-flow lu'at (\\chang('rs, unless the temperature of one of the

fluids is constant (s(m' page 145).

Extended Surfaces (Fins).—5Ahen tlu* thermal resistance on

the inside of a melal tube is much low( r tlian that on the outride,

as when steam condc'using in a pipe is b(‘ing irsed to heat air,

(^xiernally finned sui’faces, or extended heating surfaces, are of

value in increasing sub^itantially the rate of heat transfer per unit

length of tube. For tbe finned pipes used in ordinary air-heating
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practice, the temperature of the tip of the fin is nearly that of the

pipe.

Fio. 117.—Concentric-tube apparatus with longitudinal fins on smaller

The temperature drop through bar fins may be predicted from equations*

obtained by integration of the conduction equation, page 7. Thus, for

finite fins of constant cross section iS and perimeter 5, having surface temper-

atu.*e /x, exposed to a fluid at a he?at balance giv^es -\-kS{dVr/iix^)dx — hb

dx{tx — ta), neglecting radial gradient in temperature. Integration gives

(At)i cosh a(x/ ~ t)

(At)o cosh ax/

(Sl )m

(At)„ QXf

(10)

(10a)

wherein cosh and tanh represent the hyperbolic cosines and tangents,

respectively

:

cosh y
c*' -f c

2 '

tanh y
c» — e~«'

e*' -h

and e is 2.718. In Eqs. 10 and 10a, a equals {hh/kS)^ *, w'here h is tlie exposed

perimeter, x is the length from the base of the fin of length x/, and At is the

temperature difference between fin and air; (A/)o at the base, (At), at distance x*

and (At)„ for the entire fin.

Figure 118^*’ shows the experimental data of Stewart, w'ho measured
temperatures along metal bars heated at one end and exposed to the air in a
room. The theoretical curves, based on Kq. 10, are seen to agree closely w'ith

the observed data.

Heat-transfer data from finned plates are given by Wagener,^**

Taylor and Rehbock,’** and Doetsch.'’® A satisfactory correlation

* Parsons and Harper, Harper and Brown,*** and Qrilfitha,*** Jjpd
effects are treated by Jakob,
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of h/cGy LuGfn and a dimensionless ratio involving a shape factor

are given by Doetsch for fins of various cross sections.

tiibi*; Twill 0-Fin Section. {Courtesy Griscom-Russell Co,, New York City.)

For a given nuiss velocity of the air, Norris and Spofford^^^

find the highest coefficients for flow normal to cylindrical fins,

intermediate values for flow parallel to discontinuous strip fins,

0 12 3 4 5 6

x= Oistonce from Heoted End, feet

Fio. 118.—(’omprtrison**’* of theoretical and actual temtierature gradients in

bar fins based on data of Stewart formerly thermal conductivities of metals

were determined from Huch data.

and the lowest coefficients for flow between parallel continuous fins.

The data aro correlated by the dimensionless equation^
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Griffiths and Awbery^®'^ report coefficients from single steel-

<{inned steel tubes having the dimensions shown in Table VII. Other

data for single finned tubes are available.*

Figure 120 shows the data of Griffiths and Awbery for (1) the

second row in a staggered bank of finned tubes (Tube A of Table

/II) having a transverse juteh of 3.38 in. and a longitudinal pitch

'f 2.4 in., and (2) the single finned tubes (A, B. (\ and D of Table

Fu!. 120, Hata ft>i air liowmp iionnal to spiral-liiinoil tuOos, coinparod with
Eep 11 for short stiip an<l pm Has, and with tlie rurvos for sia^^Kored hanks of plain

IuIh's (E(p S) and tin* curve for sin^lo plain tulx‘s (Fis. 111).

\'I1). Djitat It)!' banks of spiral-finnt'd tubt's, one or two rows

det^p, with eriinpt'd or noncriinpt'd fins, are also plotted in Fig. 120,

arbitrarily taking as twice the heated length t)f the equivalent

stpiart^ fin:

_ oA __ o “h A H2.r/) + (7r7^o)(l)~ ZLn - ^

Stanton, Booth, and Marshall/^® Gihson,*^-’ W ajjjenor, '
* and Biorinann

and Pinkol.** Data for flow of air normal to a fnmod pipe (4.5 in. in diameter)

enclosed in a cylindrical jacket (7.1 in. in diameter) ari^ given by Schey and

Kllerbrock.**^®

t Courtesy of York Heating and Ventilating Co., 1929, and of Aerofin

Corporation {Aerofin Bulletin 32, 1935); N is the number of turns per foot.
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For noncrimped fins, is taken as

liicmiDo +2xfJ^ Dt]2N^D7+^W^N)
2L„ = 2 2N

Streamline Shapes.—Viugliey^-* in a wind tunnel a steam-

heated copper moael having a streamlined contour similar to that

of a teardrop. When the air ap-

proached the rounded end of the

model, higher valiuvs of h were

obtained than when the air ap-

proached the pointed end.

For air approaching the

rounded end, the data can be

brought into close agreement with

those for single cylinders (Fig.

Ill) by plotting hLh ’kf vs. T>rGj

where De is the cfTective diameter,

equal to the total perimeter dividcnl by Fig. 121. When the

angle of incidence is changed, the (‘xponent relating h and G

1000

Fig. 1*21.

—

Data of Hughes.®**

10

D^Vp
Reynolds TJumber,

Fig. 122. -Data for heat transfer lH‘twi»en spheres an<l air, currelatetl l)y

Williams;''*^ data of Vyroubov'®' are based on mass transfer. For conduction to a

sta^ant medium the theoretically minimum value of hD/k is 2 (as shown by Table
II of Chap. I) unless the spheres have diameters of the order of the mean free paths
of the ambient fluid.

changes. Coefficients for the leading end of a model of an

airfoil Me available.*'*
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At a given mass velocity of the air, Winding^^ finds that a bank
of staggered steel tubes eight rows deep gives substantially the same
results whether the tubes are circular, oval, or streamline in shape;

all three tubes had a perimeter of 4.7 in. Hence the data can be

correlated in terms of Zp,

Spheres.—Figure 122 shows data* for heat transfer between

spheres and air, correlated by Williams.^®^ In the range of

IXifyLf from 20 to 150,000 the straight line has the dimensionless

e(jnation

hD/kf = (12)

Hixson and Baum^^^ report coefficients of heat transfer from

water to lumps of ice, in agitated vessels.

NATURAL CONVECTION

Mechanism.—Visualize a heated vertical surface exposed to the

colder air in a room. Since the density of the air near the heated

surface is l(*ss than that of the main body of the air, the difference

in gravitational forces causes an upward flow' of air near the plate.

'I'his is the so-called ‘^chimney effect.^^ If the plate w^re colder

than the air, because of greater density and pressure near the plate,

th(^ air w^ould flow downward. In either case heat is conducted

through the gas layers and is carried away by bulk motion or con-

vection. Although both conduction and convection are involved,

the process is called ‘^natural” or ^^free'^ convection. Although

measurements of heat-transfer coefficients from surfaces dates back

many years, most of the exjM?rimental work on the mechanism has

i)een done in the twentieth century.

The mechanism of heat loss by conduction and convection from

vertical surfaces has been studied by Griffiths and Davis,*®*

Nusselt and Jurges,®®^ Schmidt,®®^ and Schmidt and Beckmann.®^®

Figure 123 shows the velocity and temperature fields near a

vertical heated plate, 1 ft high, measured by Schmidt.®®® At a

given distance z from the bottom, the local upward aijc velocity

increases with increases in distance y from the wall, goes^ ^^ough a

* In plotting data for irregular particles, where total surface had been

estimated from rates of settling, /) was taken as the diameter of a spherical

particle having the same surface as the irregular particle. The data of Corn-

pan and Hartmann**^ would fall roughly 80 and 50 per cent, res|>ectively,

Indow the curve in Fig. 122. Part of the data of Vyroubov,^®* plotted in Fig.

122, are based on mass-transfer measurements.
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maximum at a diistance of from 2 to 3 mm from the plate, and
then decreases with further increase in y. Results for taller plates

Fig, 123.—Velocity and tcinpcrjiture cxploratioria hy Schmidt at various distaiu cs

from a heated vertical plate exposed to air.

show that the local air velocity ultimately ajiproaches an asympotic

value, depending on the height of the plate and the At employed.

The air streams approach the

plate laterally at the liottom and

diagonally further up the plate.

The temperature gradients

are stet'pest nt‘ar the bottom of

the plate, whore the air is the

coldest, and decrease as the air

flows uf) the plate, also approach-

ing an asympotic value.

The average coefficient for

the plate is an inverse function

of height for small heights and

is substantially independent of

height for tall plaUis. Similar

results for plates of various

heights are given in the other

references cited above. The results of Koch^®^ for tall vertical

cylinders are similar to those for vertical plates.

Fig. 124.—Natural convection from
a horizontal cylinder to air. (Photo-
graph from Proe, Ind, Assoc.
Cultivation Sci.)
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used a photographic procedure* whereby heated air

near a hot horizontal cylinder app(‘ared brighter in color than the

colder air. Figure 124 shows such a photograph, indicating two
horn-shaped currents of rising air. In another natural-convection

run, the temperature field was mapped by the use of a very small

thermocouple, and, although the uncorrected temperatures so

obtained are probably inaccurate, the results (Fig. 125) show a

-18 -12 -6 0 6 12 18

Millimeters

Fkj. 125.—Toinporaturo oxplorut ions around a hot horizontal cylinder in air.

{Frofn liny, PrtfC. I tuL Aasoc. ('uUivaJiou Sci.)

striking resemblance to Fig. 124. Additional data of a similai'

nature were published by Praminik^'^ who us(‘d wires of several

diameters. The data on tempiTature and velocity distribution

emphasize the comjilexity of natural-convection phenomena.

Saunders®^® and coworkers®^* employ an ingenious optical

method to study the mechanism of heat transfer by natural con-

vection to water or air from a bottom-heated horizontal plate.

Light beams are passed horizontally through the fluid, and photo-

* A small, ludlow copper cylinder 0.72 cm in diameter, enclosing a heating

coil, was housed in a wooden box for protection against stray currents of air.
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graphs are taken at right angles. Because of deflections of the

beams, the photographs show a cell-like pattern under certain

conditions. When the product of the Grashoi and Prandtl numbers

ranges from 2000 to 45,000, alternate portions of the fluid circulate

upward and downward in streams of substantial width, and the

term cellular motion is used to describe the phenomenon. As
this characteristic product increases, the rate of fluid circulation

increasas, and the width of the cells decreases, until a “well-defined

turbulence^’ ensues at 45,000. The slope of the curve of flux vs.

At increases sharply at this critical point.

In order to correlate natural-convection data on liquids and

gases over a wide range of conditions, it is necessary to use a large

number of variables combined in dimensionless groups, as shown
on page 242. However, for air at atmospheric pressure, the heat-

transfer coeflScients for natural convection may be correlated wath

sufficient precision by means of two variables: At and a dimension

characteristic of the shape and orientation of the heat-transfer

surface.

The additional heat transferred by radiation is usually sub-

stantial, compared with that by convection, and the total loss is

calculated by the following equation

q = hcAt{i, — t^) hrAaitf — tf) (13)

where taj and te are the temperature's of the surface of the body,

the air, and the enclosing walls, respectively, and hr is obtained

from Fig. 27, page 63. Where te and ta are the same, the equation

becomes

q = {he hr)(Ae)(te — ta) (13a)

Simplified Equations.—The following simplified equations are

recommended:

Horizontal plates, facing upward:

he = 0.38(AO°'-'" (14)

Horizontal plates, facing downward:

he == 0.2(AO®-“ (15)*

Vertical plates more than 1 ft high:

he = 0.27 (16)*

* Based on data of Grifliths and Davis for plates for 3 to 4 ft square.

Wilkes’** gives data for inclined plates.
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ertical plates less than 1 ft high:

he = 0.28(AVL)0-“ (17)^

ertical pipes more than 1 ft high:

he = 0.27(AVZ)o)^*^ (18) t

Horizontal pipes:

he = 0,27 (At/ (19) t

The experiments of Griffiths and Davis, of Schmidt, and of

Mull and Reiher^'^'-^ show that he for a vertical plate is not affected

by the presence of a parallel plate more than 20 mm away. GriflSths

and Davis also determined heat transfer between a hot and a cold

vertical plate separated by a completely enclosed air space, which

wtis varied from } 2 to 2 in. in thickness and from 24.8 to 49.6 in.

in height. Over this range, the heat transfer by convection was

*ound to depend only on the At b('twocn tlic plates and to be

approximately GO per cent of that found for a single vertical plate

not enclosed. A good summary of data for heat transfer in enclosed

air spaces is given l)y King.^^®

Natural Convection to Various Fluids.—A correlation of data

on various fluids under a wide variety of conditions involves

relationships Ix'tween dimensionless groups obtained by the use of

limensional analysis.

The factors involved in the natural convection of heat between

solids and fluids were disclosed in 1881 in a pioneer paper by

Lorenz, who considered the uj)ward movement of air along a

.ertical heated plaiu', the motion being attributed to differences in

air density due to differences in temperature. Employing the

lifferential ('(piation for thermal conduction in a moving fluid,

Se obtained, upon integration, the dimensionally compatible

equation

* Basod on KIr. 129, p. 248, for an air-fiim temperature of 150°F; supported

y data of King,’®® Heilman,*®^ Langmuir/*^ Schmidt,®®* Schmidt and Beck-
mann,®^® and Griffiths and Davis.*®®

t Based on a rough correlation of data of Griffiths and Davis,*®* Koch®** and
'

'arne. ^®® The data of Griffiths and Davis on vertical pipes 6.87 in. in diameter,

ranging in height from 0.153 to 0.94 ft »-un higher than called for by Eq. 18
it are discounted®** because of probable end effects due to the use of 0.25-ft

‘ ngths of unheated refractory on the ends.

t Obtained from Eq. 23, p. 244, by substituting the prop)ertie8 of air at a
Im temperature of 150'*F; the supporting data are plott^ in Fig. 126, p. 248.
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0,54s

wherein the symbols are defiruHl on page 218. According to the

treatment of Lorenz, the coefficient of heat transfer he by natural

convection depends upon the height L of the plane,* the difference

in temperature between solid and ambient gas, the acceleration

g due to gravity, and the following i)hysical properties of the gas:

thermal conductivity /c, spe(‘ific heat c^,, absolute viscosity /x,

density p, and coefficient of expansion jS. For ideal gases, ^ == l/T,

In correlating data on heat transfer by natural convection, a

number of writers f employ the dimensionless groups of E(p 20;

for horizontal cylinders the outside diameter Do replaces height L
of the vertical wall.

Temperature and velo(aty fields near a heated horizontal cylinder

have been measured by Jodlbauer.'^^'^ These results have been

closely pixidicted from theorethad considerations by Ilermann^^'; foi

Grashof numbers Z, exceeding 10,000, Iba’mann predir ts liD/k, =
0.37(Z)®'^^ for natural convection from single horizontal cylind(‘rs

lo diatomic gases (cpu. k = 0.74). If this ecpiation for gases weni

generalized by adding (Cpg/A)“ on<' would obtain

(20o0

For small A^ Eq. 20a averages 15 to 25 i)(t cent lowca* than th(‘

data for gases and licpiids.

The heat“transf(‘r co(‘fficient from an interinillv heated 0.75-in.

horizontal tube 1 ft long, irnmcTseTl in a wat(*i‘ bath, was increfised ‘*“

up to fivefold by vibrating the pipe sinusoidally in a vertical direc-

tion, but when the vibration was less than a certain critical value

no increase was obtained.

Horizontal Ct/lindf rs .—Data on heat transfer by natural convec-

tion from single horizontal cylind(*rs are availabh; on air, hydrogen,

carbon dioxide, oxygen, water, aniline, (;arbon tetrachloride,

glycerine, toluene, and olive oil, covering a 7300-fold range of

diameters, a 10,000-fold range of pressure's, an 1 1 ,000-fold range

in the value of Cp^jk, and a range of At from a few degrees to 2850®F.

Figure 126 shows the excellent correlation obtained. The physical

* It has been shown (p. 238) that hr is practically independent of the heigh,

of the wall, except for short vertical walls.

t Nuseelt,**^'**® Davis, Rice,**® Koch,*®* King,*** and Hermann.*®*
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properties Cp, py Hy and were evaluated at a temperature halfway

between the temperature of the surface of the cylinder and the

temperature of the ambient fluid.

The correlation of Rice*^®® differs in principle from that of Davis. Instead

of correlatinj? (hfDo)/k/ as a function of ( Dlp^fig At) lixj and {cpiJLf)lkfy Rice

followed the Lang:inuir ^^®'^22 concept of a fictive film of uniform thickness B,

having an i.d. Do, an o.d. D,, + 2B, and a logarithmic-mean diameter Df. The

-5 -4 -3 -2

Flu. 120. Natural couvect ion from horizontal cylinders to gases and li<iiiids;

see also Fig. 127.

thickness of the film is takcni arbitrarily to be that necessary to account for the

observ'd! heat loss by natural convection as du(‘ wholly to thermal conduction.

Rice determined the constants in the rlimensionless exponential relation

iKp'/Hg -in" r

L ~kf J
(21 )

* Saunders®2i fotind tluit tin' heat loss from a wire to nitrogen at pressures

ranging from I to 1000 atm could be correlated with data of other observers

only by assuming Cpfi/k independent of pressure; since Cpfx increases with increase

in pressure, k must do likewise. Vargaftik'^®* reports the effect of pressure on k

for steam and for nitrogen.
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as '8ho¥ni on p. 222,

Upon eliminating B/Do from Eqs. 21 and 22, the curved line of Rice is obtainea,

Fig. 126.

Emplo3dng the same data on gases and liquids used by Davis in

1922, plus additional data of his own on heating air outside single

horizontal pipes, Rice*®“ gave the constants of Eq. 21 for cylinders

of any diameter, n = 0.25, and m = 0.25. The approximate

equation of Rice, solved for hD^/kf^ is shown on F'ig. 126.

Recommended General Procedure: Single Horizontal Cylinders.*

—

For estimation of heat-transfer coefficients from single horizontal

wires or pipes to any fluid, the use of .1 .4 ,t Fig. 126, is recommended.

The data on heat transfer from horizontal pipes to air (Eberle,

Wamsler, Rice, and Koch) and to water (Ackerman), at X exceeding

3, are represented by the dimensionless eiiuation

(23)

To facilitate the use of Eq. 23, Fig. 126, and subsequent rela-

tions involving the products of the Grashof and Prandtl numbers

for air at normal barometric pressure, Fig. 127 shows a plot of the

dimensional term

Ab noted on p. 210, latent-heat changes have been excluded here but are

treated in Chape. IX and X. «

t This curve differs approximately 10 per cent from that developed by
X^vis^** from a portion of the data used in Fig. 126.
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= (^)Cf) vs, film temperature

Hence Eq. 23 may be written

hDo/k, = 0.53[DJ (23a)

However, for estimating fee from single horizontal pipes to air at

room temperature and atmospheric pressure, Eq. 19, page 241, is

simpler to use and is equally accurate.

For heat transfer from large horizontal pipes, where Z>/ is

substantially equal to /)o, Rice^s approximate equation becomes

'v “
" [(^--) (x')T”

since the diameter of the film approaches the diameter of the pipe.

Figure 128 is an alignment chart,* based on Eq. 24, for the rapid

estimation of heat-transfer coefficients for natural convection from

a single horizontal pipe to various gases and liquids. This chart

gives conservative values for fer, about 10 per cent lower than Eq. 23.

In the case of liquids, only the film temperature, i.e., the arithmetic

mean of the temperature of fluid and pipe, the pipe diameter, and

the temperature diflerence are needed for the estimation of fee.

In the case of gases, a pressure term is included.

Illustration 2.—It is de.siriHl to ostiinato the value of he between ammonia
gjts at 10 atm pressure and 2(X)‘^C (392’’ F) to a 2-in. cylinder at 100°C" (212®F).

Sohttion.—Using Fig. 128, page 246, align t/
— 150°C. f302°F) on the left-

hand scale with point 9. Since p‘{At)/I) = (10)*(180)/2 = 9000, locate this

point on the right-hand .scale marked p* Al/D\ join this point by a straight line

with the previously determined point on the reference line, and read he — 4.3

Htu/(hr)(sq ft)(deg F) on the scale for gjises.

Simultaneous Loss by Radiation ,—Radiation (pages 45 to 84)

is an important factor in the loss of heat from surfaces where the

gas movement is due to natural convection, except for small wires,

where the values of he for the wires are normally so very large that

substantially the entire heat loss is due to natural convection, even

with large differences in temperature between the wires and the

surrounding solids. The heat radiated from the warmer solid

to the surrounding walls may be expressed in terms of the coefficient

Prepared by Chilton, Colburn, Genereaux, and Vernoud^^
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of lieat transfer by radiation and is obtained by multiplying the
ordinate from Fig. 27, page 03, by the emissivity from Table XIII,
page 393. Table VIII shows values of he + hr from single horizontal
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Cp' Specific heat
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Fi(i. 128. Ali^nincMit fliart for cstiinution of natural-oonvc^ction oooffiriont.
he between single eyliruiers and gases and liquids, based on Kfj. 24; since lOq. 2;i best
correlates the data, the values of h from the elinrt sliould be multiplied by 1.1.

pipes of steel, with oxidized surfaees, based on data of Heilman'^^*^

and McMillan.

The data of Table VIII for bare horizontal pipes may be used
in predicting the heat loss from an insulated horizontal steam
pipe by employing Eq. 13a, page 240, as shown in the following
calculation.
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Illustration 3.—A standard horizontal 2-in. steel steam pipe (o.d. ~ 2.38

in.) is insulated with a 2-in. layer of pipe covering, k = 0.04 Btu/(hr)(8q ft)

(deg F/ft). The steam is condensing at 370°F, and the room is at 80°F.

Required, the heat loss in Rtu/(hr)(l00 ft length), insulated as described above,

and if bare.

Table VIII.*—Values of (K -f- W, Btu/(Hr)(Sq Ft)(Deg F) from Pipe to

Room
For Horizontal Bare Standard Steel Pipe of Various Sizes in a Room at SO^'F

Tfinperature difTereiice, degrees Fahrenheit

Pipe nominal

diameter, incheH

lOO'^ 1.50’’ 200^1 2.50°j 300° 350° 400°

i

450°l 500° 550° 600°

i

050°| 700°

1 2 . 2(i 2.50 2.73! 3.00 3 . 29 3 . 00 3 . 95 4.34 4.73 5.16 5.60 0 . 05 6.51 6.98
3 2.05 2 . 25 2 . 47i 2.73 3 . 00 3.31 3.09 4.03 4.43 4.85 5.20 5.71 6.19 6.06

5 1.05 2.15 2 . 30 2.01 2.90 3 . 20 3 . 54 3 . 90 4.30
1

10 00 2.07 2 . 29 2 . 54 2.82
1

3.12

1

3.47 3.84

1

1

Values of fu hr for Ai up to 10()()‘F are gi\en by Bailey and Lyell.**

For the bare pipt's the controlling rt'sistanee is that on the outer surface.

From Table VIII, by interpolation for standanl 2-in. pipe and At of 290°F,

he -\- hr is 3.4. Since q equals (he -f hr)(A)o^Ai),

q = (3.1 1 X~ X KM)^ '290) = 61,300 Btu/hr

For the insulated pipe, x/kAn and \/{hcA-hr) Ao are the important

resistances. By F'.q. 11, j). 12, the logarithmic-mean area .1^ is

IOOtt

12

and the outer surface is 1(X) w 6.38/12 = 166.8 sq ft. Assuming hr -f hr of

1.8, Kq. 13a, page 240, gives

370 - 80 _ 290
’ ^

2 1
“ 0:0395^ 0.00333

6.04(165.5)
"*

(1.8)(16().8)

« 6780 Btu/hr. .\ssuming he A- hr — 18 for an o.d. of 6.38 in. gives a surface

resistance 0.00333, which is 7.8 p(*r ctuit of the total resistance, 0.0428; hence

the corresponding difference from outer surfa(‘e to air would be 0.078(290

>

« 23°F, and from 'Fable VI II it is seen that he A- hr would be approximately
1.8 for this condition. Since the surface resistance was such a small fraction ot

the total resistance, no closer approximation is warranted. Methods for

calculating the most economical thickness of insulation are given in Chap. XI.

6.38 - 2.38

6.38

2.38
2.3 log I

= 105.5 sq ft
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Vertical Planes.—King correlated^ his own data and six sets

of data'*' for short vertical planes and obtained a curve nearly the

same as that shown in Fig. 129. The extensive data of S aunders®^^

and of Weise^®* are shown in Fig. 129. The solid line is the recom-

mended curve through the data; the dashed line shows the theo-

retical equation of Lorenz, which agrees well with the data in range

9
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^ Sounders, Proc. Roy.Soc (1936)
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—
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1 1 1 1 1 1 1^
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L_ t 1

6 7

I ,
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jl-kTi

Fig. 129.—Natural convection from short vertical plates to air; see also Fif?. 127.

of log X from 4 to 9; the same is true for the dot-and-dash curve for

horizontal cylinders (from Fig. 126).

Over the range of log X from 4 to 9 the recommended curve

has the equation

hcL

kf
-

" [—I
A/

k, JM/
(25)

* Griffiths and Davis,*®* Montsinger and Cooney,®*® Nusselt and Jurges,®*®

Heilman,*®* Schack,®** and Schmidt and Beckmann,®®®
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The constant of 0.59 is 8 per cent higher than the theoretical value

calculated by Lorenz, page 242; and 16 per cent higher than the

theoretical value computed by Hermann. For air at room

temperature and atmospheric pressure, Eq. 25 reduces to

he = 0.28(A^/L)«*25 (25a)*

which approximates the data of King^ for vertical plates 3 ft wide

ranging in height from )^4 to 1 ft. The data of Hilpert,*®^

for vertical plates 3.84 in. square and 2.32 in. square give h 25

per cent lower than Eq. 25a. Additional supporting datat are

available.

Table IX.

—

Coils Immersed in Liquids'^^®

Ov(»r-all Coefficients U Expressed as Btu/(Ilr)(Sq Ft)(l^eg F)

]

SuLstanct*

inpitle coil

Svibatancc

outside coil

i

Coil

material

i

Agitation V
Refer-

ence

Strain Water Lead Agitated 70 .581

Steiiii».
. ^

Sugar and mo-
la8.se.s .HoUitions

Ct»pper None 50-240 705

Steiiiin Boiling a(iueous

Hohition

600 113

Cold water Dilute organic

d\e intermedi-

ate

Lead
1

Turbo-agitator

at 9.5 rpm
300 113

’('old water, Warm water Wrought iron Air bubbled in-

to w’ater sur-

rounding coil

150-300 115

('old water . . . . Hot water Lead 0.40 rpm pad-

dle stirrer

00-360 560

1

Brine .\mino aeiils 30 rpni 100
1

113

('old water 25 per cent ole-

um at r)0®('

Wrouglit iion git a ted 20 71

1

Water .Apueou.s solu-

tion

1

Lead Sleeve propel-

ler at 500

rpm

250 ! 581
1

!
113Water ... 8"; NaOH 22 rpm 155

Steam Fatty acid Copper (pan

cake)

None 06-100
j

481

Milk . Water
I

-Agitated
!

300
!

218

¥

Miscellaneous Shapes. -King^^'* reports that the data of

Montsinger and Milner on natural convection from a heated

copper block, 11 in. long, ^ 2 thick and 21^ in. high, submerged
in several grades of transformer oils, are correlated by the dimen-

* This is the same as Kq. 17, p. 241.

t Nusselt,^*® Langmuir,^*® and Kirkpitechoff.*®*
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sional equation

K = n (26)

Data for heat loss from finned eonveetors and east-iron sections are

available.

Coils and Liquids .—As noted on page 246, Fig. 128 may be used

to predict values of he from a single horizontal cylinder to a liquid.

However, where steam coils of various designs are submerged in

tanks of liquids, the results will differ with the design and location

Table X.—Jai keted Vessels*

OvtT-iill Coef!icicrits V Kxpres.s(‘d in ]Uu/{Hr){S(i Ft)fl)cg F)

Fluid inside jacket I'luid in ve.sscl \\ all matei lal Agitation 1 /
ence

Stean\ Water F’natneled (’I

'

0-400 ipm 00-120 570

Steam Milk Faiameled ('I Noin* 200 80

Steam . . ... Milk 10:ianieU*d (
'I Stiri mg 300 80

Steam .... Boiling mdk Fjnamel<‘<l (’I None 500 80

Steam Milk Enameled ('1 200 rpm . 80 570

Steam Fruit .‘ilurry Faiameled (
’ I None 33 00 570

Steam. . Fruit hlurry Enanu'led ('I Stirring lot 570

Steam Water (’I with loo*.e

lea<l lining

Agitated 4-y 581

Steam Water Cl with loos<*

lead lining

None 3 .581

Steam Boiling SO.* St eel 00 .581

Steam Boiling water Steel 187 ,581

Hot water Warm water 1 lOiiameled Cl ! Noin*
i

70 .570

C.'old water '
1 OoFl water F'namele«l (

' I None
1

,570

Ice water (^)ld water
, 1

Stonewaie •Agitated 7 .581

Ice water . C(/ld water Sr.onewari*
j

Nom* 5 .581

Brine, low velocity Nitration sluri v
i
Stoneware

j[

.'io -US rpm 32 <•() 113

Water .Sotlium uleohol-

ate solution

Fre<i<*rkii»g 1

1
(<a.st in coil)

' Agitateil, baf-

fled

80 1 13

Steam . . . Fvaporatirig water
,

( ’oi»jn*r ! 381 004«

Steam . . . Evaporating water
j

laiamelware
1

1
004a

Steam
1
Water

j

CopplT None
1 148

I

Steam Water
1
('upper Simple Mtirring

1

211 14

Steam Boiling water t Copper None i 2.)0
i

Stean) Paraffin wax Copper .None
i 27

j

328
Steam Paraffin wax Cast iron Scraper 107

j

328

Water
j

Paraffin wax < 'upper Nor^ 24
j

323
Water I i^ttiaffin wax ('ast iron Scra!>er

1

72

1

1

32S

of the coil and obviously will be afTe(*ted l)y the use of stirrers,

scrapers, the dej)osition oi scale, etc. (see page 138). Ov(u*-all

coefficients are given in Tables IX and X,*

Colburn, references 139 and 557,
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Table XL

—

Ordinary Ranges of U*
(Under special conditions higher or lower values may be realized)

Over-all Coefficients U Expressed in Btu/(Hr)(Sq Ft)(Deg F)

State of

controlling

resiKtaiiOR

Typical

fluid

!

Type of heat exchanger

Free

convec-

tion,

U

Forced
' convec-

tion,

U

Typical apparatus

liicpiid to liquid 2r>~ GO ir>o 300 Water Liquid-to-liquid heat ex-

T.i(]uid to liquid 5 10 20- 50 Oil

changers

1 - 3 2 10

Liqui<l to lioiluig li<iuid 20 - GO 50 1.50 Water Hrine coolers

Litiuid to boiling licjuid 5- 20 2.5- GO 0.1

(las to lupiid ' 1- 3
1

2 lOl Air coolers, economizers

Ou,s to gits 0 . G 2 2- G: Steam superheaters

Steam boilers(l.'m tn bnibiig litpiid 1 - 3 1
2- 10'

T'orulpiising vjipor to licpiid ‘>0- 200 1 50 -800 Steam to Liquid heaters and con-

densers

(’ondensing vapor to li(iui(l
1
10-30 20- GO

wat<*r

Steam to oil

('omlcnsing vai)or to li<iuid i 40 - 80 GO- 1.50 Organic

('ondonsing vapor to Inpiid

('ondensing vapor to gas

('ondoiming vapor to boiling liquid

(’ondensing vai>or to boiling litpiid

('ondrnsing vapor to boiling liquid.

i

!

I

10-100

1300 800

1

j

r>o-i.">o

1.5 .300

* 2 10

vapor to

water

Steam-gas

mixture

i

!
Steam to

1

water
i Ste.am t o oil

Steam pipes in air, aii

heaters

Scale-forming evaporators

* C’olhiirn, referfncefl 13\) and b'u.

Problems

1. It is des'red to prelu'iit 31.000 lb of air per hour from 70 to 200°F by
means of dry sj turated st(*ani condensing at 220‘'F inside vertical standard l*<n.

steel pipes (see page 410). llie heater consists of a staggered bank of vertical

l)ipes, each 4 ft long, spaced on 2’’>s-iD. ecjuilateral-triangular centers. It is

agreed that the heater is to be 40 rows wide.

C^alciilate the necessary number of rows of pipaand the total feet of pip>e

lequired.

2 . By brazing a helical ribbon of metal to the outside of the pipes, the total

area per foot of pipe will be eight times that for the plain pipe. If it is assumed
that the average value of h is 0.8 times that for the plain pipe, how many rows
of this finned pipe would be required for the conditions and duty of Problem 1?

8. An electrically heated wire having an emissivity of 0.70 is maintained at

H0®F in a room that is maintained at 40°F, and the steady heat loss is 500 Btu/
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(hr)(sq ft of wire surface). It is proposed to increase the temperature of the

surface of the wire to 440®F.

Calculate the heat loss expressed in Btu/(hr)(sq ft) when the steady state is

obtained, the room being maintained at 40''F.

4. Producer gas under 5-lb gauge pressure is flowing at a steady rate of

5440 Ib/hr through a horizontal bare steel main having an i.d. of 16 in. and an

o.d. of 16.5 in. The surroundings are at lOO'^F.

. Calculate the local heat loss as Bt\i/(hr)(sq ft of outer surface) of this

pipe at a cross section where the true gas temperature is 1700°F.

. Outline the method that you would use to obtain the heat loss from a

substantial length L of the producer-gas main, if it is assunuMi that the

temperature of the gas entering the main is known, givitig one complete

sample calculation.

Data and Notes.—The Orsat analysis of the dry producer gas shows 8.3 mol

per cent COa and 91.7 mol per cent CO, Ha, Na, and hydrocarbons. The molal

ratio COarHjO is 2.67.

Assume the following physical properties for the producer gas: Cp of 0.29

Btu/(lb)(deg F), m of 0.11 lb/(hr)(ft), and k of 0.043 Btu/(hr)(sq ft)(deg F
per ft).

6. A glass thermometer (e of 0.96) is iiuserted in a large duct of circular

cross section at right angles to the walls; the thermometer bulb,

diameter, is at the center of the duct. Air flows through the duct at the rate

of 4000 lb/(hr)(sq ft of duct cross section). The temperature of the walls of

the duct is 786°F, and the thermometer reads 300°F.

a. Calculate the true temperature of the gas.

b. If a thin silver shield (< of 0.03) is place<i around the therniometer bulb,

what will be the new reading of the thermometer?

c. Calculate the temperature that would be indicated if the thermometer

were replaced by a thermocouple having a (rylindrical junction ^ic-in.

in diameter placed .so that the ga.s flow is normal to the longitiulinal

axis of the cylindrical junction (« of 0.90).

6. An air heater involves condernsation of steam inside horizontal tubes and
flow of air at right angle.s to the tubes in a shell containing a number of vertical

segmental baffles. When using exhaust steam condensing at a gauge pre.ssure

of 5 Ib/sq in. and Gm** of 2000 lb air/(hr)hsq ft), the apparatus v ill heat air from

80 to ISO^’F.

What Graftx should be used to make the apparatus heat hydrogen (molecular

weight of 2.02} from 80 to 180^F, using the same steam pre.ssure?

7 . A high-velocity thermocouple assembly consists of a standard ^-in.

steel pif>e with a calibrated unshielded thermocouple (0.024 in. o.d.) inserted

at the axis of the tube at such a large distance from the open end that radiation

from the surroundings has a nc^gligibh^ effect on the temperature of the thermo-

couple. Furnace ga.ses an? aspirated through the tube to give a mass velocity

of 10,0(X) lb/(hr)(.s(i ft of cross section); the thermocouple in the gas stream

attainfi a steady reading of 2070''F; and the temperature of the inner wall of the

tube is 1850°F.

Calculate the true temperature of the gas.
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8. In the heat-measurements laboratory a test was run on a cylindrical

rod fin having a diameter of % in. and a length of 24 in. One end was attached

to a heated base maintained at U of 370°F, and the other end was insulated,

the sides being exposed to air of the room at ta of 70°F. When the steady

state was obtained, the observed curve of fin temperature vs. length was used to

calculate the average loss from the entire fin, which was 250 Btu/(hr)(sq ft).

If a cylindrical rod fin had a diameter of % in., to of 370°, h of 5, what length

would be necessary to make the average heat loss 250 Btu/(hr)(8q ft), for ta of

70°F? Assume the free end to be insulated and of 5 in both cases.

9 . A finned steam pipe, to be used in an air heater, consists of a standard

%-in. steel pipe, on which is wound spirally a crimped steel fin (k of 26) of

rectangular cross section, 0.03 in. thick by 0.50 in. wide. The fin extends

radially 0.50 in. from the tube surface and makes four turns per inch of pipe

length. At the air velocity used, h is 7.7, L is 70°F.

a. If the pipe carries dry saturated steam condensing at 344°F, what will

be the temperature at the outer tip of the fin ?

b. (-alculate the “effectiveness” of the fin,

c. What would be the heat loss in Btu/(hr)(ft of pipe length)?

d. Repeat c for the bare pipe if no fins are used, for h of 8.0.



CHAPTER IX

CONDENSING VAPORS

Introduction.—This chapter deals with heat transfer for con-

densing vapors, in both the absence and presence of noncondensable

gases, and is divided into five sections:

1.

Pure saturated vapors.

11.

Pure superheated vapors.

III. Mixed vapors.

IV. Effect of noncondensable gas.

V. Direct contact of liquid and mixture of vapor and gas.

The first four sections deal with coiulensation of vapors upon

a colder wall separating the vapor and cooling medium, as in

surface condensers, feed heaters, and evaporators, ''fhe mecha-

nism and theory are considerc'd in detail, cfata of various observers

are correlated, and recommended relations are given. An align-

ment chart is included to facilitate the use of the Nusselt equation.

A graphical method of resolving th(^ observed over-all thermal

resistance into the individual resistances is illustrated by data for

several vapors.

The fifth section deals with cases in which the cooling medium
and gas are in direct contact, as in humidification and d(‘humidifica-

tion in packed towers or spray chambers. ('al(*ulations an^ facili-

tated by combining the humidity and ternperatun* potentials in

an enthalpy potential.

Table III summarizes the coefficients for film type condensation

of 20 different pure vapors on horizontal and vertical tubes and

reports deviations from the theoretical relations (Eqs. 10 and 13);

data for seven additional vapors are given in Table VIII. Typical

results are plotted in Figs. 132, 133, and 135, which justify use of

the recommended relation, Fig. 136; the alignment chart (Fig. 137)

applies for streamline flow of condensate, usually obtained with

film type condensation on horizontal tubes. An illustrative problem

is solved on page 270. Data for mixed vapors are scarce, Figs. 141

and 142. Results for dropwisc condensation of steam are given on

pages 276 and 279 and over-all coefficients for the condensation of
nc.A ^
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refrigerant vapors are summarized on pages 271 to 274. The usual

design procedure for pipe-coil dehumidifiers is outlined on pages

283 to 285, ami that for cooling towers is developed on pages 285 to

292. Mass-transfer coefficients for the evaporation of water into

air, in terms of the height of an over-all mass-transfer unit, are

summarized in Table X and Fig. 144. Practice problems are given

on pages 292 and 293.

I. CONDENSATION OF PURE SATURATED VAPOR

Mechanism : Dropwise vs. Film-type Condensation.—In a

study of the condc^nsation of steam on a vertical water-cooled

Fig. 130. Fig. 131. '

Fig. 130 .—Dropwise rondensation of steam on vertical plate.

Fig. 131. Layer and dropwise conden-sation of steam on vertical plate. {Photo-

graphs from Schmiiit, Schurig, and Si llsch{fpp,^'^ I'rchnischr Merfujnik und Thermo-
dy?iamik,)

wall, photographs were' taktai of the condensate side of the plate.

On a rusty or etched jilate, the st(‘am condtuised in a continuous

film over the entire wall. With a polishc'd surface of chromium-

plated copper, the (‘ondensate was formed in which rapidly

grew in size (uj) to 3 mm in diamtder) and ran down the plate.

Dropwise condensation could also be brought about, for a while,

by coating the surface with a thin petroleum oil that later washed

away. Figure 130 shows dropwise condensation on the polished

chromium-plated surface of copper; Fig. 131 shows dropwise

condensation on clean areas and film condensation on areas coated

with rust brought in by the steam. Dropwise condensation gave
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coefficients of heat transfer four to eight times as high as film con-

densation, and the latter type gave results agreeing with the

theoretical equation of Nusselt given later. Spoelstra®®’ found

dropwise condensation of steam promoted by a small concentration

of oil vapor in the steam, and an increase in heat transfer compared

with results for oil-free steam. A more complete discussion of

dropwise condensation is given on page 275.

Table I.

—

Nomenclature for (Condensation

.4 Area of heat-transfer surface, square feet ; A , for inside, A l for coolant

side, Aq for outside, Ar for vapor side, for tube wall (mean oi A i

and .4,.).

a Total heat-transfer surface divided by total volume of tower, a

= A square feet per cubic foot.

Oo Dimensional constant in Eq. 21, equal to Hl for a water velocity of

1 ft /sec but based on outside surface.

ai Dimensionless constant in Eq. 15.

a 2 Dimensional constant in Ecp 20.

0 4 K — OA^to] with to of 32°F, Ui = 1001.4 BtU/db of steam.

b Breadth of condensing surface, feet; for a vertical tube, b equals irJ);

for a horizontal tube, b equals L//.

c Specific heat, Btu/(lb fluid)(deg F); cl for liquid coolant, Cp for con-

stant pressure, Cpv for vapor.

c. Humid heat, Btu/(lb dry gas) (deg F); for air at ordinary tempera-

tures, c, equals 0.24 -f 0.45//.

D Diameter of tube, feet ; Do for o.d., //, for i.d., 1)^ for inches.

Dv DifFusivity of vapor (volumetric units), square feiit per hour (see

HrPr/Dv).

d Prefix, indicating derivative, dimensionless.

e Base of Napierian or natural logarithms.

Ft Dimensionless factor to allow for variation in tube temperature, see

Table II.

Fv Dimensionless factor to allow for finite velocity of vapor, see Table IV.

G/ Mass velocity of film of condensate, lb/(hr)(.s(i ft of cross section of

film).

Go Superficial mass velocity of dry gas; equals wu/I>o, lb/(hr)(sq ft of

total cross section).

Gj, Superficial mass velocity of coolant, equals H'/VS,,, lb/(hr)(8q ft of

gross cross section).

g Acceleration due to gravity, ordinarily taken as 4.17 X 10* ft/(hr)

(hr).

Conversion factor 4.17 X 10* lb force X ft/fpounds fluid) (hr) (hr), or

32.2 with time in seconds.

H ** Absolute’^ humidity, pounds of water vapor per p)ound of dry gas;

Hi is saturation value at U] Ha is II of bulk of vapor-gas stream, Hai
at gas inlet, and Hat at gas outlet; //t is saturation value of H Ait l.

h Local coeflficient of heat transfer, Btu/(hr)(8q ft) (deg F).
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Table I.—Nomenclature for Condensation.

—

{Continued)

hm Mean value of h with respect to height of condensing surface, Btu/(hr)

(sq ft)(deg F).

hd Mean coefficient for dirt deposit, Btu/(hr)(8q ft) (deg F), see Chap.

VI.

ha Mean coefficient for transfer of sensible heat through gas film, Btu/

(hr)(sq ft) (deg F), see Chaps. VII and VIII.

hi Mean coefficient of heat transfer to coolant, Btu/(hr)(sq ft) (deg F),

see Chaps. VII and VIII.

hr Coefficient of heat transfer due to radiation, Btu/(hr)(sq ft)(deg F),

see Chap. III.

i Enthalpy, Btu per pound; for gas vapor mixture, ig equals cj, -f aiHg;

ti is value of ia at tz. equals ig based on II.

Kg Mass transfer coefficient through gas film, lb of vapor condensed/(hr)

(sq ft) (unit potential difference expressed in atmospheres).

K' Mass transfer coefficient, expressed in lb of vapor condensed /(hr)

(sq ft) (unit humidity potential difference); Kq for gas film, based on

Hi — llg; fv' for over-all value based on Hi — Hg.

k/ Thermal conductivity of condensate at t/, Btu / (hr) (sq ft) (deg F per ft).

kg Thermal conductivity of gas-vapor mixture.

ky, Thermal conductivity of tube wall, Btu/(hr)(sq ft) (deg F per ft).

L Length of a straight tube, feet; Lh for horizontal and Lr for vertical

tube.

A/ Molecular weight; Af„ for noncondensable gas (28.97 for air), Mv for

vapor (18.02 for steam).

N Number of rows of tubes in a vertical tier; Xh is a horizontal plane.

P Total absolute pressure, atmospheres.

p Partial pressure, atmospheres absolute; pn for noncondensablc gas,

Pnm for logarithmic mean of pni at gas-liquid interface, and p** in

main body of gas stream
; p^ for condensable vapor in main body of gas

stream; p„i is vapor pressure of liquid at U, pt is vapor pressure of

condensate at temperature II of coolant.

q Hate of heat transfer, Btu per hour; in general, q or is total by all

mechanisms; qg is based on transfer of sensible heat by means of hg^

q\ of latent heat by means of conduction through film x of condensate,

qL total transfer to coolant.

R Thermal resistance, degrees Fahrenheit times hours divided by Btu;

Rd for dirt deposit, Rl for coolant, Rp for vapor side, Ry for tube wall,

S/i for total resistance ( == !/(/).

(/^c)/ Reynolds number, 4rkG/pfj dimensionless; foiu. a horizontal tube

(Re)/ = 2rVM/; ^or a vertical tube (Re)/ = 4T/p/; r* * S/h.

So Total cross section (ground area) of vertical tower, square feet.

S Cross section of film of condensate, square feet.

( Temperature, degrees Fahrenheit; f/ — 3A//4 for condensate

film; tg for gas stream (bulk temperature); tg\ and igt for inlet and

outlet gas, respectively; f* for liquid-gas interface; h for coolant

(bulk temperature); tix and fLi for inlet and outlet coolant; U for

condensing surface; L* for saturation temperature or dew-point tem-
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Tabi^ I.—NoMENCLATtiRE FOR CONDENSATION.

—

{Continued)

perature of vapor; /u.6 for wet-bulb temperature; tr for actual tem-

perature of vapor.

U Over-all coefficient of heat transfer, Btu/(hr)(sq ft) (deg F); is

based on qo and tv, — II] U' is based on Sg and U
V Average velocity, feet per hour.

V' Average velocity of coolant, feet per second.

W Coolant rate, pounds per hour; H'l at inlet and W

i

at outlet.

wq Dry-gas rate, pounds per hour.

w Mass rate of flow of condensate from lowest point on condensing

surface, pounds per hour; iVg at distance z from top of condensing

surface.

X Ivongth of conduction path, thickness of film of condensate, feet.

Xi Mol fraction of more volatile component in condensate at

Xtt, Thickness of tube wall, feet.

X Abscissas of graphs.

Y Ordinates of graphs.

y Linear distance in Lq. 20, feet.

z Distance of a point from top of a vertical tube; h(‘ight of a vertical

tower, feet.

za Height or haigth of a “mass-transfer unit,” f<‘(*t, based on gas-film

resistance; za =
Zoo Height of an over-all “ma.s.s-transf(‘r unit,” feet, basiul on overall

humidity difference; zoo — (ro,'Ko<i.

Zot Height of an over-all '* h(‘at-transfer unit,” fe(‘t; z„t = G({C„/Uo<i.

Zt Height of a “heat-transfer unit,” fe(‘t ; Zt — itv,c,l\u;o.

Z Complex dimensionless term defined below (Table J\').

r Mass rate of flow of comhaisatc* from low(‘st })oint on condensing sur-

face, divided by th(‘ brea<ith, lb/ibr)(ft;; for a viTtical tube, T eipials

wIttD', for a horizontal tube, r' ecpials w/L] in gen<‘ral, F is used to

designate both F and F': I\ is the local value of F at position z.

AP Pressure drop, force pounds pcT .sejuare foot of cros.s section.

NL Temperature differeiuM', degrees Fahrenlnut. For condensing pun*

vapors, saturated or superheated, A/ eipials L,.
—

Ato Over-all temperature diffenmee, — h,, degrec^s Fahrenheit; At^h

and Atot refer to bottom and top, resp(*ctiv(‘ly.

X Ethalpy change, latent heat of condensation, Btu per pound; X at

saturation temperature, X 32 at 32""!*’, and Xo at base temperature.

M/ Absolute viscosity of condensate film at lb/(hr)(ft); m equals

2.42 X M/ in centipoi.ses. If n/ in viscosity in force pounds X hours

per sepiare foot, m/ =*

fxp Absolute viscosity /x of gas-vapor stream, lb/(hr)(ft).

y-xIpvHv Schmidt number, dimensionless; for air-steam mixtures at ordinary-

pressures, fivIpvOv equals 0.71.

T 3.1416 •
•

.

pf Density of condensate film at t/, pounds per cubic foot.

pv Density of gas-vapor mixture, pounds per cubic foot.

Prefix, indicating function.

\f/
Angle of inclination from horizontal.
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Film-type Condensation

Theoretical Relations.—In 1916, Nusselt®^®* derived theoretical

relations for predicting the coefficient of heat transfer between a

pure saturated vapor and a colder surface. It was assumed that

streamline motion exists throughout the thickness of the continuous

film of condensate on the cooling surface. In deriving the simple

relations given below, it was further assumed that the force of

gravity alone causes the flow of condensate over the surface, thus

neglecting the possible effect of vapor velocity upon the thickness

of the condensate film. By employing the definition of viscosity

and assuming zero velocity of the condensate at the wall and a

maximum velocity at the liquid-vapor interface, theoretical equa-

tions were obtained for the thickness of the film of condensate at a

given i)oint on the surface. The local coefficient of heat transfer

may then be calculated upon assuming that the total thermal

resistance lies in the film of condensate, through which the latent

heat of condensation is conducted, neglecting the cooling of the

condensate. Upon assuming that the temperature difference

between vapor and wall is constant at all points, the resulting

theoretical eciuations for the mean coefficients of heat transfer

involve the thermal conductivity, viscosity, and density of the

condensate, the temperature difference between vapor and solid,

and certain dimensions of the apparatus.

Upon increase' of the' difference in temperature between saturated

vapor and surface, it is clear that the rate of heat transmission q

would be inci-('jis(‘d and the' average thickne.ss of the condensate

layer would increase'. Since heat is assumed to flow through the

condensate film only by conduction, it f(jlle)ws that the coefficient

e)f heat transfer should decrease with increase in the temperature

elifferene'e. Since the physical propertie\s involved, especially

viscosity, depend upon temperature, changes in film temperatures

should theoretically affect the coefficient of heat transfer.

At any diHtance z below tlie top of the tube where condensation starts,

heat is transferred solely by conduction through the condensate film having

local thickness x:

h ~ ^ _ X dr#
” X (fMj(AO {b dz){At) dz M

* 'fho derivations are given in English in references 148, 484, and 339 and in

German in references 713, 697, 271, and 479. In reference 413, it is shown that

the accelerating force in the film is negligible compared with the viscous drag.
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Let dVg equal dw/hy where h is the perimeter tD. For the entire tube, of length

L, by definition,

I, _ ^ _ ^1' /o\
* {iHAtj " {bL){M) * L ^ ^

Combining Eqs. 1 and 2 to eliminate A<, which is assumed constant,

k f hfiiL d\ z yjjv

1 = ~Ydr

I*rom the theory of isothermal streamline flow down vertical wetted walls,*

r, = p}gx^/SfjL/ (4)

Elimination of x from Eqs. 3 and 4 gives

Integration from 0 to L and from 0 to V gives

* - ’*' (^)” - 0)“ <•»

Equation 6 may he rearranged to involve the Ueynolds number based on p/i

\io ^ 4r

M/

giving

1.47
^ = 1.47(«e)/-W

Mimination of F from Eq.s. 6 and 2 gives

». . o.«3
VLm/ a//

(7)

(8 )

The local coefficient h at any z is obtained by eliminating x from Eqs. 1 and 4.

Vertical Surfaces.-—As shown above, the theoretical dimen-

sionloss equations of Nussidt for film-type condensation on vertical

surfaces are

(9)

= A<)» (10)

(11)

These equations should for streamline flow not be used for 4r//i/

exceeding 2100 or for dropwise or mixed condensation. For

Assuming a linear gradient in temperature through the film, and that

1/g is linear in i, Drew'** shows that m/ should be evaluated at ij ^ in 3 Af/4.
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planes inclined at an angle ^ with the horizontal, the values of h

and hm are to be multiplied by (sin Comparison of Eqs. 9

and 1 1 shows that the local coefficient at the end of the condensing

section is three-fourths of the mean value for the condensing section.

When a liquid flows isothermally down vertical tubes, meas-

urements of the average thickness of the liquid film substantiate

Eq. 4 for values of the Reynolds number ^wjhy, ranging from 1 to

2000. Wave motion in the film may cause the maximum thickness

at the crest of a ripple to be as much as 2.5 times^*® that predicted

by Eq. 4, although the mean thickness of the film is found to check

the theoretical value. For a given amount of liquid on the wall,

the occurrence of ripples causes a variation in x and gives a larger

average value^^^ of kf/x than when no ripples occur and x is constant.

Consequently, ripples should cause the coefficient of heat transfer

to exceed that predicted from theory.

Variation in Tube-wall Temperature.—In the Nusselt deriva-

tions, it was assumed that the temperature difference was constant.

In the usual condenser, cooled by a liquid that rises considerably

in temperature, the temperature difference varies substantially.

The heat balance shows that the over-all temperature difference,

Afo, from condensing vapor to coolant, is linear in g* or F^. Modifi-

cation'^’^'^^^ of the derivation^^^ for condensation of pure saturated

vapors shows that the valium of hm should be taken as Ft times those

obtained from Eqs. 10 and 11, where the dimensionless factor Ft

varies slightly with the ratio of over-all temperature differences

at bottom and top of the vertical condenser, Mob/^toh ^ shown
in Table II.

Table TI

A/o/t/ O')
1

1.0 2.0 5.0

Ft
1

0.96
1

1.0 1.06
1

Single Horizontal Tubes.—By a derivation similar to that

for vertical surfaces, Nusselt*'^-^ obtained the following dimension-

less equations:

h = 0Am(k}p}g sin (12)

hm = 0.72o(k}\p}g/Dpf Aty^ (13)*

By assuming that the local rate of condensation was uniform with perim-

eter, instead of assuming constant Ai, Parr**® obtained a constant of 0.75

instead of the 0.725 obtained by Nusselt.
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l.2{Ref)~^^ = 1.51 ( 14)^

wherein F' designates wILu. These equations are subject to the

same limitations as jbhose for vertical tubes. In the derivation,

it was shown that 59.4 per cent of the condensate is formed on the

upper half of the tube. For N horizontal tubes arranged in a

vertical plane so that the condensate from one tube flows onto the

tube directly below without splashing, hm in Eq. 13 theoretically

depends on the fourth root of jV. This effect of N is automatically

allowed for in Eq. 14, which contains F', based on the total con-

densate from the lowest tube in the tier.

Vertical vs. Horizontal Tube.—Comparison of Kejs. 10 and 13 for

a given shows that vertical and horizontal tubes should give the

same hm if the length of the vertical tube is 2.87 times the outside

diameter of the horizontal tube. If a tub(^ had a ratio of length

to diameter of 100:1, theoreti(‘ally» hm for the horizontal position

would be 2.44 times that for the vertical position.

The term F of the eciuation for vertical surface e(iuals w/irDy and

F' of the equation for horizontal tubes ecpials w/Lh where tv is the

total condensation rate per tube, D is the diameter of the vertical

tube, and Lh is the length of the straight horizontal tube. If F

is used to designate Ixjth F for vertical tubes and F' for horizontal

tubes, Eqs. 11 and 14 become

( 15 )

where the purely numerical constant a\ is 1.47 for a vertical and

1.5 for a horizontal tube. Hence little error is introduced by using

Eq. 15 for both vertical and horizontal tulx^s,*'-^’^ with cii taken as

1.5. To facilitate calculations, the term {k^p^j / for water is

tabulated as a function of temperature on page 413.

Given measured coefficients /ii, // 2 ,
. . . h\ for each of N rows

of horizontal pipes^^^® in a vertical tier, or for succ(*ssiv(^ sections of

a vertical surface.®^^ The coefficients for the top tube or section

* For a horizontal tube,

4rhG

M/
1 ^
M/ VV \ / M/

(14a)

Hence the critical Reynolds number of 2100 corresponds to 4V'/pf of 4200 for a
horizontal tube.
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Table III.—Data op Various Observers Condensing Pure Saturated

Vapors'* outside Horizontal II and Vertical V Tubes

Ref.

No.

1

Vapor
Range of

htti

Range

of Ai.

deg F

Range

Obs. km

?red? km

V or

H
Diam-

eter, in.

Length,

ft
Observer

in Steam 2100-3400 J22.-43 1 0-1 3 H 0 675 4 0 McAdams and Frost

541 .Steam 1 700-5000 2-19 0 7-1 2 H 3 0 3 9 Othmer

40 Stc'am 2800-4100 3-13 H 1 31 3 67 Baker and Mueller

742 Steam 3800-4300 9-11 1.0-1 7 H 0 84 2.5 Wallace and Davison

41 « Steam 3200^500 7-66 1 5-2.2 H 0 625 3 67 Baker and Tsao

292 Steam 680-1900 5-39 Av. 1 5 V 1 0 12.0 Hebbard and Badger

475 Steam** 840-1800 .5-48 Av. 1 5 V 1 0 12 0 Meiscnburg et al.

39 Steam 1300-2500 2-23 Ca. 1 7 V 0 875 8 0 Fragen

39 Steam 70O-1.5C0 3-34 Av. 1 2 V 2 0 20.0 Baker et al.

052 Steam Av. V Plate Shea and Krase

457 Benw'ne 310-370 23- 28 0 8-0 9 H 0 675 4 0 Mc.Adams and Frost

393 Bentenc 242-381 42-67 0 84-1 22 H 1 31 8 2 ICirkbride

40 Benzene 23.5-262 .31-62 H 1 31 3 67 Baker and Meuller

742 Benzene 264-289 56-79 0 98-1.07 H 0 84 W'allace and Davison

41 Benzene .307-315 114 1 07-1 10 H 0 625 3 67 Baker and Tsao

485 : Diphenyl 225 400 H-27 H 1 7 9 4 Montillon et al.

31 Diphenyl 120-430 23-1.30 Turbulent V 0 75 12 0 Badger et al.

28 Dowtherin .4 118 545 3 5-72 Turbulent V 0 875 11 7 Badger

393 Naphtha*^ 174-361 22 85 0 84- 1 16 H 1 31 8 2 Kirkbride

393 (Heum spirits** 212-362 17 38 0 81-1 05 H 1 31 8 2 Kirkbride

393 Oil vapor 190-260 55-60 0 80-1 27 1 31 8 2 Kirkbride

722 Tetrachloroethyleiio/ 170-190 58-135 0 64-0 90 H 1 00 3 67 Tsao

457 Totraehloromethane 2H0 27 0 9 H 0 675 4 0 Mc.^dams and Frost

((’(34)

722 Triehloroethyleiic/ 244-262 54 -85 0 84-0 99 H 1 00 3 67 Tsao

722 Toluene/ 203-300 21-115 0 76 -1 04 H 1 00 3 67 Tsao

742 Toluene 193-241 ,55 72 0 77-0 96 H 0 84 2 5 Wallace and Davison

5.53 I’urpentinea 326-514 24 S4 H 1 31 6 0 Patton and Feagen

543 MethanoP 500-600 14-28 1 06 H 2 0 1 63 Othmer and White

543 IThanol^ ,320 4.50 11 39 1 02 H 2 0 1 63 eXhraer and VMiite

277 Ethanol 200 340 20-98 0 78-1 03 V 0 405 0 47 Hagenbuch

543 1‘ropanoD 250-300 2.3 47 0 87 H 2 0 1 63 Othmer and VTiitc

543 ButanoP 250 300 22 .50 0 85 H 2 0 1 63 Othmer and White

.543 j-proiwnol^ 235-263 17 45 0 73-6 95 H

.543 i-butanol* 194-210 20-56 H 2 0 1 63 Othmer and White

543 .'^*e-l)utaii(>l^ 191-213 21 .58
i // ' 2 0 1 63

1

(Xhmer and White

543 Tort-butanol** 154-192
j

15 46 ! H ' 2 0 1 63
:

Othmer and White

* Bas(^ oil oWrvod JUt and Eqa. 10 or 13.

* Data of Jakob and coworkcrs are dismissed on p. 266; valut's of hm for a number of >'apors, deduced from >

are tabulat'd on p 275.

With 3 p<'r cent air by weight, the ofisorved h,r, checked Eq. 10.

58° API; IHP. 220°K: 50 per cent off at 25S"F; EP. 340^F.

48“ API; IBP, 254' F; 50 pi r cent off at 34irF; EP. 423T.

* 42° API ; IBP. 34S°F; 50 |xt cent off at 424"F; EP, 504“F.

/ Data mad'' avudable through the courtesy of Prof. E. M. Baker.

» rondonsate (turpentine and water) boils at 204°F,

* Figure 6 of reference 543 shows an aUgument chart based on data of reference 543,
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may properly be compared with Eqs. 13 or 8 for the local coefficients

’on a surface having no condensate fed to the highest point. Since

the second row or section receives condensate from the first, the

'ocal coefBcients for these sections should not be compared with

Eqs. 13 or 8. However, the mean coefficient for the two highest

sections may correctly be compared with Eq. 15, involving F leaving

the second section. If each of the two sections are equal in size,

h = q^/2Ai
** (A^i + A^2)/2

and hence should be plotted vs, 4r//Lt/ and compared

with Eq. 15, wherein F^ = (gi + q2)/y<L for two horizontal tubes

in a vertical tier, and F2 = (71 + q2)/\TrD for the two highest sections

of a vertical tube. A similar procedure applies for any number of

sections, so long as the Reynolds immher is less than 2100 for the

condensate leaving the section.

Data.—A number of experiments have been published on heat-

transfer between pure saturated vapors and single horizontal or

vertical tubes. Because the coefficients of heat transfer ^,re so high

for vapors such as saturated steam, temperature differences between

vapor and solid are relatively small. As pointed out on page 151,

the measurement of small differences in temperature offers con-

siderable difficulty, and, in general, the available coefficients of

heat transfer between pure saturated vapors and single horizontal

tubes are not so precise as might be desired.

Table III describes the apparatus and operating conditions

employed by a number of different investigators and gives devia-

tions from Eqs. 10 and 13.

Figure 132 .shows data’*' for steam condensing on the outer

surface of vertical tubes, 8 to 20 ft high, compared with the theo-

retical Eq. 15. For a given Reynolds number llV/Lt/ at the bottom

of the tube, the observed coefficients of heat transfer averages

roughly 75 per cent above the values predicted from Eq. 15. If

* The data were taken from the paper*® by Baker, Kazniark, and Stroehc,

which gave data of Stroebe, Hebhard, and Fragen for tii})e lengths of 20, 12,

and 8 ft, respectively.

Data of Kirchbauni and Kraiiz*®*'’ are available for the condenaation of

steam at various pressures outside a vertical tube having a height of 6.46 ft and

a diameter of 0.157 ft. Since tube-wall temperatures are available for only

one point along the tube, the data are not plotted; with X ranging from

300 to 2000, Y ranged from 0.20 to 0.27 for absolute steam pressures of 3.5 to

16.2 Ib/sq in and from 0.38 to 0.43 for steam pressures of 20.6 to 42.6.
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compared on the basis of a given At, the observed coefficients

average roughly 50 per cent higher than predicted from Eq. 10.

Fig. —Data for steam condensing on vertical tubes or plates, compared with the
theoretical relation for film type condensation, Eq. 15.

Figure 133 shows data of several observers for condensation

of single pure saturated vapors outside single horizontal tubes* and
on a short vertical plate. From
Fig. 133, it is seen that the devia-

tions from Kq. 15 range from —50
to +25 per cent.

Effect of Vapor Velocity.

—

When the velocity of the uncon-

densed vapor is substantial com-

pared with the velocity of the

condensate at the vapor-conden-

sate interface, because of friction

between the vapor and the con-

densate film, the vapor velocity

influence's the velocity and thick-

ness of the (‘ondensate film and,

conse(]uently, the coefficient of

lu^at transfer. Thus upward flow of vapor in a vertical tube

* Data of Clement and Garland*’* and of Morris and WhitmaiC*® for con-

densing steam on horizontal tubes and those of Bray and Sayler*’ for organic

v apors were plotted in reference 454a
;
on the whole, hm exceeded the theoretical

values except for the data of reference 490, which gave values of hm averaging

2500, somewhat below the theoretical values.

Fig. —Film typo condousatioii
of single vajxjrs on horiiontal tulxiS

or short vertical plates, compared
with Eq. 15.
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tends to increase the thickness of the film, and with high vapor

velocities condensate may be carried out the top of the condenser.

To avoid this, it may be necessary to use a number of short reflux

condensers in parallel instead of one tall condenser of limited

cross section.’*'

Using the Fanning ecpiation to estimate the frictional drag

at the interface and assuming a constant downw^ard vapor velocity

and laminar flow of the condensate down the inner wall of a vertical

Velocity, Ft per Sec

Fig, 134.—EfTert of stoam velocity on h,„ for Htoain coiulc'n.siuK on vrrtif*al tiihcH;

both stoain and wator flowo<l <lo\vnward. {Jakob, Erk, and Eck,'^^* Ehysik. Z.)

tube, Nusselt"^^ found that tin* constant of Ivp 9 theoretically

increases with increase in vapor vcloc’itv, as shown by the following

table:

Table IV.—Dimensionle.-^s Factoh Fv to Allow for Effect of Vapor
Velocity for Downward Flow r>F Vapor and ( Condensate inside

Ver'iu’M. 'FcnEs TTen Boscii^*^)

z 0 J 2 3
1

'

10 20 40

Fv 1.0 1.3 1 . T> 1
;

i cr> 2 41 3 08 3.91

^7>gcl>.\
(

E

*
liyLpjkf) \\Ly./ m) '

from E<i. 10

Data on the loading velocities are given in references 736 and 85.
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Where only a small fraction (say, one-tenth) of the steam is

condensed, the data of Jakob et agree well with the theory,

both for saturated and superheated steam. When a large fraction

of the vapor condenses, as in most practical cases, allowance®"'^

for the change in interfacial friction per unit length, which is roughly

proportional to the 1.8 power of the vapor velocity, leads to a

complex differential ecpiation, for which the general integral is not

available for all possible combinations of surface temperature and

tube length.

Fig. 135.-—Kirkhrido type plot of data for sinple vapors condensing on vertical

tubes; tlie increase in 1'” with increase in A' is attributed to turbulence in the con-

densate layer on the lower portion of the tube.

However, Jakob et iiitt'grated the eciuations for the condi-

tions of their experiments in which a large fraction of the steam

condenstHl. Figure 134 compares the extended theory and data.

Effect of Turbulence.—With film condensation of vapor on a

tall vertical tube, one can easily obtain condensation rates such

that the Reynolds number 4r//i/ exceeds the critical value {ca.

2100) at which turbulence begins^'**; this is not the case with hori-

zontal tubes wh(‘ie the condensing height {TrDo/2) is inherently

small. Be(‘ause of turbulence in the layer of condensate on the

lower part of tlie tube, the mean coefficient for the entire tube should

lie above the line predicted from Eq. 15. Figure 135 shows data®'

for the condensation of diphenyl oxide and Dowtherm A on vertical

tubes, correlated by Kirkbride®^* and Badger,^® giving the recom-

mended dimensionless equation for 4r//i/ exceeding 2100;
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hm 0.0077 (16)

which is plotted as line CE \n Fig. 135. Data for steam are included.

A semitheoretical relation of Colburn is available for the

condensate film for the case where 4r//i/ exceeds 2100 before reach-

ing the bottom of a vertical tube. At the top of the tube the local

coefficient for the streamline region is given by Eq. 9, and that

for the turbulent region is based on an equation similar to Eq. 7,

Fio. 136.-—Recoinmendod curves A'S' and ('E for film typo condensation of single

vapors o!\ vortical tubes or plates.

page 182, with 0/ replaced by V./x, IXHIn/ replacc'd by 4r//i/, and

0.023 replaced by 0.027, giving

The resulting integrated reflation, involving the mean coefficient

for the entire tube and T, is .shown in Fig. 136, as Curves HD and

BF for two values of Cj,yLfJk.

Recommended Relations.—For film-ty])e condensation of a

pure saturated vapor outside of a vertical tier of N horizontal t\ibes,

the u.se of Eq. 18 is recommended, depending on whether it is more

convenient to estimate or T', giving

K 0.95
(moiA
\ M/W? /

(18)

This recommendation is probably constu vative, since it contains

no special allowance for turbuhmee due to high vapor velocity or

splashing of condensate.

For vertical tubes, where 4r/fi/ is less than 2100, the data in

Fig. 132 average^^^ at least 28 per cent above the theoretical line
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No Substonce
10 Acetic Acid

6 Acetone
1 Ammonia
5 Aniline

12 Benzene
8 Carbon Disulphide

14 Carbon Tetrachloride

9 Ethyl Acetate

4 Ethyl Alcohol

13 Ethyl Ether

3 Methyl Alcohol

II Nitrobenzene
7 n- Propyl Alcohol

2 Water

Reference
line

Ir60
70

h60

t
50,

40*

^30

Film
tcmpcrafurc

OegF

cr-32

-200

H300

-400

^o<Po''
t2 13

L= Length of vertical tube, ft

D = Outside diam of horizontol
tube, in

N= Number of horizontal tubes

in vertical row
h* Film coefficient, Btu/(hr)

(sqft)(degF)

lAi NDAt

20- r 2

3000^^000

,2000^

20

^4000
3000

IOOOt[-

80Ch ^2000

600E^

Fy 300H^800
F6 t:
-5 >200

1-3
o

\

100^

Pf

^2 60-

6000

:600_

400

300\

200-t

300-

400-^40

¥% ®^^200 ^ 600

\
100

30^80
^60

204^

•40

\\\\

20

30

60

800- r 80

1000^- too

"J.2000^200

3000-i I- 300

4000-i f“400

6000-^600

V H
Fig. 137.—Alignment chart for film type condensation of single vapors, with

streamline flow of condensute, based on Nusstdt’s theoretical relations (Eqs. 10 and
18). For vertical tubes, multiply h by 1.2. For AV/^jl/ exceeding 2100, use
Fig. 130 or Kq. 10. (Chilton, Colburn, Gencreaux, and Wrtion.***)

AB; hence line A'B' of Fig. 136 is recommended or the alternate

form

Figure 137 facilitates evaluation of hm for single horizontal

tubes and for vertical tubes.
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For values of AT/fif above 2100 for vertical tubes/ the use of

'Eq. 16, which is plotted as line CE of Fig. 136, is recommended.*

For film-type condensation of steam at atmospheric pressure the

Nusselt theoretical relations reduce to the following approximation:

hm
(l2

(20)

where M ranges from 10 to 150®F. For a single horizontal tube, y

is the outside diameter in feet and Uo is 3100; for a vertical tube y
is the tube length in feet, and 02 is 4000. Similar n'lations for other

vapoi-s can readily be obtained by plotting readings from the

alignment chart. Fig. 137.

Illustration 1.—Dry saturated steam at 212‘4'' is eondeusiu^ oiitside a hank

of horizontal tubes, 16 pipes high, and tin* average temp('rature of the outer

surface of the tubes is 200^F. The o.d. of the tubes is 1 in. Kstiinate the

value of hm from steam to nu'tal.

Solution.
—'fhe value of t/ is i2l2 + 2(Kl)/2 = 206 F. In Fig. 137, align

206°F with point 2, thus obtaining an interse(*ti()n with the r<‘ference line.

The prorluet I)' A/ is 1 X 12 = 12. .Aligning 12 on th(* right-hand seal(‘ and

the point already found on the reference lim*, read //„* of 2500 lUu (hr)(s(j ft)

(deg F) for a single horizontal pipe. For l() pipes high, = 25(K)/(16)®-*^

= 1250.

In case 2r >/ exce(*ds, say, 2 UK) bi*caus(* of turbulence, Ffp 15 will b(‘ too

conservative, and one should use Kti. 16 or the right-hand part of P'ig. 136.

For a single tier of 16 tubes each Lu ft long, the corresponding A equals (16)

(t)(1)o)(Lh) .== 16(7r)( 42)f/>//) = 4.18 Lh s<| ft. The corr(‘spouding value ol

w equals (h„,)(A„A(tn. - t,)/X = (1250)M.1H />//)(212 - 200i (970 4 6) =
64.3 Lu Ib/lir, and I’ e<juals ic/L// = tkl.3 lb <hr)(ft), from th(‘ low(\st tube.

Since, from page 407, m/ c'quals 0.294 cent ipoi.ses, equals 2.42 — 2.42

(0.294) = 0.711 lb/(hr)(ft), and 21' W = 2 (6 1.3) (0.71 1 ) - 181; since tldsis

lc.ss than the critical value of ca. 2100, th(‘ value of of 1250 from Fig. 137 is

satisfactory, unle.ss a proruot(*r be u.s(m1 to .s(*cure dropwi.se condensation.

Subcooling.- 'When it is desired to condense, a vapor and cool

the conden.sate in a .singh^ apparatus, ora* could employ a vertical

tubular condenser with downflow of vapor and upflow of coolant,

thus securing counter flow. With isothermal streamline flow of

single-phase condensate under thv. influence of gravity, the v^elocity

distribution is parabolic and is given by the relation: Ux = [{x/x)

— (x^/2)](pg/y)f where w* is the local velocity at the distance x from

^ For horizontal tubes, data are not available for 2rVW exceeding 2100, but

if such eases are encountered, Eq. 16 would be employed.
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the wall and x/ is the thickness of the film, defined* by

= (jr (X"'
cpujb dx^.

Upon assuming a linear gradient in temperature through the film,

and neglecting change in physical properties with change in tem-

perature, integration gives

trr. = tsr “ Mhr ' t,)/S.

The coefficient of heat transfer in the subcooling section is given by
Eep 30, C3iap. VIT, and that for the condensing section by Eq. 19,

Chap. TX. A recent pajK^r* shows that this procedure is satis-

factory for interpreting the data for condensing and subcooling

several organic vapors. Co(‘fficients for subcooling ranged from

50 to 130.

Condensing Ammonia.—Kratz et condensed ammonia
vapor at a gauge ])ressure of 145 Ib/sq in. in several types of con-

d(‘nsers, using cooling wat(‘r at 60 to 75°F, and obtained the over-all

coefficients given in Tables \\ \T, and \TI.

Table V.— r„ fob Sr\NDARi) 2- by S-inch IIokizoxtal Double-pipe
('ONDENSEU ITU AmMO\I \ IX THE AxXULAK 8pA('E

Mm, (leg F
j

F' = 4 ft se(‘
: i" = () ft 's(‘c r' = 8 ft/sec

1 .5 350 no
1

'

1

470

3.5
1

270 320 ! 390

7.0 i 23t) 2S0 350

'Table \4. 1 \ fob S'r\\i>.\B!> 2-iX('ii IIobizoni.m , CoXDLNSEB, W’ateb Film
Or r.'-iBE

r = u\Lu, 11) \vat(‘r d»rj(ft »

1

400 StK) 1200

lUu
' dir)(s(i ft )((leg F) .

1

250 330 400

Graphical Method of Interpreting Over-all Coefficients of Heat
Transfer in Surface Condensers. In surface condensers, a vapor

is being condi'iisc'd on th(' outer surfa(*e of a tube, while a liquid,

usually cooling water, flows in turbulent motion inside the tube.

Although in some cases tube temperatures have bei'ii measured,

especially in testing single-tube (‘.xperimental apparatus, in the

majority of (‘ases tube temperature's have not bec4i measured;

* Colburn, A. 1’., L. L. Millar, and J. W. Westwatcr, paper presented at the

1942 Sprinj? Meeting, American Institute of Chemical Engineers, boston, Mass^
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Tabub VII.— 17# TOIL Vertical Shbll-and-tubb Condenser, Water Film
INSIDE Tubes®

Atmy deg F r * 400 r = 800 r 1200 II r - 2000 r » 2400

1.5 220 275 310
;

350

3.5 170
1

225 ! 270 315 390 430

7.0 150 ! 215 200
1

300
1

340 370

r * w/ttO^ — lb water/(hr)(ft inside perimeter).

« Additional data are given by Horne, Horne and Ophuls,*"* and Zuinbro.J***

hence only over-all coefficients of heat traiLsfer U are available.

In attempting to correlate these over-all coefficients, many engi-

neers have failed to take advantage of the fact that the over-all

resistance to heat flow (^R = 1/fO numerically equal to the

sum of the individual series resistances, namely, the resistance

on the vapor side that of the wall itself /C, that of the dirt

deposit Rdf and that on the water side Rl^ In 1915, Wilson^®^*

employed a valuable graphical analysis of the? over-all coefficient

of heat transfer. The following treatment presents the method
and illustrates the application to several sets of data.

Consider a series of runs made in condensing substantially air-

free vapor at a given temperature, employing different water

velocities. From the concept of resistances in series (page 136)

it is clear that the total resistance is e<iual to the sum of the indi-

vidual re.sistanccs \/U = Rv + Rxe + Rd + Rl- According to the

theoretical equation of Xusselt, the resistance on the vapor side

depends upon the temperature difference and the temperature

of the condensate film; h(*nce should vary somewhat as water

velocity is changed. Also, the thermal resistance of any scale

on the heating surface might differ in the various runs; and changes

in tube-wall temperature, brought about by changes in water
velocity, would cause minor variations in the thermal condu(*tivity

of the tube wall. However, except where very high water velocities

are used, the water-side resistance is usually the major resistance

from condensing steam to water, and, under these conditions,

serious error would not be introduced by assuming that the sum
of the first three individual resistances R^, + Ru> + Rd is approxi-

mately constant. As is well known, the water-side resistance is

an inverse function of the water velocity F' through the tubes, and,

neglecting the effects of changes in water temperature, due to

changes in water velocity, the water-side resistance Rt, could be
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taken as a function of the water velocity alone. As Wilson points

out, a plot of l/U V8. should give a straight line when

plotted to ordinary rectangular coordinates. For turbulent flow

of the water in a given apparatus, (t>{V') may be taken as

and hence

^ + Ra +
^

Uo
(21 )

wherein a*, is an empirical constant and may be considered as the

apparent individual coeffic^ient of heat transfer from tube to water,

based on the outside surface for water velocity of 1 ft/sec. Figure

138 show's experimental data of Orrok,^^^ plotted as suggested by

Wilson. The crosses rc'present data for a new clean tube; and, for a

given abscissa, th(‘ total thermal resistances are low'er for the new

tube than for the old tube. Empirical equations for the two sets

of data arc as follows: O.oo5

For the old tube:

~ = 0.00092 +
2C)8(F'“p

for the clean tube

1

. = O.OOOlO +
' o

where Uo

1

(21 a)

(21/0

0.004

0003

0002

0.00 i

is expressed as

Btu/(hr)(sti ft on the steam

sid(‘)(deg F over-all t(‘mperature

difference) and V' == water ve-

locity in the tubes in feet per

7
yy Oota of

Orrok
•Admiralty tube

X Ni

» Trom oio conaen
runs 529-547

^ New single Admiralty
tube runs 548-604

ew single Admiralty
l-ube runs 605-622

I 1 1

0 0.2 0.4 Q6 as LO L2

1/(V'J0.8

Fui. l.'iS, W'ilsoii plot.

SCCDlul.

The reciprocal slope a„ for each set of te.sts was 268, indicating

that the water-side coefficient, at a water velocity of 1 ft/sec, was

268 Btu/(hr)(sq ft) (deg F, difference from tube to water). Since

the tube had outside and inside diameters of 1.00 and 0.902 in.,

resjjectively, the water-side coefficient per square foot of inside

svirface was hi = 268/0.902 = 2t)7. The tube-wall thickness

was 0.00408 ft, and taking k,„ = 63 Btu/(hr)(s(i ft) (deg F/ft) for

the Admiralty-metal tube, R,r = 0.000068. Reh'rring to the

curve for the clean tube, /f„. may be deducted from the intercept of

0.00040, giving by difference

ft, = 0.000-10 - 0.000068 = 0.000332 = 1/3010

t.e., the vapor-side coefficient of heat transfer was 3010.
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Thus, by the aid of this graphical method, the observed over-all

resistance has been subdivided into the three component resist-

ances Kv = 0.000332, = 0.000068, and Rl = 1/268(7')" By
comparing the empirical equations for the old and new tubes,

the resistance of the scale is found by difference to be 0.00092 —
0.00040 = 0.00052 = 1/1920, i.c., the apparent coefficient of heat

transfer through the scale is 1920 based on the steam side, or

1920/0.902 = 2130 per sciuare foot of water side.

Fig. 139. - Datfv of r'arrii‘r‘''" for rondonsat ion of vapora.

FA^en if one does not wish to (evaluate the individual thermal

resistances as outlined al)ov(*, the graphical nudhod gives a straight

line, thereby facilitating interpolation and extrapolation. When
the water velocity becomes too low, the assumption of 0.8 exponent

will be incorrect, and hen(*e this r(*lation will break down at low

water velocities. The graphical method is applied to a number of

sets of data in reference 458. Graphical analysis of over-all

coefficients “ for surface condensers gives^®'^ scale-deposit coefficients

hd of 760 before cleaning the inside surface, 1200 after cleaning with

rubber plugs, 2000 after using a mechanical tube cleaner, and 4200

after sand blasting; the combined coefficient for the tube wall and
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steam side was 1300, and the water-side coefficient was equal to

370(F')"-«.

In condensing a vapor whose condensate has a low thermal

(‘onductivity, theory shows that the thermal resistance on the

vapor side should be much larg(*r than for condensing steam, and

hence some of the assumptions uiuhnlying this graphical method
will appear somewhat questional)l(‘. Nev^ertheless, even for such

cases, the method has value, as illustrated by Fig. 139, which shows

data obtained in condensing three different vapors at from 100 to

105°F on the outside of a horizontal cl(*an tube of copper having

an outsider dianudfu* of '"s in. and a tube-wall thickness of 0.04 in.

Although the tests on the three vapors are comparative, the heat-

transfer coeffici(‘nts are higher than usually obtained in practice.

Table VTII.—Vapou-side (^okfkk ients /j„, from Rhodes and Younc.ek^®®

Obtained (Iuapuh ally from Overall OoEFFiriENTs

\’aj)<)r
1

('lean tube Oxidized tube

licnzono . i 412 328

'roliKMH* .
!' 382

Rpntaru*
1

.341

lloxanc .. : 315

Oc ta 11 (‘ ..
;

203

Acetone .
.

j

473 398

Rthanol (05 per c(ait )

.

.
;

442 36G

Ethyl ether .
. !

403 343

Ethanol (ahsoluUo . .

i 304

r?-propyl alcohol ....
:

33.) 292

7j--l)utyl alcohol . . . ; 310 269

?i-j)entyl alcohol . . . 270 257

If refineimaits in the method be desired, it is possible to introduce

factoi's for wat(‘r viscosity and tube diameter into the abscissa.

The graphical method may also be applied to cases in which neither

fluid changes phase, as in lic|uid-to-li(iuid or giis-to-gas heat exchang-

ers, provid(‘d that the velocity of one of the fluids is held constant.

If the li(piid being heated or cooled flows in streamline motion, one

should plot \/U vs. 1/(F')''’ pnge 100).

Duopwlse Condens.\tion of Pure Vapors

Mechanism.—r)roi)wise condensation has been obtained with

mixtures of steam and other vapors, but steam is the only pure

vapor for which conclusive evidence of dropwise condensation is
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available. The subject has been studied by numerous investi-

gators,* and a number of erroneous conclusions were drawn by the

early workers. The situation was investigated and clarified in

papers by Nagle^®® and coworkers, and the following summary is

based on the paper by Drew, Nagle, and Smith.

1. Film-type condensation is always obtained with clean steam

condensing on clean surfaces, whether rough or smooth, regardless

of the presence of simple noncondensable gases.

2. Dropw'ise condensation of steam is obtained only when the

condensing surface is contaminated with a suitable promoter that

prevents the condensate from wetting the surface.

3. Although many substances (including hydrocarbon oils) will

make the surface nonwcttable temporarily, oiily those that are

adsorbed or otherwise firmly held are significant as promoters.

Some of the important promoters are specific for certain surfaces

(e.g., mcrcaptans on copper and its alloys); others are effective with

a number of surfaces (e.gf., oleic acid on copper, brass, nickel, and

chromium), t

Table IX.—Dropwise (’oxdensation' of Steam

Refer-

ence

number
Height, ft

8tt*am

filter

used

Range /t,„
i

1

Range A/,
;

Range 7 ^4,

deg F
I
IUu/(hr)fsq ft)

500« 2 0 Yes 11,000-17,000 5.2-13.9 77, 000-1 70, 0(K)

226'* 6 08 j
V(‘s

1

7.000-1 6, (KK) 68.00iV-252.(X)0

652*^ 1 92 No 7. 000-75. (K)0 1.36-28.8 74,000-276,000
226*^ 10.0

i

No 4,2(K)

641
1

0.49 ' ? 6,4(Ky 8,700

® BaMed on thesis of Btty» aiul Bleiulermun, .>4, umiiik ol«*ic acid on chrome ]>latc.

Baaed on theaui of Baum, rtrfercncc uaine benzyl mcri aptan on copper.
^ The steam was passed thrcinRh an cnlrainm«*nt separator, an«l the condciming surface was

not fouled.

^ Ba8«d on thesis of h'itzpatrick, refcrcnc<* i?2.o; V»cn/.yl incrcaptan was umc<1 on a fouled stir-

face of copper.

If the surface contaminant reduces the interfacial buision

sufficiently to render the surface nonwettable, the condensate will

collect in drops that grow in size until downward forces cause them

to roll down the surface. Since at any moment a substantial frac-

tion of the condensing surface is free of condensate, much higher

• References, 641, 687, 63, 338, 196 and 351.

t The use of promoters to induce dropwise condensation is disclosed in

U.S. Patent 1,995,361 granted to W. M. Nagle.
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rates of condensation will be obtained with a given temperature

difference than with a nonpromoted or wettable surface that is

insulated with a continuous film of condensate.*

Emmons^^^ used the Blodgett techniciue®® to form a monomolecu-

lar layer of molecules and found that two layers of suitable promoter

on the condensing surface were adequate to produce dropwise

condensation of steam.

Data.—Table IX t summarizes the results of several investiga-

tors who report film coefficients for the dropwise condensation of

steam.

With filtered steam condensing on well-promoted surfaces from

2 to 6 ft high, the data of references 500 and 226 show that h„i

averages 13,000 and is independent of heat flux in range from 70,000

to 250,000 Btu/(hr)(sq ft)
;
the lower values were obtained with

insufficient promoter. According to reference 652, hm decreases

from 18,000 at heights of one-sixth of 1 ft to 15,000 at heights of

2 ft, and hm also depends somewhat on steam velocity and heat flux.

With steam containing rust that deposited on the condensing sur-

face , hm was 4200.

The following examples^'^® are based on the results with com-
mercial steam (not filtered) condensing on a 10-ft vertical No.

18 BWG tube having an outside diameter of in., comparing

chrome-plated copper promoted with benzyl mercaptan vs. copper

mildly promoted with oleic acid. In order to transfer 200,000

Btu/hr with each surface, the lormer would require 2000 lb of

cooling w ater/hr j\s compared w ith 4200 for the latter. When using

1)400 Ib/hr of water in each case, the former transferred 580,000

Btu/hr, and the latter, 270,000. In order to preheat water from

65 to 150'^F, with steam condensing at 216°F, the former would heat

5100 Ib/hr of water and the latter, 1090.

Figure 140 shows over-all coefficients from steam condensing at

atmospheric pressure outside a vertical 10-ft length of

condenser tube having a wall thickness of 0.049 in., internally

cooled by water flowing upward. Since the steam used contained

a small concentration of oleic acid introduced in the lubricant for

the boiler f(‘ed-water pump, the reference Curve Dl for film con-

densation is based on work by llrew'^'^ using uncontaminated

* Unless the Ijiyer of eontjiininaiit i.s so thick as to introduce a substantial

resistance to conduction.

t The results of Gnain*®* are omitted because of lack of data on the variation

of tube temperature with length.
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steam. For a water velocity of 7 ft/sec, the over-all coefficient

is 2100 with promoted chrome plate as compared with 520 for film

condensation. The water-side coeffiideiit was 030 and k/Xw

for the tube wall 54,000; Curve 1 is l)as(‘d on hm of 14,000 (as

obtained in reference 500), and (.'urve 2 is bas(‘d on /?„, of infinity.

Fig. 140.—C’ondonsatioTi of strain at 1 atm. on a vertical iM-ft length of

co|»|KM' tube.*'*-

Curve 2, h,^ of on vapfir side.

C'urve 1, h,„ of 14,000 on vapor sidi*.

C’urve .S’, chrome plated on .steam .'^ide, and promote<l with oleie aeifl or ht'ii/.yl

mercaptan.
Curve ORQ, copper tiil>o f>romoted with benzyl mercaptan.
Curve MS cf)pper tube, trace of rjleir acid ineMmit.
(hirve />-l. film tyire coirden.**ation on vertical arliniralty tube (!’» ft X in.) not

piomot<‘d; Chirvc l)-\\, same tulx*, with Iwnzyl inmcajrtair.

In the ran^(‘ of (‘('oiioiiiical wot(*r V(4ocity, 0 to 10 ft /s(‘C, it is seen

that U is increasetl loit little as /?„, on the vapor sid(‘ inert'ases from

14,fj(K) to infinity.

With a singh' horizontal-tube condenstT, ovto-all coc'fficients

of reference 351 analyz(‘d Ity plotting 1/f^ vh, 1/(F')‘‘ ^ indicate

an approximate value (>f of 10,000 with a dropwise condensation

of steam on a tube of Muntz metal,
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Because of the very high coefficients obtained with fine-grained

dropwise condensation of steam, in many cases the resistance

on the steam side will be negligible compared with other resistances

involved, thus eliminating the necessity for using thermocouples in

the tube wall; if th(‘ latter are used, because of the very small

temperature drop from steam to thermocouple junction, the error

due to thermal conduction through th(i leads is materially reduced.

Cleaning of Condensers. -The tubes of surface condensers may
be cleaned by turbine-driven cleaners, rubber plungers, sand blast,

or in some cas('s by chemical agents. Cooling water is sometimes

tn^ated with 4 parts of chlorine per million to prevent algae growth

and (;onse(iuent reduction in -•'^•*• 703,75 number of articles*

deal with the economic int(‘rvals between cleaning of condenser

tubes. Scale effects are further discussed on pages 137, 138, 273,

274, and 279.

II. COOLING OF A SINGLE SUPERHEATED VAPOR

Case 1.- Th(* m(‘chanism of the condensation of superheated

vapor (liffcM's from that of saturated vapor. However, with corre-

sponding surfac(‘ t(‘inp(‘ratur(‘s and steam pressures, superheated

steam has IxMm found to transf(*r heat at a rate only slightly higher

than saturat(‘d steam. F'or (‘xampl(‘, Merkel**"^ showed that, in

condensing steam witli ISO^F superheat, the rate of heat transfer

(j/A was only 3 p(‘r cent more than for saturated steam at the same

j)ressure and witli the same wall temperature. Similar findings

hav(' been r(‘port<*d by othcus.t Hence, for the condensation of

superheat(‘d steam, little error is made in computing the rate of

heat flow per unit area q/A by multiplying the value of hm for a

saturated vapor (Fig. 136) by the difference between the saturation

temperature of the steam and the surface temperature f,.

q = hA{t,r - is)

Case 2.— If the jupe wall is hotter than the saturation tempera-

ture of the vapor, no condensation will take place; the vapor will

merely los(‘ some of its superheat.''*^^ '’^''’ The heat-transfer mecha-

nism is the sanu' as that for cooling a non-condensable gas; the

recommeiuh'd eciuation is given on page 174.

Case 3.- It may happem that the temperature of the tube wall

is above the saturation temperature of the pure vapor near the

* References 657, 144, 11, and 8.

t References 697, 342, 362, 397, and 76,
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vapor inlet and below the saturation temperature at the outlet.

Under these conditions, the vapor will be cooled without condensa-

tion in the first part of the apparatus and will condense in the latter

part. It should be remembered that the coefficient of heat transfer

in the desuperheating section is very small compared with that in

the condensing section, and such problems should be divided into

two stages: desuperheating and condensing.

III. CONDENSATION OF MIXTURES OF VAPORS

If several vapors are condensing simultaneously in the absence

of noncondensable gas, the results differ, depending on the nature

of the condensates. Thus, if the various components, when con-

densed, are not miscible in all proportions, such as condensed

hydrocarbons and water, dropwise condensation occurs.

For a condensate forming a true solution, hm should be predicta-

ble from the physical properties of the solution and Fig. 136.*

When a mixture of condensable vapors at temperature is

exposed to a surface havung a temperature t, below the dew point

of the vapor mixture, condensation occurs. The temperature h

of the interface between the condensate film and the vapor film

will be intermediate between t, and Under the influem^e of the

temperature difference sensible heat dq,, flows through the gas

film to the interface. Simultaneously, vapor condenses on the

element dA of condensing surface, and the corresponding enthalpy

change dq\ (largely latent heat) is liberated at the interface. The
sum of dqa + dqx is transferred through the film of condensate,

flows through the tube wall and dirt deposit, and is absorbed by the

cooling medium.

With film-type condensation, as is usually obtained with a

single-phase condensate, the coefficient h for the condensate film

is predicted by the methods given above for pure vapors, and

the corresponding rate dq of heat transfer is calculated from the

equation

dq ='hdA(U - t.) (22)

The interfacial temperature is evaluated by assuming equilibrium

at the interface, z.e., that U is the boiling temperature corresponding

* If special heat effects, such as heat of solution, are important compared

with latent heat of condensation, due allowance should be made for such

effects.
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to the total pressure P and the composition of the liquid at the

interface. *

Colburn and Drew^^® give the complex equations from which

the mol fraction of the more volatile component Xi may be computed
for a binary mixture. In an example of the differential condensa-

tion of a saturated vapor containing 70 mol per cent methanol

and 30 per cent steam at 1 atm, they show that the local condensate

varies in composition from 50 mol per cent methanol when the

Mol Per Cent Water in Condensate
Fig. 141. -Condensation of mixtures of ethanol and steam at 1 atm; the dotted

curve shows the approximate location of the theoretical curve for film type con-
densation; = q/{A){ti — in which is the boiling point of the condensate.

cooling surface is at 60°C, U is 74®C, and U — U is 14°C to 67 mol

per cent methanol when the cooliqg surface is at 0°C, U is 70®C,

and ti — U is 70°C.t

To avoid the laborious computations necessary to calculate

tif one assumes that the condensate has the same composition as

the original vapor and hence computes too small a temperature

• In the analoKoua fields of absorption and distillation, equilibrium at the

interface is a satisfactory assumption; in heat transfer, this assumption is

employed for condensation of mixtures in references 393, 40, 146, and 41.

t A coefficient of 500 was taken for the condensate film, independent of

pondensato composition.
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drop through the condensate layer. This conservative approxima-

tion involves values of of 70 — 60 or 10°C and 70 — 0 or

70°C, respectively, instead of the correct values of 14 and 70°C.

These approximate values arc used in Eq. 22, to obtain h from

Eqs. 9 or 12, evaluating the physical properties at the film tem-

perature if = — 3 AV4.
Data for Condensation of Vapors Giving Single-phase Con-

densate.—Two sets of data'^“ are available for the condensation

of binary mixtures; in one case,'^- nearly all the vapor was con-

densed; in the other, only a small fraction was condensed in the

test condenser. In both cases, the coiuhaisate from the test con-

denser was collected and analyzc'd. Taking t, as the boiling point

of the condensate, the values of fim were computed from the eciuation

hrn = <//d(/. - (23)

Figure 141 shows the data of both observers, plotted vs. the mol

per cent water in the condensate. To facilitate comparison of the

results with theory, th(‘ ordinates are 1),, It)'

'

for the horizontal

tubes and A/)‘‘l 1.3 for the vertical tube. Th(‘ data of these*

observers for steam was omitted, since dropwise or mixtal condimsa-

tion was obtaiiu'd, and those of Othnua*''’*' for lilm-typt* condensation

of steam were inchuh'd. The maximum deviations of from

the theoretical values, are 4-H() and — 2o per cent.

Condensation of Vapors Giving Immiscible Condensates.

—

Cogan^^® noticed that mixtur(‘s of st(‘am and benzene, w4ien con-

densed, gave partial dropwise^ c*(>nd(*nsation. A film of benzene

prefenmtially wet tin* tub(% and drops of water were i)res(ait in

the film. This observation was confirmed by Baker and cowork-
^rR^^o.4i determined values of h,,, for condensation of binary

mixtures of steam and benzeau*, toluene, chlorobenzeiu', lieptane,

and trichloroethylene outside horizontal tub(*s having diameters of

0.625, 1.00, and 1.31 in. Although the vapor was superheated

(tv > tt) in a number of (*ases,*as sugg(‘st(*d by Kirkl)ride*®‘^ h w^as

based on — t,, where /, is the (?(iuilibrium temperature at which

the sum of the vapor ])ressures of watia- and organic substance e(pials

the total pre.ssure (1 atm) and t„ is th(‘ mean ttmipc^rature of tin.*

outer surface of the tube. It was found that h for the difTerent

mixtures and a giv(*n diameter could bc‘ (‘orrelated in terms of the

weight per cent w'ater in the cond(msat(‘. Since, in most runs,

nearly all the entering vapor was condensed, the composition of

the withdrawn condensate differed little from that of the entering
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vapor, and equally good correlation could be obtained in terms of

composition of entering vapor. The effect of diameter, if any, is

difficult to determine; the data are plotted in Fig. 142.
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Weight Per Cent Water in Condensate

Fui, 14 ‘J, —C^ondoiKsation of niixtiiros of steam and organic vapors (benzene,

toluene, chlorofx*nzcno, or trichloroethylene) giving two-phase condensate; hm = q/
— tJm ; (t is tl»e teinporiiture at which sum of the vapor pressures of the water

and the substantially immiscible organic liijuid equals the total pressure.

IV. EFFECT OF NONCONDENSABLE GAS IN CONDENSATION OF
VAPORS (DEHUMIDIFICATION)

Introduction.—When a mixture of a condensable vapor and a

noncondensai)le gas is exposed to a surface colder than the dew

))oint of the mixture, some condensation occurs. In the absence of

dropwiso condensation, a layer of conthnisate forms on the cooling

surfaces, and a film of a mixture of noncondensable gas and vapor

collects next to the condensate layer, the’ concentration of vapor

in the gas film being lower than in the main body of the mixture.

As pointed out by Lewis, because of the difference in partial

pressure of the vapor between the main body of the mixture and

that at the interface between gas and liquid films, the vapor diffuses
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from the main body through the gas film to liquefy at the interface

Thus both the latent heat of condensation and the sensible heat

lost by the vapor are transferred through the condensate layer.

However, the latent heat is not transferred through the gas film

unless, under special conditions, with a very cold surface, the dew
point might be reached in the gas film, causing fogging'^ in the gas

film. As the main body of the mixture flows past the cooling sur-

face, it is cooled, and the sensible heat so removed is transferred

through the gas film by conduction and convection, later to pass

through the condensate layer and metal wall to the cooling medium
on the other side. The rate of condensation is thus governed

by the laws of diffusion of vapor through a film of noncondensable

gas, whereas sensible heat transmission is governed by the usual

laws of heat transfer by conduction and convection.

Data**^^ '^^’^*^ are available for dehumidifying air-steam mix-

tures, but these are strictly applicable only for the conditions of the

experiments.

The following design procedure is that recommended by Colburn

and Hougen.^^® A partial resistance l/(/' is computed that includes

only the resistances of the water side, the dirt deposit, the tub(i

wall, and the condensate film:

17^
^ 07/X ^ A-Ar,,/.!,.

'''
fu

Since the heat transferred to the cooling water, neglecting subcooling

of the condensate, eciuals that delivered to the gas-liquid interface'

.

for an element of surface clA^ the following heat balance is employed

:

W dtr. = U'{ti — II) = h<j(ty — u) + \[K(j(pr, — p»)] (25)

One assumes a value of and substituUvs h, together with th(?

corresponding vapor pressure into Eep 25 and repeats th(‘

procedure until the equation balances, thus giving the correct

value of The total area required is then determined by grai)hi-

cally or otherwise integrating the following cejuation:

A
h)

(21))

A detailed example of the u.se of these ecpiations, in designing a

tubular dehumidifier, Ls given elsewhere. The mass-transfer

coefficient K is obtained by substituting the dimensionless terms
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for the corresponding dimensionless terms

appearing on pages 182 and 229.

V. DIRECT CONTACT OF LIQUID AND GAS

In a previous sectiorx, methods of calculation were given for an

indirect type of dehuniidifier, where the gas and cooling medium
were separated by a metal wall through which the heat was con-

ducted. In some instanc(\s, the cooling water is brought into direct

contact with tlie gas, as in a spray chamber or in a packed tower.

However, the same general method of calculation applies, except

that it may be difii(*iilt to evaluate the square feet of cooling surface,

in which case performance is reported on a basis of unit volume

of the apparatus. Thus, let a represent the square feet of cooling

surface per cubic foot of chamber, having height 2
,
gross cross section

So, and consequently gross volume SoZ) the total cooling surface A
is equal to the product aSoZ.

Basic Equations.—Considor steady operation of a vertical tower in which

air and water are hrouKht into direct countercurrent contact. Air of dry-bulb

teinperature U;\ enters at constant nias.s rate xva at the bottom and leaves at

I at the top, and water enters the top at mass rate ITi and temperature Ili and
leaves the bottom at IPa and O.i. Let Ifa represent the absolute humidity of

the gas stream, expre^ed as pounds of water vapor per pound of dry air. The
water balances are

ir - ir., = xvaill - //oi) (27)

dir - tr<; (ill (27a)

The enthalpy iv of 1 lb of low-pressure steam at any temperature t equals

the enthalpy change Xo due to vaporization at the base temperature to plus

the enthalpy corresponding to the superheat: ir =» Xo + 0.45 (i — to). The
enthalpy ia of 1 lb of dry air having a specific heat of 0.24 is %a =* 0.24(t — to).

d'he enthalpy to of 1 lb of dry air plus Ho lb of water vapor is consequently

to « U + ivHa = 0.24(f - Q + //g[Xo -f 0.45(t - Q] (28)

As suggested in 1908 by Orosvenor,*’* the term 0.24 -f- 0.45 Ho is designated as

the humid heat c,, and hence

to ** c»(t — to) *4" Xo//o (28o)
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The enthalpy of 1 lb of liquid of specific heat ct is ctitb — to). For adiabatic

operation, an enthalpy balance (above a base temperature to for both gas and

liquid) for the upper part of the tower gives

\y\CL{tiA — fo) -f W(}[XoIIg -f c,{iG — to)\ = WciAtb — to) -b wcAKHgi
+ c,2(ta-i — <o)l (29)

Differentiating Eq. 29 and neglecting unimportant terms, one obtains

WadiG = Wcbdib (29rt)

The rate of transfer of heat from the stream of liquid at //, througli the liquitl

film to the litpiid-gas interface at f, is

Fio. 143,—Graphical niothod'^®^ for

design of cooling towers.

Wcl dlb = hbaSo dzUb — h) (30)

and the rate of transfer of sensible

heat from the interface through the

gas film to the gas stream at ta is

Wi.Ca dt(i ~ iizdx — ta) (31)

wh<’:n' S,. is the total cross section and

z is th(' height. The rat(^ of tliffusion

of water vapor from the interface

through the gas film to the gas stream

is proportional to the humidity Hi at

the interface* (based on the .saturation

luimidity at /,) less the humidity Ha
of the gas stream:

WadHa - KoaSodz{Hi - Ha) (32)*

Since, fortuitously, for air and

water vapor at ordinary temperatures, the ratio of thermal and mas.s-transfer

diffusivitie.s is such that ha is substantially e(iualt to Eq. 31 becomes

Wr.Cndti; = KfjdS,, dz(c„tt — cMi) (31a)

Upon multiplying both sid(‘s of Imp 32 by X„ and abiding to h^q. 31a, defining ii

as \oHi + c,^f^ and ncgh;cting the difference's between c, and c,,, the following

relation is obtained J

W(i dia = K'fjdSo dz{ix — in) (33)

* The mass transfer coeffieuents of Kq. 32 and Ka of Eq. 25 are related

by the relation KqUIi — Ha) = Kaipi “ Pg)i ^i^d Ha and pv are related by the

definition (based on the gas laws):

(w-l)

As an approximation, Kq = PKaMv/Mn.

t Based on pp. 587 to 592 of reference 741.

t Merkel/^®* Goodman, Boelter,*** and Sherwood.**^
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Figure 143 shows values of n va. h for air saturated with water vapor at several

total pressures,* based on the relation ii — l<)bl.4//t -1- cM.

Let the wet-bulb temperature of the entering air be represented by
Since for air and water the usual equation, relating the wet- and dry-bulb

temperatures and the corr<;sponding humidities JI^, and II a, takes the form

iwb = to, the enthalpy ia of the vapor stream is fixed by and hence the wet-

bulb lines start on the saturation curve and run horizontally to the right on
Fig. 143.

The relation between ia and II is given by Kq. 29a, but ordinarily the frac-

tional change in IT is so small that little error is made by assuming W constant,

and for these conditions Kq. 29a shows that II is linear in io, the slope dialdii,

being ecjual to \VcL/wa.

Since the enthalpy ia\ and water temperature Il2 are fixed at the bottom of

the tower, point A of Fig. 143, the enthalpy balance line is a straight line*®^

passing through point A. In order to reach the abscissa /li, corresponding to

the temperature of the water (‘iitering the top of the tower, the steepest possible

line is AB', which is tangent to the .saturation curve CF at point B'. The
corresponding maximum slope is (m 2 — mi)/^f /.2 — f/.!) = {^ycL/wG)mttx, but

sin(;e the potential difference m 2 “ i%i is zero, Kq. 33 shows that the correspond-

ing height of tower is infinite. C'onsecpiently, it will be necessary to decrease

the ratio of water to dry air, using a flatt<‘r operating line such as AB.

Approximate Method.—Since it is difficult to measure the inter-

facial temperature, it usually is assumed ecpial to the hulk tem-

perature of the liquid, and Etf. 33 is written to involve an over-all

coefficient K'^a'.

Wadia = K[,f;(iSo (lz{i L — ia) (33a) t

At any h, the potential diffenuice h. — ia corresponds to the vertical

distance*’®* between tli(‘ saturation curve (/l vs. h) and the operating

* In such (‘alculntions, oik' usually (unplovs base temperatures of 0°F for

the dry jiir and 32'’F for the steam. Since the latent heat of vaj)orization at

32*^1'^ is 1075. S Htu/lb of steam and the specific lu'at of low-pressure steam is

0.45, m = 1075.8 4- 0.45(/ — 32) = 1001.4 -f 0.45f. Fer pound of drj^ air,

containing II lb of wat(*r vapor, the enthalpy is m = 0.24i -+ ivH = cd -h

10(31.4//.

If /„ is taken as O'"!" for holh air and steam, and since the extrapolated

value of is 1094, / = 0.24f -f (1094 4-0.450// = cJ 4- 1094//. Kach of

the two procedures gives i ~ a-,// -T (u is 10()1.4 when 0 and 32°F are used as

base temp(*ratun's for air and steam, respectively, and 04 is 1094 when 0‘"F is

used for both air and steam. 8inc<‘ both the equilibrium curve and the oper-

ating line will be based on the same value of a 4 ,
it makes little difference which

value of a 4 is used; in the d(Tivation of the approximate method (Kq. 33a)

larger errors are introd\iced by certain avssumptions discussed later.

t Since ti — ii has been assumed negligible, this is equivalent to assuming

hi, of infinity. Since (l must exceed 0 ,
the derivation of Eq. 33a involves over-

all coefficients Uo and defined in the following modified forms®*-^^* of
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, line {to vs. tj) and the height z of the tower is found by integration

It is noted that the ratio Wa/Soy or Goj is the mass velocity based

on the dr>'-gas rate and the total cross section. Since for a given

Gl of the liquid {Gl — W/So) in a given type of contacting device,

the over-all mass-transfer coefficient K'o^a is a function of Gq,

the ratio GG/iC^x?a = Zoo is sometimes called^ the height of an over-all

mass-transfer unit For a given type of contacting device and a

fixed value of G/., one may plot either K^^ja or Zoo vs. Go.

Illustratioii 2.—It is desired to design a forced-draft tower to cool 7450 Ib/hr

of water from 105 to 85'^F, using air entering with a wet-bulb temperature of

70°F at the bottom. In order to avoid entrainment of liquid by the gas stream,

it is agreed to use Ga of GOO lb/(hr)Gsq ft of total cross section). In order that

the height of the tower be not excessive, it is plaimed to use a ratio of water to

air equal to three-fourths of the maximum value.

Calculate the total cross section and number of over-all mass-transfer units

required.

Solution .—The enthalpy ten of the entering air is obtained from Fig. 143

by reading 34 Btu/lb from the saturation curve at t^-h — 70°F. This is plotted

in Fig. 143 as the ordinate of point A, corresponding to the bottom of the tower,

the abscissa being = SG^F. The maximum value of W(j/\V corresponds to

equilibrium at the top of the tower; reference to Fig. 143 shows that at Ilx of

105°F, is 81 Btu/lb of dry air. From the ai)proximate enthalpy balance

IF* _ ifii — id I _ 81 — 31 _ 2 2
- 1^^ water

Wij ciitiA — Iia) 71;(105 — 8.))
’

’ lb dry air

This is the slope of the dotted line AB\ Then the actual ratio of water to air

will be 2.35(3/4) = 1.7G, and the air rate will be (7450) /(1.70) = 4230 Ib/hr of

dry air, which corresponds to a tower having gross cross section S„ of

= 7.05 sq ft.

PTom point A in Fig. 143, the actual operating line AH ih drawn with a slope

of 1.7G, and the point H is located at the intersection of this line with tn of

lOS'^F at an ordinate of ia 2 of Gl)..3. From Ftp 336,

z
dig

ih — id

Eqs. 31 and 32:

wac, dig = UgaSo dziti. — tg) (316)

v)gdUg « K'gQoSa dziJI L — Hg) (32a)

and the further assumption that Vq/K'qq =» c,, which is known to be in error.

However, since the enthalpy change due to the transfer of sensible heat (Kq.

316) is small compared to that due to evaporation (Eq. 32a), the error caused

by assuming IJatK'oQ « c, is not serious, and the use of experimental values of

K^oqi defined by F^q. 33a, is helpful in the design of cooling towers.
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where il corresponds to saturation at At any point the over-all driving

force iij — to is the difference between the ordinates of the saturation line and

the operating line, and, in general, the preceding equation for z must be solved

by a graphical integration.* Since, over the range of tL from 34 to 81, the

curvature of the saturation line is not great, a sufficiently accurate approxima-

Fk;. 144. -Performan data for packed cooling towers; by Parekh.^^' (Courtesy

T. K, tSherwood,)

tion may be made by using the arithmetic average of the driving forces at

five points:

(tL •“ i(i)a
15 4- 13 -f 11 -f 11 -f 11.7

5
12.3

/ iL — to

io2 ~ iai 69,3 — 34.5 ^ n e== 2.83 over-all mass-transfer units.
{tL - ta)a 12.3

Incidentally, the wet-bulb temperature of the exit air is found to be 99®F.

The value of Gl ~ 7450/7.05 ** 1060 lb of w^ater/(hr)(sq ft of total cross

section). The value of zoo may depend upon both Go amd as well as the

* A simple geometrical method for determining the integral has been devised

by Baker.*®®
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type of-contacting device used
;
values of zoc, are given in Table X. The height

z^of the tower is 2.83 zoq>

Performance data are available for several types of cooling

towers: atmospheric type with cross flow of air,* forced draft with

counterflow of air,t and spray ponds, t Table X summarizes data

for cooling water by air in several types of contacting devices.

Cost data are available.

Table X.

—

Data for Forcei>-draft Coolinc, Towers

Observer

^—

i

1 ype of contacting i

d(‘viee
j

2(>o', ft 0<j

1

Ol

Niederman et a/.*'®** Vertical spray tower 10 2.5

4 7

420

300-700

200-600

420

Geibel*^* Grid packing
1

14.4 550 720

Robin.son*®*

Johnstone and Singh***

Grid packing

('ro.s.sed grids'*

19 102f)~2280 3180

Spacing 0.025 in. 1 l 2400 1100

Spacing 1.25 in. 2.5 2400 1100

Spacing 1.75 in. 3 7 2400 IlOO

lx)ndon et

Parekh*”

Spacing 2.25 in.

Ovate slats

l-in. Ra.schig rings

3.2-52

Sec Fig.

144

2400 1100

Hooker and Sackheim**^* Sf)ined tubing, liori-

zontal, staggenvl

3.5-3.

9

430-700

1

700

“ Air was roolod by ffediriR wat<*r at w'«*t-biilb and honoi* tho values are for

Zq, not 2o(]. Wooflen grids were 0.25 in. thick, 4.0 in. high ami were crossed to form an “egg-

crate “ pattern.

Allowance for Liquid-film Resistance. --( omi)ariHori of Ktj.s. 33 and 30

shows that

ix

/.

(34)

and hence a line having a negative .slope etpial to Ul/Kq may be u.sed to rehite

7. and f, and it; and //., a.s .shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 145. 'fhe })()tential

dilTerenees — ia may be read from Fig. 145 anti the tow(‘r height ealenlntetl

from F^q. 33:

z (35)

where za is the height of a ma.H.s-t,ran.sfer unit, based on the resisttinee of the

gas film itself.

* Coffey and Horne, Geibel,*^^ and Perry.*”

t Geibel,*^^ Johnstone and Singh,*** Ijondon et dl.j*** Niederman et

Perry,*” and Robinson.*®*

t Coffey and Dauphinee^** and Perry.**’
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Since it is difficult to measure the film coefficients hof hti and Kq are best

obtained by measuring Kqq and Ug for cases in which the liquid-film resistance

is inoperative, i.e., in an adiabatic humidifier in which water is fed at the wet-

bulb temperature and consecpiently the change in water temperature is negligi-

ble, and substantially all the latent heat for evaporation is furnished by the

cooling of the air. Since the heat lost or gained by the water is negligible, U is

Fig. 145.— Method of ullowin^ for thorinal resistance of the liquid film. In the

example shown, water is to be cooled from 130 to S5°F by air initially having a

wet-bulb temperature of 7U°F, using 1.91 lb water per pound of diy air. Assuming
hti/K'd of 3.4, the terminal values of /, are found to In' 125 and S2°F, and the gas-

film driving forces are 130 — 120 — 10 and 40 — 34 = 12 Btu lb dry air; if the

litpiid film resistance is neglected, the corresponding values are 150 — 120 == 30
and 49 - 34 = 15.

substantially equal to ij/y hence K^ct ctpials and Vq equals ho. Then, with

the same values of Or, and Gl, the same apparatus is operated adiabatically as a

watc*r cooliT or water heater (dehumidifier), and the new over-all values of K*qq

and l\iy particularly the former, should be smaller than before. Davis and

Shipman’^® made this comparison for a vertical wetted-wall tower having an

Water-cooling runs in this type of tower are reported by Barnett and

Kobe,^* and wet-bulb runs arc given by (ffiambers and Sherwood.
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i.d. of 2.13 in. and a height of 11.6 ft and, at DxGo/t^o of 10,000, obtained of

9 ft in water-cooling runs and zog of 6 ft in “wet-bulb ” runs, t.e., runs in which

water at the wet-bulb temperature was recirculated and consequently was
neither heated nor cooled.

At present, most of the available data arc over-all values for K^oa for cooling

towers, defined by Eq. 33a.

If for any reason one is interested in the relations between Ha and ta^ and

Hi and division of Eq. 32 by Eq. 31 and sul)slitution of ha = K'qC, give

dHo/dta = {Hi - Ha^/iU - la) (326)

Thus, on the usual humidity chart, a straight line connecting the point Ha, la

with the point Hi, ti gives the slope dHo/dta in the vicinity of the point //o, to,

as shown in reference 741. Upon neglecting the temperature drop II — U
through the liquid film, Hl and tL can be used^^^ instead of //, and U. Sup-

porting data are given in references 374 and 404. However, in designing

direct-contact water coolers or dehumidifiers, the procedure given on pages 286

to 291 is more convenient.

Constant Water Temperature.—In an adiabatically operated

humidifier wherein the unevaporated water is reeireiilated, the

water reaches an equilibrium temperature U, substantially equal to

t,jrb- The heat given up by the cooling of the air is transferred

to the water and is largely consumed in evaporating water that

humidifies the air. In this cjise, wlnue the rates of lu^at transfer

and vapor diffusion an' sulistantially ecpial, the performance of the

apparatus may be expressed in terms of either haa or Kaa^ obtained

by integrating Eqs. 31 and 32:

In
~ k — __ ^

^
tai — ie WaCg GaC, Zt

, IG — Hai _ K'joS^z _ Kc/JZ _ z

iir-'iu
“

'
wi.;

” Ga^
~
^

Since for air and water ha eciuals A\'r„ I^](|s. 36 and 37 show' that

Ha is linear in ta, as is also found by inU'grating the heat balance,

calling Cm constant.

(3 (5)

(37)

Problems

1. Steam at 310°F and 1 atm abKolute enters a vertical standard 3-in. iron

pipe and flows up through the pipe with a negligible drop in j)ressure.

a. If the inner walls of the pipe are maintained at 220''F and the steam
exhausts at 229®F, what equation should be used to obtain the coeffi-

cient of heat transfer between the steam and the inside wall of the pipe?

Calculate the proper mean value of At to use with this coefficient when
computing the heat flow rate.

b. If the inner walls of the pipe are maintained constant at 1 77®F and the

exit temperature of the steam is 240°F, what equation should be used to
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compute the coefficient of heat transfer between the steam and the inside

pipe wall? Calculate the proper Atm to use in this case.

c. In which case is q/A the greater?

2 . An experimental vertical %-in. o.d. condenser tube (No. 16 BWG,
page 417) is 20 ft high, and cooling water at 70°F is to enter the tube at the

average velocity (V') specified below. The vapor to be condensed is to be

supplied to the well-insulated jacket that surrounds the tube. Calculate the

number of pounds of vapor to be condensed per hour in each of the following

runs

:

Run 1. Film-type condensation of benzene at 176°F, F' of 1 ft /sec.

Run 2. Film-type condensation of steam under vacuum at 176°F, F' of

5 ft /sec.

Run 3. Fine-grained dropwise condensation of steam at 176°F {h == 10,000)

with F' of 5 ft/sec.

Note .—It is agreed to assume no deposits of dirt or scale on any of the

surfaces; the tul)e is to Ik‘ made of copix^T.

3. Repeat Problem 2, assuming the tube to be horizontal.

4. Steam is condensing at 216°F on the outside surface of 10-ft vertical

section of No. 18 gauge (iopper condenser tube, page 417. (^ooling water enters

the bottom of the tube at 65 '^F and leaves at 150°F, flowing at the rate of 1420

Ib/hr. From measurements of the temperature of the outside surface of the

tube by suitably placed thermocouples, it is found that the resistance on the

steam side is 50 per cent of the total resistance to heat flow.

If the copper tube W(*re chrome-plated, because of the shift to predominantly

dropwise condensation, it is estimated that th<‘reafter the coefTiciont on the

steam side woidd be 6000 Btu/ihr}(sq ft)(deg F). How many pounds of water

per hour could be heated from 65 to 150°F, with the use of the chrome- plated

tube, with steam condensing at 2HFF?
6. .\ir at 100°F with a wet-bulb temperature of 65°F is flowing in series

through a humidifier consisting of two spray chambers. The spray chambers

are of equal size, have an etiual number of sprays, and operate with the same
water pressure on the nozzles. There is no reheater between the chambers.

The unevaporated water from each chamber is recirculated to the .same cham-

ber, and make-up water is added at 65 ‘^F. The operation involves negligible

heat losses to the surroundings.

The air leaving the .second .spray chamber is at 67.4'^F. Calculate the tem-

perature of the air as it leaves the first spray chamber.

6 . It is planned to design a forced-draft tow('r to cool continuously 50,000

Ib/hr of water from 120 to 95°F. .A.ssume that the following air conditions are

typical of the worst to be met at the air bunperatures listed:

Air temperature, deg F
1

sr,
j

92 io()
j

no
Absolute humiditv, lb; lb 0.0‘J(>0

j

0.031K) 0.0230 0.0150

Wet bulb temperature, d(*g F 8'> 90
1

85
i

80
1

For which set of conditions should the tower be designed so it will surely cool

the water from 120 to 96°F or lower under all the conditions listed? Explain

briefly but clearly the faetpr or factors that determine the choice,



CHAPTER X

HEAT TRANSFER TO BOILING LIQUIDS

The first section deals with the calculation of surface and over-all

coefficients from test data and the mechanism of boiling licjuids by

submerged heat-transfer surfaces; high-speed photographs are

included for li(piids boiling at various rates. The available data

are presented in detail, and the various factors affecting the coeffi-

cients are evaluated. Conclusions are summarized on pages 319 to

321, with reference to the supporting graphs and tables. The
second section discusses the mechanism of boiling inside tubes

and presents coefficients for l)oth forc(*d and natural circulation in

vertical tubes and for forced flow in horizontal tubes; conclusions

are summarized on pages 333 to 334. 44ie third sc'ction treats

prediction of over-all coefficients and gives a n(‘w graphical analysis

of over-all coefficients, involving a plot of 1/f/ vs, {A/q)^\

TABI.K I . \OMKNr LATU

R

K

Area of heat-transfer surface, square feet; unless otherwise specified,

A refers to the boiling side.

Mean area of boiling .side and of Aj corresponding to location of

tube-wall thermocouple, s(|uare feet.

Mean area of tube wall, .scjuare feet.

Factor defined by the etiuation logi„ {ha/h) = a^(ta — t).

Frnpirically determined c<Mistants.

Specific heat of liquid, ]Uu/flb)(deg F).

Diameter of tube on boiling side, .square feet.

f’ocfllcient of heat transfer on boiling side, ]ttu/(hr)(sq ft) (deg F);

ha is ba.sed on apparent temperature difTerence, — t./, ha in section

wherein boiling occurs; hsH for .section in which liiiuid is not boiling.

Value of h for the dirt dejMxsit; lHu/(hrj(s(i ft) (deg F).

Mean coefficient for entire tube (based on — tm)y Htu/(hr)(sq ft)

(deg F).

Thermal conductivity of lirpiid, IUu/(hr)(.s(j ft)(d(‘g F per ft).

Thermal conductivity of tube wall, Btu/(hr)(sq ft) (dog F per ft).

Exponent; m « n/(n -h 1).

Exponent in AfJ.

Heat transferred in time dj litu.

Hate of heat transfer, Btu per hour.

Flux, Btu/(hr)(8q ft on boiling side).
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Tablb I .

—

Nomenclature .— {Continued)

R Over-all resistanee less that on boiling side, deg F X hr/(Btu).

/ Temperature of boiling liquid, degrees F; ta is boiling temperature at

atmospheric pressure; tu is length-mean value in section in which

boiling occurs; tsB^ iu “nonboiling^’ section; U is temperature in

vapor-liquid separator or at inlet to tubes.

Mean temperature of surface, degrees Fahrenheit.

t.,v Saturation temperature of vapor, degrees Fahrenheit.

I
' Over-all coefficient of h(‘at transfer, usually in boiling section and

based on boiling-side surface, Htu/(hr)(sq ft)(deg F): Va is based on

apparent temperature drop, — i,.\ V

a

in “boiling’* section is based

on t,v — tu] Usu u\ “nonlmili.ug” section is based on ~ t\B] 6^0-ois

the initial value of U

n

for (tlean surface.

V V'elocity of licpiid entering tul)es, feet j<er stcond.

.r,.. Thickness of tube wall, bet; x' is the dist.ance in feet from tube-wall

thermocouple to th(‘ boiling side.

// Weight fraciion of feed vaporized, dimensionless.

(lr(‘ek

At, Atii Temperatun' ditT(‘renc(‘ between surface on boiling side and the

boiling licpiid, b — tu, degrees Fahrenheit; Ata ~ h — b; Ate, critical

value of At corresponding to maximum t!ux.

At,n Mean At between lioiling side and li(]uid, for combined “nonboiling”

and “boiling” sections, degn'es Fahrenheit.

At\B Mean At b(‘tween boiling side and liquid, in section wherein boiling

does not occur, ilegrees Fahrenlaut.

Ato Over-all tiunperature dilTereiu'e, based on saturation temperature

of vapor and tenqxuature of the boiling liquid, degrees Fahrenheit;

At„r, critical At., corresponding to maximum flux.

6 Time of boiling, starting witli a clean surface, hours.

^ Absolute viscosity of litpiid, lb/(hrMfF): m equals 2.42 X centipoises

TT 3.141() •
• .

p Density of Ihiuid, pounds per cubic foot.

Summation.

<t>i {haD/k) dimen.sionless.

In commercial practice a pool of litpiid ma.v be boiled by means
of heat supplied by submerged internally heated tube^, or the liquid

may flow througli externally heated tubes. The two cases wiW be

discussed separately. *

I. SUBMERGED HEATING SURFACE

Mechanism.— Visualize a horizontal-tube evaporator (Fig. 146)

internally heated by dry saturated steam condensing at anv desired

pressure and sul)merged in a i)oot of a pure licpiid boiling at atmos-

pheric pressure in a suitable container. Feed is introduced to

^ A more detailed description of evaporators and discussion of methods of

operation are given in references 749, 26, 288, 30, 741, and 657,
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compensate for liquid evaporated* The rate of heat transfer q
is calculated from the measured rate of condensation, and the

outside area A of the tube is computed from the exposed length

and diameter of the tube. BysoQooo

means of suitable thermocouples*

located at a distance x' from the

outer surface, the mean tempera-

ture at or' is measured. The tern-

perature /, of the outer surface is ^qqq

calculated from the conduction

IQOOO

^000

1000

500

liquor Deg f

Fio. 146.—Submerged-tube evap~ Fui. 147.—Water l)oiIing at 1 atiu

orator. {Courtesy of Swenson Evapo- outside a horizontal submerged tube,
rotor Company.) based on data of Pdg. 156.

equation q = kmAmitx Qjx'. The true coefficient h on the out-

side is computed from its definition:

h = q/A{t. - h) ( 1 )

where II is the boiling temperature of the liquid as measured by v

thermometer, f

* Methods of installing thermocouples are discussed in Chap. VI.

t In some cases II is replaced by the saturation temperature t,r corresjKuiding

to the pressure in the vapor space, giving the so-called “apparent'^ coeflicitMit

hay which is somewhat lower than the true coefficient based on — hy if the

liquid is superheated (II > /«»).

In the case of boiling solutions of electrolytes, the evolved vapor is always
superheated, since the temperature of the boiling solution is higher than tho

saturation temperature of the vapor at the pressure in the vapor space. Where
the temperature of the boiling solution is not measured, it is calculated from the
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A plot on logarithmic paper of the observed flux q/

A

as ordinates

vs. the temperature difference M (= <, — II) would give a series

of experimental points for the various values at A^, and these

could be represented by a curve ABCDEF, shown diagrammatically

in Fig. 147. In the range A By the temperature drop At and conse-

quently the rate of boiling are so small that the flux is of the same
order of magnitude®^^ as that obtained in warming the liquid

without phase change. As At is increased, more rapid boiling

occurs, and the slope in the range CD is quite large. Finally, at

the point Ey the maximum flux is reached, which for water is as

large as 4(X),000 IItu/(hr)(s(i ft), and the corresponding critical

temperature difference is 45°F. As At is further increased, the

flux decreases because of th(^ formation of a film of vapor of low

thermal conductivity that insulates the heating surface from the

liquid. This phenomenon was first mentioned in 1756 by Leiden-

frost,^^^* who observ(id that drops of water evaporate more slowly

on a red-hot siirfac(» than on a considerably colder surface. On
the former, the droj) assumc's th(‘ spheroidal form and is separated

from the heating surface by a film of vapor. This may be demon-
strated by use of an ordinary electric hot plate. With a clean

surface at, say, 23()''F, the drop wets the surface and evaporates

rapidly, but, if the ])late tempeiature is raised to 310^, the drop

dances on a film of steam and (‘vaporates slowh\ The curve of

Fig. 147 is reversibh^ und<‘r st(‘ady conditions, unless, while operating

past the hump Ey in the range EFy irreversible changes occur in the

condition of the luniting surface. If one had used electric heat

instead of steam heat and thus had regulated q/A instead of A^, the

sam(^ curve A BCD would be obtained. At the point Ey a further

increase in heat supj^ly would burn out the electric heater unless

the heat input was immediately reduced as soon as the critical A^

is (\\ceed(Hl.

Figure 148 show.s two high-speed photographs of ethyl acetate

boiling at atmospheric pressure in a pool heated by steam condensing

inside a horizontal tube of aluminum having an outside diameter

of 0.5 in. In using an over-all At (from steam to boiling liquid) of

l()4'^F, the flux is only 14 per cent as large as when Ato is 73'^F.

The critical At will be discussed in detail later.

pressure in the vapor .space and data on the l)oiling-{)oint elevation of the

solution in question.
* Drew and Mueller^'*'’ show phot«^jjraphs of boiling at various values of At

and give a bibliography of 42 references.
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Range of Low Flux ,—In boiling water with small to moderate

temperature differences, of the order of 2 to 20°F, the rate of vapor

evolution is sufficiently small to permit visual study of the mech-

anism of vaporization. Jakob and Fritz®^^* investigated the

mechanism of vaporization of water from a flat, horizontal, elec-

trically heated copper plate, for values of q/A not exceeding 20,000

Btu/(hr)(sq ft).

At a given temperature, the vapor pressure from a very small

concave liquid surface, such as that generated by a steam bubble

Fig. 14S.- -Photojfraphs by Fi. T. Saiioi'*'' .and W. H. Turkor of ethyl acetate
boiling at 1 atm. Nuclear boiling is shown in the left-hand picture; = 7d°F,
q/A = 41,000, and Vo ~ 500. Film boiling, typical of a vapor-bound surface, is

shown in the right-hand picture, where an exce.Msive A/., of 104® F was used, giving
^ q/

A

of 5800 and Vo of 55. I’hotographs were taken with an e.\po8ure of 1/100,000
sec, using the Edgerton techni<iue.

in water, is less than the vapor pressure from a flat litiuid surface.

Hence, for a given pressure, a litjuid must lx; hotter to evaporate

into a small bubble of vapor than into the vajior space above the

liquid. The difficulty in forming vapor bul)hl(‘s then becomes

apparent, since the curvature of th(‘ li(|uid surface of a very small

newly formed bubble is vtuy great and the? vapor pressure is reduced

substantially requiring a higher temperature than the saturation

temperatuifi corresponding to tlu^ pressure. Th(‘refore it is not

surprising that vaporization occurs only from those spots on the

heating surface where the temperature and the nature of the

* This pup<»r confirms the prediction of Bosnjakovic of the important
role played by superlu'at and some of the speculations of a pioneer paper by
Claascn,**® in 1902, and throws considerable light on the mechanism of vaporiza-

tion; consequently it is discussed in detail.
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surface are favorable. Jakob and Fritz^^^ showed that on some
surfaces the vapor bubbles form readily and quickly detach them-

selves, whereas on others they form only when the liquid has a

higher degree of superheat. These investigators studied the effect

of roughness of the heating surface on heat-transfer rates and made
temperature explorations in the boiling liquid and in the vapor

space above it. In Fig. 149, some of these temperature explorations

Distance Above Heating Surface, Mm
Fiii. 141>.—Tomperatvirc' oxplor.'itions in water boiling at 1 atm on a horieoiital plate.

{Data of Jakob ami Fritz.)

are plottial as degn'cs of su])erlu‘at of litpiid (temperature of liquid

minus saturation temperature) r.s. the vertical distance from the

heated [)lat(^ lM)r tlu' rough heating surface, Curve C, the

required to transha* 14,500 Htu/(hr)(sq ft) wa,s 10.8'^F, wheretis

for the smooth suifact*, (^urve .4, the corresponding temperature

drop from platt' to vapor retpiired to transfer 18,000 Btu/(hr)(sq ft)

was 19.1^F. In these two runs, the rough plate gave a coefficient

(h — q/A M) of 1840, and the smooth plate gave 713; this was

attributed to the larger number of vaporization .nuclei on the
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rough plate. It should be noted further that the liquid boiling

on the rough plate had about half as much sup>erheat as the liquid

boiling on the smooth plate.* Curve B, with a very low rate of

heat transfer, 91 Btu/(hr)(sq ft) and of 1.46®F, shows, never-

theless, approximately the same liquid superheat as Curve A with

3000

1:2,000

Q

£
^1,000

800

< 600

^ 500

“ 400

300

200

0.8 I 2 3 4 6 8 10 20 30

At Deg F

Fiq. 150.—Effects of surface conditions on heat-transfer coefficient from horizontal

plates to water iToilin^ at 1 atm. {Data of Jakob and Fritz.)

150 times the heat flux. In the region near the heating surface,

these diagrams show a very sharp increase in the temperature of

the liquid with decrease in distance from the luxated plate, indicating

substantial superheat in the liquid film. Figure 150 shows tlu'

individual coefficients of heat transfer measured by Jakob and Fritz

with water boiling over copper plates having both smooth and rough

* Heidrich**^ evaporated very pure water and found negligible vapor

formation beneath the liquid surface, obtaining superheats as high as
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surfaces. It is seen that the rougher surfaces give the higher

coefficients. Adsorbed air on the fieating surface was found to

increase the rate of vaporization, but this effect gradually dis-

appeared with continued boiling and returned if the surface was
allowed to stand in contact with air. When the temperature

difference is only a few degrees, the observed coefficients are of the

liquid

(«) (6)

Fig 152.—PhoioKraphs of wator hoilinp at approximately equal rates on (a)

clean rouRli plate of copper and (5) on same plate covered with a film of oil. (From
Jakob and Fritz, Forsch. Gebiete I ngenicnrah)

order of magnitude*’'^^ of those computed from the usual relations

for natural-convection heating without phase change, and conse-

quently h varies as a fractional power of A^; but when the product

of the Grashof and Prandtl numbers (page 242) exceeds approxi-

mately 10®, the convection currents are greatly enhanced by the

agitation due to the rising bubbles, and h increases rapidly with

increase in M.
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Th*e effect of the surface tension at the interface between liquid

and heating surface is believed to play a part in the mechanism of

vaporization, as illustrated in Fig. 151.**^^ If the liquid has a high

tendency a to wet the surface, the vapor bubbles will be pinched

in at the heating surface and readily set free. In contrast, if the

liquid has a low tendency c to wet the surface, the vapor bubble

will spread out at the surface and be set free only when compara-

tively large. Figure 152 shows photographs of water

boiling at approximat(‘ly etpial rates on a cl(‘an, rough

copper plate, whose surface was readily wetted, and

on the same plate covered with a thin layer of oil,

which the water wetted much l{‘ss r(‘adily. It is seen

that the bubbles are smaller and much more numerous

in the first picture. When the boiling liquid do(‘s not

readily wet the surface, the vapor bul>bl(\s an‘ larg(‘

and cover nearly the entire heating surface', giving a

lower coefficient of heat transfer, since the rate' e)f he'at transfer

to vapor is much less than tej liejuid and since less room is available

for the formation of new bubbles.

At low flux, since a substantial portion of the heating surface

is covered with liquid, a considerable fraction of the heat trans-

ferred from the surface is first used to superheat lieiuid. As a

bubble leaves the heating surface and rises through the pool, the

superheat is consumed in vaporizing additional licpiid, thus increas-

ing the volume of the bubbles. Uy means of stroboscopic pho-

tography, Jakob and Fritz^^^ measured the in(*rease in volume of

typical bubbles (Fig. 153). As shown in Fable 11, the increase

in volume of the bubble after leaving ihv heating surface, expn'ssc'd

as a percentage of its volume leaving the heating surfact.*, rangc'd

from 4500 to 140, depending on the original size of the liberated

bubble.

Fig. 153 .

(Photoyra ph
by Jakob and
Fritz, Forsch.

Gebiete Inge-

nunirw.)

Table II.

—

Hubble Volumes, CuBir Mn.LiMEfKR.s

Measured by .lakob and Fritz

Leaving heating lAjaving .surface
Increase

Increa.MC, piT cent

surface of pool of original volume

0.6 23 22.5 4500

35. 100 65. 185

53. 172 119. 224

84. 200 116. 138
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In all cases, more heat was transferred to the bubble after it left

the surface than before, and hence the superheating of liquid played

an important rolci. The coefficients of heat transfer from the pool

to th(? rising bubble were (‘stimat(‘d to range from 2600 to 4600,

somewhat less than predicted from the theory of Bosnjakovic.’^

Factors Affecting the Coefficient

Analysis of the existing data shows that there are a number of

factors of importance.

Nature of Surface.—As already noted, Jakob and Fritz^^^

found that a roiigli copper surface adsorl>ed air and gave initially

much higher coefficients in the range of moderate flux, although

with continued boiling the coefficients decreased and approached

more closely those for the smooth (‘hromium-plated surface. In

both cases, A was taken as th(‘ proje(*t(‘d area of the plate, regardless

of the fact that the roii^luTied surface had an actual area 1.8

times that of the smooth plat(‘. At M of 10°F the coefficient

based on the actual area was less for the rough than for the smooth

plat(».

In boiling ethanol at atmospheric pressure, Sauer®-^* found that

the over-all coefficient L \ based on the projected ar(»a, was increased

by grooving the copper, but the percentage of increase varied

with the A/r> employed. D(*utsch and Rhode^’^'* boiled distilled

water at atmospluaic pressure and for a given Ato found that U
based on the projected area was not increased by roughening the

surface and that U based on the total .surface was less than for

the smooth tube.

Ejfect of Addition Agents .—A .saturated solution of benzyl

mercaptan in distilh'd water, boiled at atmospheric pressure hy a

singh* horizontal chrome-plated tube, raised the value of q/A
approximately 30 per cent over that for distilled water in the

n^gion to tlu' left of the hump. An exce.ss of mercaptan on a copper

tube cau.sed di'position of a yellow scale, lowering the flux at the

various temperature clifYerences. With a steel tul>e, 0.2 per cent

of sodium oleate in distilled water raised the flux at the smaller

values of At and lowen'd it at values of At above SJ'^F. However,

check runs were* not made, and hence the data are not given.

For water boiling at atmospheric-qiressure, Rhodes and Bridges^*^*

show the efTect of small concentrations of contaminants upon h

at a given At to water boiling at atmospheric pressure. With a
* The data are plotted in reference 620a.
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clean steel tube, addition of a film of mineral oil seriously reduces

hy and subsequent addition of sodium carbonate gives intermediate

values.* Abnormally low values of h were obtained with a chrome-

plated tube, but considerably higher values were obtained upon

adding one-sixth of 1 per cent of sodium carbonate, which may
have removed grease accidentally present. Jakob and Linke^^^

found that for a given flux, for water boiling at atmospheric pres-

sure, h was increased 23 per cent by adding a wetting agent (Nekal

BX), which reduced the surface tension 45 per cent. At a constant

fl\ix of 12,800, Insinger and

Bliss found that a wetting

agent (Triton W-30) increased h

20 per cent while reducing sur-

face tension 27 per cent.

Figure 154 shows data^^ for

boiling ethanol at atmospheric

pr(\ssure on a horizontal flat

plate provided with several dif-

ferent surfaces. For a of

lO'^F, h is 48(K) for freshly pol-

ish(‘d copper, 22(X) for fresh gold

plate, 1300 for fre.sh chrome

plat(% and 580 for aged chrome

plate. With water or methanol

boiling at atmospheric pressure

in a small submerged-tube evap-

orator, Cooper found that

IJ was larger with iron than with copper tulx's, indicating that the

increase in the number of vaporization nuclei more than com-

pensated for the decrease in thermal conductivity.

When boiling a given \u\md at a given pressure and Af, one is

interested in reproducibility of results, for until these are obtain-

able, the true effect of a change in operating conditions cannot be

determined. This point is overlooked by some workers, who make
few duplicate runs and even then say little or nothing about the

discrepancies. In some cases, this is due to plotting h vs. q/

A

,
which

is equivalent to plotting q/{A){At) vs. q/A. In the range CD of

Pig. 147, where a large fractional change in q/A is caused by a

small fractional change in A^, if the values of h are plotted against

•The coefficients were estimated from over-all coefficients from liquid

mercury to boiling water, by the use of Eq. 4c of Chap. VII.

At Deg f

Fig. 154.—Effect of nature of surface.

{Data of Bonilla and Perry.'^^)
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the values of q/A the results will seem to be quite reproducible,

despite the fouling that may have occurred. The true situation

Fio. 155.—Three methods of plotting. (Data of InsiJiger ami
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Fio. 166.—Wat^'r boiling at 1 atm in pools heated by horiaontal tubes (AA) and
horiEontal flat plates (BB and CC).

would be disclosed by plotting the q/A vs. At. Both methods of

plotting a given set of data are shown in Fig. 155. Since one is
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often interested in the value of h rather than that of q/A, the same

data arc also plotted as h vs. At in Fig. 155. If, owing to fouling, At

L J 5 6 8 10
L j

At. Deg F

Fig. 157.—Water l:)oiling at 1 atm in pools hoated by vortical lubos or plates;

tho data of Austin should be given less weight than tho8(‘ of the others, but the

reLiti /e effects are probably signihi^ant.

mist be larger than before to deliver :he same q/A, the point will

be moved to the right and downward, thus bringing it vertically

far belvyw the curve for the clean surface; consequently this is the
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most revealing method of plotting the data and will be used

herein.

Effect of At.—Clearly one should operate the heat-transfer

surface at not greater than the critical value, beyond which

q/A decreases. Since in the desirable range CDE of Fig. 147, q/A

and consequently h increase with increase in A/, one may select

either A^ or q/

A

as an important variable affecting h. As explained

previously, At will be employed rather than q/A, Figure 156

shows data of various observers for distilled w^ater boiling at

atmospheric pressure, heated by submerged horizontal tubes or

(a) (h) (c)

Fio. 15S.— (a) Data of Bonilla and Perry"’ for aeotone, and of Kaulakis and
Sherman’**'^ for i-butanol, at 1 atm; {b) data of Kaulakis and Sherman, and of

InsiiiKer and Bliss,”* for i-propaiiol; (c) data of Bonilla and Perry for ethanol at

several pressures.

flat horizontal filatt's. These data are the basis of the curves in

Fig. 147.

Figure 157 shows data for vertical heating surfaces. The data

oY Austin,-” obtained in 1902, lie in the low-flux range and fall

on a relatively flat curve. The data of Insinger and Bliss^^^ lie

on a flat curve for At below 9°F and on a very steep curve at larger

values. At At of 1()°F, the long-time run^^^ gives h 55 per cent of

that in the short (t run, and the decrease is attributed to fouling

or dcvclo|)ment of a less favorable condition of the heating surface.*

The data of Jakob and Linke^^® are for long runs in which h had

already fallen to substantially constant valuers.

* If compared on the basis of equal flux, the coefiicients would differ only

12 per cent, Fig. 155.
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For the boiling of isopropanol at atmospheric pressure, Fig. 158

shows good agreement by extrapolation of the data of Insinger and

Biiss336 Qf Kaulakis and Sherman. Figure 159 shows data

for the boiling of carbon tetrachloride at atmospheric pressure.

34568,

Q

2 34568,0^ 2

At, Deg F

Fio. 169.—Carbon tetrachloride boiling at 1 atm; data for the horizontal tube
give Curve A (n of 2.5); data for the vertical tubes and horizontal plate suggest

Curve B (n of 3.9).

Effect of Temperature or Pressure.—Figure 160 shows data of

several observers who boiled a given liquid at atmospheric pressure

and at several reduced pressures. Cryder and Finalborgo/®® who
* The data are published in reference 5.
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worked only in the range of low to moderate flux—2000 to 20,000

Btu/(hr)(sq ft)—obtained parallel curves of h vs. M for each

temperature and found that the data could be correlated by the

equation

log {ha/h) == ai{ta - i) (2)

where ta is the boiling point at atmospheric pressure and t is the

boiling temperature under reduced pressure and both ha and h

Fig. 160 ,—Effect of teinporature (or pressure) upon h, for a given At; single horizontel

tubes.

are for the same value of A/. For eight liquids, including three

aqueous solutions, water, and four organic liquids, ai ranged from

0.017 to 0.012. However, this simple relation did not correlate

the data of Kaulakis and Sherman^®'*^® or of Braunlich,^® who used

considerably higher values of Al and three different liquids. Figure

161 shows the values of ha/h, plotted on a logarithmic scale, vs. the

corresponding value of ia — f plotted on an arithmetic scale, for

the data of several observers. It is seen that the vslope a is con-

siderably more for the data of Finalborgo,^®® who used small

temperature differences. However, it is noted that in every case
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a decrease in temperature, accompanied by a corresponding decrease

in pressure, gave a decrease in h at a given A<. Bogart and John-

son^^® built a high-duty electric heater encased in a horizontal

nickel tube, submerged in liquid in a high-pressure shell. In

Fig. 161.—'For the shown in the lej?end, h/ha is the ratio of h at the tempera-
ture f to ^ at /o, the boiling i>oint at 1 atm. For a given Af, the data for the various

liquids are well correlated by a single curve, but the slopt? ai is not independent of A/.

preliminary runs with benzene, at a given M an increase in tempera-

ture and pressure gave an increase in h all the way from atmospheric

pressure to the critical pressure, in spite of the fact that a car-

bonaceous deposit formed on the tube due to thermal decomposition

that occurred when excessive M was used in the region to the right
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of the hump. Since the surface was fouled to an unknown degree

the results are not included.

Tablk III.—Evaporation of Water by Submerged Copper Con. (Claassen)

1
j

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

U for 212°F

U for 187°F

U for 158^’

390 490
!

300
1

1

.

. .

500

440 520

i

"
600

510 600 660 720

Table III show.s the effect of reduced boiling temperature upon
the over-all coefficient U from steam to water for an experimental

2000

4 10% sodium sulphate

o Wafer

267o glycerol

24% sodium chloride

A Meihanol

-t- Kerosene

V Carbon tetrochloride|

X n butanol

Atmos, pressure

4 5 6 8 W) 50 40

At « ts’t^Deg F

Fkj. 102 . Djita of CrydiM' Jiiicl Finalborgod

2 3 4 5 6 8 10

SJA
1000

' for a BiiiKle horizontal tulx*.

20

evaporator^-® with st(‘ani condinising inside a copper coil having a

heating surface of 5.1 sq ft. Additional data for two solutions

boiling at atmospheric pre.ssure in the same evaporator are shown
in Table IV.

Table IV.

—

Data of Claa.ssen for Solutions

Weight, per cent solids
|

0 10 20 30

—
40 50 60 70

(/, salt solutions, A/„ = 18°F
j

420 430 440
i

!

Uf molasses, A/., = 12'’F . . . . 1 360
1

360 340 320
1

'

290 ! 250 210 170

Nature of the Liquid.—Data of different observers, for the

boiling of a number of liquids, have been shown in Figs, 154 to IGl.

Figure 102 shows the data of Cryder and Finalborgo,*®® who boiled

a number of liquids in the range of moderate flux. For a given At,

the value of h for methanol is 12 per cent of that for water, but
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for a given flux, shown in the right-hand part of Fig. 102, the

value of h is 55 per cent of that for water.* The data of various

observers for several liquids and solutions boiled at a number of

pressures are given in Figs. 154 to 102. Miscible binary mixtures

* A similar comparison may be made of the earlier data of Cryder and
Gilliland, as shown on p. 292 of reference 454«, but since the data of these

observers are considerably higher than those of later observers (references 5, 73,

160, 202, 335, 345-3^18), the data are not plotted herein. As noted earlier, an
error of even 1® in is particularly serious in the range of low flux, where Af

is quite small. However, Curve a of Fig. 150 gave even higher results than
the water runs of reference 161.
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give results lying between those for the pure components.^* As
shown in Fig. 162, aqueous solutions of salts or organic substances

usually give lower coefficients than water at the same pressure, for a

given M or flux.

Effect of Agitation.—In 1902, Austin^® clearly showed that

agitation may increase the heat-transfer coefficients for boiling

water in the range of moderate flux. Line C of Fig. 157 represents

the data for heat transfer to water boiling at 212°F, with no agita-

tion other than that caused by the evolution of bubbles; it is seen

that the heat-transfer coefficient increases with increase in tempera-

ture difference (or with rate of heat transfer). This increase is

generally considered to be due to an increase in agitation caused by
more vigorous evolution of bubbles. The data represented by
Curve A were obtained by boiling water in the same apparatus

with mechanical stirring (200 rpm) and show no increase of h with

increase in temperature difference. Mechanical agitation has been

used in commercial equipment. Drew and Mueller^®^ find

that stirring did not prevent vapor binding and that the critical

over-all Af was not affected substantially. Further data on the

effect of velocity of the liquid are given under Boiling Inside Tubes,

page 322.

Number and Arrangement of Tubes.—Most of the data in the

literature for laboratory apparatus are for a single tube or a hori-

zontal plate. Abbott and Comlev^ tested a model evaporator

containing 60 nearly horizontal chrome-plated copper tubes, each

10 in. long, having inside and outside diameters of 0.438 and
0.500 in., respectively. Wluui the tub(‘s were placed on 1-in.

centers, giving horizontal and vertical clearances of 0.50 in., \\4th

10 rows deep, the results shown in Fig. 164 were obtained, which are

approximat(*ly the same as those obtained by Kaulakis and Sher-

man**^'-*® and by Dreselly^'^^® with single tubes. In all three cases

the copper surface inside the tube was treated with benzyl mer-

captan (page 276) to promote dropwise condensation, thus minimiz-

ing the resistance on the steam side. When the clearance between

tubes was increased 50 per cent, at a given over-all the flux

decreased but 8 per cent, which is not significant. The heat

transfer was measured for the five pairs of adjacent rows, and no

significant variations were found. Figure 164 also shows data of

Pridgeon and Badger^^® for the boiling of distilled water at atmos-

pheric pressure outside polished copper tubes in an evaporator

containing a bundle of horizontal tubes (J-^-in. outside diameter,

^-in. inside diameter) 4 rows deep and 12 rows wide. At a given
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Atof the flux is roughly one-half that obtained in the 60-tube model,

and this is attributed, at least in part, to the fact that a promoter

was not used in the steam.

The only observers who have published data for a given fluid

boiled with both horizontal and vertical surfaces are Jakob and

Linke;®^® the comparison shows that the horizontal plate gives

nearly as good results as the vertical surface for both water and

carbon tetrachloride boiling at atmospheric pressure.

Fig. 1G4.—In the graph at the left, surprisingly good agreeniont is shown between
data for small evaporators containing hO tulM*s and 1 tube; in the graph at the right,

the 48-tube evaporator (Curve 2) wdth iionpronioted steam required more over-all

At, to give the same flux, than the single-tube evaporator (Curve 1), which was
supplied with steam promoted to give dropwise condensation.

Effect of Tube Diameter.—As shown by Akin,'*" the data of

Nukiyama^*^ for water boiled at atmospheric pressure by an

electrically heated platinum wire having a diameter of 0.(X)55 in.

give substantially the same coefficients as those of other observers

who used tubes having diameters of 0.5 in. or more.

Maximum Flux and Corresponding Critical Temperature Differ-

ence.—In J^he litiirature, attempts have been made to measure the

minimum temperature difference at which a drop of liquid assumes

the spheroidal form when placed on a heated surface, but the

experimental technique was such that the results probably have

little precision. Such data show that the critical At varies both

with the metal and liquid. * The critical as reported herein, is

* Results are summarized by Drew and Mueller:***
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Table V.—Maximum Flux for Various Liquids

Surface on boiling side
t,

deg
F

Maximum
Critical Af

Liquid flux,

Qtatx/

A

dfgV
Afo,

deg F

Ethyl acetate**®® Aluminurn<^ 102® 42,000 80
Ethyl acetate**®® Slightly dirty copper** 102® 62.000 57
Ethyl acetate**®® Chrome-plated copper** 162® 77,000 70

Benzene**®® Slightly dirty copper** 177-* 43,000 100
Benzene**®® AlurninuiiH 177® 50.000 80
Benzene**®® Copper*^ 177® 55,000 80
Benzene**®® Chrome-plated copper** 177® 69,000 100
Benzene**®® Copper** 177® 72,000 00
Benzene**®® Chrome-plated copper** 177“ 70,000 100
Benzene**®® Steel** 177® 82,000 100

Carbon tetrachloride**®® Dirty copper** 170® 47,000 83
Carbon tetrachloride**®® Copper** 170® 58,000 79

Heptane**®® Copper** 209® 53.000 55

Ethanol**®® Aluminum** 173® 54,000 90
Ethanol**®® Copper** 173“ 80.000 66
Ethanol***® Slightly dirty copper** 173® 93.000 65
Ethanol***® Grooved copper** 173® 120,000 55
Ethanol**®® Chrome-i)lated copper** 173® 126,000 65

i-Fropanol**»® Polished nickel-plated
copper** 127 67, Ot**' 85 91

t-Propanol**»® Polished nickel-plated
copper** 151 90,000 75 84

i-Propanol**»® Polishecl nickel-plated
copper** 175® 110,000 90 96

Methanol***® Slightly dirty copper** 149® 78,000 92
Methanol***® Chrome-plated copper** 149® 120.000 1 no
Methanol**®® Steel** 149® 123,000

i

105
Methanol**®® ('op per** 149® 124,000 i 115

Butanol***® New nickel-plated copper** 173 79,000 70 83
n-Butanol***® New nickel-plated copper** 207 92,000 70 79
n-Butanol***“ New nickel-plated copper** 241® 105,000 60 70

i-Butanol***® Polisheil nickel-plated
copper** 222® 115,000 80 85

Water***® Polished nickel-plated
coppeH’ 131 115,000 42 53

Water"* (nirome-pl itecl copper** 110 1 50 , 000 45Water"* Chrome-plated copper*" 130 175,000 45 65
Water***® New nickrl-plated copper'* 1 55 190,000 50
Water"* Chrome-plated coi>per*" 1 50 220 , 000 45 64
Water"* Chrome-i lat<*d copper*^ 170 243,000 45 64
Watt'r***® Polished nickel-plated

coppci ** 171 250.000 50 72
Water ***® New niekel-])lated copper*' 191 260,000 50
W'ater** Chrome plate<l I'opper*" 190 300,000 45 70

Water* Chrome-plated copper'* 212® 330,000 45 80
Water***® New nickel-plated copper* 212® 360,000 52 08
Water***® Polished nickel-plated

copper^ 212® 370.000 45 72
Water"* Chromt*-pIated copper* 212® 390.000 45 72
Water***® Steel** 212® 410.000 150

“ BoiliiiK at atinoapherio pressure.
^ Steam side was promoted with benzyl mercaptan,
^ Steam side was promoted with octyl thiocyanate.
^ Steam probably contained a trace of oleic acid.
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'that value at which the measured flux reaches a maximum value

(Figs 147, 156, and 160) and is best determined by using a vapor*

heated surface. Table V summarizes the values so determined.*

Apparently the critical A< for a given liquid and surface is sub-

stantially independent of the boiling temperature and corresponding

total pressure (Figs. 158 and 160), and the corresponding maximum
flux increases with increase in boiling temperature (Fig. 161).

The over-all temperature difference is defined as the saturation

temperature of the steam less the boiling temperature of the liquid.

For a given liquid and pressure, the critical value of \to is increased

by substantial deposits of scale and is less for dropwise than for

film condeasation.

Scale Deposits.—In boiling water or aqueous solutions in

evaporators heated by condensing steam, the coefficients on both

the steam side and the boiling-licpiid side arc large with clean sur-

faces. Hence even a thin layer of scale may have a large effect

on the over-all coefficient. Pridgeon and Badger measured

over-all coefficients from condensing sti'um to water boiling at

167®F in a horizontal submerg<‘d-tube evaporator. The data of

Table VI (read from their curves) show the importance of over-all

temperature difference and the cleanliness and nature of the

heating surface.

Table VI .—Uo from Condensing Steam to Boiling Water^’*

Atoj over-alPA/, dog F
1

18 CN

_

36 45 54

Uo (ni.sty iron)
i

280 ’ 300 1
.32.") 3.50 375

Uo (clean iron) 300
1

385 460 535 610

Uo (slightly dirty copper) : .580
1

780 9.'>0 1120
1

Uo (polished copper;
j

820 ; lllO
1

1

1470 1810
1

2120

Later work on the copper tubes, after acid cleaning, gave Vo as

high as 3070 with Ato = SS^'F, but it was difficult to reproduce

these very high values of Uoj owing to the collection of a thin

deposit on the tubes. The small amount of scale necessary to

reduce a high coefficient by a substantial amount is not generally

realized. By taking the thermal conductivity k of scale as 1.6t

* Additional data are given in reference 195, obtained with a very small

apparatus.

t The conductivity of boiler scale has been studied by Eberle and Holz-

bauer,*®* Partridge,*®® Kamp,*®^ and Zamited*^
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Btu/(hr)(8q ft)(deg F per ft), the calculated thickness of scale

required to reduce the coefficients in Table VI for polished copper

to those for slightly dirty copper are shown in Table* VI I.*

Tab!>e VII

1

Atoj deg F
1

18 27 36 45

U (polished copper) 820 1110 1470 1810

U (slightly dirty copper) 580
1

780 950 1120

Neee.ssary scale thickness, in
1

0.0079 1 0.0059
1

0.0058 0.0053
1

Webre and Robinson^^*^ quote some tests by Kerr on a quadruple-

effect evaporator in a sugar mill that show the effect of cleanliness.

Tests were made* days and (> days after the evaporators were

cleaneel. The effect of increasing scale formation is illustrated by

the following table.

Tabi.e VIII.—r, HTiT/(IlK)(Sg Ft)(Deg F)

J’A'aperutor

Afte*r <lays

After (lavs
i

1 2 3 4

321
1

.508
!

203 90

239
!

270 i 97
1

79

Webre and Robinson also give elata on an e'xperimental apparatus

in which the over-all coefficient dropped from 1550 to 900 in le^s

than^2 hr, then l<*ss rapielly to a value of 700.

Assuming that the scale collecting on the heating surface in an

evaporator is strictly proportional to the total Btu, Q, transferred

up to the time 6, McCabe and Robinson^®^ show that 1/C* = a2

+ wherein and are empirical constants and U is the over-

all coefficient of heat transfer, f Figure 1(35 illustrates how closely

some data fit this relation. Where the e.xporimental data follow

* For Ato of 18^F, the resistance x/k of the scale, assumed equal to the

difTerence l)etween the over-all resistance when the tube is dirty and when it is

polished, is (1/580) — (1/820), whence x is 0.00066 ft, or 0.0079 in.

t fr h ^ “ atdQ, But by definition dQ = UA AlodB.
U L'

Elimination of dQ and integration give
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this equation, the optimum cleaning cycle is readily calculated from

the following equation^^ and cost data:

Q = A (Ato) a2 “1“ cisd \/fl2]/®3 (3)

wherein Q represent the Btu transferred in 6 hours.

Figure 166 illustrates that some data do not follow the linear

relationship.

0000003

^ Q000002

QOOOOOl

o ® •
• •
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707 0

•
o 0 •

•
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0
o

lUw

ol I I 1 1 1 1 J
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Time^Hours

Fio. 166 .—Data of Wcbre^^* for evaporation of sea water in a single-tube evaporator.

In boiling saturated solutions of sodium sulphate or sodium

chloride at atmospheric pressure Coffey found that scale was

rapidly deposited on the heating surface. Starting with clean

surfaces, a number of runs were made, each with a constant over-all

temperature difference, in the range 50 to 150°F. Comparison of

these results, 1 hr after boiling started, showed that the largest flux

of 75,000 was obtained with Ato of 75®F, whereas with water a maxi-

mum flux of 330,000 was found with Ato of 95'^F. With a solute of

low solubility, calcium sulphate, Bulkely finds that the fractional
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increase in U with increase in Ato is less than for water boiling in the

same apparatus; at Ato of 26°F, the solution gave the same U as

water, and with Ato of 120°F, U/Uw was 0.64.

With very thin scale deposits formed on tul>es submerged in

water boiling at atmospheric pressure, two observers®^^*®® find that

h is increased for a given At or flux in the region BCD of Fig. 147

;

Akin'*® finds that the percentage of increase due to slight fouling

decreases rapidly with increase in Ai, whereas Braunlich finds the

increase independent of At. With a thicker deposit of scale, formed

At
,
Deg F

Fui. 1()7.—Effect of scale deposit on critical value of over-all At, {Data of

by boiling city water, Dreselly*’^^" obtained the usual decrease in h

for a given A^ or flux. In order to obtain the maximum flux of

330,(XK), fouling increased the Ate from 45 to 80°F, Fig. 107.

Summary, Boiling by Submerged Surfaces

In boiling a liquid at a given pressure, as the temperature

difference is increased the heat flux at first increases slowly, then

more rapidly, goes through a maximum, and subsequently decreases

as the heat-transfer surface becomes insulated with a film of vapor

(Figs. 147 to 148). Table V gives the values of the maximum
flux and corresponding ‘^eriticar’ temperature differences for

11 liquids and several surfaces. In using exhaust steam to supply

the heat to vaporize organic liquids of moderately low boiling

points, to avoid exceeding the critical At it may be necessary to

boil under pressure or to condense the steam under reduced pressure.

The critical temperature difference for a given liquid and surface
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is nearly independent of the temperature or pressure of boiling, but

the maximum flux decreases with decrease in temperature, as shown

by the correlation of data for several liquids in Fig. 161. However,

water or aqueous solutions are often boiled in multiple-effect

evaporators, wherein a total temperature drop of 100 to 150°F is

shared among the several evaporators connected in scries with

respect to vapor, and under such conditions there is little or no

chance of exceeding the critical temperature difference.

Whereas the true situation as to reproducibility of runs is

shown by plotting q/A vs. Aty for the reasons given on page 305

a plot of h vs. At is preferred to a graph of h vs. q/A.

For a given liquid boiled at a fixed pressure in a given apparatus,

the boiling-side and over-all coefficients, and consequently the flux,

increase with increase in temperature difference so long as the

critical At is not exceeded. Supporting data for 1 1 pure liquids and

5 solutions are shown in Figs. 154 to 164 and in Tables III and VI.

For a given liquid boiled in a given apparatus, employing a

fixed At not exceeding the critical value, the boiling-side and

over-all coefficients, and hence the flux, increavse with increase in

temperature or pressure of tb.e boiling licpiids, as shown in Fig. 160

and Tables III and IX. As shown in Fig. Uil, the data for a giv^n

liquid may be roughly correlated by the ecpiation logio (h/ha)

= ai{t ~ ta)y and the tem{>erature coefficient Ui vari(‘s rc'latively

little for the various liquids for which data are available. Since

for a giverr liquid the curves of h vs. At for the various temperatures

diverge at very low At, Ui increases at low At.

In boiling various liquids at a fixed pressure in a given apparatus,

without exceeding the critical At, h may vary widely from one

liquid to another when the comparisons are made at a given A^, but

the variation is considerably less whem the comparison is made at

equal flux. Data for 11 pure liquids and 5 aqueous solutions are

shown in Figs. 154 to 164,

For a given liquid boiled at a fixed pressure with a given At,

h varies widely with the nature of the heat-transfer surface at

moderate At, but this variation is much less at large or small At.

Usually a reduction in surface tension of water, due to addition of a

wetting agent, is accompanied by an increase in /i at a given At

or flux, as shown on page 303. The effects upon h of other addition

agents, including adsorbed air, arc treated on pages 303 and 304.

Whereas a very thin layer of scale on the heat-transfer surface

on the boiling side may increase h (page 319), a thicker deposit may
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seriously decrease h (page 316, Tables VI and VIII, and Figs. 165

to 167).

Substantially the same coefficients have been obtained with

horizontal and vertical heat-transfer surfaces (page 314), and

the meager data indicate little effect of substantial variation in the

spacing of horizontal tubes in a bundle (page 313).

Available data show no significant change in h due to a one

hundredfold reduction in diame-
1

j

1

ter of a submerged horizontal
Tube wall temperatures

cylinder, page 314. 220

II. BOILING INSIDE TUBES 210

In both forced- and natural- |
circulation evaporators, unevapo-

rated liciuid recirculates through ^

the tubes, entering at the satura- o. Liquor temperatures

tion temperature corresponding *^-1 go - ?? 3
^ +'^100 —

to the pressure in the vapor space |200 - a |o
^

of the evaporator or that in ^

the vapor-liquid separator.

However, since the pressure at

the base of the tulx? is higher, '

the liquid is first warmed with-
, 70

1

out evaporation as it flows Distance from Bottom of Tube.

through the tube until it reaches of Boarts, Badger,
and Meisenburg®' for a forced-circula-

a section where boiling starts. tion vertical-tube evaporator; tgo

Hadger and his associates* have ^ over-all M =

developed a traveling thermo-

couple for measuring the variation in the temperature of the fluid

with distance from tlie inlet; tube-wall temperatures are measured

by thermocouples.

Forced-circulation Vertical-tube Evaporator.—Boarts et

evaporated water at boiling temperatures of 212 to 139°F inside a

vertical copper tube (0.76 in. by 12 ft) jacketed with condensing

steam. By use of the traveling thermocouple and tube-wall

thermocouples, temperature distribution curves were obtained, as

shown in Fig. 168.®^ For runs in which the Reynolds number

DG/n exceeded 65,000 (F' above 3.4 ft/sec at the inlet) the true

coefficients hm for the entire tube, based on the length-mean Af,

averaged 1.26 times those predicted from ICq. 4c of Chap. VII for

References 441, 67, 91, 706, and 232; see also reference 700.

"^0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Distance from Bottom of Tube, Feet

Fill. 1G8.—Data of Boarts, Badger,
and Meiseiiburg®’ for a forced-circula-
tion vertical-tube evaporator; tg„

= 230°F, to = 176°F, over-all At —
54^F.
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Fio. 169.—Data of Boarts, Badger, and Meisonhiirg*’^ for heating and boiling
water in a vertical-tube forced-circulation evap<jrator (0.7b X 12 ft). The ratio

A/«/A/„ averaged 0.63.

Fiu. 170.—Apparent coefficients of

heat transfer from tul>e to water

in vertical forced-circulation evapora-

tors, plotted in terms of 4*^ = {hoD/k)

V8. apparent tem-
perature drop. If Eq. 4c of Chap. VII
applied to hm, and if A/m = 0.6.3A/o

(Fig. 169), <f>i should equal 0.63 (0.023)

s= 0.015. Below A/a of 22°F, data are

those of Boarts;®^ above A/a of 22°F,

data are those of Oliver®*®® for a short

vertical tube (0.496 in. by 1.72 ft).

Fia. 171.—Apparent coefficients for

heating and boiling water in vertical

forced-circulation evaporators (vapor-

liquid separator at 212°F), plotted

V8. apparent temperature difference

(A/ ^ im — tf,), compared with data of

Fig. 150 for water Ixiiling at 212®F in

pools heated by e submerged horisontal

tul)e.
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warming water without vaporization. At lower feed rates, where

as much as 6.5 per cent by weight of the feed evaporated per pass,

the true coefficients in the boiling section BC averaged 140 per cent

above those predicted from Eq. 4c. Figure 169 shows the dabi

for the entire tube plotted as average flux q/A vs, Af, defined in two

ways: Atmj the true length-mean At described above, and Ata, the

apparent based on the length-mean temperature of the surface

and the saturation temperature corresponding to the pressure

in the vapor-liquid separator. The latter type of At is much
easier to use in design calculations and gives at least as good a

correlation of the data as the more involved Atm, The apparent

At averaged 0.63 times the true

At,

The observed apparent coeffi-

'•ients ha = q/A Ata nre plotted

in terms of the dimensionless

term
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Fiq. 172.^—-Increase in capacity of a
short vertical nickcl-tube forced-circu-
lation evaporator (0.495 in. by 1.72 ft)

by promoting dropwise condensation by
use of oleic acid; film coefficients are

given in Fig. 171. {Daia of Oliver.

VS. Ata in Fig. 170, together with

data of Oliver*'**" for a very short

vertical nickel-tube evaporator

(0.495 in. by 1.72 ft) in which

A/„ ranged from 24 to 53°F and

th(' corresponding flux was 38,000

to 2()0,(K)0 Htu/(hr)(sq ft). For

a givtai IXj/jjl bast'd on the vis-

cosity of the litpiid, </)4 increases

with increase in Ata] for IXi/p

above ()5,000, the curve of (t>A rises from 0.016 to 0.040; for lower

values of the Reynolds number, <>4 is 0.1 at Ata of 50°F. For warm-
ing water without va])orization, the standard value of <^>4 is 0.023.

The corresponding over-all coefficients for runs with the short tube

at entering velocities of 3.6 ft/sec are plotted vs. the steam pressure

in Fig. 172, and it is seen that the oleic acid was a better promoter

of dropwise condensation on nickel than was octyl thiocyanate.

Over-all coefficients for molasses and gelatin solutions are given

by Coates and Ihidger,*^** and film and over-all coefficients foi

concentrated caustic solutions are reported by Badger, Monrad,

and Diamond®* for a vertical nickel t’ be heated by condensing

vapors of diphenyl.
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Long-tube Vertical Evaporator, Natural-circulation Tjrpe.—In

this type^ the feed rates arc very small, compared with those used

in forced-pirculation evaporators, so that a larp;(^ fraction of the feed

is evaporated in each pass. Brooks and J^adger®^ measured the

distribution of temperature in a single vertical tube of copper

(1.76 in. by 20 ft) jacketed by condensing steam. It was found

that a substantial portion of the length was used for preheating and

true over-all coefficients Ub for the boiling section were determined

Fio. 17.3.—Long vertical-tube nafural-cireulation typo of evaporator, with external
vap<jr-lic4uid separator, {(.'ourtesy of Buffalo Foundry atul Machine i'ompany.)

for distilled water boiling at temperatures ranging from 150 to

200^F. The data show that V

h

increased with increase in over-all

temperature difference and suggest that Ub decreases with increase

in fraction of the feed evaporated.

Stroebe et used the same apparatus to boil water at 150 to

200°F, with feed entering at velocities of 0.065 to 0.58 ft/see and

injected enough live steam to bring the feed to the boiling tempera-

ture corresponding to the pressure at the base of the tube, so that

boiling occurred through the length of the tube. The corresponding

true-mean coefficients hm (based on obtained with the aid of a
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traveling thermocouple) ranged from 1160 to 2640, which are

considerably lower than those obtained by Boarts®^ with forced

circulation. However, because of the substantial resistance on the

steam side, the over-all coefficients in the forced- and natural-

circulation types were more nearly equal than the coefficients on

the boiling-side coefficients. Use of a promoter in the steam for

both evaporators would have allowed the forced-circulation type

to take advantage of the high velocit}'^ inside the tubes. Stroebc

obtained U ranging from 230 to 630 based on apparent over-all

and 410 to 880 based on true over-all A^. In a run with water

lOOy, Percent Feed Vaporized

Fig. 174.—True film coefiicienta for water in the hoiliuR seotion of a vertical-

tuhe natural-eireulation evaporator (1.70 in. !)y 20 ft), plotted vs. weight per cent

vaporized, {Data of Stroehc, Baker, and Badger

entering at a velocity of 0.2 ft/sec and a temperature of 155^F

in the vapor separator, Iih was 1500, but upon adding a small

concentration of a wetting agent (l)uponol) Jib increased to 3100

and IJ

H

increased from 540 to 710. In contrast to the small weight

fraction y of ft'cd vaporized in the forced-circulation evaporator, at

the low feed rates used in the long-tube vertical natural-circulation

type, from 7 to nearly UK) per cent by weight of the feed is vaporized.

At high values of y, the true coefficient Jib decreases, as shown by

Woods^^^ in Fig. 174.

Cessna, Lientz, and Badger continued the program and

reported over-all coefficients for a vertical copper tube 1.25 in. by

18.5 ft and calculated true over-all coefficients Unb and Ub for the

nonboiling and boiling sections, for water and for solutions contain-
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ing from 30 to 50 per cent sucrose fed at the rate of 36 U.S. gal/hr-

The values of Unb were correlated by the natural-convection type

equation: Usb = 0.06(Cp Since the work is still under

way, the values oi Ub were not correlated but are reported. Cessna

f
and Badger repeated the work

described in reference 111 by

substituting a vertical copper

tube (0.65 in. by 18.5 ft) and

gave a complex equation for cor-

relating the maximum tempera-

ture and reported the over-all

coefficients Usb and Ub-

Short Vertical-tube Evapora-
" tors.—Badger and Shepard^'* used

a biisket-type evaporator con-

taining 24 iron tubes (2 in. by 2

ft), and, as shown in Table IX,

U increased with increase in A/«

and with increase in the tempera-

ture of boiling.

Figure 17() shows data ob-

tained by (^4eve‘“'^ for ev\apora-

\ tion of water in a short

\ m vertical-tube natural-circulation

evaporator. At Af greater than

9°F, because of decrease in the

F.O. i75.-Short veril.^al-tubc (has-
Velocity of the liqiiid eotoring the

ket type) natural-cirfiilatiDn ovapora- tul)e and th(^ in(a*(*ase ill A^, h ros(i

U,r. (Courtesy of Sweden Evaporator
niOfC slowlv than atsIUllller Values

Company.)
of A^, where V' was increasing.

Foust, Baker, and Badgqi’-'*^ studied the evaporation of water

under reduced pressure in a basket-type evaporator containing

31 ten-gauge steel tubes (2.5 in. outside diameter and 4 ft long),

heated by condensing steam. The liquor velocity entering the

Table IX.—Boiling Water in Basket-type Evaporator
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tubes, measured by a pitot tube, ranged from 1 to 4 ft/sec and for

each value of the over-all temperature drop went through a maxi-

mum^with respect to liquor level,

with lowered level of the liquor,

with increased Aio, and with

increased boiling point. Appar-

ent values of U ranged from 76

to 309, and true values of U
ranged from 78 to 340.

Hydrostatic Head.—The
depth of the liquid over the

heating surface in an evaporator

affects the apparent over-all co-

efficient of heat transfer to a sub-

stantial degree. As shown by

Curves 1, 2, and 3 of Fig. 177,

short vertical-tube evaporators

The over-all coefficients increased

6 7 8 9 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
At, Deg F

Fig. 176.—Data of CIeve‘29 for heat-
ing and boiling water in a short vertical-

tube natural-circulation evaporator; V'
is liciuor velocity entering tube, ex-

pressed in feet per second.

show an increase in the apparent over-all coefficient U with increase

in depth of liquid up to a (‘ertain point and then a decrease with

incH'ase in depth. The low coefficients at very low licjuid levels

Fkj. 177. -KfToct of liquor level on V in natural-circulation evaporators.

may be due to incomplete submergence of the heating surface. At

high levels the decrease with increase in liquid level is attributed

both to the effect of hydrostatic head on the temperature difference
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and * to a change in circulation. Badger and Shepard®^ had
previously studied the variation with liquid level of the over-all

coefficient from steam to boiling water in a vertical-tube evaporator

and observed a behavior analogous to that illustrated in Fig. 177.

In 1920, Badger^® published tests on a 138-sq ft horizontal-

tube evaporator operated with various liquid levels. Water wjis

evaporated by condensing steam, and the effect of the water level

Lb /sq in
o - 9.7 -II.4
• -20.8-55.1
A - 64 -79

Steam pressure tb/sq/nga

lOOy, Percent Feed Vaporized

Fio. 178.—Plot of local over-all coefficient in hoilinff section of horizontal
four-pass forced-circulation evaporator (Yaryan type) vs. cumulative weijjjht per
cent vaporized. The decrease in IJ

h

at high y is duo to insufficient licpiid to wet the
inner walls of the tube. {Data of

on the over-all coefficient is shown as Curve 1 in Fig. 177. The
solid line is based on the difference between the temperature
corresponding to the pressure in the steam chast and the tempera-
ture corresponding to the pressure in the vapor space. The dotted
line. Curve la, is based on the temperature difference, corrected
for hydrostatic head, taken as the difference between the saturation

temperature in the steam chest and the arithmetic mean of the
saturation temperatures of the water corresponding to the pressures

at the top and at the bottom of the heating surface. The coefficient

of heat transfer calculated from this corrected temperature differ-
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ence decreases with increase in liquor level, although not so rapidly

as the uncorrected value. Coefficients of heat transfer in evapora-

tors may vary so much with type of evaporator, kind of liquor

evaporated, cleanliness, and temperatures of steam and boiling

Fig. 179a.—High-speed photograph of return bends at end of first and third

passes in four-pass apparatus of Woods.^^*®-^«® [Taken between surges at a feed

rate of 530 lb of water per lir and a steam-gauge pressure of 20. Calculated cumu-
lative vaporization equals 8 per cent of feed (by weight), in first return bend (at the

left) and 47 per cent in third. Note quiet liquid layer in lx>ttom of first return

bend. A cardboard background was placed behind return bends.] {Photograph

by H, E. Edgerton with exposure of 1/100,000 sec.)

Fia. 1796.—Edgerton photograph taken a few seconds after that shown in Fig. 179a,

while a surge occurred in the return bend at the left.

liquid that the use of coefficients based on an uncorrected tempera-

ture difference is usually as satisfactory as those based on a corrected

temperature difference. Nevertheless, there is an optimum liquid

level at which either tj^pe of coefficient of heat transfer, and hence

the capacity of the evaporator, is at a maximum.
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Horizontal Tubes.—Woods et vaporized water or benzene

flowing through a four-pass horizontal steam-jacketed standard

1-in. copper pipe. Temperatures of the fluid were determined at

.i 100,000
O

8QOOO

Fluid Key Final % Vapor

A 20 - 41

Water V 67 - 77
95 - 99

o 66

Benzene
• 80

90
100

Fio. 180.—Average flux in Ixiiliiig section of a Yaryan-type evaporator vs.

length-mean over-all temperature difference, for various values of y. In the benzene
runs, hot-wall vapor binding (due to excessive*AO is clearly shown for several values

of y; at a given Af, dry-wall vapor binding is indicated by the decrease in flux with
increase in y. Owing to use of a promoter of tlropwise condensation on the steam
side, the At on the l:>oiiing side should be substantially the same as the measured
over-ali A/. {Data of Woods 77wa.4oo arul Bryan.)

the end of each 12-ft pasts, and condensate rates were measured

from the 12 separate steam jackets. As in the case of the long-tube

vertical, low feed velocities were used (0.26 to 1 ft/sec) so that
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nearly all the feed could be ev^orated if desired. The steam-side

resistance was minimized by using octyl thiocyanate (page 276)

to promote dropwise condensation, and hence over-all coefficients

should be nearly as large as the inside coefficients. In the benzene

runs the local over-all coefficients in the preheating section ran

lOOy, Percent Feed Vaponxed

Fio. 181.—Data of Woo<ls^*® for water in a four-pass horizontal tube, compared
with those of Stroebc et for a single vertical tube. Since dropwise condensa-
tion was employed by the former, the values of hn probably were little higher than
the measured values of U h-

from two to four times as large as those predicted from Eq. 4c of

Chap. VI T, which may he due to increased turbulence resulting

from temporary vaporization in the film near the wall and subse-

quent coiuU'nsation in the bulk of the stream and to turbulence

resulting from the surging flow

Fig. 178, with moderate tem-

perature differen(‘es, avS the fluid

is progressively vaporized, the

local over-all coefficient at first

increases, goes through a maxi-

mum, and then decrejises sharply

toward values typical of super-

heating dry vapor (Eep Ak of

Chap. VII). This dry-wall va-

por binding is attributed to in-

sufficient licpiid to wet the walls;

at th(‘ glass return bends, small

droplets of liciuid were carried

inside the tubes. As shown in

AtoDeg F

Fig. 182.—Data of Moore^*** for

evaporation of water from sulphite

liquor flowing in a slightly inclined steel

tube (3 in. X 25 ft) jacketed by con-

densing steam.

down the center of the tube (Fig. 179a). With high temperature

differences, there was encountered the type of hot-wall vapor

binding t3q)ical of boiling pools of liquid heated with submerged

tubes. Figure 180 shows the average flux in the boiling section

plotted the length-mean over-all temperature difference for
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^various per cent vaporizations of the feed. Figure 181 shows that

the coefficients for water are of the same order of magnitude as

those^®® in the long-tube vertical evaporator.

1500

1000

800

600
U
500

400

300

200

150

100

Fio. 183.^—Summary of data for apparent over-all roefficients from condensing
steam to water boiling under vacuum in several tyj>e8 of natural-circulation evapo-
rators; for each set of data the curves are convex upward. For a given Cit„ and U,
Foust el found that q was highest when the liquor level was below the top

of the heating surface.
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Figure 182 shows over-all coefficients reported by Moore^^**

for evaporation of water from sulphite litiuor flowing inside a steel

tube (3 in. by 25 ft), slightly inclined from the horizontal and
jacketed by condensing steam. As usual, U increases with increase

in over-all temperature difference and with increase in boiling

temperature.
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Inclined-tube Evaporators.—Table X shows the dimensions of

two evaporators having tubes inclined 45 deg, in which the feed

enters at the bottom and the unevaporated liquid returns by gravity

to recirculate through the tubes.

Table X

Observer
Number
of tubes

O.D.,

inches

I.D.,

inches

Heated
length,

feet

Linden and Montillon^^*.^ . . .

VanMarle^®*

1

7

1.32

3.00

1.06

2.83

4.08

4.88

Table XI gives smoothed values of the over-all coefficients of heat

transfer for the evaporation of water at several temperatures.

Table XT.

—

C\)EFFiriENTs in Inclined-txjbe Evaporators

boiling temperature, deg F 120 130 140 180 1

1

195 210

(/, AL = 10°F, reference 436
|

f/, Mo — 20° F, reference, 436

f/, Mo = 6(>-79°F, reference 732 650 850 1050

550 700

300

900

The inside coefficients, determined by Linden and Montillon, were

correlated by the equation h = where as is 0.63 at 180°,

1.0 at 195°, and 1.5G at 210°F.

Summary, Boiling Inside Tubes

For natural-circulation evaporators having long or short vertical

tubes or inclined tubes, the boiling-side and over-all coefficients

increase with increase in temperature difference and with increase

in temperature of boiling (pages 324 to 333), as is also true for

submerged-tube evaporators. The effect of high temperature

difference has not been studied. As with submerged heat-transfer

surfaces, the coefficients increase with decrease in surface tension

(page 325). When a solute is added to water, thus increasing

viscosity, the coefficients decrease (page 326). Typical coefficients

are quoted for water, and literature references are given for several

aqueous solutions.

Forced-circulation evaporators, operated with high velocities

m the tubes, give higher coefficients on the boiling side than natural-
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circulation types, but frequently the increase in over-all coefficient

is not marked because of the importance of the thermal resistance

on the steam side, where film type condensation prevails. The
advantage of promoting dropwise condensation is shown in Fig. 172.

With high feed rates, a small fraction is vaporized, and for the

reasons given on page 331, the boiling-side coefficients may be

roughly twice those predicted from Eq. 4c of Chap. VII. At low

feed rates {DG/ix < 65,000), the ratio of the apparent coefficient

ha to that predicted from Eq. 4c increases approximately from 1 to 4

as A<a increases from 30 to 50°F, as shown in Fig. 170.

With low feed rates in a multipass horizontal-tube evaporator,

it is possible to evaporate the volatile portion of the feed if desired.

With such apparatus, two type's of vapor binding and consequent

decrease in capacity may be en(‘ountered. With moderate A^b,

when a large fraction of the feed is evaporated, the re^sidual liquid

IS carried as spray in the rapidly moving stream of vapor (Fig. 179a),

and ha decreases with further increase in fraction evaporated

(Fig. 178). The coefficients are roughly the same as those for

similar conditions in the long-tube vertical natural-(*irculation type

(Fig. 181), With large Ata and a given substantial fraction vapor-

ized, hot-wall vapor binding occurs at a critical Ata, and even the

average flux decreases with further increase in Ain] typical results are

shown in Fig. 180.

..in. PREDICTION OF OVER-ALL COEFFICIENT

In a number of cases, values of U are already available; other-

’.vise they are preferably determinc'd expc'rirnentally for the solution

and type of apparatus under considcuation. However, it is some-

times necessary to base preliminary dc^sign on the available data

for the surface coefficients, with the use of the familiar resistance

equation

Values of the thermal conductivity of the tube wall are known, but

except where it is necessary to use glass-lined equipment or the

like, kuf has but little influence on (7. Steam-side coefficients of

heat transfer are given in Chap. IX, except for condensation inside

horizontal tubes; as an approximation, h may be taken the same
as for outside horizontal tubes. Coefficients of heat transfer for

scale deposits on the steam side are given on page 275. In nearly
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all cases, the reported steam-side values were determined mthoiit

filtering the steam, and hence the effect of dirt on the steam is

already included. However, it is desirable to make separate allow-

ance for hd on the steam side, especially where the steam side

cannot be cleaned readily. Corresponding values for the boiling

side may depend on both the nature of the liquid and the surface

but can be approximated from runs in small-scale apparatus. The
scale-deposit factor on the boiling side is automatically included

in the values of hu determined from the results of long runs in

which hj at a given has reached a constant value with respect

to time. With th(^se data, it is easy to compute the coordinates

of a curve of U vs. A<«, or flux vs. Atoj as follows: For a given Ata

on the l)oiling side, with the use of the curve of ha vs. Ala, the flux

q/

A

is calculated. The temperature drops through the tube wall

and dirt deposit are computed as usual, and finally the At through

the condensate film is obtained r)y use of the charts* on pages 268

or 269. The over-all temperature difference is obtained by adding

these individual tcanperature drojKS, and flux or Uo may be plotted

vs. Ato.

Graphical Analysis of U.—By onsuming that the sum R of the

resistances of tlu* «team side, tube wall, and dirt deposits is constant,

an approximate* graphical analysis of over-all coefficients may be

made by combining the following relations:

It + r = li+ \t.i flB «5 At%

l,B st,< = Ou = Uo^lo

to give

1

Uo
R + 1 — /? + 1

a^iq/Ar
(5)

Hence if, by selecting a suitable value of n, a plot of l/Uo as ordi-

nates vs. l/(r"„ ’ as abscis.sas gives a straight line on rec-

tangular coordinates with a positive intercept on the vertical

axis, the ntercept (‘cpials /?, and the reciprocal of thr slope equals
^i/(n-Hi)

t Obviously the method ^^^ll break down as the critical

* Note that in Fig. 130 the abscissa 41"/^/ is proportional to the flux on th^

steam side. Alternatively, one may use the alignment chart on p. 209.

t Alternately, one may plot
^ J

vs. wherein

m =* n/(n -f 1).
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q/A

625

714

833

1000

1250 ^

1667

2500

5000

0.0002 0.0004 Q0006 0.0008 QOOtO 0.0012

Fio. 184.—Graphical analysis of over-all coefficients from condensing steam to

liquids boiling at 1 atm. in submerged horizontal-tube evaporators, based on m =»

n/(n 4 1) = ? 3 . The intercept on the vertical axis represents the apparent sum of

all thermal resistances except that of the boiling Ihiuid. The reciprocal of the slope,

raised to an exponent of n + 1 (3 in this case), represents the value of as in the
equation ha ** The weakness of the method lies in the fact that substan-
tially straight lines are obtained by use of values of m ranging from 0.5 to 0.8,

corresponding to n ranging from 1 to 4; as m is increased from 0.5 to 0.8, both the
intercept and slope increase, but for these data the intercepts are small comparer'
with the over-all resistances, for m ranging from 0.5 to 0.8.
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Mo is approached, where the value of n falls rapidly and even

reverses sign. The method also’ fails in the region of very low

flux, along the portion AB oi the curve of Fig. 147, where n is

much less than in the range CD. With film-type condensation

on one side and water boiling on the other, 72 is a substantial frac-

tion of the total resistance l/[/, whereas with dropwise conden-

sation, R drops sharply. The method will also fail if R varies

considerably, because of a substantial deposition of scale, a shift

from one type of condensation to another, or accumulation of

q/A-

—

Fio. 185.—Graphical analysis of data for range of low flux, showing lack of

linear relation, since in this range n and m arc not constant, as shown in Fig. 147;

however, intercepts are much larger than in P^ig. 184.

noncondensable gas. Although it is possible to obtain a representa-

tive slope with fair accuracy, the value of computed from the

slope is less reliable. As shown in Fig. 184, the data in the range

of high flux give a linear relation based on n of 2. However, as

shown in Fig. 185, use of n of 2 in the range of low flux is unsatis-

factory in most cases.

Problems

1 . An experimental evaporator shell consists of a horizontal cylinder

approximately 1 ft in length by 8 in. in diameter, provided with an overhead

water-cooled total condenser and a submerged horizontal chromium-plated

copper tube that is heated by steam condensing on the inside surface. The

submerged tube is 12.1 in. long and has an o. d. of 0.840 in. and a wall thickness

of 0.109 in. Thermocouples are installed at points 4 in. from each end of the

tube and 0.025 in. below the outer surface.
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In a typical run, the heating surface is covered with water to a depth of

1.25 in.; steam is passed through a vapor-liquid separator, thence through a

glass-wool filter, and is throttled to the desired condensing pressure before it

enters the heating tube. Cooling water is supplied to the condenser.

When steady-state conditions have been obtained, the following readings

are taken with the water boiling at 212®F:

)tun number 1 2 3

Steam gauge pressure, Ib/sq in 99 13 43

Average temperature of thermocouples, deg F 329 234 258.5

Temperature of inlet condenser water, deg If) 2 17.2 12.8

Temperature of outlet condenser water, deg C
Condenser-water rate, Ib/hr

54.5

322

58.5

305

57

1132

From these data, compute the over-all coefficient and the two surface

coefficients.

2

.

It is desired to boil methanol at 151^F in a natural-convection evaporator

heated by steam condensing inside horizontal submerged tubes. In view of the

data below, what should be the condensing temperature of the steam?

h.., deg F 226 236 246 256 266 272 286 296

f’ 1510 1540
1

1500
I

1420 1300 1200 ^ 1040 950

3

,

It is proposed to feed 5(X)0 Ib/hr of a viscous solution containing 30

V eight per cent solute at 175°F to an evaporator operated continuously at a

fixed vacuum, to produce a product containing 40 weight per cent solute.

The submerged tubes will he supplied with an adecpiate amount of superheated

steam at 175°F, having a condensation temperature of 170''F. Further dat'<

are giv'en below. Calculate the square fec*t of heating surface reejuired.

Data

Per cent solids

1

Specific heat

1

!

Hoiling tempera-

ture, deg F
U

30

40

0.720

0.615

110

130

50

30

4

.

A two-effect vapor-compression evajjorator is to concentrate 100,000

Ib/hr of a colloidal solution from 10 to 40 p<;r cent solids by weight. The
feed will enter the first effect at the boiling temperature in that effect, which is

to be operated with an absolute pressure on the boiling side of 21 Ib/sq in.

The pressure in the vapor space of the second effect will be maintained at an
absolute pressure of 4 in. of mercury.

A part of the vapor from the first effect is to be compressed to an absolute

pressure of 40 Ib/sq ir.
,
and the remainder of the vapor will be sent to the
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second effect. The over-all efficiency of the compressor (based on the theoreti-

cal work of isentropic compression) may be taken as 50 per cent, and the actual

compression may be assumed adiabatic. The turbine, which will supply the

power to the compressor, is to be fed by dry saturated steam at 164.7 Ib/sq in.

abs.
;
and the efficiency of the turbine (based on the theoretical work output by

isentropic expansion to the final pressure) is 70 per cent. The turbine may be

assumed to be adiabatic in operation. The steam is to be exhausted from the

turbine at an absolute pressure of 40 Ib/sq in. and mixed with steam from the

compressor before entering the first effect of the evaporator. If necessary, high-

pressure steam may be added directly to the first effect. Assume the over-all

coefficients of heat transfer in the first and second effects are 300 and 200

Btu/(hr)(sq ft) (deg F), respectively.

a. Calculate the pounds of high-pressure steam required per hour, indicating

how much, if any, of this is to be fed directly to the first effect.

h. Calculate the condition of the steam entering the first effect.

c. Calculate the area of heating surface in each effect.

d. What percentage of the total evaporation will be accomplished in the

first effect?



CHAPTER XI

APPLICATIONS TO DESIGN

Introduction.—The first section treats the general case of

heat loss through insulated surfaces, ^'critical radius,'' and optimum
thickness of insulation in reducing heat loss. The second section

deals with condenseis, heaters, coolers, and exchangers. Various

types of tubular equipment are described, alternate methods of

routing the streams are discussed, and unit cost data are included.

The basic quantitative relations among the various factoi-s are

reviewed and summarized. In designing to obtain predetermined

terminal temperatures with tubes of fixed diametei's, the design

procedure is discussed on the assumption that the designer has

preselected one of the following factors: velocities, heated length,

and pressure drop. A procedure is given whereby the velocity can

be estimated from the pressure drop without evaluating the heated

length, and an equation is developed for determining whether a

given pressure drop should be utilized for flow inside or across tubes.

The section dealing with optimum operating conditions treats the

complex general case of optimum velocity as well as two special

cases in which only one power cost need be considered; in the latter

cases the equations are easy to use, as is true of those for the

corre.sponding minimum costs of power and fixed charges. Equa-

tions and graphs are included for determining the optimum amount
of cooling water for condensers and coolers, and eejuations are

developed for the optimum temperature difference to be used in

recovering waste heat. Several illustrative problems are solved,

arid a number of practice and review problems are given at the end

of the chapter.

Table I.

—

Nomenclature and Units

A Area of heat-transfer surface, square feet; Ai for inside, A* for

outside, A, for outer surface of insulation, A^ for tube wall, A i

and At for surfaces 1 and 2.

a Constant, dimensionless; /. — fo « ao(ti/DO)'^»;

ji « at/F.(DGfn)\'^\jo - a^/F.(DQ/y^)\--\

Bi, Bo Correction factors, dimensionless, in friction relations. Eqs. 8

and 9.

340
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Table I.

—

Nomenclature and Units.—{Continued)

C Unit costs: Ca is first cost of apparatus, dollars per square foot

of heat-transfer surface (C^, is based on Ai^ Cao on il®); C« is

cost of mechanical energy supplied to the fluid, dollars per foot-

pound {Cti for fluid inside tubes and C,o for fluid outside tubes)

;

Ch is cost of heat in dollars per Btu used {Chi available at low

temperature and Ch 2 at high); C«, is cost of cooling water in

dollars per pound.

Ca Hourly fixed charges on apparatus, dollars/(^hr)(sq ft); Cat is

based on Ai and Cao on A o; C

a

=* CaPaIB.

Cp Hourly power cost, dollars/(hr)(sq ft of heat-transfer surface);

Cpi for fluid in tubes and Cpo for fluid in shell.

c Mean specific heat of fluid, Btu/nb)(deg F)
;
c" is value for colder

fluid, c' for warmer, c, for fluid inside tubes, Co for fluid outside

D

d

F
Fa
F,

Fr, Fi, Fr

G

Qc

h

j

A',

A.

Ki, Ko

A,
Aa

k

tubes.

Diameter of tube in feet; D* for inside. Dm for mean diameter of

insulant, Dj for outside {De for critical o.d. of insulant), D, for

surface of insulation, Du, for tube wall.

Prefix, indicating derivative, dimensionless.

Correction factor, dimensionless; F — Atm/Ah (see Chap. VI).

Fraction of first cost of apparatus charged off annually.

Factor of safety, dimensionless; value by which h in equations

recommended in Chaps. VII to X should be divided to allow

for deviation of data from recommended equation.

Friction, foot-pounds per pound of fluid, due to sudden con-

traction, sudden enlargement, friction in tubes, and reversal

in direction of flow, respectively.

Friction factor, dimensionless, for flow inside tubes;

F. = AfJ/]]/2gJhp\.

Friction factor, dimensionless, for flow normal to a bank of

tubes; Fo = AfoNGl/2g,.pl

Mriss velocity, lb/(hr)(sq ft of cross section); for flow inside

tubes, Gi = w/S = Aw/TrDl\ for flow across tubes, Go = w/So,

where So is based on the minimum free area (previously Go was

designated as Gumx)>

Conversion factor in Newton’s law; gc = 4.17 X 10^ (lb fluid)

(ft) /(hr) (hr) (pounds force).

Surface, film-, or individual coefficient of heat transfer, Btu /(hr)

(sq ft) (deg F); K by natural convection, /i, for inside tubes, ho

for outside tubes, hr by radiation.

Dimensionless factor, {h/cG){cp./ky^; ji for inside tubes, jo for

viutside tubes (flow normal to axis).

Dimensionless factor in <lefinition of A, (see Kqs. 15a and 15).

Dimensioiilevss factor due to sudden contraction (see Chap. V).

Dimensional terms defined in Kqs. 21 ami 22.

Factor defined in Kq. 26.

Sum of power costs and fixed charges, dollars/ (hr) (stj ft);

A, = C\{Xa -f Xp)/{Xa).

Thermal conductivity, Btu/(hr)(8q ft) (deg F per ft); ki for
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L

w, trio

In.

N

Ntp
N^
n, fio

Q

Rtl Rly Ri

r

r

s

S

t

u

V

w

X

X

X, To, z
Vo

Table I.

—

Nomenclature and Units.

—

{Continued)

fluid in tubes, km for insulant, ko for fluid outside tubes, k^B for

tube wall.

Length of each tube, feet; Lh is heated length, Lh = NtpL^

where Ntp is number of tube passes.

Exponents (dimensionless) in dimensionless equations: /, «*

Oi(M//X?)r and/„ = aoifJL/DG)^.

Operator, dimensionless, denoting natural logarithm to base e;

In. = 2.303 X logic.

Number of rows of tubes across which sliell fluid flows, dimen-

sionless.

Number of tube passes, dimensionless.

Number of tubes in each tube pass.

Exponents (dimensionless) in dimensional equations: h = a»6rj,

ho = and n^ in f/, = a'O"' and U = a'G”".

Quantity of heat, Btu, transferred through a tube wall.

Rate of heat transfer, Btu per hour.

Individual thermal resistance, degrees Fahrenheit X hours per

Btu; Ri on inside of pipe, Rw of pipe wall, Rx of insulation,

R, on outer surface of insulant; ZR is total resistance.

Thermal resistances defined in Kq. 23, based on inside surface;

R 2 = Rwd, Rz = Di/aJ)oy and lU = 1/a,.

Radius, feet; rt is inside radius of insulant; r. is critical outer

radius at which dq/dL reaches maximum value.

Exponent (dimensionless) = 1/(3 -f n„ — mo).

Exponent (dimensionles.s) = (3 -f- n — m)/{3 + — nio).

Cross section, square feet, normal to flow of fluid; N, == inside

section = 7r/)f/4; So for outside; S/i/St is ratio of cross sections

of headers and tubes.

Bulk temperature of fluid, degrees Fahrenheit; ta for air, t'

for warmer fluid, t" for colder fluid.

Over-all cocflicient of heat transfer, Btu/(hr)(8q ft) (deg F);

Ui is based on Ai and f /, on Ao] in a given ca.se LxAi = UoAo.

Average velocity, feet per hour; V = G/p; Vi for inside tubes,

VH in headers.

Mass rate of flow, pounds per hour; w' for warmer fluid and w"
for colder fluid.

Thickness of conductor, feet, measured in direction of heat

flow; Xu> for tube wall, x for insulant covering tube.

Co.st ratio, dollans per Btu tran.sferred; Xa represents fixed

charge.s on apparatus and equals CaA fq {Xai is for a given fluid

inside; the tubes and Xuo for a given fluid outside the tubes)
; (Xoi)o

represents optimum value of Xax. Xp repre.sents cost of mechan-
ical power delivered to the fluid, allowing for over-all efficiencies

of motors, pumps, et(‘., and equals CpA /q (Xpi is for a given fluid

inside the tubes, and Xpo is for a given fluid outside the tubes).

Dimensionless ratios defined in Fig. I98 .

Clearance (feet) between outer surfaces of tubes in a bundle,

taken to correspond to the minimum free area.
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z

z'

Greek

a,

Ap

U

Aiir»

B

TV

P

<t>

Table I.—N omencla iUKE and Units— (Continued)

Dimensionless ratio defined on page 365.

Dimensionless ratio, w"c"lw'c'.

Dimensional factors in the equations hi = aiGJ, Ui =» ct'iGfy

ho - aoGl% Uo - a'fi<
Pressure drop, pounds per square foot; Apt for inside and Apa

for outside (see page 357).

Mean value of temperature drop across an individual thermal

resistance, degrees Fahrenheit; A^, for inside fluid film, Ato for

outside fluid film, At^d for tube wall and dirt deposits.

Mean value of over-all temperature drop (t'
— ^") from warmer

to colder fluid, degrees Fahrenheit; Atm =* F Ati, where Ati is the

logarithmic mean of terminal values for counterflow.

Hours of operation per year.

Viscosity of fluid, ll)/(hr)(ft) = 2.42 X n' in centipoises; for

fluid inside tubes, for fluid outside tubes.

3.1416 •
.

Density of fluid, pounds per cubic foot; p, for fluid inside tubes

and pa for fluid outside tubes.

Dimensionless term, defined by Eq. 11.

Dimensionless factor by which/ for isothermal flow is multiplied

to obtain / for nonisothermal flow (see page 121).

I. HEAT TRANSMISSION THROUGH INSULATION

Consider the general case of a hot fluid at t' inside a pipe having

length /., inside and outside diameters A and Do, and mean thermal

eonduetivity Av, insulated with any thickness x of insulant having

mean thermal conductivity A%„, exposed to colder surroundings

at la- Under steady conditions the same heat flows in turn through

a number of resistance's: by conduction and convection from the

warm fluid to the inside surface, by conduction through the tube

wall and insulation to the outer surface, and thence by conduction,

convection, and radiation to the surroundings. In view of the

relations developed in proceeding chapters, the following general

relation may be written

dL

hiiirP,) huiirl),,).

.|_ |_ \
^ kmiTrDm)

^
(/ic + hr){irP.)

which applies to the usual case in which both the air and the

surfaces of th(' suiroundings have the same temperature. Values

of the thermal conductivities are given in the Appendix, values

of hi are given in Chap. VII, and values of he + hr are given in

Table VIII of Chap. VIII.
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Illustration 1.—Calculate the heat loss per 100 ft of standard 1-in. steel

pipe carrying saturated steam at a gauge pressure of 15G lb per sq in., insulated

with a 2-in. layer of magnesia pipe covering, exposed to a room at 80®F.

Solution .—From the steam tables (page 397), it is found that the saturation

temperature corresponding to an absolute pressure of 165 lb per sq in. is

366°F, and consequently the over-all At is 366 — 80 — 286°F. From page 416,

=* 1.049 in.. Do — 1.315 in., and = 0.133 in.; since a;' =» 2 in., D[ = 5.315

in. Since the resistance on the steam side will be small relative to that of the

other resistance, h need not be predicted accurately; consequently the com-

bined resistance of the condensate film and dirt deposit will be taken as 1000.

Then

“ A.(irA) “ 1000(3.14 X 1.049/12)
“ ®

From page 380, k for steel is 26.

_ Xu. __ 0.133/12

26(3.14 X 1.182/12)
0.0014

If the temperature drop in the insulation is 90 per cent of the over-all drop, the

mean temperature of the insidation will be 238°F, and from Table VI of the

Appendix, km is interpolated as 0.0418. The logarithmic mean of 1.32 and

5.32 is 2.86 in.

» ^ PA_2 _ ^ r oo
kmAm (0.0418)(3“.14)(2.86/12)

With 10 per cent (29®) of the total drop through the surface resistance,

reference to Table VIII of page 247, at At, of 29®F and D[ of 5.32 in., gives

he “f" hr of 1.9.

..
“ (h, + hr){irD.) “ (1.9)(3.14 X 5.32/12)

^

The total resistance is then 0.0036 H- 0.0014 -f- 5.33 -f 0.38 =» 5.72, and
hence the resistances Ri and R,o were, as usual, negligible compared with the

total resistance. The estimated value of R„ is (0.38/5.72) (100) = 6.6 per cent

of the total resistance instead of the 10 per cent as.sumed above, but the dis-

crepancy is too small to warrant a second calculation ba.sed on At, of 0.066

(286) =* 19®F. The predicted heat flow per foot is then q ^ (t -- ta)/^

R = 286/5.72 = 50 Btu per hr, or 5000 Btu per hr from 100 ft.

Optimum Thickness of Insulation.—This can be determined by

straightforward calculation for a number of standard thicknesses

and suitable cost data. Figure 180 shows the results of such a

calculation, if il is assumed that heat is worth 20 cents i)er 10® Btu,

that the installed cost of insulation per foot is 52 cents for a 1-in.

layer, 90 cents for a 2-in. layer, and 141 cents for a 3-in. layer, if

15 per cent of the first cost is charged off annually, if operation for

7200 hr per year is assumed, and if k is assumed as 0.042. The
resulting curve of total variable costs (annual fuel value of heat
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lost and fixed charges on insulation) is usually flat near the minimum
point, corresponding to approximately a 2-in. layer in this case.

If bare, the pipe would lose

dq __ 280

dL I
I

0.237/12 r

1000(7r X 4.03/12) 2Q{r X 4.27/12) 3.15(t X 4.5/12)

280

0.00095 + 0.00068 + 0.269

280

0.27
= 1030

Btu
(hour) (foot)

It is noted that, as usual, R\ and

Rw are negligible compared with

Rg. The value of the heat saved

by insulating is then (7200)

(1030-50)(100)(0.20)/10« =

$133 per year, and since the

first cost of the 2-in. layer is $90,

the pay-off time is 90/133 = 0.72

year.

Many articles * have appeared

giving charts or equations to

facilitate the determination of

the optimum thickness from the

various pertinent data.

Critical Radius.—Under spe-

cial conditions an increase in heat loss is caused by insulating, since

the effect of the added surface more than offsets the reduced tem-

perature of the surface. Thus, in 1910, Porter and Martin^®* showed

that as the thickness x of the insulation is increased the heat loss

may reach a maximum value and then decrease with further increase

in X, The maximum loss occurs when the outside diameter Dc of

the insulation is twice the ratio of the thermal conductivity to the

surface coefficient:

Thickness, Inches

Fiii. 186.—Determination of opti-

mum thickness of insulation on a steam
main.

Dc
2k„

(he + hr)o
(2)t

* Bagley,^® Duftoii,^"! Fabry, McMillan, Nichols,®®® Patton,®®^

Sanbern,®^® Stono,^®^ Wcidlein,^®® Wood and llice,^^® Wunderlich,’®® Zeiner,’®®

and others.

t Equation 2 may be derived by .setting the derivative of the sum of R
and Rf equal to zero. Let ri be the inside and r the outside radius of the insula-

tion, having mean thermal conductivity Now R * x/kmAm ® ln«

(r/ri)/2irLfcm, and R, ViK -b hr)i2irLr)y and d(R R,) =0 gives Vc =
h/{h^. -b hr)j neglecting change in km and he + hr with change in and r.
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This principle is used by the electrical engineer in insulating wires to

secure a combination of electrical insulation with an increased

cooling effect.

Thus the heat loss from a tube having an outside diameter of

in. and a tentperature of 248''F, exposed to a room at 68°F,

would lose approximately 60 Btu per hr, if bare. If insulated \vith

dense asbestos {k of 0.15), the heat loss would be 76 Btu per hr

with a covering l^-in. thick and 60 Btu per hr with a 2.8-in. layer.

Had a really good insulation been used, the heat loss would have

not been increased by adding the covering.

Heat loss from a bare surface depends on K (Chap. VIII) and

upon hry which is directly proportional to the emissivity (Table

XIII, page 393), as shown in Chap. III. Hence for a surface

having a low emissi\dt3% such as galvanized iron, the heat loss may
be increased by adding a thin la\'cr of asbestos paper having a big i

emissivity, as shown by Day eight layers of paper were necessary

to make the heat loss as low as that from the bare pipe.

Heat Loss from Overhead Gas Mains.^—Here the inside resistance

may be substantial compared with other resistances, and Eq. 1

applies. *

Submerged Bodies.—Surface-revsistance factors for bodies of

various shapes, submerged in the ground, as given in Table II of

Chap. I.

11 . DESIGN OF HEAT-TRANSFER EQUIPMENT

Structmal and Cost Factors, f The designer of exchangers has

to specify a number of factors. The following section describes

various types of exchangers}: and discusses temperature strains,

thickness of shells and tubes, types of baffles, and unit (^osts of

surface as affected by length, diameter and number of tubes, and

material of construction. Usually the apparatus is designed to

meet the requirements of the safety codes of the A.S.M.E., or the

A.P.I.—A.S.M.E. Specifications, governing tubular exchangers,

and the materials to be used in fabrication are givem in reference 722a.

* A practice problem of this type is given at the end of the chapter.

t Helpful suggestions are acknowledged froiri M. T. C'arpenter, J. J. Hogan,

C. C. Lockhart, A. K. Scott, Jr., K. N. Sieder, and C\ A. Stokes, who reviewed

this section (pp. 346 to 354).

t For the sake of brevity in the descriptive section the term exchanger is

used in the broad sense, regardless of whether the object is to cool one stream,

heat the other, or to do both. Several types of evaporators are described in

Chap. X.
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Figure 187 shows an exchanger with fixed tube sheets. Since

the tube bundle is not removable, this construction is suitable

only for those cases in which the fluid in the shell does not foul the

tubes. Large differences in temperature between the shell and

Fia. 187.—Type N exchanger with fixed tube sheets, two tube passes and one cross-

baffled shell pass. (^Courtesy of Struthers-Wells Company.)

Fig. 188.—Type F exchanger with an expansion joint in the shell, two tube passes

and one cross-baffled shell pa.ss. {Courtesy of Struthers- Wells Company.)

Fig. 189.—Heat exchanger with one floating head, four tube passes and one cross-

baffled shell pass. {Courtesy of M. W. Kellogg Company.)

tubes may produce severe temperature stress, and when this is

encountered the shell should be provided with some type of expan-

sion joint. Alternatively temperature stresses may be avoided

by the use of tubes bent into a U shape, which, however, are mor(‘

difficult to clean inside by mechanical means.

Figures 189-190 show exchangers with floating heads an<l

removable bundles of tubes to facilitate cleaning their outer sur-



{Courtesy

of

Fosier-Whetler

Corporation.)
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faces and inspection of the tubes and of the shells. Sieder®®^® gives

an empirical formula for calculating the number of floating heads that

should be used to avoid failure due to severe temperature strains.

In a single shell the use of two floating heads instead of one may
increase the cost 30 per cent, and four floating heads instead of

one increase the cost 50 per cent.®®^® The choice between hori-

zontal or vertical units seldom affects the first cost of an exchanger

of a given size, and the decision will depend on plant layout or

process requirements and in some cases on installation costs. As

Fio. 191.— Photographs from Sieder®*'^" of portions of exchangers; (a) shows split

hoating heads, with shell cover removed, and (6) shows the method of assembling
tubes and baffles in an unfinished exchanger.

shown in Chap. IX, with film condensation higher coefficients are

obtained with horizontal than with vertical tubes. However, if

it is desired to condense the vapor and substantially subcool the

condensate in one apparatus, vertical tubes are used.

If one of the fluids fouls the surface much more rapidl^^ than

the other, it should be routed through the tubes, since the inside

surface may be cleaned without n'moving the tube bundle from the

shell. If both fluids are equally nonfouling and only one is under

high pressure, it should flow^ inside the tubes to avoid the expense

of a high-pressure shell. Where only one of the fluids is corrosive

it should flow inside the tubes to avoid the expense of special metal

for both shell and tubes. If one of the fluids is much more viscous

than the other, it may be routed through the shell to increase

the over-all coefficient. The outer surface may be cleaned more

readily when the tubes are arranged on a square rather than a
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£riangular pitch as illustrated in Fig. 192. In any case, to facilitate

cleaning, the clearance between tubes should be at least one-fourth

the outside diameter of the tubes and in no case less than

At times, because of a limitation in available pressure drop, it is

necessary to route a given stream through the shell.

Fio. 192.—Several arrangements of tubes in bundles: (a) An in-line arrangement
with a square pitch; (b) a staggered arrangement with a sfiuare pitch, (c) and (d)

staggered arrangements with triangular pitches. Use of a scjuare pitch faculitates

cleaning the outer surfaces, especially where the clearances are small relative to the

diameter of the tulles.

Although tube lengths of from 4 to 22 ft are readily obtainable

and longer tubes are available, one often selects^’-^^ a standard

length of 8, 12, 16, or 20 ft, using more than one pass where neces-

sary. A typical exchanger would be reduced 24 per cent in cost by

using tube lengths of 16 instead of 8 ft (Curve a of Fig. 193*®^®).

The shorter lengths are used when the exchanger is located well

above grade, to minimize the cost of platforms and equipment for

removing the bundles for cleaning, where length is limited by

available space or where very large shell diameters are required;

the longer lengths are used when the equipment is near grade and

• With nonfouling fluids, the clearance may be made less by using a tube

sheet of high strength to prevent damage in rolling in the tubes.
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consequently platforms are not needed. Where maintenance work
must be done frequently, location at or near grade is preferred.

As the tube diameter is decreased, the coefficients of heat

transfer increase somewhat in many cases, and the first cost per

square foot, and the area itself, decrease, but the pressure drop

Fia. 193.'

10 ^ 2

Pressure, Lb per Sq In

b

Relative eosts of steel shcll-and-tubo oxchanKcrs as affected by (a)

tube length and (b) working pressure .

increases, and consetpienily there is an optimum diameter cor-

responding to the minimum sum of fixed charges and power cost.

However, the difficulty of cleaning the tubes increases with decrease

in diameter. In exchangers the tubes ordinarily used have outside

diameters of ^8, / 4 ,
I, ^}4 iii-J the larger diameters tend to

be used for fluids that foul the tubes rapidly. In some cases fouling

may be I'oduced by use of high velocity, thus permitting the use

of tubes of moderate diameter. Where a number of exchangers for

different duty are to be installed in a given plant, service and

replacement costs are reduced by standardizing on a minimum
number of tube diameters and lengths. The thickness of tube walls

should be selected not only to withstand working pressure's and

extreme temperatures and to provide allowance for corrasion

but also to facilitate expanding the tubes into the tul>e sheets.

Manufacturers of tubes specify the outside diameter and nominal

thickness of the wall. The variation in tube-wall thickness from

the nominal value may be plus or minus 10 per cent for “average-

walT’ tubes and plus 22 per cent for ^Tninimum-wall” tubes.

The effects of these variations should not be overlooked, especially

in tubes of small diameter, since pressure drop varies inversely

as the diameter raised to an exponent ranging from 4 to 4.8. To
provide for corrosion of the shell it is customary to add an extra

thickness of hi. to that needed to withstand the pressure. In

some cases alloy linings are used to prevent corrosion of the shell.

The first cost per square foot decreases as the total surface

increases (Fig. 194), depends considerably on the metal used for
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l)oth tubes and shell,* and is a function of the working pressure

(Curve b, Fig. 193).

First cost, C/^,vs A
till

ec 5
0 ^
*0 ^ il

2 3 4 5 6 8 |03 2 3
A, Total Square Feet

Fig. 194.—First cost, p(M’ unit surface, of a sliell-aml-tube licat exchaiiKor with
a steel shell for a working pressure of 150 Ib/eq. in. (A.S.M.K. code) and 13-gaugo
steel tubes.

Figure 195 shows three types of transverse baffles used to

increase velocity on the shell side. With a bored shell the clear-

ance b(‘tween baffles and shell is

f X often from ^32 to ‘^^4 in., but the

^
clearance and consequently the

^
T'

^ leakage will- increase because of

betnwn Bafflo COITOsioil. With Unlxiicd shclls

_ AH Doughnut..
t lic clearauce may bo Considerably

larger be(*ausc of greater toler-

ances.^-'^® The orifice type of

baffle should fit the shell closely to

rr..A«.«tDi*
prevent leakap, and the baffles

DiSK-AMD-DOOGHNUT BAFFLE are spaced fairly closely to give

frequent changes in the velocity;

this type should not be used for

fluids that rapidly foul the outer

surface or where coi rovsion or ero>

seiiiENTAL BAFPLC «ion is likely to cut the tubes.

Fio. i96.~Threo typos of transverse In a Variation of the orifice type,
baffles, ostoder

alternate bafflfjs have orifices for

one-half the number of tubes and support the other half. With

Fnt Arto at 6offl« Frw Area bctMvtn OofTles

ORiFiCC BAFFLE

AH > Shelf Doughnut..

FrieArfaatDisk Free Area of Oou^
DISK-AND-DOOGHNUT BAFFLE

frea Atm at Baffle

BBBMCNTAL BAFFLE

Fio. 196.—Three typos of transverse

baffles.

gives methods for calculating separately the costs of tubes and
Bhells of V ious metals.
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disk-and-doughnut baffles, the disks offer no support for the central

tubes unless braced to the shell. Sometimes the minimum clear-

ance between the tubes and the edges of the holes in the segmentiil

or disk-and-doughnut baffles is 1 per cent of the tube diameter, but

since the tubes may have a diameter tolerance of 2 per cent, the

maximum clearance may be 3 per cent; consequently some fluid

will flow through these clearances. In reference 722a it is recom-

mended that the tube holes in the baffles and those in the support

plates be drilled 3'32 and in. larger than the outside diameter

of the tubes. To avoid vibration of the baffles and scoring of the

tubes, the baffles should have a thickness of 3^ in. and preferably

Me or and the edges of the tube holes should be chamfered.*

The baffle is a fixture, whereas the tubes can be replaced individ-

ually, and the baffles may be subjected to considerable abuse

when the tube bundle is being withdrawn; consequently the baffle

should be at least twice as thick as the wall of the tube. Sufficient

space between baffles should be provided to facilitate cleaning.

The thickness of tube sheets should be at least in. and should

be not less than the outside diameter of the tubes. Longitudinal

baffles, if used, may be welded to the shell or may be of the remov-

able type, with arrangement to prevent leakage. Some users of

exchangers prefer two single-pass shells in series rather than one

shell with a longitudinal baffle and a split floating head. Where a

spare tube bundle is to be provided, it may be more economical to

employ several smaller units in multiple instead of a single large

unit. To avoid erosion of the tubes near the point of entry of the

shell fluid, impingement baffles and flaring nozzles are sometimes

installed.

Adequate vents and drains should always be pro\dded, and
relief valves or rupture disks are required for the high pressure.

Since the removal of condensate l)ecomes difficult when the gauge

pressure is as low as 10 Ib/sq in., gauge glasses should be pro\dded

to show the condensate level so that the operator may avoid flooding

the tul)es, with conseciuent reduction in capacity. Steam traps

should be provided with by-passes so that the equipment may be

operated with hand control in case of failure of the traps. With

vapor-heated equipment, it is advisable to provide suitably located

vents for the removal of noncondcnsable gas rather than to rely

wholly on devices to remove both condensate and pemanent gas.

* It has been proposed to reduce scoring of tubes by use of no neta^^iv'.

baffles
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Figure 196 shows a two-pass surface condenser in which non-

condensable gases are collected along the axis and pass over cold

tubes before entering the air outlet line. Single-pass steam con-

densei's have been built that contain more than 100,000 «:q ft of

condensing surface in a single shell.

Steam in/ef

Fio. 196 .—Cross section of a small radial steam-flow type of surface condenser,

with two tul)e passes. {Courtesy of Weatinyhouse Electric and Manufacturing

Company.)

Qiuuititative Relations.—Chapt(*r X gives the procedure for

the case in which the colder fluid is vaporized by heat supplied

from the condensation of the warmer fluid; C>hap. IX treats prob-

lems in which lx)th energy and matter are transferred simultaneously

by diffusion; and Chap. Ill deals with heat transfer at high tempera-

ture levels at which most of the energy is transferred by radiation.

The following section presents quantitative relations used in the

design of tubular heat-transfer apparatus such as heaters, coolers,

exchangers, and condensers.

In the.se cases the heat is transferred from fluid to surface

by the combined mechanisms of conduction and forced convection.

In warming or cooling fluids flowing inside or outside tubes without

change in phase, both the coefficient of heat transfer and the pres-

sure drop increase with increase in velocity, and in many cases the

designer is free to employ the optimum velocity at which the total

30st8 are at a minimum; however, this may lead to impractical
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proportions of apparatus. At times, because of process require-

ments or for other reasons a fixed pressure drop is available, and the

exchanger is designed to meet this situation. Alternatively, one

may fix the tube length and diameter and use whatever velocity

and pressure drop are necessary. Regardless of which factors are

fixed in advance and which are computed, the same basic relations

are always involved; although these have been derived and discussed

in earlier chapters, they are summarized below for convenience.

Heat Balance.—As shown in Chap. V, the heat Q transferred

through the wall of a tube may be expended in increasing the

enthalpy of the outer stream, in changing the kinetic energy of the

stream, and in doing work against gravity; some of the heat may
be lost to the surroundings if the shell fluid receives the heat. Thus
if the stream is a gas flowing at high velocity with large percentage

change in pressure and small change in temperature, the change in

kinetic energy is substantial compared with Q. With a small-

scale apparatus involving a small heat flux, a substantial fraction

of Q may be lost to the surroundings. Except in such special cases,

substantially all the heat transferred through the wall of the tube

is utilized to increase the enthalp}^ of the stream of fluid flowing

past the heat-transfer surface, and heat loss to the surroundings is

negligible. In the cases discussed below, heat is transferred from

a warmer stream at t' through a heat-transfer surface to a colder

stream at t", and at least one of the streams is heated or cooled

without change in phase; conseciuently the heat balance becomes

q = wc{t2 — U) = SGc{t2 — ti) (3 )

In case neither fluid changes in phase, the heat balance is

q = — ('2) = w"c"(t2 — ti) (3a)

In these cases the heat balances have direct utility, since they

fix the relation between the terminal temperatures and mass

flow rates. As pointed out in Chap. VI, the ratio 2'
[
=

== {i\ ““ 2 )] has an important bearing on the mean over-

all temperature difference {(f — /")m in multipass or cross-flow

exchange of sensible heat. If this limitation is overlooked one

might select four terminal temperatures that satisfy the heat

balance and that seem plausible, since the lowest temperature of the

warmer stream exceeds the highest temperature of the colder

stream, yet the value of 2' is such that the proposed heat exchange
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^cannot occur in the particular type of apparatus under considera-

tion, although it could readily be obtained with counterflow.

Rate Equation ,—This takes the familiar form

q = UA Atm = Ui(TDJjB)F Ati = hi(TrDiLH)(Ati) = hoiwDJjH) Ato

(4)

in which L// is the heated length and F is the ratio of the true mean-

temperature difference for the apparatus in (question to the logarith-

mic mean value AU for counterflow:

Ati =
(t[ - <r)

-
it',

- t-)

/' — /"

In -2
// j//

(4a)

Values of f
,
given in Figs. 64 and 65, depend on two dimensionless

parameters as well as on the type of exchanger. If one of the

temperatures remains constant, F is always unity for any type of

exchanger. It will be recalled that the values of F were derived

on the assumption that C was independent of temperature. If the

ratio of the terminal values of V differs substantially from unity,

U is evaluated at a special temperature tjc given by Fig. 62 on page

144.

As shown in Cdiap. VI, the over-all co(*fli(‘ients are related to the

individual coefficients by the resistance* ecpiation

1 1 1 :rto 1 1

V ^ kMDi hajJjDi KDJDi

This is sometimes written as

77,-^« + 5
(W

in which ZR represents the sum of all resistances except the resist-

ance l//i of the film under consideration; all resistances are based

on the inside surface.

Coejficients,—Values of the surface coefficients hi and ho are

given in Chaps. VII to X in terms of the pertinent physical proper-

ties, dimensions of apparatus, and operating variables; dirt-

deposit factors are given in Tables I and II of Chap. VI, and various

physical properties and standard diameters are given in the Appen-

dix. For turbulent flow without change in phase, as shown in
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Chaps. VII and VIII, the values of hi and ho are given by the

following dimensionless equations:

(izfFg

A

T = atlF,

Jo {DG/nYr-o

(6)

(7)*

Various refinements are discaissed in Chaps. VII and VIII; for

ordinary purposes, is 0.023, n is 0.8, is 0.33, and rio is 0.6.

The proper value of the factor of safety F, depends on the case

but, in general, may be taken as 1.25 for gases or water, and 1.5 for

viscous liquids.!

For a given case, these reduce to

hi = (M
ho = aoG:^ * (7a)

p]quation 7 is bavSed on flow normal to tubes that are not baffled.

If baffles are used, because of leakage of fluid from one compart-

ment to the next, the velocit}^ an<l conseciuently ho will be less than

computed on the l)asis of no leakage. Furthermore, in baffled

exchangers, the flow is not strictly normal to the tubes, tending to

reduce coefficients, and certain portions of the tulx's are not swept

by the stream, thus reducing the effectiveness of these areas.

Data are scarce, but ho for baffled exchangers is sometimes taken^^®

as 0.6 times the value o]>tained from Eq. 7, upon assuming no

leakage, but this correction factor depends on the construction of

the exchanger.! Alternatively, one may space the baffles more

closely so that the desired velocity is obtained despite leakage.

Pressure Drop ,—As shown in Chap. V, the pressure drop Api

through the tube passes is times that due to friction in the straight

tubes:

Apt
2grpiD,

(8 )

" Data for tubes of various shapes, and for finned tubes, are given in Chaps.

VII and VIII.

t If a given equation j)rediets h within t 20 per cent, to play safe, h is

taken as 0.8 times the value from the ecpiation, and the corr^sjmnding I\ is

1/0.8 « 1.25.

I R. A. Bowman (Heat Transfer, Am. Soc. Mech. Engrs., 1933-1934,

pp. 75-81) shows that a velocity, empirically corrected for leakage, permits

the use of Eqs. 7 and 9.
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As shown in Fig. 51, depends on the Reynolds number {DG/n)i

and somewhat on the roughness of the surface of the wall;/i may
be approximated by the relation

fi= ai(fi/DG)T (8a)

where the exponent m is 0.2 for turbulent flow and 1.0 for stream-

line flow. For D^Gt/iJLi in the range of 16,000 to 200,000, Ut is

0.046^ for smooth tubes and 0.055^ for steel tubes; for isothermal

flow, ^ is 1.0, and values for nonisothermal flow are given on page

121 .

For flow across tubes

^foBoNGl

2grP

in w’hich fo (previously designated as /"') depends on a Reynolds

number DjGo/po and the arrangement and spacing of tubes and Go

(previously called is the mass velocity of flow through the

minimum free area; it will be recalled that fo is much larger than/t.

For a given arrangement and spacing

fo = ao{fi/DG)r (9a)

where mo is 0.15; values of a^ depend on the spacing and arrange-

ment of tubes and are given on page 126. In Eq. 9, N is the numbei

of rows of tubes in the direction of fluid flow. Since the effect oi

leakage of fluid through the clc^arances l)etvveen tul)es and the holes

in baffle-s is uncertain, it is best to neglect the effect of leakage on

pressure drop, unless exact details of construction are available.

If baffles are used, an empirically determined value of Bo is intro-

duced to allow for the effect on of reversal in direction of flow

and nonuniformity in cross section. For flow of fluid across banks

of tulxjs that are not baffled. Bo is 1.0.

Fixed Terminal Temperatures

Frequently terminal temperatures and mass-flow rates are

determined by process requirements and the heat balance, and

consequently q and Ah are known. Values of Z>» and Do are selected

for the reasons given on page 351. Since the physical properties

of the fluids are fixed, the designer may now choose two of the

remaining factors and compute the others from the relations just

given.
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Fixed Velocities.—The corresponding values of g, At, ho, and JJ

are computed, and the product FLh is found from Eq. 4. \i Lh
is not excessive, single pass is used, and F is 1.0; otherwise F is

evaluated from Figs. 64 or 65. The corresponding pressure drops

are found from Eqs. 8 and 8a and 9 and 9a. This procedure may
be repeated for various chosen velocities, and thus the minimum
total cost for power and fixed charges may be determined. Alterna-

tively, as shown on page 363, the optimum velocities could be

found from a combination of the equations given above with cost

data.

Fixed Heated Length.—One may have available or under consider-

ation a certain exchanger which might be used for at least a portion

of the total proposed load. If, as before, the desired terminal tem-

peratures are specified, the desired value of G, may be obtained by

combiningT^qs. 3, 4, and 6, if it is noted that S — (Tr/4:){D])

If the inside resistance is controlling, <i>, is known and Gi can bo

obtained directly, although the term involving the exponent of 5

should be known with precision. Thus if the factor of safety F^

is to be 1.25, Gi will be 33 per cent of the velocity based on F, of 1.0.

For common gases, for which Eep 4/c of Chap. VII is applicable, this

case may be solved by the use of Fig. 79.

If the inside resistance is substantial but not controlling, Eq. 10

may be used by a trial-and-error procedure but in this case <t>i must
be closely approximated. If the outside thermal resistance con-

trols, Eqs. 3, 4, and 7 may be combined to give

Calculation of Outlet Temperature.—Hoth manufacturers and

users of heat exchangers may face the problem of predicting the

outlet temperatures K ^ 2^ which a given heat exchanger should

produce for fixed inlet temperatures,^mass-flow rates, and physical

properties, The procedure is as follows: The over-all coefficient
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is predicted in the usual manner, and the outlet temperature <2

computed from the following equation, which was obtained by

eliminating from Eqs. 3a, 4, and 4a.

[^'(1 - ^') + (a , -
h

as = e^AF(i-*VvV

(13)

If the ratio z' = w*c! lvo**d* is unity, td is constant throughout the

counterflow exchanger and the terminal over-all temperature

differences are equal and one obtains

^2 ~ (^1 “f" ^6^i0/(l 4" (13a)

ae = UAFIw'd

Fixed Pressure Drop, Flow inside Tubes.—By eliminating Lh

from Eqs. 3, 4, 6, 8, and 8a, one obtains

Gi = 4^-
2aagcPi ^Pi

aiF,<p,Bi
(14)

As shown below,* is given by the equation

B. = 1 + NrpKiaz/ai

ih — <i) i /

Mi V>A

1 +
iV^p/C 1O3/(li

W. (15)

For turbulent flow in tubes in which the average velocity is twice

that in the header compartments, K\ is 0.55 for single pass and

• As shown in Chap. V, = {Fc + Ft + F, + F,)/Fi, in which the friction

Fe due to each sudden contraction is KrV\/’2,g,, the friction F^ in each tube pass is

AfiLVy2g,D„ the friction F.due to each sudden enlargement is (F, — Fw)*/2(jf..,

where F/r is the velocity in the header compartments and Fr is the friction in

each header due to reversal in direction of flow. As an approximation the

average value of F, is taken as 0.45Fj/2j;f, although this depends on the details

of construction. Hence

B.

A.

+

1 +
Sh)

+ 0.45

1 + (15(1)

The over-all change in kinetic energy (Fj, — Fj,) can be included in /Ci, so

that the will represent the over-all pressure drop; otherwise represents

the over-all pressure drop due to friction, not corrected for any net change in

kinetic energy.

For Si/Sa of 0.5, the terra [1 — (Si/SH)Y is 0.25, Fig. 52 on page 122

shows that /C* is 0.3, and K\ equals 0.3 + 0.26 + 0.46 — 1.0, From Eqs.

3, 6, 8, and 8a, one obtains Eq. 15, given above.
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approximately 1.0 for multipass; for a given Ntp^ Bi can be obtained

from Eq. 15 without computing Ln,

If the thermal resistance on the inside is controlling, as in the

case of a vapor-heated gas heater, the procedure is simple. First

the term </> is computed from Eq. 1 1, and Bi is obtained from Eq. 15.

Second, Gi is calculated from Eq. 14, with turbulent flow assumed.

Third, Di is selected, and the Reynolds number DtGi/fn is computed;

if, as will usually be the case with gases, Dfji/ya exceeds 2100 the

value of Gi obtained from Eq. 14 applies. Fourth, one computes

hi/cGi from Eq. G and obtains* L// from the following relation, which

is based on Eqs. 3 and 4 (noting that Si — tD\/4) :

4L// _ (t^ — t\)/Att

Di (h/cG\

If this value of Lu is inconveniently long for a single pass, multipass

will be used.

Illustration 2.—Assume that it is necessary to heat 100,000 lb per hr of air

from 70 to 200°F by means of steam condensing at 220®F outside steel tubes',

that the air e!\lers at an absolute pressure of 10 atm, and that the permissible

pressure drop across the heater (exclusive of that required for change in kinetic

energy) is I atm. If the tubes have an i.d. of 0.834 in. and Ft is taken as 1.25,

what must he the number of tubes in parallel and the length of each?

Solution .—Since the thermal resistance inside the tube is controlling, Ui

equals /i*. From F^q, 11

Assume that th(i headcTs have twice the. cross sections of the tubes; hence Ki is

0.55 for single pass, and from F>|. 15

Hi - 1 + (l)(0.55)(0.023)/(0.055)(l.05)l.25 = l.ll

From F]q. the mean temperature difference is (>4.4°F\ and o, is evaluated at

C — Atx = 220 — ()4 == 15G°F. Since 20 lb of air occupies 359 cu ft at

normal pressure and 492° F^ abs:

29(492) (9.83) _ ^
.3r>9'(4(i6 + 15fi) cu ft

If the flow is turbulent, fv), I I npplicM:

. /2(0.023V(32;^6:63:r)(70M _ lb

» 0.05.5(1.2.5K I.«5)( 1.11) .

‘

" (sec) (sq ft)

= 260,000 ; w--f-rT(hr)(sq ft)

Alternatively, /, may l)e computed from Eq. 8a and Lu found from Eq. 8.
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In order to handle 100,000 lb of air per hr, one needs

100,000 ,no . I • n 1

(260,000)(0.785)(0.834/12)’
"* P*™’^*’*

As shown on page 411, ji' is 0.020 ecnlipoises, and mi is 2.42(0.020) — 0.0484

lb/(hr)(ft).

/DG\ (0.834 /12)(260.000)

iirj.
=—

~o:o484
=

and since this exceeds 2100 the flow is turbulent, as assumed. One could now
save time by using Eq. 56 of page 175, or the corresponding chart (Fig. 79);

however, the example is continued to illustrate the general procedure. From
Eq. 6, with as of 0.023, n of 0.2, and F, of 1.25

/ 6 \ a^/F,

T ^ (Ih\
" \ 4 (A7c>’).

a023 / 1 .25

(373^)» •‘(a74)'^

/0.834\ 2.02_ ^
V 48 / 0.00172

= 0.00172

20.4 ft

If F» had been taken as I, one would have obtained iV„, of 92, Lu of Ifl.fl, and

NhJjh of 1530 ft, instead of 102, 20.4, and 2080, respectively.

* If the thermal resistance inside is substantial but not con-

trolling, one assumes a preliminary value of A/, bas(Ml on an estimate

of the resistance ratio r,/6i, t.c.. A/, = Ti St,n/fh. The value of Gi

is then found by the procedure outlined above, and the correspond-

ing ratio Ui/hi is computed. If this value differs seriou.sly from

the assumed value, the procedure is repeated until compatible

results are obtained.

Fixed Pressure Drop, Flow across Tubes.—The lelations are

similar to those fc>r flow inside tubes; elimination of the number of

rows deep from Eqs. 3, 4, 7, 9, and 9a gives

,
IK

TTGiQ^Po Apo“

If the thermal resistance on the shell side is controlling (ho = U„y

Ato = Atyn)f <l>o is found from Eq. I2a, Go is obtained from E(p 17, h„

from Eq. 7, Ao from Kq. 4, and So from Eq. 3. Obviou.sly it is

necessary that N be made a whole numl>er.

If the fixed pressure drop may be used either iusido or across tubes, Ap*

equals Ap«, and if the over-all thermal resistance is controlled by the fluid for

which the pressure drop is fixed, Eqs. 14 and 17 may be combined to give

J/4aoi\B;yo \

^ XfraiaiBiDoJ \ po /Q%
(18 )
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The corresponding ratio of apparatus costs, Xao/Xaiy with the same Ap alter-

natively used inside or across tubes, is

Xao _ fCaaaz\ ( (Doy^V (2aoBoyo\ (gcP

Xai * \Caiai)\aiBi) \Di) LV ) V yj
(19)

If Ap is small, Xao/Xai will be substantially less than 1, and flow across tubes

will be preferred; if Ap is quite large, Xao/Xai will exceed 1, and flow inside

tubes is preferable. Although the equation is formidable in appearance it is

not very diflicult to use in a specific case. For example, consider the case of

1-in. tubes having a wall thickness of 0.109 in., with a transverse clearance i/<,

of 0.25 in.; assume that the gas is diatomic (cm/^ = 0.74), p is 0.05 lb /(hr) (ft),

p is 0.06, and ao is 0.69. Assume (U — ti)/Atm is 2.3,* whence <t> equals

2.3(0.740)^^ = 1.88. From Eq. 15, assuming one pass, =» 1 -f NTpKiai/ai<pFa

= 14- (1)(0.55)(0.023)/(0.055)(1.88) 1.25 ~ 1.1. Substituting values in Eq.

19, assuming that the cost per foot of length is fixed (and consequently Cao/Cai
~ Dt/Do), one obtains

= 0.381 Ap®-’-’’ (19a)

and flow across tubes would be preferred to flow inside tubes until Ap exceeded a

value of 1400 lb per sq ft or 9.8 lb per sq in., at which point Xao equals Xai\ the

corresponding mass velocity G^ would be 96,000 lb/(hr)(sq ft of cross section).

In some cases, as in heating a gas at atmospheric pressure,

Cao/Cai is much less than since the air stream can be passed

through an inexpensive sheet-metal duct, and the advantage of

flow across tul>es is increased. If the thermal resistance on the

shell side is substantial but not controlling, Go could be found for a

fixed Ap from Eq. 17 by a cut-and-try procedure similar to that

outlined on page 3()2.

Optimitm Opekating Conditions

Optimum Velocities in Exchangers.—The general case, in which

the surface cocdlicient on each side of the tube varies substantially

with velocity, is complex, since the velocities and corresponding

power costs can be independently varied, within limits. Let

Cni represent the fixed charges on the exchanger, expressed in

dollars/ (hr) (sq ft of inside surface); the corresponding fixed charge,

expressed in dollars per Btu, is

C 4
a — — C„.

U AL (20)

The power theoretically required to force the fluid through the

tubes is ApiWi/pi, and Api is obtained from Eqs. 8 and 8a. Let

•For the heating of a gas by a condensing vapor, (<»
— => In.

Xi/Alt; for £Ui/At, of 10, «, - - 2.3.
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Cei represent the cost of supplying mechanical energy to the fluid,

expressed in dollars per foot-pound, allowing for the over-all

efficiency of the pump. By use of Eqs. 3 and 4, and the relations

just given, the corresponding cost of powei, expressed in dollars

per Btu transferred, is found to be*

Similarly, using the equations for pressure drop across tubes, the

power cost for flow through the shell, expressed in dollars per Btu,

Xpo
CpoAi _ ^ (2 BoaotCijo\

(22)

Since the inside and outside individual coefficients of heat transfer

depend on the velocities /i» = and ho = ctoG'^, Eq. 5 may be

written

±
Ui

Rz
Di/Do

I

1

ho /tj

Ri + Di/Do 1

ocoOT
= + +§ (23)t

The total costj = X„ + X,n + Xpo may be made a minimum by

using the proper combination of the two velocities, and the cor-

responding optimum relation between the velociti(\s and the unit

costs is found by partially differentiating T^X with respect to both

Gi and Go, setting the resulting partial derivatives equal to zero,

thus obtaining the two following symmetrical equations for optimum
velocities

1

c,.-

\3 — m — nj

3 - w - nJ [
'

~w~-
nCp

r .^ pi _

(24 ) §

* References 435, 193, 143r and 249a. In one case was omitted,

t It will be recalled that this eciuation is the basis of a graphical method of

interpreting over-all resistances, as discussed in C!hap. IX.

X Note that IX does not include the cost of pumping cooling water against

a fixed head, since this cost is independent of water velocity. However, this

item should be included in the calculation of total costs at the optimum velocity.

§ It should be notecl that the term p*, which appears in the definitions of

Ki and Ko, represents the product pmPp, wherein pm *9 the mean density and

pp th^t in the pump.
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(ja-m, _
/ no \ / Ca; \
\3 nio no/ \^C oj

1 +

Ki =

Cpo _ C,oKjGl-”-

Tp. C.iKflt"'

'

/ S — m„ \ G pi

\3 — nio — n„J L^” (3 - m„) CpJ

(25)^

Bittiy-T

2gcpfDf’
Ka = 2BofloMry°

vgcPoB^Di

Z. = = AiSBo = (^2 +
Ati G:

\9l
) H,

fAt„ - A<„\ /l>o\ _ Doho'^Ri _ Z)o /d ,

(??•W " “57“ “D.r’ + orM
Upon dividing Eq, 24 by Eq. 25, and noting that CeiKjS] *"/

CripKjGl'~”^ equals Cf, /Cpoy one obtains

Cjn ^ n(3 - mo)(l + gp)

C po /lo(3 ?7l) ( 1 “1“ 2^i)

For values of D{Gi/fMi and A>G^«/mo exceeding 10,000 and 1000,

respectively, the exponents liave the following values: n = 0.8,

m = 0.2, rio = 0.6 and mo = 0.15,t and Eqs. 24 and 25 become

0.4C„,/a.A^

0.286(1 + 2o)\
I

[1 + 1.267^,.-

A procedure for solving a specific problem is as follows. From the

physical properties of the two streams and the proposed diameters

and spacing of tubes Ki and K„ are evaluated, and the unit

costs Caiy Cexy and Ceo are known. From a preliminary estimate

of the thermal-resistance ratios Zi and Zo trial values of Gi and Go

are obtained from Eqs. 24a and 25a. The corresponding revised

values of the resistance ratios are calculated and used to find

revised values of Gi and Go from Eqs. 24a and 25a. Since substan-

tial variations in the numerical values of the term in the paren-

theses in the denominators have but little effect on the values of Gi

and Go, the values converge rapidly.

1 + 1 4
V ' (1 + 2o) /
().267C„./Coo/?’p

* See footnote § on page 364.

t For flow across tubes there is some doubt as to the exact value of m*, but

apparently it lies between 0 and 0.2. If were 0, fo =* a^. ITse of m* of 0.2

would simplify utilization of the equations.
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'
Alternatively, Eqs. 24a and 246 may be combined to give a

relation between the optimum values of the two velocities:

Goo = 0.728 (26)

in which Rz/Rk = aiDJaoDo. Since the exponent « is practically 1,

the ratio of optimum velocities is practically dependent only on

Kz. With fluids of similar physical properties on both sides

of the tubes, Goo tends to be only a fraction of Gio. Two methods

of obtaining the optimum velocity in this complex case have been

outlined: the straightforward but tedious method given on page 359,

or the use of Eqs. 24a and 25a.

Illustration 3.—It is desired to design a gas-to-gas exchanger for use in a

continuous cyclical process. One gas stream is to be heated from 180 to 540°F,

and the other is to be cooled from 750 to 390°F. Each stream will flow at the

rate of 20,000 lb per hr and has the same physical properties as air, Cp of 0.25.

The average absolute pressures are to be 10 atm in the tubes and 9.65 in the

shell. Annual fixed charges on a suitable exchanger are estimated as $0.75

per sq ft of inside surface, and the apparatus is to operate 8640 hr per year.

Power delivered to the fluid costs $0,013 per kw-hr. It is proposed to employ
steel tubes having an o.d. of 1.00 in. and an i.d. of 0.782 in., arranged iii lino

with a square pitch (center-to-center distance) of 1.25 in. It is agreed to use Eq.

19 of Chap. V, w’hich gives a<, of 0.68 and of 0.15, to employ F, of 1.25 in Eqs.

6 and 7, and to neglect all thermal resistances except those of the two gas films.

Solution,—The problem will be solved by use of Eejs. 24a and 25a. In the

present case, C,o =* C,» = 0.0130(0.746)/ (33,000 X 60) =* 4.9 X 10~® dollars

per ft-lb delivered to the fluid. The value of Ca, is 0.75/8640 = 8.68 X 10“^

If counterflow is used, F is 1 and Mm == 210°F. Neglecting all resistances

except those of the two gas films, assume Mi — Ato = 105°F; on this basis

Zi ^ (210 — 105) /105 =* 1 and z„ = DolDi =« 1.28. The densities po and p»

will be evaluated at 360 and 570°F
;
hence

From the alignment chart in the Appendix, the corresponding viscosities are

0.0247 and 0.0283 centipoises, or “ 0.0598 and m =• 0.0685 lb/(hr)(ft).

From Eq. 11, <t>i - (360/105) (0.74)^ = 2.8; from Eq. 15, if Ntp is 1, - 1

+ (l)(0.65)(0.023)/(0.055)(2.8) 1.25 = 1.07.

K „ . 1.07(0.055)
* "

2gop‘‘i{D/n)f

“
(2)(4.17 X 10»)(0.386)»(0.0652/0.0685)» ‘

'

X . ‘iBoa,Vo/Di 2(l)(0.68)(0.25/0.782)
’ ”

^9cpI(.D/p)T"
"

3.14(4.17 X 10«)(0.468)»(0.0833/0.0598)« “

(1 + u)/{\ + *.) - 2/2.28 - 0.878; (1 + *.)/(! + Zi) - 1.14.

4.78 X 10-'“

> 14.4 X 10-'“
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From Eq. 24a

Oi

Go

0.4(8.68 IO-‘)

(4.0 X ro-»K4.78 X = oo4nn
1 + 1.4(1” - 0.21 X 0.878) J (hr)(sq ft)

0.267(8.68 X 10'^)
‘ “

(4'.'9 X 10-")(14.4 X IO-'") _iq7nn
1 + 1.267(1.28 - 0.286 X 1.14) J ’ (hr)(8q ft)

From Eqs. 6 and 7

_ (0.25) (38,400) (0.023/1.25)

(0.74)>^^ (O.Uii52 X 38,400/0.0685) «

2

0.25(18, 700)(0.26/l. 25) _ ^

(0.74)^^0.0833 X 18,700/a0598)'> *

But = (Ato + Ati - Ati)/Ati = Aio/Ali = hJJi/hoDo = 26.3(0.782) /20.3(1.0)

= 1.01 and Zo — {Do/Dx) /{Ata/Ati) = 1.28/1.01 = 1.27. Since these values of

Zi and Zo differ so little from those assumed, it is \inneces8ary to make a second

trial.

( hi ^ ho
'

26.3 20.3 13.0

The heated length L// is found from Eqs. 3 and 4:

Di fGxcA (tx - t2)i 0.0652 /38,400 X 0.25\ /750 - 390\ ^“ T VTT; 4”
V 1^0 ) V 210 ”

) “

Since FLn is nearly 20 ft, single pass may be used with counterflow; conse-

quently F is 1, and 20-ft lengths wculd be used.

Since the cross section of one tube is 0.785(0.0652)* = 0.00334 sq ft, the

number of tubes in parallel should be 20,(X)0/ (38,4(X)) (0.00331) = 156. The
diameter of a circular shell, containing Nr inscribed circles of diameter A.
depends on the pitch, as shown by the following equations:!

With square pitch, and .V > 25:

IK/Dc = 1.37.VJ*’*

With equilateral t riangular pitch, and N > 2Q:

D./l), = O.M + vTVc^3?7)7ro^7'

In the present case, A is 1.25 in., and for 156 tubes, D, — 1.37(1.25) (156)®-^’^ =
18.86 in. or 1.57 ft. The necessary free area So is 20,000/18,700 = 1.07 sq ft.

Since the ma.ximum clearance is 1.57(0.25/1.25) = 0.314 ft, if the baffles are

spaced 1.07/0.314 = 3.41 ft apart, the average velocity should be approxi-

mately as large as the desired value {Go =* 18,700) even with substantial leakage.

Neglecting the thickness of the baffles, with tubes 20 ft long, the number of

baffled compartments would be 20/3,41 = 5.86* hence 5 compartments would

be used.

* For in-line banks, 04 was conservatively taken as 0.26, as suggested

on p. 229.

t
“ Machinery’s Handbook,” p. 74, Industrial Press, New York, 1927.
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Optimum Velocity in Tubes; Shell Power Immaterial.—This

case has frequently been discussed in the literature,* and the

corresponding equation can be obtained from the general case

given above (Eq. 24) by equating Cpo to zero or can be derived

directly by setting the derivative of Xa% + Xpi equal to zero, noting

that l/Ui = XRo + 1/or/??, giving

Tl \
^ /0'7\ +

Z — m — n
1 +

Thus for DjSi/tii exceeding 10,000, n is 0.8, and m is 0.2, and Eq, 27

becomes

/0.4C.v/a.K,Y
\ I + 1.4z, /

(276)t

This is readily solved by assuming a value of the resistance ratio

Zi = (A/m ~ Ati)/At^j computing Gi and repeating the procedure

until compatible results are ol)tained. Since the exponent 0.357

is small, values of (?»,, converge rapidly. It is interesting to note

that at the optimum velocity the ratio of costs of power and fixed

charges is

(3 ““ m)(l + Zi) - n
(28)

Thus, for turbulent flow, where n is 0.8 and m is 0.2, the optimum
ratio Xpi/Xa is 0.4 if the inside resistance controls and otherwise is

less. The minimum total cost in dollars per Btu, except for that

of the heat itself, is

{Xpi + Xa)c =
3 — m

(3 - m) -
(t^.)

I io Aiff,

(3 - m)C„

(3 — m — n')U,o Ain
(29)

* References 435, 193, 1436, 249a.

t Alternatively, by defining an exponent n' in the relation Ui « a,G7'

and noting that the term 1 -H equals n/n', Eq. 27 may be written^®*

G,o «

I A rearranged form is

n'Ca i

(3 -- m — n')CeiKi

OACai^ - C.iKi

(27a)
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Optimum Velocity across Tubes; Inside Power Immaterial.

—

The derivation for this case is similar to that for the previous case,

except that it is based on Eqs. 9 and 9a instead of Eqs. 8 and 8a,

giving

=

/ \ / Cap \

\3 - mo - Uo) \CeoK'J

1 + (3 — mo)zo

(S — Mo — Tip)

(30)

wherein X' == 2Bpaoii^^yolTgcplDoD'l^\ Equation 28 becomes

{Xpo/Xao)o = (CpolCao)o = Up/KS - m«)(l + Zp) - Up] (30a)

and Eq. 29 becomes

(Xpo + Xao)o =
^ — mo

» - -».) - (r^)_
Upo Atm

(305)

If the outside thermal resistance is controlling and DpGp/fip lies

between 1000 and 40,000 (where rip is 0.6), if mp is taken as 0.15, the

optimum ratio Xpo/Xp is 0.267, and Eq. 30 reduces to

Gp = (0.267Cao/CeoO®'^^' (30c)

niustration 4.—It is desired to compute the optimum velocity for a gas

having p of 0.069 Ib/cu ft, pp of 0.075, Cpfx/k of 0.74, and p of 0.045 lb/(hr)(ft),

flowing normal to a bank of in-line tubes laid out with a square pitch, so that

the transverse clearance is one-fourth the o.d. of the 1-in. tubes. Assume that

power delivered to the fluid costs $0.0133 per kw-hr and that the hourly fixed

charges are 0.44/7200 = $6.11 X 10“*^/(hr)(sq ft of outside surface); since

baffles are not involved, Bo will be taken as 1.0. What would be the optimum

Ho and the optimum total costs (.Yp<, Xa) for Atm of 105°F?

Solution.—From Eq. 19 of Chap. V, a® = 0.68. Since tIo is 0.6 and nio is

0.15, no/ (3 — mo — no) « 0.419. The term ydDo =* 0.25, and Do — H 2

= 0.0833 ft. With time in hours, is 4.17 X 10*. The cost of energ>" deliv-

ered to the fluid, expressed in dollars per foot-pound, is

Coo « 0.0133(0.746)/(33,000 X 60) « 5.03 X 10“»

Substitution in Eq. 30c gives

r - 10-M (t)(4.17 X 10«) (0.075) (0.069) (4)

(5 Q3 ^ iQ-,) (2)(l)(0.68)(0.045/0.0833)® »» J

- 3730 ..

(hr)(sq ft)

The Reynolds number (ZX?/m)o * (0.0833) (3730) /0.045 * 6910, and, taking

Fo as 1.26, Eq. 7 gives

Lmmm)
<'’™" -
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and — t/, « 8.46. From Eq. 29

+ Xao)o
(3 - mo) (2.85) (6. 11 X 10“»)

(2.25)(8.45y(105)
8.7 X 10-

i.f., the sum of the cost of power and fixed charges is 8.7 cents per million B
transferred.

In heating a gas by a condensing vapor the thermal resistar;

'

on the gas side controls, and the question arises whether the gi

should flow inside or across the tubes. The exponents usuall.'

have the following values: n = n' = 0.8, m = 0.20, rio = n' = 0.(

and nio = 0.15, and the ratio of the optimum sums of power anc

fixed charges is readily found to be
‘

{Xpo + A"ao)f)

(Xpi + Xai)o i
^ oo(^^m)o

(3i

Consequently the choi<;c will be determined by the product o

several ratios. If a gas were to flow either outside or inside tb

tubes of a given type of apparatus, where the hourly fixed charf

per foot of tube was the .same, CaolCai would equal Di/Do» If th

gas were to be cooled under pre.ssure with water, a consideraljj

less expensive type of construction (trickle cooler) could be usf

with gas inside the tubes than with gas outside the tubes in a pr^

sure shell. Conversely, if the gas were to be heated at atmosphe^

pressure with steam condensing under pre.ssure, a sheet-mei

tunnel could be u.sed for gas flow across tubes, and CaolCai won.

now be a fractional value. The ratio of the optimum values c

Ui and Uo may be obtained from equations previously given.

Optimum Amount of Water for Condensers or Coolers .—

h

some cases the cooling water in the plant mains is under sufficier

pressure to give the desired rate of flow through the heat-transfe

apparatus, and the cost of cooling water is directly proportional

to the amount used. The optimum water rate corresponds to the

minimum annual sum of the cooling-water costs and of fixed

charges on the condenser or cooler.

Consider the general case in which ly' lb per hr of warmer flui<

enters at t[ and leaves at 4, and the heat removed — 4) i

absorbed by ty" lb per hr of cooling water entering at ti and havin^

specific heat c". The cooling water costs Cu> dollars per lb and i

avmlable in adequate amount. Let U represent the over-a^

coefficient from warmer fluid to water; preferably this should b
evaluated at the optimum velocity for the warmer fluid, to maintai
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)roper balance between fixed charges on the apparatus and pumping

Kosts for the warmer fluid (page 363). The highest useful water

elocity should be used, since the water is under adequate pressure,

'he first cost per square foot of heat-transfer surface ^is Ca, and the

action Fa is charged off annually as fixed charges; the apparatus is

be operated d hr per year. Let represent the temperature

1 the cooling water leaving the apparatus, calculated from the heat

oalance

q = w'c\i[ - Q = tr"c"(4' - /'/)

The annual water cost equals

.he annual fixed charges t/a are

ACaFa. But (7 equals UAF Ah^

where F depends on the geo-

metrical arrangement of the

shell and tul>e passes in the

exchanger (Chap. VI) and Atiis

evaluated for counterflow by

iq. 4a. By combining the foi e-

^oing relatioas, the annual sum
)f water costs and fixed charges

s differentiated with respect to

he temperature diff('rence t[ —
2 at the hot end, and set equal to zero to find the minimum value of

the term ?/«, + ija, giving

(i\ -
/'a + Mr - mX' , At\ _ UFCuB __ UFCu^

\ Mo - Me ) \Aio Mr) CaFac" CaC"'

(32)*

where Ate represents the over-all temperature difference ~

at the cold ^ nd and Ato the optimum over-all difference at the

hot end. Unfortunately the desired Ato appears in several places

in Eq. 32; trial-and-error calculation is rendered unnecessary

by the use of charts* wherein the ratio T© = (<I — ^0o/(4
= Ato/Mr is plotted vs.k a — iU' CxrO/CaFaC*' for various values ol

Where the temperature of the warmer fluid is constant, as in a condenser,

the equation reduces to

Fig. 197.—Solution of Eq. 32 for

ordinary rauKe of Z\ for high values of Z,

see Fig. 198.
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Z — (t[ — ^i)- Figure 197 is a net work chart* for values

of Z ranging from 0 to 4, and Pig is. 198 an alignment chart t for

values ofZ ranging from 0 to 100.

lUustration 6.—It is desired to design a counterflow apparatus to cool

10,000 lb per hr of gas, having c' of 0.24, from 200 to 90°F by use of water
entering at 85°F, costing $0.20 per 1000 cu ft. Annual fixed charges are $0.50

per sq ft, 6 is 8400, and the optimum value of U is 7.8, after including F, of 1.25.

Calculate the optimum outlet temperature of the water, the corresponding

ratio of water to gas, and the square feet required.

Solution.

^ _ UFC„e _ (7.8)(1.0)(0.2/62,300)(8400) _ ^^ “ CaFac" (0.5)(1.0)

z - - O - (200 - 90)/(90 - 86) - 22

and from Fig. 198, Y, — 15.9 — (200 — 1’,’)/5, whence 200 — — 79.6 and

* Courtesy of A. P. Colburn.^***

t Courier oi DouglasB and Adams^*^ and Industrial and Engineering

Chemistry,
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U * 120.6‘*F. Per pound of gas, (200 - 95) (0.24)/ (120.6 - 85.0) « 0.71 lb

of water is required. The mean over-all temperature difference is (79.6 — 5)/

In, 15.9 - 26.9‘*F, and A » qfU = 10,000(0.24) (200 - 95)/ (7.8) (26.9)

« 1200 sq ft.

Optimum Final Xt for Recovering Waste Heat—Exhaust steam

having saturation temperature t' may be used to furnish part of the

heat required to warm w lb per hr of a fluid without phase change

from h to t, the remainder of the heat being furnished by more
expensive high-pressure steam condensing at t". The problem is to

determine the optimum over-all Xt at the outlet of the first heater,

in which the low-pressure steam is used. Let the value of exhaust

steam be C/// dollars per Btu of latent heat; Ch" is the corresponding

value for the high-pressure steam; {Ca + C,,) ov Kz represents the

optimum sum of fixed charges and power required to force the gas

or liquid through the heaters, expressed as dollars/(hr) (sq ft) of

heat-transfer surface. The total cost, which depends on the inter-

mediate temperature is then

= wc{i — ti)C + AiKz "h wc{t2 + A%Kz (33)

and A equals q/U Mm for each of the two heaters; AC is the logarith-

mic mean over-all temperature difference, which applies if f/ is

constant (Chap. VI); F is unity for any arrangement of surface,

since the vapors condense at constant temperature. Combining

these relations, dXy/dt is set equal to zero to find the following

relation for minimum total cost:

(t' - tw' - 0 =

which can be used directly or solved for t by the quadratic rule.

Illustration 6.—It is planned to heat air at atmospheric pressure from 70 to

300®F. Steam condensing at 220°F costs $0.05/10® Btu, and steam condensing

at 370°F costs $0.20 per 10® Btu. At the optimum velocity Uo is 8, fixed

charges are estimated at $0.45/(year)(sq ft), and the equipment is to be oper-

ated 8400 hr per year. What should be the temperature of the air leaving

the first heater?

SoliUion .—For the reasons given on page 370 it would bejnore economical

to employ flow across tubes instead of flow inside tubes. Assume that the

cost data and other factors are such that Eq. 30c gives an optimum velocity

that corresponds to U of 8, after including F, of 1.25. Since the Reynolds

number would fall in the region where the exponents rio and m« are 0.6 and 0.15,

respectively, the ratio (Xp + X«)/Xa » (3 — mo)/(3 — n® — w®) » 2.85/2.25

- 1.27.
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K,
(0.45) $6.8 X lO-*

(8400) (hours) (square feeO

Substitution of values in Eq. 34 gives

(220 - 0(370 - 0
(6.8 X 10^0(370 - 220)

(8) (0.15 X 10-«)

whence t is 176°F and the optimum At at the outlet of the first heater is 44®F.

Problems

1.

A large flat glass slab 6 in. thick {k — 0.63, c = 0.3, and p = 139) has

been cooled very slowly in an annealing oven so that its temperature is sub-

stantially uniform at 900°F. It is proposed that the slab be further cooled

from 900° by passing air parallel to the flat faces normal to the 6-in. dimension.

To minimize thermal strains, the maximum temperature gradient allowable

in the slab is SO^^F per in. The air would be blown past the slab at a rate

such that its temperature rise would be negligible and the coefficient from hot

glass to air would be 5.0, Radiation may be negl(M;ted.

. When the slab is at 900°F, what is the lowest temperature of air that

may be used for cooling?

. If air at the temperature in a is used for 3 hr, what is the lowest air

temperature that (;ould then be used?

c. If the air temperature were so regulated that the slab was always being

cooled at the maximum allowable rate, what would be the air tempera-

ture at the end of 3 hr?

d. Sketch curves of temperature vs, thickness of the slab at the end of 3 hr

for b and c.

2. A gas having a molecular, weight of 86 is flowing at a rate of 1.38 kg

per min through a tube having an actual i.d. of 1.20 in. At a cross section

where the absolute pressure is 30 atm and the temperature is 340°F, the true

density is 1.2 times that predicted by the perfect-gas law, and the viscosity

is 2.0 X 10“* force-pound X seconds per scjuare foot. Calculate the numerical

value of the dimensionless Reynolds number.

3. It is necessary to heat 24,000 lb per hr of air from 70 to 350°F, while it

is flowing under pressure at the optimum mass velocity of 7200 lb/(hr)(8q ft)

of cross section, inside tubes having an actual i.d. of 0.870 in. Low-pressure

exhaust steam (220°F saturation temperature) now being discarded would b(5

available at a cost of $0.05 per million Btu of latent heat, and high-pressure

steam (370°F saturation temperature) is available at a cost of $0.20 per million

Btu of latent heat. The heaters must run 8400 hr per year. The annual

fixed charges, expressed in dollars per year per foot of each tube will be assumed

as 0.15 for the low-pressure heater and 0.25 for the high-pressure heater, indo
pendent of the length of tube or the number of tubes. The air is to leave the

high-pressure heater at an absolute pressure of 10 atm and at a temperature

of 350°F. It is agreed to use Eq. 4fc of Chap, VII. Calculate the minimum
yearly costs and the tube length required for each heater.
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4. A company manufacturing 7i-butanol uses Eq. 4c of Chap. VII in

designing various butanol heaters, where the bulk temperature t ranges from

86 to 167®F. It is desired to convert Eq. 4c to the following form:

h « a(l

Determine the constants a and 6 in the preceding equation; calculate the

predicted value of h for a run where the average bulk temperature is 118°F,

Z>' is 0.494 in., and V' =* 11.8 ft per sec, and find the percentage of deviation

of the predicted h from the observed value*®^ of 562.

6. The following data were obtained in a test on a vertical falling-film

water heater made of copper 2.88 in. o.d. and 2.50 in. i.d., jacketed for a length

of 2.0 ft by steam condensing at 227°F. The cooling water entered at 41°F

at a rate of 3110 lb per hr and flowed as a layer down the inside wall, leaving

with a bulk temperature of 125°F. From the readings of 10 thermocouples, the

length-mean temperature of the outer surface was found to be 206®F. Predict

the water-side coefficient from Eq. 28 of Chap. VII, and compare it with the

observed value.

6 . A multipass heat exchanger contains 1200 tubes, each 16 ft long, having

an o.d. of 1.25 in. and an i.d. of 1.12 in. These tubes are arranged as a 12-6

exchanger in which the fluid in the tubes makes 12 equal single passes and that

in the shell makes 6 corresponding passes. Each tube pass contains 100 tubes,

and each shell pass is well baffled. It is desired to predict the performance

of this apparatus if 693,000 lb per hr of a hot oil, c = 0.540 g-cal/(g)(deg C),

were introduced continuously into the shell at a temperature of 360®F and

cold oil at 60®F, c = 0.470 g-cal/(g)(deg C), p = 56 Ib/cu ft were fed to the

first pass of the tubes at a rate of 796,000 lb per hr. From the data and
notes given below, calculate the temperature to which the hot oil will be

cooled.

Data and Notes .—It is estimated that the average coefficient from hot oil

to the outer surface of the tubes, including suitable allowance for scale deposit

on both sides, will be 100 Btu/(hr)(sq ft) (deg F), based on the outside

surface. The thermal conductivity of the tubes will be taken as 26 Btu/(hr)

(sq ft) (deg F per ft). The coefficient h on the inside of the tube is given by

Eq. 4c of Chap. VII. The average absolute viscosity of the oil in the tubes

may be taken as 0.0416 gm/(sec)(cm); and the thermal conductivity of the

oil in the tubes is 0.080 Btu/(hr)(8q ft) (deg F per ft).

7. An air cooler consisting of a bundle of 1-in. 18 BWG copper tubes,

enclosed in a well-baffled shell, is being built to cool 45,000 lb of air per hr

from 200 to 90°F. The air flows under pressure in a single pass through the

tubes, and cooling water at 80°F, under sufficient pressure to force it through

at any desired rate, flows countercurrently through the shell. The air flows

inside the pipes at a mass velocity of 8600 lb/(hr)(sq ft), which is the optimum^
velocity

;
-the- corresponding U

i

will he 7.8. Cooling water costs 20 cents per

1000 cu ft, and the annual fixed charges on the cooler are 50 cents per sq ft

of heating surface. It is proposed to operate 8400 hr per year. From the

standpoint of the lowest total yearly cost, calculate:

. The optimum pounds of cooling water per pound of air.

. The over-all temperature difference at the hot end.
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c. The length of each tube.

d. The number of tubes in parallel,

c. The total annual costs in dollars.

8. It is desired to design a horizontal tubular feed-water heater. Because

of space limitations, it is agreed that the over-all length shall not exceed 11.4 ft,

which corresponds to a tube length of 9.75 ft. It is agreed to use admiralty

metal tubes in, o.d. No. 18 BWG, with a water velocity inside the tubes of 385

lb/(sec)(sq ft of transverse area). The tubes are to be staggered and arranged

m a square bundle. The heater is to be designed to heat 190,000 lb per hr

of distilled water from 114 to 215°F, with steam condensing outside the tubes

at 240°F.

a. Calculate the number of tubes in each pass.

h. Calculate the number of passes.

c. Calculate the tube length.

d. Calculate the over-all pressure drop due to fricttion, pounds per square

inch.

9. A small-scale heat exchanger, consisting of two concentric pipes, is

operated in counterflow with hot water flowing inside the smaller pipe and

cold water in the annular space. The inner pipe is a C^^-in. standard copper

pipe, and the outer pipe is a 2-in. standard steel pipe. The length of active

heating surface is 9.43 ft.

Dala,

t[ =* inlet temperature of hot water, degrees centigrade

=* outlet temperature of hot water, degrees centigrade

<7 = inlet temperature of cold water, degrees centigrade

l'^ — outlet temperature of cold water, degrees centigrade

ii/ =* mass rate of flow of hot water inside smaller pipe, pounds per minute

w” ~ mass rate of flow of cold water in jacket, pounds per minute

w* t2 w" i" I't

11.82 82.47 46.0 137.5 9.38 12.5

10.90
1

85.42
1

47.38 99.2 9.50 13.72

10.60 86.6 48.18 81.5 9.59 14.56

9.87 87.61 48.39 61.8 9.75 16.08

9.84 88.53 48.78 57.1 9.78
1

16.58

9.85 87.77 i 52.12 34.5 10.13 20.14

10.90 85.75 47.12 124.5 9.59 13.09

9.83 88.20 44.97 142.9 9.60 12.50

9.86 87.95 54.87 22.95 10.60 24.72

9.92 87.68 58.42 14.02 11.07 31.21

10.10 87.47 63.28 8.39 11.54 40.28

Using only these data, find the constants oi and a 2 in the equations hi

“ ai(yj)® * and hi =» ajCFy)® *, and compare them with the predicted values,

expressing velocities V' in feet per second.
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10. Both manufacturers and users of counterflow heat exchangers may
face the problem of predicting the outlet temperatures that a given heat

exchanger should produce for fixed inlet temperatures, mass flow rates, and

specific heats. Find the outlet temperature of the warmer fluid for the follow-

ing problems:

a. A ^ 1000, w' « 27,800, c' - 0.5, w" = 41,700,' c" - 1.0, C/ = 60,

t[ = 400°, and t[' = 80°F.

5. A = 1000, w' =» 27,800, c' - 0.5, w" = 13,900, c' = 1.0, U ^ 50,

t[ - 200° and i[' - 80°F.

11. 10,000 lb per hr of air are to be heated from 70 to 205°F by continuously

blowing the air through apparatus heated by steam condensing at 220°F.

The allowable friction drop due to flow of air through the apparatus is only

0.10 in. of water, and the air is to leave the heater^at atmospheric pressure.

There are already on hand ample quantities of and 1.0-in standard steel

pipe, page 416. Two designs are proposed: I. The air flows inside horizontal

standard 1-in. pipes, and the steam condenses on the outside. II. The air

flows normal to a bank of vertical staggered standard ^-in. pipes, the steam

condensing on the inside of the pipes, which are to be mounted on 2-in. equi-

lateral centers, but because of space restrictions, the maximum tube length

cannot be greater than 8 ft.

a. For I, calculate the total number of tubes and the length of each.

6. For II, calculate the total number of tubes necessary and the number
of rows over which the air must pass in series.

c. Neglecting construction costs, which proposal do you favor? Why?

12. Air is being heated continuously in a refractory tube that passes

horizontally through an experimental muffle furnace. The inside of the furnace

is cubical, 1 ft to a side, with glazed silica brick walls that are kept at 2000°F.

The air initially at 100°F and 10 atm pressure is blown through the tube at a

rate of 500 lb per hr. Neglecting the effect of conduction along the length

of the tube, calculate

a. The outlet air temperature.

h. The heat flow through the tube walls in Btu per hour.

Data .—The dimensions of the refractory tube are 2.4 in. o.d. and 2.0 in. i.d.;

k for the refractory tube is the same as for the silica brick. The emissivity

of the furnace walls and of the surface of the tube may be taken as 0.85.
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Thermal Conductivities.—The values of k in the table.s are expre.ssod in

Btu/(hr)(sq ft) (deg F per ft). Conversion factors to other units are as

follows:

Multiply by 0.00413 to obtain gm-cal/(sec)(sq cm)(deg C per cm).

Multiply by 173 to obtain kilo-ergs/(sec)(sq cm) (deg C per cm).

Multiply by 0.0173 to obtain watts/(sq cm) (deg C per cm).

Multiply by 1.49 to obtain kg-cal/(hr)(sq m)(deg C per m).
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* The pound-centigrade unit is the amount of heat required to raise the

temperature of 1 lb of water by 1®C and equals 1.8 Btu. The pen is* the same
as the pound calorie or centigrade heat unit, Chu. Strictly, the peu is the

379
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Tablb L—ErPBCT of Temperaturs upon Thermal Conductivity of
Metals and Alloys’^

Main body of table is fc in Btu/(hr)(sq ft) (deg F per ft)

«, deg F
t, deg C

32

0

i

212

100

1

392

200

572

300

752

400

932

500

1112

600

Melt-

ing

point,

degF

Aluminum 117 119 124 133 144 155 1220

Brass (70 copper, 30 zinc)

.

56 60 63 66 67 1724

Cast iron 32 30 28 26 25 2192

Cast high-silicon iron 30 2300

Copper, pure 224 218 215 212 210 207 204 1976

Lead 20 19 18 18 621

Nickel 36 34 33 32 2642

SUver 242 238 1760

Sodium 1 81 208

Steel, mild 26 26 25 23 22 21 2507

Tantalum (at 68®F) 32 5162

Tin 36 34 33 450

Wrought iron, Swedish .... . .

«

32 30 28 26 23 2741

Zinc 65 64 62 59 54 786

From “ Iut«rnational Critical Tables,” McGraw-Hill Dook Company, Inc., New York,

1929, and other sources. ,

change in enthalpy when J-ioo lb of water, at its saturation pressure, is heated

from 0 to 100°C. Similarly, the Btu is the change in enthalpy when Kgo lb

of water, at its saturation pressure, is heated from 32 to 212°F.
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Table II.

—

Thermal Conductivities of Metals (Marks**®)

k =* Btu/(hr)(sq ft) (deg F per ft)

Substance
Deg
F

k Substance
Deg
F

k

Metals Metals

Antimony 32 Mercury 32 4.8

Antimony 212 9.7 Nickel alloy (62 Ni, 12 Cr,

Bismuth 64 4,7 26 Fe) 68 7.8

Bismuth 212 3.9 Platinum 64 40.2

Cadmium 64 53.7 Platinum 212 41.9

Cadmium 212 52.2 Alloys

Gold 64 IlmWi Admiralty metal 86 65

Gold
1

212 170.0 Bronze, commercial 109

Iron, pure 64 39.0 Constantan (60 Cu, 40 Ni) 64 13.1

Iron, pure 212 1 36.6 Constantan (60 Cu, 40 Ni) 212 15.5

Iron, wrought 64 34.9 Nickel silver 32 16.9

Iron, wrought 212 34.6 Nickel silver . . 212 21.5

Iron, cast 129 27.6 (84 Cu 64 12.8

Iron, cast 216 26.8 Manganin< 4 Ni

Steel (1 per cent C) 64 26.2 (12 Mn 212 15.2

Steel (1 per cent C') 212 25.9 Platinoid 64 14.5

Magnesium 32-212m
Table III.

—

Thermal Conductivity of Chromium Alloys (Martin*^®)

k — Btu/(hr)(sq ft) (deg F per ft)

American Iron

and Steel In-

stitute type

number

Cr Ni Si Mil c:
k at

625"F

416 13.22 0.23 0.10 19.3

310 24.48 20.30 0.89 0.63 0.17 16.5

304 17.36 10.20 0.93 0.25 16.2

430 17.60 0.23 0.86 0.31 15.2

302 18.15 8.23 0.32 0.45 0.14 14.8

302 17.64 10.68 .... 0,12 14.5

309 22.90 ' 11.67 0.17 0.15 13.8
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Table IV.—Thermal Conductivities op Some Building and Insulating

Materials’*'

k = Btu/(hr)(8q ft) (deg F per ft)

Material

Apparent
density

p, Ib/cu ft

at room
temperature

Deg F k

Aerogel, silica, opacified 8.5 248 0.013
554 0.026

Asbestos-cement boards 120 68 0.43

Asbestos sheets 55.5 124 0.096

Asbestos slate 112 32 0.087
112 140 0.114
29.3 -328 0.043

1

29.3 32 0.090
36 32 0.087
36 212 0.111
36 392 0.120
36 752 0.129
43.5 -328 0.090
43.5 32 0.135

Aluminum foil, 7 air spaces per 2.5 in 0.2 100 0 025

351 0.038
32-212 0 041

132 68 0 43

Boiler scale (ref. 364)

Bricks

801 1 8

2399 2 7

(See also BrickvS, fire clay) 115 1472 0.62
115 2012 0 . 63

Building brickwork . . . 68 0.4

Chrome brick (32% CriOj by weight) 200 392 0.67
200 1202 0.8.5

200 2399 1.0

Diatomaceous earth, natural, across strata (ref. 719) . . . 27.7 399 0.051

27.7 1600 0.077

Diatomaceous, natural, parallel to strata (ref. 719) .... 27.7 399 0.081
27.7 1000 0 . 106

Diatomaceous earth, molded and fired (ref. 719) 38 399 0. 14

38 1600 0. 18

Diatomaceous earth and clay, molded and fired (ref. 719) 42.3 399 0. 14

42 .

3

1600 0. 19

Diatomaceous earth, high burn, large pores (ref. 517).

.

37 392 0. 13

37 1832 0.34
Fire clay, Missouri 392 0.58

1112 0.85
1832 0.95
2552 1.02

Kaolin insulating brick (ref. 517) 27 932 0.15
27 2102 0.20

Kaolin insulating firebrick (ref. 518) 19 392 0.050
19 1400 0.113

Magnesite (86.8% MgO, 6.3% FesOi, 3% CaO, 2.6%
SiO» by weight) 158 399 2.2

158 1202 1.6

158 2192 1.1
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Tabmi IV.—Thermal CoNDtrcnviriEs op Some Building and Insulating
MATERiALs. *

—

{Continued)

Apparent

density

Material p, Ib/cu ft Deg F k
at room

temperature

Bricks: (Continiied)

Silicon carbide brick, reci ystallized (ref. 517) 129 1112 10.7

129 1472 9.2
129 1832 8.0

129 2192 7.0
129 2552 6.3

Calcium carbonate, natural 1G2 86 1.3

1.7

96 0.4

Calcium sulphate (4H 2O), artificial 84.6 104 0.22

l^laster, artificial 132 167 0.43

BuildiiiK 77.9 77 0.25

100 0.091

Carbon, gas

‘

32-212 2.0

0 . 037

Olluloid 87.3 86
[

0.12

Charcoal flakes 11.9 176 0 043

1.) 176 0.051

32-1292 0.27

212 3.4

932 2.9

32-212 0.11

Concrete, cinder 0.20

1 : 4 d r V 0.44

Stone .... 0.54

Cotton wool 5 86 0.024

Cork boivril 10 86 0 025

Cork, ground 9.4 86 0 . 025

regranulated 8 1 86 0.026

Diatornaceous earth powder, coaise (:ef. 710) .... 20 0 100 0.036
20.0 1600 0.082

Fine (ref. 710) ... 17.2 399 0.040
17.2 IGOO 0 074

Molded pipe coverinp; (ref. 710) 26.0 399 0 051

26.0 1600 0.088

4 vol. P'llrined e vrth and 1 vol. cement, poured and fireil

(ref. 719) .. . ^ 61 .8 399 0.16
61.8 1600 0.23

Dolomite 167 122 1.0

Ebonite 0. 10

Enamel, silicate 38 0.5-0.75

Felt, wool 20.6 86 0.03

Fiber insulating board 14.8 70 0.028

Fiber, red 80.5 68 0.27

With binder, baked 68-207 0.097

Gas carbon 32-212 2.0

Glass 0.2-0.73

Boro-silicate type 139 86-167 0.63

Soda glass 0.3-0.44

Window glass 0.3-0.61

Granite 1.0-2.

3
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TabijB IV.—Thbrmai. Conductivities of Some Buiddino and Insdlatino

Materials. *

—

(Continued)

Material

Apparent
density

p, Ib/cu ft

at room
temperature

Deg F k

32 86.7

Powdered, through lOO- mesh 30 104 0.104

Gypsum, molded and dry 78 68 0.26

Hair felt, perpendicular to fibers 17 86 0.021

57 .

5

32 1.3

Infusorial earth (see Diatoniaceous earth)

Kapok 0.88 68 0.020

Lampblack 10 104 0.038

Lava 0.49

62.4 0.092

Limestone (15.3 vol. % HiO) 103 75 0.54

86 0.06

Magnesia, powdered 40.7 117 0.35
Magnesia, light carbonate 19 70 0.04

Magnesium oxide, compressed 49 9 68 0.32

Marble 1.2-1.

7

122 0.25

Mill shavings 0.033-0.05

Mineral wool 9 4 86 0.0225
19.7 86 0.024

0.076

32 0. 14

Petroleum coke 212 3.4

932 2.9

Porcelain 392 0.88

Portland cement (see Concrete) 194 0. 17

Pumice stone, . .-r 70 151 0.14

Pyroxylin plastics 0 075

Kubber, hard 74 8 32 0.087

Para 70 0.109

Soft
1

70 0.075-0.092

Sand, dry 94.6 68 0.19

Sandstone 140 104 1.06

Sawdust 12 70 0.03

Scale (ref. 364)

Silk 6.3 0.026

Varnished 100 0.096

Slag, blast furnace 75-261 0 . 064

Slag wool 12 86 0.022

Slate 201 0.86

Snow. 34.7 32 0.27

Sulphur, monoclinic 212 0.09-0.097
Rhombic 70 0.16

Wallboard, insulating type 14.8 70 0.028

Wallboard, stiff pasteboard 43 86 0.04
Wood shavings 8.8 86 0.034
Wood, across grain

Balsa 7-8 86 0.025-0.03

Oak 61.6 60 0. 12

Maple 44.7 122 0. 11
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Table IV.—Thebmal Conductivities of Some Building and Insulating

Materials. *

—

{Continued)

Material

Apparent

density

p, Ib/cu ft

at room
temperature

Deg F k

Wood, acroBS grain: (Continued)

Pine, white 34.0 69 0.087

Teak 40.0 59 0.10

White fir 28.

1

140 0.062

Wood, parallel to grain

Pine 34.4 70 0.20

Wool, animal 6.9 86 0.021

Marks, “Mechanical EnginecrB’ Handbook,” McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1941,

“International Critical Tahles.” McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1929, and other sources.

For additional data, see pp. 386-388.
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Tablb V.—Theumal Conductivities of Some Materials for
Refhiobratton and Building Insulation*

k « Btu/(hr)(sq ft) (dog F per ft) at approximately room temperature

Material

Apparent
density, lb

cu ft room
tempera-

ture

k

Soft, flexible materials in sheet form

Chemically treated wood fiber 2 2 0.023

Eel grass between paper 34-4.6 0.021-B.022

Felted cattle hair 11-13 0.022

Flax fibers between paper 4.9 0.023

Hair and asbestos fibers, felted 7.8 0.023

Insulating hair and jute 6. 1-6.3 0.022-0.023

Jute and asbestos fibers, felted 10.0 0.031

Ijoose materials

Charcoal, 6 mesh 15.2 0.031

Cork, regranulated, fine particles. . . 8-9 0.025

Diatomaceous earth, powdered 10.6 0.026

Glass wool, curled 4-10 0.024

Gvpsum in powdered form 26-34 0.043-0.05

Mineral wool, fibrous i 6 i 0.0217
1

10 0.0225

; 14 1 0.0233

18 0.0242

Sawdust
1

12 0.034

Wo<^)d shavings, from planer 8.8 0.034

Semiflexible materials in sheet form 13.0 0.026

Flax fiber 13.0 0.026

Semirigid materials in board form

Corkboard 7.0 0.0225

Corkboard 10.6 0.025

Mineral wool, block, with binder. . . . 16.7 0.031

Stiff fibrous materials in sheet form 16.2-16.9 0.028

Sugar-cane fiber 13.2-14.8 0.028

Cellular gypsum 8 0.029

12 0.037

18 0.049

24 0.064

30 0.083

* Abstracted from U. S. Bur. Standards LetUr Circ. 227, Apr. 19, 1927. For additional

data, see pp. 382-385, 387-388.
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Table VI.—Thermal Conductivities op Insulating Materials at
High Temperatures*

k =» Btu/(hr)(8q ft) (deg F per ft)

Material

Mean temperature, deg F

iu.

t S’o-O
100 200 300

1

i

400 500 600 800 1000 1500 2000

Laminatfid asbestos felt (approx. 40 lamina-

tions per in.)

Laminated asU^stos felt (upprox. 20 lainiici-

700 0.033 0 037

1

0.040 0 044 0.048

tions per in.) 500 0 045 0 050 0.055 0 000 0.065

Corrugated asbestos (4 plies per in.) 300 0 050 0.058 0.069

85% magnesia

Diatomaccous earth, asbestos and Ixiiuling
|

GOO 0 039 0.041 0.043' 0 046

material ... IGJO 0 04", 0 047 jo 049 0 0.50 0.053 0.055 0.060 0 065

Diatomaccous earth brick ... 1G.X){0 0.54 |0.05G 10.058 0.060 0.063 0.065 0.069 0 073

Diatomaceous earth brick 200010.127 10.130 0.133 0.137 0.140 0.143 0.15t) 0 158 0 176

DiatomacfKius earth Ixick 2;>00 0 128 !o.131 0.135 0 139 0.143 0.148 0 155 |o 163 0.183 0.203

DiatonuuMHius earth p<jwd(T (density, IS lb
1

per cu ft) 0 03910 042 :0 044 0 04s!o 051 !o 054 0.061

Rock wool 0 030 0 034I0 0:w:o 044:0.050'0.057

1

'

i
:

i
1

jo.oos

Asb<“Ptos cerri'-nt, O.l; S.>; magnesia c<>nient, 0,(»r>; asbestos and rock wool cement. O.Oro approx.

Marks, "Mechanical Engirurr.s, IIuiKlLxHjk," McClraw-IIHl Book (’ompany, Inc.,

Table VII.—Thermal ( 'onductivities of Insulating Materials
AT Moderate Temperatures (Xusselt)*

k = Btu 'dirXsq ft)fdog F per ft )

Material

Weight,

lb per

eu ft

Temperatures, deg F

32 100 200 300 400 600 800

Asbestos 30 .

0

0 087 0.097 0.110 0.117 0.121 0.125 0.130

Burnet! infusorial earth for pipe rovering.'^ 12.5 0.013 0.040 0.052 0.057 0.062 0.073 0d
Insulating eompo.sition, loose 2.3.0 0.040 0.040 0.050 0.053 0.055

Cotton 5.0 0 032 0.035 0.039

Wlk hair 9 1 0.020 0.030 0.034

8ilk 0 3 0.025 0.028 0.034

Wool 8.5 0.022 0.027 0.033

Pulverised eork 10.0 0.021 0 . 020 0.032

Infusorial e.'irth, loose 22.0 0.035 0.039i 0.04.5 0.047^ 0.050
1

1

j0.053

Marks, “Mechanical KnKiiicerH’ Jlaiidbook,” McGruw-Hill Book Company, Inc., J941.
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Table VIII.—Thermal Conductivities of Insulating Materials
AT Low Temperatures (Grober)*

k = Btu/(hr)(8q ft)(deg F per ft)

Material
Weight,

lb cu ft

Temperatures, deg F

32 -50 -100 -200 -300

Asbestos
1

44.0 0.135
!

0.132 0.130 0.125 0.100

Asbestos 29.0 0.0894 0.0860 0.0820 0.0720 0.0545

Cotton 5.0 0.0325 1 0.0302 0.0276 0.0235 0.0198

SUk 6.3 0.0290 0.0256 0.0235 0.0196 0.0155

Marks, “ Mechanical En^cineers’ Handbook/' McCliaw’-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1941.

For certain substances for which values of k are not given in the preceding,

data may be found in references 336, 9, 719, 730o, 728, 517, and 2G5a.
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Table IX.—Thermal Conductivity of Liquids
k « Btu/(hr)(8q ft) (deg F per ft)

A linear variation with temperature may be assumed. The extreme
values given constitute also the temperature limits over which the data are

recommended.

Liquid

Acetic acid 100% (ref. 122)

50% (ref. 122). . ..

Acetone (ref. 90) ....
Allyl alcohol (ref. 665) .

.

Ammonia (ref. 366)
Ammonia, aqueouH 20% (ref. 122) . .

Amyl acetate (ref. 330) . .

Alcohol in-) (ref. 103) .

(iao-) (ref. 677)

Aniline (ref. 370) ...

Benaene (ref. 677).

Bromobenaene (ref. 677) .

Butyl acetate (n-) (ref. 665)
Alcohol (n-) (.ref. 90)

(i»t>-) (ref. 90)

Calcium chloride, brine 30% (ref. 122)

15% (ref. 122)

.

Carbon disulphide (ref. 90)

Tetrachloride (nd. 51)

('hlorobcnaene (ref. 677)
('hloroform (ref. 51)

Cymene (para) (ref. 677)

Decane in-) (ref. 677)

Dichlorodifluoromethane (ref. 59).

Dichloroethane (ref. 51) .

Dichloromethane (ref. 51) ....

Ethyl acetate (ref. 336)
Alcohol 100% (ref. 49)

80%
60% .

40%
20%
100% (ref. 49)

Bcnaenc (ref. 677)

Bromide (ref. 90)

Ether (ref. 90)

Iodide (refs. 90 and 122)

Ethylene glycol (ref. 336)

Gasoline (refs. 103 and 677)

Glycerol i00% (ref. 48)

80%
60%
40%
20%
100% (rt'f. 48)

Heptane in-) (ref. 677)

T5^
68

68
86
167

77-86
5 86
08
140
50

86
167

32-68

86
140
86

212
77-86

80
i

167
50

86
HO
80
107
32

1,54

50
SO
80
140

80
140
20
60
100

140
180
122

5

86

68
68
68
68
68
68
122
86
140
68
86
167

104

167

32
!

80
68
68
68
68
68

212

86
140

“T—
0 099
0 20
0.102
0 095
0 104
0 29
0 201
0 29
0 083
0 094
0 089|

0 088
0 087
0 100

0 (m
0 087
0 074
0 070
0 085
0 097
0 095
0 091

^
biquid

Hexane in-) (ref. 077)

Heptyl alcohol (n-) (ref. 163)

Hexyl alcohol (n-) (ref. 163).

Kerosene (ref. 90)

Mercury (ref. 330)
Methyl alcohol 100% (ref. 40) . . . .

80%
60%
40%
20% ....
HX)% . ...

Chloride ^refs. 305 and 51)

Nitrobc'naene (ref. 677).

Nitromethane (ref. ti77).

0 32 ;

0 34
;

0 09311

0 OSH'Oetane in-) (ref, 677)
0 l(»7'i

0 094iC

0 0W.i

0 oso':

Nonane in-) (ref. 677)

liOils (ref. 122.677)*
(':istor (ref. 370)

0 079!i

tMive (ref. 370)

Perehlorwthylene (ref. 51) .

.

jPetroleura ether (ref. 90) .

Propyl alcohol in-) (ref. 163)

0
(ref. 677)

,

0
o' 0481

0 043’

0 03SI

0 082
0 111

Alcohol (iso-) (ref. 677)
0 101

0 105|

0 137
0 1761

0 224 l^^*'rm chloride brine 25 0% (ref. 122)

0 28lU,. .. 12 5% (ref. 122).

0 Qg; Sulphuric acid 90% (ref. 122)

0 0861 60%
0 0S2|

, , .
30%e

(). 070|i^'Jphur dioxide (ref. 365)().070p'Ophur dioxic

0 08oj

««|Tol«o„o(r..f8.

0 0631,0 *• 11

90 and 677)

.

n 1 Ko p-trichlcwoethane (ref. 51),.

Trichloroethylene (ref. 51)

.

0 Turpentine (ref. 336)

q'

I

ggiVasclinc (ref. 336)

0'220 Water (refs. 49, 122, 471).

.

0 259
0.278
0 164

0 08lfXi’!ene (ortho-) (ref. 336)..

0 0791! (meta») (ref. 336) .

.

UOJI
86 0.080
140 0.078
86 0 094
167 0.091
86 0.093
167 0.090

68 0.086
167 0.081

82 4 83
68 0.124
68 0.154
68 0 190
68 0 234
68 0.284
122 0.114

5 0.111
86 0.089

86 0.095
212 0 088
86 0.125
140 0.120
86 0.0S4
140 0 082

86 0 083
140 0 081
86 0 070
68 0 104

212 0 100
68 0 097

212 0 095

86 0 084
212 0 078
86 0.078
167 0.074
122 0 092

‘ 86 0.075
167 0 073
86 0 099

167 i
0.095

86 0.091
140 0.090

212 49
410 46
86 0 33

86 0 34

86 0 21

86 0.25
86 0.30
5 0.128

86 0.111

86 0.086
167 0.084
122 0.077
122 0 080
59 0.074

59 0 106

32 0 330
86 0.356
140 0.381
176 0.398

68 0 090
68 0.090

Thermal conductivity data for a number of oils are available from reference 677, See also

Table X; for many oils, an average value of 0.079 may be uaedi
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Table X.

—

Thermal Conductivities of Petroleum Oils

(J, F. D. Smith)

k « Btu/(hr)(8q ft)(deg F per ft)

Designation of hydro-

carbon oil

Av.

mol

wt.*

Viscosity, centi-

poises

1

k at

86°F

k at

212°F

Sp.

gr. at

60°F
68"F 140°F 212°F

'

Light heat-transfer oil . . . . 284 62.0 9.5 3.2 0.0765 0.0748 0.925

Uahbeth spindle oil 303 24.5 5.7 2.37 0.0825 o00od 0.870

Velocite B oil 333 73.0 11.

0

4.20 0.0825|0.0800 0.897

Red oil 418 44.0 9.90 0.08150.0796 0 928

H. O. Forrt*«l iuid L. W . Cumiiungjj.
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Table XI.

—

^Thermal Conductivities of Gases and Vapors
k = Btu/(hr)(8q ft) (deg F per ft)

The extreme temperature values given constitute the experimental range.

For extrapolation to other temperatures, it is suggested that the data given be

plotted as log k vs. log T, or that use be made of the assumption that the ratio

Cpt^/k is practically indciKndcmt of UuniKjrature (or of pressure, within moder-

ate limits).

Subetance Deg F k Subet&'ice Deg F k

32 0.0057 32 10.0048

115 0 0074 122 0.0064

212 0 0099 212 0.0080

363 0.0147 302 0.0097

Acetylene (ref. 212)* -103 0.0068

32 0 0108 Ethane (refs. 123 and 212) -94 0 0066

122 0 0140 -29 0.0086

212 0 0172 32 0 0106

Air (ref. 491)* -14S 0 0096 212 0.0175

32 0 0140 Ethyl acetate (ref. 491)* 115 0.0072

212 0 0183 212 0 0096

392 0 0226 363 0.0141

572 0 0265 .\lcohd (ref. 491)* 68 0.0089

Ammonia (ref. 212)* -76 0 0095 212 0.0124

32 0 0128 Chiwide (ref. 491)* 32 0.0055

122 0 0157 212 0.0095

212 0.0185 363 0 0135

413 0.0152

32 0 0052 32 0 0077

115 0 0073 115 0.0099

212 0 0103 212 0.0131

363 0 0152 363 0 0189

413 jO 0176 413 0 0209

Butane (n-) (ref. 468) 32 0 0078 Ethylene (rrf. 212)* —96 0.0064

212 0 0135 32 0 0101

(iso-) (rrf. 488) 32 0 0080 122 0 0131

212 0.0139 212 0 0161

Carlxm dioxide (ref. 656) -58 0 0068 Heptane (n-) (ref. 491)* .392 0 0112

32 0 0085 212 0.0103

212 1 0 0133 Hexane (n-) (ref. 468) 32 0.0072

392 0 0181 68 0 0080

572 0 0228 Hexene (ref. 491)* 32 0 0061

Disulphide (ref. 212)* 32 0 0040 212 0.0109

45 0 00421 Hydrogen -148 0.065

Monoxide (n'fs. 123 and 212)* -312 0 0041 -58 0.083

-294 0 0046 32 0.100

32 0 0135 122 0.115

Tetrachloride (ref. 491)* 115 0 0041 212 0.129

212 0 0052 572 0.178

363 0 0065 Hj'drogen and carbon dioxide (ref. 332) .

.

32

.'Chlorine (ref. 336) 32 0 0043 0% Hj 0.0083

Chloroform (ref. 491)* 32 0 0038 20% 0.0165

115 0 0046 40% 0.0270

212 0 0058 60% 0.0410

363 0 0077 80% 0.0620

Cydidiexane 216 0.0090 100% 0.10
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‘Tabue XI.—^Thermal Condtjctivities op Gases and Vapors.

—

(Conlinued)

Substance DegF . Substance

. .

Deg F k

H3rdrocen and nitrogen (ref. 332) 32 Nitric oxide (ref. 212)* -94 0 0103

0% Hi 0 0133 32 0.0138

0 0212 Nitrogen (refs. 175o and 212)* -148 0.0095

40% 0 0313 32 0.0140

60% 0 0438 122 0.0160

80% 0 0635 212 0.0180

Hydrogen and nitrous oxide (ref. 332)

.

32 Nitrous oxide (refs. 175a and 212)* -98 0.0067

0% Hj 0 0092 32 0 0087

20% 0 0170 212 0.0128

40% 0 0270

60% 0 0410 Oxygen (refs. 123, 175o, 263) . . -148 0.0095

80% 0 0650 -58 0 0119

Hydrogen sulphide (ref. 212)* 32 0 0076 32 0 0142

122 0 0164

Mercury (ref. 336) 392 0 0197 212 0.0185

Methane (refs. 123, 212,* 468) -148 0 0100

-58 0 0145 Pentane (n-) (refs. 468 and 491)* 32 0 0074

32 0 0175 68 0 0083

122 0 0215 (iso-) (ref. 491)* 32 0 0072

Methyl alcohol (r«f. 491)* 32 0 0083 212 0.0127

212 0 0128 Propane (ref. 468) , . , , 32 0 0087

Acetate (ref. 491)* 32 0 0059 212 0 0151

6S 0 0068

Methyl chloride (ref. 491)* 32 0 0053 Sulphur dioxide (ref. 175a) 32 0 0050

115 0.0072 212 0 0069

212 0 0094

363 0 0130 Water vapor (refs. 123, 482, 491,* 735) 115 0.0120

413 0 0148 212 0 0137

Methylene chloride (ref. 491)* 32 0 0039 392 0 0187

115 0 0049 672 0.0248

212 0 0063 752 0.0315

413 0 0095 932 0 0441

* Data from Eucken’^^ and Moser**' are measuremcots relative to air. Data in this table from theae sources are

based on the thermal conductivity of air at 32^F of 0.0140 Btu/(hr)(sq ft) (deg F per ft).

Table XII.

—

Co>rvER8ioN Factor.^ for CoEFFiriE.VTs ok Heat Transfer
Throughout this book of h and U aro exproHsed in Htu/(hr)(sq ft) (dog F).

Conversion factors to other units arc as follows:

Multiply by 4.88 to obtain kg-cal/(hr)(sq in) (deg C).

Multiply by 1 to obtain prii/(hr)(sq ft)(deg C).

Multiply by 0.0001355 to obtain gin-cal/(sec)(sq cm) (deg C).

Multiply by 0.000568 to obtain watts/(s(i cm) (dog C).

Multiply by 0.00204 to obtain watts/Csq in)(dog F).

Multiply by 0.000394 to obtain hp/(8q ft) (deg F).
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Table XIII.—The Normal Total Emissivity of Various Surfaces
(Hottel)

A, Metals and Their Oxides

Surface t, deg F* Emissivity*
Reference

number

Aluminum

Highly polished plate, 98.3% pure 440-1070 0.039-0.057 642

Polished i^te 73 0.040 637

Rough plate 78 0.055 637

Oxidised at 1110®F 390-1110 0.11-0.19 578

Al-surfaced roofing 100 0.216 297

Caiorixed surfaces, heated at lllO^’F

Copper 390-1110 0.18-0.19 578

390-1110 0-52-0.57 578

Brass

Highly polished

73.2% Cu. 26.7% Zn 476-674 0.028-0.031 642

62.4% Cu, 36.8% Zn. 0.4% Ph, 0.3% Al 494-710 0.033-0.037 642

82.9% Cu, 17.0% Zu 530 0 030 642

Hard rdled, polished, but direction of polishing visible 70 0.038 637

but somewhat attacked 73 0 043 637

but traces of stearin from polish left on .... 75 0 053 637

Pcliahed 100-600 0 096-0 096 297

Rolled plate, natural surface . . 72 0.06 637

Rublx'd with coarse emery 72 0 20 637

Dull plate 120-660 0 22 744

Oxidised by heating at 1 1 10°F 390-1110 0 61-0.59 578

Chromium (see Nickel alloys for Ni-('r steels) 100-1000 0 08-0 26

Copper

Carefully polished electrolytic eoppier 176 0 018 310

Commercial emeried, polishf*d, but pita remaining 66 0 030 637

Commercial, scraped shiny but not mirrorlike. 72 0 072 037

Polished 242 0 023 756

Plate, heat<*d long time, covered with thick oxide layer 77 0 78 637

Plate heab'd at 1110°F 390-1110 0 57-0 57 578

Cuprous oxide 1470-2010 0 66-0 54 97

Molten copper .... 1970 2330 0 16-0.13 97

C.old

Pure, highly poli.sh«l 440-1160 0 018-0 035 642

Iron and sb'el

Metallic surfaces (or very thin oxide layer)

Electrolytic iron, highly polished 350-440 0 052-0 064 042

l^olishiHl iron .... SOO-1880 0 144-0 377 680

Iron freshly emeriod 6S 0 242 637

Cast iron, polished 392 0 21 578

Wrought iron, highly polished 100 4S0 0 28 744

Cast iron, newly turned 72 0 435 637

Polished 8t<*ol casting 1420-1900 0 52-0 56 567

Ground sheet steel 1720-20101 0.55-0 G1 567

Smooth sheet iron ... 1650-19001 0 55-0 GO 567

Cast iron, tunied on lathe . .
1620-18101 0.60-0.70 567

Oxidised surface's

Iron plate, pickled, then rusted red 68 0 612 637

Combletrly rusted 67 0 685 637

Rolled sheet steel 70 0.657 637

Oxidised iron 212 0.736 689

Cast iron, oxidised at llOO^F 390-1 lie) 0.64-0.78 578

Steel, oxidised at 1100®F 390-lll() 0.7M) 79 578

Smooth oxidised electrolytic iron 260-980 0 78-0.82 642

Iron oxide 930-219() 0 86-0.89 99

Rough ingot iron 1700-204() 0 87-0 95 567
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Table XIII.—^The Normal Total Emissivity of Various Surfaces
(Hottel).

—

{Conlinued)

A. Metals and Their Oxides. --(Coniimu'd)

S rface /. deg F* Emiasivity*
Iteference

number

Iron and steel

—

iConiinued)

Oxidised surfaces

—

{Continued)

- ^leet steel, strong, rough oxide layer 75 0.80 637

Dense, shiny oxide layer 75 0.82 637

Cast i^te, smooth 73 0.80 637

Rough 73 0.82 637

Cast iron, rough, strongly oxidised 100-480 0 95 744

Wrought iron, dull oxidised 70-6SO 0 04 744

Steel plate, rough 100-700 0.94-0.97 297

High-temperature alloy steels (see Nickel alloys)

Molten metal

Cast iron 237(>-2550 0 29-0 29 718

Mild steel 2910-3270 0 28-0 28 718

Uad
Pure (99.96%), unoxidised 260-440 0 057-0.075 642

Gray oxidised 75 0 281 637

Oxidised at 390'’F 390 0 63 678

Mercury 32-212 0 09 -0 12 227

Molybdcium filament 1340-4700 0 096-0 292 781

Monel metal, oxidised at lllO^F 390-1110 0 41 -0 46 578

Nickel

ESiHTtropbted on polished iron, then polished 74 0 045 637

Technically pure (98.9% Ni. -f Mn). polished 440-710 0 07-6 087 642

Electroplated on pickltd iron, not polished 68 Oil 637

Wire 368- 1844 0 096 0 186 708a

Plate, oxidised by heating at 11 lO'T. . 390-1110 0 37 6 48 578

Nickel oxide 1200-2290 0 69 -0 86 98

Nickel alloys

Cltfomnickel 125-1894 0.64 -0 78 708a

Nickelin (18-32 Ni; 5!i-68 Cu; 20 Zn), gray oxidised 70 0 262 637

KA-2S alloy^steel (8% Ni; 18% Cr), light silvery, rough, brown,

after beating ... 420 914 0 44 -6 30 595

after 42 hr, heating at 980"F .

.

420-980 0.62 -0 73 595

NCT-3 alloy (20 Ni; 25 Cr), Brown, splotched, oxidized from

service ... 420-980 0.90 -0 97 595

N(7r-6 alloy (60 Ni; 12 Cr). Smooth, black, firm adhesive oxidr

coat from service 520 1045 0.89 -0 82 695

Platinum

Pure, polished plate 440-1160 0 054-0 104 642

Strip 1700 2960 0. 12 -0 17 227

Filament 80 2240 0 036-0.192 171

Wire 440-2510 0.073-0.182 244

Sliver

Polished, pure 440 1160 0 0198-0.0324 042

Polished 100-700 0.0221-0.0312 297

Steel (see Iron)

Tantalum filament 2420^-5430 0.194-0.31 781

Tm, bright tinned iron sheet 76 0.043 and 0.004 037

Tungsten

filament, aged 80-6000 0 032-0.35 229

FibMDeot 6000 0.39 780

Zinc

Cooiinerciai 99.1% pure, polished 440-620 0.0464). 053 642

Oxidised bj heating at 750T 750 0 il 578

Galvamsed Atei iron, fairly brigd^t 82 0 228 687

Oahrmnised dMet iron, gray oxidised 75 0 276
1

687
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Table XIII.—^Thb Normal Total Emissivitt of Various Surfaces
(Hottel) .

—

{Continued)

B, Refractories, Building Materials, Paints, and Miscellaneous

Surface /, degF* Emissivity*
Reference

number

Aabesios

Board 74 0 96 637

Paper 100-700 0 03-0.945 297

Brick

Red, rough, but no gross irregularities 70 0.93 637

Silica, uuglaaed, rough 1832 0 80 667

Silica, glaaed, rough 2012 0 85 567

Grog brick, glazed 2012 0 75 567

(See Refractory materials)

Carbon

T-carbon (Gebnider Siemens) 0.9% ash ... 260-1160 0.81-0 79 642

This started with emissivity at 2(K)“F of 0.72, but on heating changed

to values given

Carbon filament 1900-2560 0 526 451

Candle soot 206-520 0 952 755

Lampblack-water-glass coating .... ... 209 362 0.959-0 947 310

Same .... 260-440 0.957-0 952 642

Thin layer on iron j^te 69 0 927 637

Thick coat 68 0 967 637

Lampblack, 0.003 in. or thicker 100-700 0.945 297

Enamel, white fused, on iron 66 0 897 637

Glass, smooth ... ... 72 0 937 637

Gypsum, 0.02 in. thick on smooth or blackened plate 70 0.903 637

Marble, light gray, poliahed 72 0 931 637

Oak, planed 70 0.895 637

Oil layers on pdished nickel (lub. oil) . . 68 637

Polished surface, alone . ... ... .... 0.045

-4*0 001 in. oil 0.27

-fO 002 in. oil 0.46

-4-0 005 in. oil 0.72

CO thick oil layer 0.82

Oil layers on aluminum foil (linsciHi oil) . .... 689

Al fod 212 0.087t

-f 1 coat oil 212 0.561

+2 coats oil 212 0.574

Paints, lacquers, vaniishes

Snow-white enamel varnish on rough iron plate 73 0.906 637

Black shiny lacquer, sprayed on iron 76 0.875 637

Black shiny shellac on tinned iron sheet 70 0 821 637

Black matte shellac 170-295 0 91 757

Black lacquer 100-200 '

0 80-0.95 297

Flat black lacquer 100-200 0 96-0 98 297

White lacquer 100-200 0 80-0.95 297

Oil paints, 16 difTerent, all colors 212 0.92-0.96 689

Aluminum paints and lacquers 1

10% Al, 22% lacquer body, on rough or smooth surface 212 0.62 689

26% Al, 27% lacquer body, on rough or smooth surface 212 0.3 689

Other Al paints, varying age and Al content 212 0.27-0.67 689

Al lacquer, varnish binder, on rough plate 70 0.39 637

Al paint, after heating to 620*"? 300-600 0.35 642
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Table XIII.—The Normal Total Emissivity of Various Surfaces
(Hottel).

—

{Continued)

B. Refractories, Building Materials, Paints, and Miscellaneous.

—

(Continued)

1

Surface t, deg F* Emissivity * Reference

number

Paper, thin

Pasted on tinned iron plate 66 0 924 637

Rough iron plate 66 0 929 637

Black lacquered plate .... 66 0 944 637

Plaster, rough lime 50-190 0 91 744

Porerfain, ceased 72 0 924 637

Quarts, rough, fused 70 0 932 637

Refractory materials, 40 different 1110-1830 758

Poor radiatma 1o

d
Good radiators 0 80^ fO 8,5

Lo 85) lO 90J

Roofing paper

Rubber

69 0.91 637

Hard, ^oesy plate 74 0 945 637

Soft, gray, rough (reclaimed) 76 0 859 637

Serpentine, polished 74 0 900 637

Water . . ... 32-212 0 95-0 963 t

Note.

—

The results of many inve.stigaturs have been omitted because of

obvious defects in experimental method. A comprehensive bibliography i.s

given in reference 642.
• When two temperatures and two emissivities arc given, they correspond, first to first and second to second,

and linear interpolation is permissive.

t Although this value is probably high, it is given for comparison with the data, by the same investigator, tc

diow the effect of oil layers (see Aluminum, part A of this table).

^ Calculated from spectral data.
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Table XIV.—Steam Table*

Abs,
press. Hat.

Ib/sq in. li(iuia

P w/

0 08854 0 01002 3300
0.00995 0.0100212947
0.12170 0 01002 2444
0 14752 0.01002 2030.4
0.17811 0.01003 1703 2

0.2.503 0.01004 1200.0
0 3031 0 01000 8<)7.8
0 5009 10 01008 033 I

0.0982 [0 01010 408.0
0 9192 lO 01013 .3.50.

3

1.27‘I8 !o. 01017 205 3
1 0924 0 01020 20.3 25
2 2225 ;0 01025 1.57 .32

2,8880 0 01029' 122 99
3.718 j0.01034j 97.00

4 741 10 010391 77 27
5 992 |0 0104.5 02 04
7 .510 10 010.511 .50 21
9 .339 ,0 01 0.57 ‘ 40 94
11.520 lO 010r,3| 33 02

14 123 '0 01070’ 27 80
14 090 0 01<’i72| 20 78
17 180 0 010)77, 2.3 1.3

20 780 0 01084 19 .3<1

21 909 0 01 092
j

10 30

29 825 ;0 01700 13 8(1

35 429 :0 01709 11 74
41 8.58 0 01717 10 04
49 203 0 01720 8 02
.57 .5.50 '0,0173.5 7 44

pecmc volume

'T' I

0 oo' 1075 . 8, 107.5 . 8 0 . 0000 2 . 1877 2 1877
3. 0211074. 1,1077. 1 0. 0001 2.1709 2. 1770
8.05 1071.311079.3 0.0162 2.1435 2 1597
13.00 1008.411081.510 0262 2. 1167 2. 1429
18.07' 1005. 6 1(J83. 7,0. 0301 12. 0903 2. 1264

28.00 1059.9 1088. 0'O 05.55 2.0393 2 0948
38 04 1054.3 1092. 3 0.0745 1 .9902 2.0047
48 02 1048 . 0 109() . OlO 0932 1 . 9428 2 , 0360
.57.99 1042. 9! 1100 OjO. 1115|l . 8972 2. 0087
07 . 97 1 037 .211105 2 1 0 . 1 295 1 1 . 853 1 1 . 9826

6' 11 09 5'0
.8|1113.7;o
.011117. 9.0.

1 11122. OiO.

.2|n26 i:o.

3' 11.30 2 0.

.3 1134. 2 0.

.211138. i;o.

.1,1142 O'O.

911145. 9j0.

.0^ 149.7'0.

..311 1.50. 4 0,

2 1153.40
.8(1157.00,
2,1100.5,0

1471 1.8106 1.9577
1645 1 7004 1 9339
1816 1.7290 1.9112
1984 1.6910 1.8894
2149 1.0537 1.8685

2311 1.6174 1 8485
2472 1 5822 1 8293
20.30 1 .5480 1 8109
2785 1.5147 1 7932
2938 1 4824 1 .7762

3090 1 . 4508 1 7598
3120 1.4440 1 7566
323911 4201 1.7440
.338711.3901 1.7288
3531!i 3609 1 7140

2.50 29 825 0 01700 13 804 ! 13 821 218.48* 945 .5 1104.0,0 .3675ll 3.323 1 0998
200 35 429 10 01709 11 740 ' 11 703 '228. (4 938 7 1107 30.3817;i .3043 1 68(H)
270 41 858 0 01717 10 044 i 10 001 ,238 84 931 8 1 170. 6 0 . .39.58 1 . 2709 1 .6727
280 49 203 0 01720 8 028 ' 8.045 249.00, 924 7 1173 8 (‘ • 4090; 1 . 2501 1,0597
290 .57 550 0, 01735 7 444 7 401 2.59. 3L 917 5 1170.8:0.4234 1.22.38 1.6472

300 07 013 0 01745' 0 449 0 400 *209. .50' 910 1
' 1 179 . 7 0 . 4369! 1 1980 1 63.50

310 77 08 0 017.551 5 009 5 020 279.92 902,0 1182 5 0.4,504,1.1727 1 6231
320 89 00 0 Ol7(i5i 4 890

!
4 911 '290.28 894 9 1185 2l0.4637|l 1478 1 6115

3.30 103 00 () ()177() 4 289
, 4 307 ,300 68 887.0 1187 7 0. 4769 1 1233 1 6002

340 118 01 () 01787| .3 770, 3. 788 j31 1 . 13 879 , 0, 1 190 . 1 ,0. 490()! 1 . 0992 1 . 5891

3.50 1.34 03 '() 01799! 3 324 i 3 342 321 0.3' 870.7'll92 3!o..5029 I 0754 1 5783
300 153 04 (0 01811: 2 939 2 9.57 332 18 , 862 211194.4 0.5158 1.0519 1 5677
370 173 .37 0 0182.3! 2 . (iOO 2 625 i,342 79, 853 5 1196 3 0 . .5286 1 . 0287 1 5573
380 195 77 i0.()18.30i 2 317 2 .3.35 13,53 45 844 6 1198 1 0 5413|1 0059 1.5471
390 220 37 jO 018.501 2.0051 2 08-30 1.304 . 17 835.4 1199 GO 5539 0.9832 1 5371

400 247 31 jo. 01864' 18417! 1 . 80.33:374 . 97 820 0^201 0*0 5004 0.9608 1.5272
410 276 75 (0 01878; 1 6.512| 1.6700 38.5.83 810 3 1202 LO .5788 0.9.386 1 ,5174
420 308 83 '() 018941 1 4811 1 . .5000; 390 . 77 800 3! 1203 liO 5912 0 9166 1 5078
430 34.3 72 :o 01910* 1.3308 1 ,3499 407 79 790 0 1203 8*0 60.35 0.8947 1 4982
440 381.59 jO 01920: 1.1979 1.21711418 90 785. 4 1204 .3j() 0158 0 . 8730 1 . 4887

4.50 422 0 10 0194 1.0799 1.09931430 1 774 .5! 1204 . 6!0 . 6280 0 8513 1 . 4793
460 406 9 10 0196 0 9748 0 9944 441.4 70,3 2' 1204 . OjO 6402 0 . 8298 1 . 4700
470 514 7 jO 0198 0.8811 0 9(K)9;4.52 . 8 ; 7,51 . Si 1204 SjO . G523;0 . 8083 1 . 4606
480 566 1 !o 0200 0 7972 0 8172'464.4 739.411203 7,0. 6645*0. 7868 1 .4513
490 621 4 jo 0202 0 7221 0 742,3|47().0 726.

8|
1202. 8 0.6766'0. 7653 1 .4419

500 680 8 0 0204 0 6.545 0.6749*487.8 713 91 1201 . 7!o . 6887!o . 74.38 1 . 4325
520 812 4 0 0209 0 .5385 0 .5.5941511,9 686 4 1198,2,0.713010.7006 1.4136
540 962 .5 0 021.5 0 4134 0.46191536.6

!
6.56 ()!ll93 210 7.37410. 6568 1 , 3942

500 11.3.3,1 0.0221 0 .3617 0 .3868:562.2 624 2 1 186. 4i0.762L0 0121 1 3742
.580 1325 8 0 0228 0 2989 0.3217 ,588.9 588. 411177 . 310 7872 0. 5(>59 1 3532

6(K) 1542.9 0 0236 0.24.32 0.26681617 0 548 5 1165 . .5 0 . 8131 10 . 5176 1 3307
620 1786 6 0 0247 0.19.55 0 220i ;646.7 ,503 . 61 1 1.50 3 0 . 8398!0 . 4664 1 .3062
640 2059 7 () .0200 0 1.5.38 0 1798'678.6 4.52 Oj 1 1 30 5 0 . 8679!o. 41 10 1 2780
660 2365 .4 10 0278 0.11 6.5 0 1142*714.2 390 2! 1 104 4 0 . 8987 ,0 . 3485 1 . 2472
680 2708.1 !0 0305

I

0.0810 0.1115 757.3 309.9 1067 2|0. 935 1*0 2719 1 2071

700 309.3 7 lo 0369
1

0 0392 0 0761 823.3 172.1 995 . 4 0 . 9905*0 . 1484 1 . 1389
705.4 3200 2 10 0.503 1

0 0.0.503190

Heprinte<i from abri<lged edition of “Thermodynamic Properties of Steam,“ by Joseph H.
Keenan and Frederick G. Keyes, .John Wiley dc Hons, Inc., New York, 1937, with the per-
mission of the authors and publisher.
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Fig. 199. -Latent heats of vaporization. For water at 212®F, ic — t 705 -

212 »= 493, and the latent heat of vaporization is 970 Btu perlh. {Chilton, Colburn,
and Vernon, bohed mainly on data from Inicrnalioiuil Critical Tables.)
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Table XV.

—

^True Specific Heats op Solids*

Expre.sse(l in Btu/(lb)(deg I*') = gm-cal/(gin)(deg C)

Dog F Deg C PI) Zn A1 Ag Au C’u Ni Fe Co Quartz

32 0 0.0306 0.0917 0.1813 0.0557 0.0305 ).0919 0.1050 0.1064 0.1025 0.1667

212 100 0.0315 0.0958 0.1824 0.0571 0.0312 9.0942 0.1170 0.1178 0.1081 0.2061

302 200 0.0325 0.0999 0.1836 0.0585 0.0320 0.0965 0.1288 0.1293 0.1138 0.2315

572 300 0.0335 0.1041 0.1848 0.0699 0.0327 0.0988 0.1408 0.1406 0.1194 0.2518

752
1

400 0.0394 0.1082 0.1860 0.0612 0.0334 0.1011 0.1289 0.1519 0.1252 0.2696

932 500 0.0328 0.1225 0.1872 0.0620 0.0341 1 1034 0.1304 0.1633 0.1308 0.2765

1112 000 0.0328 0.1233 0.1884 0.0640 0.0349 ) 105: 0.1319 0.1748 0.1364 0.2624

1292 700 0.0328 0.1242 0 . 259 0.0654 0.0356 ) 1080 0.1335 0.1863 0.1431 0.2714

1472 800 0.0328 0.1250 0.259 0.0668 0.0363 9. 1103 0.1351 0.1323 0.1480 0.2808

1652 900 0.0328 0.1259 0.259 0.0682 0.0371 0.1126 0 . 1 366 0.1440 0.1535 0.2899

1832 1000 0.0328 0.1267 0.259 0.076 0.0378 0 1149 0.1381 0.1530 0.1592 0.2993

2012 1100 0.076 0.0,355 0.118 0.1397 0.1530 0. 1650 0.3084

2192 1200 : 0.070 0.0355 0.118 0.1412 0.1530 0.1705 0.3174

2372 1300 0.076 0.0355 0.118 0.1428 0.1530 0.1762 0.3264

2552 1400 0.1443 0.1530 0.1820 0.3359

2732 1500 0.1455 0.1790 0.1440 0.3460
>912 ! 1600 0.1455 0.1460 0.1440 0.3544

Melting points,

deg F.

i

621 786 1220 1760 1945 1981 2646 2795 2696

C’alc'ulatoil valiK'M from equaliotis hy K. K. KoUey, U.S. Bur. Mines Bull. 371,1934.

'I'hesf* valuoH are the true HF>crific heats for the particular physical state or allotropic modifica-

tjon existiiiR at the indicated temperature.8. Melting points are from Perry (ref. 557).
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Table XVI.—Average Spbcifio Heats op Anhydrous Organic Liquids*

Compound Deg F Btu/(lb)(deg F)

Butane (n, iso) 32 0.549

Cresol (o) . 32-68 0.497

Cresol (m) 70-387 0.551

Cyclohexane (ref. 547a) 50-64 0.431

Cymene (o) 32 0.398

Decylene 32-122 0.467

Diamylene 68-206 0.543

Dichloroacetic acid 70-385 0.348

Di-isoamyl 70.7-311 0.588

Dodecane 57-68 0.505

Dodecylene 32-122 0.455

Ethylene chloride -22 0.278

+ 68 0.299

140 0.318

Formic acid 68-212 0.524

Furfural 68-212
i

0.416

Heptyicne 32-122 0.486

Hexadecane (n) 32-122 0.496

Hexylene 32-122 0.504

Methane (ref. 762a) saturated liquid -280 0.811

-226 0.861

-172 0.992

Naphthol (a) 32 0.388

Naphthol (^) 32 0.403

Pentadecane 32-122 0.497

Phenol 57-79
;

0.561

Propane 32 1

1

0.576

Stearic acid 167-279 ! 0.550

Tetradecane 32-122 0.497

Tetrachlorethane 68 0.268

Tetrachlorethyleno 68 0.216

Trichlorethane 68 0.266

Trichlorethylene 68 0.223

Tridecane 32-122 0.499

Undecane 32-122 0.501

“International Critical TableH,” Vol. 5, pp. 107-113. See alao Fig. 200. For data on

aqueous solutions of some of these substances, see Table XVlll, p. 403.
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..reGF

;00 -3

300 -H

200 -d

100 -d

0 -

Specific hea+= Btu/(Lb)CDegF)* Pcu/CLb)fDegC)

NO. LIQUID RANGE DEGC

29 ACETIC ACID I00°7o 0- 80
32 ACETONE 20- 50
52 AMMONIA - 70“ 50
57 AMYL ALCOHOL “ 50- 25
26 AMYL ACETATE 0- 100
30 ANILINE 0- 130'

23 BENZENE 10- 80
27 BENZYL ALCOHOL -20- 30
10 BENZYL CHLORIDE - 30- 30
49 BRirTE,25%CaCl2 “40“ 20
51 BRINE,25ToNcia “40“ 20
44 BUTYL ALCOHOL 0-100
? CARBON DISULPHIDE -100- 25
3 CARBON TETRACHLORIDE 10“ 60
8 CHLOROBENZENE 0-100
4 CHLOROFORM 0- 50

21 DECANE -80- 25
6A DICHLOROETHANE -30- 60
5 DICHLOROMETHANE “40- 50
15 DIPHENYL 80- 120
22 DIPHENYLMETHANE 30- 100
16 DIPHENYL OXIDE 0-200
16 DOWTHERM A 0-200

ETHYL ACETATE -50- 25
42 ETHYL ALCOHOL I00"7o 30- 80
46 ETHYL ALCOHOL 95<7o 20“ 80
50 ETHYL ALCOHOL 50 7o 20- 80
25 ETHYL BENZENE 0- 100

1 ETHYL BROMIDE 5- 25
13 ETHYL CHLORIDE -30- 4p
36 ETHYL ETHER -too- 25
7 ETHYL IODIDE 0- 100

J!j ETHYLENE GLYCOL “40-200

SPECIFIC
HEAT

2A

o
40 04A

5o

o6A

QO\0
o

6o

7 7A
o o

08

no o'i oBA
W<V)|^I3

O 17 I? 024

250

° O
46° 047

7n026
2’ctoo31 34

32C^35

7-7 ,» 33 O
15,39

36

?0

27
O

28o

“
NO LIQUID RANGE DEGC

-- 2A rRLON-IICCCIjF) -20- 70
6

4A
7A

FRFON-f2(CCl2F2) -40- 15

--It ^
- 3A FRL0N-II3(CCI2F-CCIF,) -20- 70

• —

-

38
28

GLYCEROL
^ -40- 20

- HEPTANE 0- 60
- 35 HEXANE -80- 20

48 HYDROCHLORIC ACID,30% 20- 100
- 41 ISOAMYL ALCOHOL 10" 100

..z 43 1S08UTYL ALCOHOL 0- 100
I 47 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL -20- 50
I 31 ISOPROPYL ETHER -80- 20

40 METHYL ALCOHOL -40- 20-
I3A METHYL CHLORIDF -80- 20

-
14 NAPHTHALENE 90- 200

- 12 NITROBENZENE 0- 100
z 34 NONANE -50- 25

33 OCTANE -50- 25
z 3 PERCHLORETHYLENE -30- 140
z 45 PROPYL ALCOHOL -20- 100

20 PYRIDINE -50“ 25
9 SULPHURIC ACID 98 7o 10' 45

II SULPHUR DIOXIDE -20- 100

23 TOLUENE
WATER

0- 60

0“ 100
19
18 M air
17 XYLENE PARA 0“ 100

049

050 510

52
O 530

-07

04

h-as

[-—06

b-Q7

-08

-09

eu)

Fig 200.—True speci6o heatd of 'Iquids. {Chilton, Colburn, and Femon,''* bated

mainly on data from International Critical Tables,)
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Table XVI I.—Average Specific Heats of Liquefied Gases

Liquid

Ammonia
Carbon dioxide (at 03 alirV

Carbon monoxide

Chlorine

Hydrogen

Nitrogen

Nitric oxide

Oxygen

Sulphur dioxide

Range, Cp = Btu/
deg K* (lb) (deg F)

200-220 1.08

223 203 0.46r>-0.539

07- 83 0.0«15

08
i

0.229

If) - 21
!

1.75 -2.33

04 * 70
,
i

0.475
115-117 0 580

57- 73
!

0.398

273 0.317

Degrees Kelvin equals 273.1 plus degrees centigrade.
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Table XVIIL—^Trub Specific Heats of Aqueous Solutions*

Btu/(lb)(deg F)

HCl and Water

Weight %
HCl

32°F 50°F es^F 104 ‘’F 140'’F

0 0 1.00

16.8 0.72 0.72 0.74 0.75 0.78

28.9 0.61 0.605 0.631 0.645 0.67

33.6 0.58 0.575 0.591 0.615 0.638

41.4 0.55
1

1

0.61

Acetic Acid and Water (at 100°F)

Weight % acetic acid

1
1

0
j

20
1

60 80 100

Btu/(lb)(deg F)
^

1.0 1 0.911
j

0.73 0.631 0.535

XH 3 and Water

Weight % Nils 36.3°F ()9.eF 105.8°F

0 1.01 1.0 0.995

10 0.98 0.995 1.06

20 0.96 0.99 1.03

31 0.956 1.0
1

40 0.985

Aniline and Water (at 68°F)

Weight % aniline .1 100

1

99.0 1

i

98.0 96.0 94.0

Btu/(lb)(deg F)
.j

0.497 0.52
1

0.53 0.56 0.581
1

NaOH and Water (at 68°F)

Weight % NaOH
'

1

i

!
1

!

0 ;1.1 2.2 18.2 130.8 47.2 (57.2

Btu/(lb)(dcg F) 1.00.985,0.971 0.8351 0.80 0.784ill! II i

0.782
1

Methyl Alcohol and Water

Weight %
CH»OH 4rF 68°F 104"F

10 1.02 1.0 0.995

20 0.975 0.982 0.98

40 0.877 0.917 0.92

60 0.776 0.811 0.83

80 0.681 0.708 0.726

100 0.576 0.60 0.617
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Tablb XVIII.

—

Trub Spbcipic Hbats of Aqueous Solutions.*—(Contintied)

Ethyl Alcohol and Water

Weight %
C,H,OH

S7^F 73^F 106°?

10 1.05 1.02 1.02

25 1.02 1.03 1.03

60 0.805 0.86 0.875

80 0.67 0.727 0.748

100 0.54 0.577 0.621

Normal Propyl Alcohol and Water

Weight %
C3H7OH

41°F 6S^F 104‘^F

5 1 .03 1.02 1.01

15 1.07 1.06 1.03

30 1.035 1.032 0.99

50 0.877 0.90 0.91

70 0.75 0.78 0.815

90 0.612 0.645 0.708

100 0.534 0.57
i

0.621

Glycerol and Water

Weight % C,H5(0H), 59"F OO^^F

10 0.961 0.960

20 0.929 0.924

40 0.851 0.841

60 0.765 0.758

80 0.67 0.672

100 0.555 0.576

KOH and Water (at 66°F)

Weight % KOH
1

0 i
1.6 4 9 13.5 23.7

Btu/(lb)(deg F)
!

‘ 0.975
1

0.93 0.814 0.75

NaCl and Water

Weight % NaCl 43‘’F 68"F QVF 135^F

0.8 0.99
3.2 0.96 0.97 0.97

7.5 0.91 0.915 0.915 0.923

24.5 0.805 0.81 0.81 0.82
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Tablb XVIII.—Tbto Specific Heats of Aqueous SotunoNS.*—{CorUinued)

KCl and Water

Weight % KCl 43'F 68°F OrF 104“F

4 0.945 0.947 0.947 0.947

14 0.828 0.831 0.835 0.837

20 0.77 0.775 0.778 0.775

25 0.727

ZnS04 and Water

Weight % ZnS04 Range Specific heat

15.2 68-126°F 0.842

4.3 68-126°F 0.952

C^iSO^ and Water

Weight % CuSO, Range Specific heat

15.1 54-59°F 0.848

4.2 54-.’)7''F 0.951

2.2 55-€3°F 0.975

For additional data, see "International Critical Tables," Vol. 5, pp. 115-116- 122-125.
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Tablb XIX.—Spbcific Hhat of Aib at High Pbbssttrbs*

Temperature, 1

Cp, specific heat of air

deg C 1 atm 10 atm 20 atm
1

40 utm 70 atm 100 atm
100 0.237 0.239 0.240 0.245 0.250 0.258
0 0.238 0.242 0.247 0.251 0.277 0.298

-50 0.238 0.246 0.257 0 . 279 0.332 0.412
-100 0.239 0.259 0.285 0.370 0.846
-150

i 0,240 0.311 0.505
1

* For the speciho heats of other gases as u function of the pressure, see “ International
Critical Tables,'’ Vol. 5, pp. 82-83.

DegF
0":

200 —

400 -

600

800 —

1,000

1200 ~

1400 ~

1.600

1,800

2,000

Z200-^

Z^oo-i

2.600

r4.o

E-3.0

1

cr

C* Spec»f»c heat = Bt u/(Lb) (Deg F) = Pc u /( Lb) (Deq C)

3

48

b“2.0

NO. GAS RANGE • DEG F.

10 ACETYLENE 32 - 390
15 If 390 - 750
16 „ 750 - 2550
27 AIR 32 -2550
12 AMMONIA 32 - mo
14 IIIO - 2550
18 CARBON DIOXIDE 32 - 750
24 *t ft 750 -2550
26 CARBON MONOXIDE 32 -2550
32 CHLORINE 32 - 390
34 It 390 -2550
3 ETHANE 32 - 390

If 390 - IIIO

8 tt 11 10 - 2550
4 ETHYLENE 32 - 390
11 390 - IIIO

13 „ IHO -2550
17B FREON-II.(CCUF) 32 - 300
I7C FREON-21 (CHCUF) 32 - 300
I7A FREON-22(CHC) F,)

I

32 - 300
I7D FRE0N-I13(CCI2F-CCIF2) 32 - 300

1 HYDROGEN
!

32 - HIO
2 IIIO - 2550

35 HYDROGEN BROMIDE 32 - 2550
30 HYDROGEN CHLORIDE 32 - 2550
20 HYDROGEN FLUORIDE 32 - 2550
36 HYDROGEN IODIDE 32 - 2550
19 HYDROGEN SULPHIDE 32 - 1290
21 f, ,, 1290-2550
5 METHANE 32 - 570
6 If 570 - 1290

7 tf 1290 - 2500
25 NITRIC OXIDE 32 - 1290
28 1, M 1290- 2550
26 NITROGEN 32 - 2550
23 OXYGEN 32 - 930
29 ,, 930 - 2550
33 SULPHUR 570- 2550
22 SULPHUR DIOXIDE 32 - 750
31 ft ft 750 - 2550
17 WATER 32 - 2550

k 6
0 9 0
O

11

lOo ^

7
O

80

12

O
O
15

I7A
O ..

O
17 D

18

O 19

O

016

017

20

22
O 25 27^029

32

O

30

8
31

33

O
34 0

{

35
O

36
O

• 1.0

-0.9

•08

•07

0.6

ro.5

ho.4

^0.3

•
0.2

-01

-009

-008

-007

-006

005
Fio. 201.—True gpeuifir* heats Cp of gases and vapors at 1 atmosphere pressure.

iChiUon, Colburn, and Vt^rnon,^^* based mainly on data from International Critical

Tablec.)
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Table XX.

—

Viscosity of Water at Various Temperatures*
l in deg F and in centipoises

i
, i

M
/ i

M
1

t
/

p t
/

P t m'

32 1.79 74 0.929 116 0.582 158 0 407 200 0.305

34 1.73 76 0.905 118 0.571 160 0.400 202 0.301

36 1.66 78 0.887 120 0.560 162 0.394
1
204 0.298

38 1.60 80 0.861 122 0.549 164 0.388
j

206 0.294

40 1.55 82 0.840 124 0.539
1

166 0.383 208 0.291

42 1.49 84 0.820 126 0.530 168 0.377 210 0.287

44 1.44 86 0.800 128 0.520 170 0.372 212 0.284

46 1.40 88 C.782 130 0.511 172 0.367 220 0.270

48 1.35 90 0.764 132 0.502 174 0.362 230 0.255

50 1.31 92 0.747 134 0.493 176 0.357 240 0.242

52 1.27 94
j

0.731 136
1

0.485 178 0.352 250 0.229

54 1.23 96
,

0.715 138
I

0.477 180 0.347 260 0.218

56 1.19 98 : 0.699 140 ' 0.470 182
1

0.343 270 0.208

58 1.16 100 0.684 142 ; 0.461 184
;

0.338 280 ! 0.199

60 1.12 102 0.670
1

144
i

0.454 1 186 ' 0.333 290
j

0.191

62 1 .09 104 0.654 i‘ 146 0.446 188 ! 0.329 300 1 0.185

64 1 .06 106 0.643
:
0.439 190 , 0.325 310

1
0.179

66 1.03 11 108 0.630 150 0.432 192 ! 0.321 320 0.174

68 l.Ol no
:
0.617 0.425 194 ! 0.317 330

1

70 0.978 ! 112 0.605
1

0.419 196 0.313 ; 340
j

72 0.953 '! 114
;
0.593

;

0.412 198 0.309 ' 350 1

C'orulensofl from “ iTitcrii.Htional Critical TaUlca/’ Vol. o, p. 10, 1929.

Table XXI.

—

(’onversion Factors for Viscosity

Viscosity in centipoises 100 = viscosity in poises = gin /(sec) (cm)

Viscosity in centipoises X 0.000072 = viscosity in 11) /(sec) (ft)

Viscosity in centipoises X 0.0000209 = visco.sity in (lb force) (sec) /(sq ft)

Viscosity in centipoises X 2 42 = viscosity in lb /(hr) (ft)

Viscosity in centipoises X 3.(K) = viscosity in kg/(hr)(m)

Example.—At a temperature of slightly greater than 68°F and at atmos-

peric presf-ure, liquid water has a viscosity of l.OO centipoise, O.OlOO jxiise,

0.0000209 (lb force) (sec) /(sq ft), 0.000672 n)/(sec)(ft), 2.42 lb/(hr)(ft), or

3.6 kg/(hr)(m).

Efflux Visc osimeters

These instruments are designed to conform to the equation /
f>' * A'B

— B\/d, where a*' is (‘xpressed in poLses and p in grams per cubic centimeter; $ is

the time of efflux expressed in seconds. The ratio mVp^ i*^ called the kinematic

viscosity and in tlu‘ preceding eciuation is expressed in stokes.

Saybolt Universal Viscosimeter, A' = 0.0022, B' «= 1.8

Redwood Viscosimeter, A' = 0.0026, B' = 1.72

Redwood Admiralty Viscosimeter, A' ** 0.027, B' =* 20.0

Engler Viscosimeter, A' » 0.00147, B* « 3.74

Such instruments should not be used outside the range of calibration.
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Table XXII.—ViscoeiTiEs of Liquids*

Coordinates for Fig. 202

No. Liquid X Y No. Liquid X
1 Acetaldehyde 15.2 4.8 66 Freon-22 17 2 4.7

2 Acetic acid, 100% 12.1 14.2 57 Freon- 113 12.5 11.4

3 Acetic acid, 70 % 9.5 17.0 58 Glycerol, 100% 2.0 30.0

4 Acetic anhydride 12.7 12.8 59 Glycerol, 50% 6.9 19.6

5 Acetone, 100% 14.5 7.2 60 Heptene 14.1 8.4

6 Acetone, 35 % 7.9 15.0 61 Hexane 14.7 7.0

7 1 Allyl alcohol 10.2 14.3 62 Hydrochloric acid, 31.5% 13.0 16.6

8 Ammonia, 100 % 12.6 2.0 63 Isobutyl alcohol 7.1 18.0

9 Ammonia, 26% 10.1 13.9 64 Isobuts'ric acid 12.2 14.4

10 Amyl acetate 11.8 12.5 65 l8oprof>yl alcohol 8.2 16.0

11
j

Amyl alcohol 7.5 18.4 66 Kerosene 10.2 16.9

12 Aniline 8.1 18.7 67 Linseed oil, raw 7.6 27.2

13 Anisole 12.3 13.5 68 Mercury 18.4 10.4

14 Arsenic trichloride 13.9 14.5 69 Methanol, 100% 12.4 10.5

15 Benzene 12.5 10.9 70 Methanol, 90 12.3 11.8

16 Brine, CaCh, 25 % 6.6 15.9 71 Methanol, 40 7.8 15.5

17 Brine, NaCl, 25% 10.2 16.6 72 Methyl acetate 14.2 8.2

18 Bromine 14.2 13.2 73 Methyl chloride 15.0 3.8

19 Bromotoluene 20.0 15.9 74 Methyl ethyl ketone 13.9 8.6

20 Butyl acetate 12.3 11.0 75 Naphthalene 7.9 18.1

21 Butyl alcohol 8.6 17.2 76 Nitric acid, 95 % 12.8 13.8

22 Butyric acid 12.1 15.3 77 Nitric aci<l, 60 '’y 10.8 17.0

23 Carbon dioxide 11.6 0.3 78
!

Nitrobenzene 10.6 16.2

24 Carbon diaulphide 16.1 7.5 79 Nitrotolueno 11.0 17.0

25 Carbon tetrachloride 12.7 13.1 80 Octane
[

13.7 10.0
26 Chlorobenzene 12.3 12.4 81 Octyl alcohol 6.6 21.1

27 Chloroform 14.4 10.2 82 Pentachloroethane 10.9 17.3

28 Chlorosulfonic acid 11.2 18.1 83 Pentane 14.9 5.2

29 Chlorotoluene, ortho 13.0 13.3 84 Phenol 6.9 20.8
30 Chlorotoluene, meta 13.3 12.5 85 Phosphorus tribromide 13.8 16.7

31 Chlorotoluene para 13.3 12.5 86 Phosphorus trichloride 16.2 10.9

32 Cresol, meta 2.5 20.8 87 Propionic acid 12.8 13.8

33 Cycloh^^canol 2.9 24.3 88 Propyl alcohol 9.1 16.5

34 Dibromoethane 12.7 15.8 89 Proi>yl bromide 14.5 9.6
35 Dichloroethane 13.2 12.2 90 Propyl chloride 14.4 7.5
36 Dichloromethane 14.6 8.9 91 Propyl iodide 14.1 11.6

37 Diethyl oxalate 11.0 16.4 92 Sodium 16.4 13.9

38 Dimethyl oxalate 12.3 15.8 93 Sodium hydroxide, 50 % 3.2 25.8

39 Diphenyl 12.0 18.3 94 Stannic chloricle 13.5 12.8

40 Dipropyl oxalate 10.3 17.7 95 Sulphur dioxide 15.2 7.1

41 Ethyl acetate 13.7 9.1 96 Sulphuric acid, 110% 7.2 27.4

42 Ethyl alcohol, 100% 10.5 13.8 97 Sulphuric acid, 98% 7.0 24.8

43 Ethyl alcohol, 95% 9.8 14.3 98 Sulphuric acid, 60 'y 10.2 21.3

44 Ethyl alcohol, 40% 6.5 16.6 99 Sulphuryl chloride
|

15.2 12.4

45 1 Ethyl benzene 13.2 11.5 100 Tetrachloroethane 11.9 15.7

46 Ethyl bromide 14.5 8.1 101 Tetrachloroethyle.ne 14.2 12.7

47 Ethyl chloride 14.8 6.0 102 Titanium tetrachloride 14.4 12.3

48 Ethyl ether 14.5 5.3 103 Toluene 13.7 10.4

49 Ethyl formate 14.2 8.4 104 Trichloi octhylene 14.8 10.5

50 Ethyl iodide 14.7 10.3 105 Turpentine 11.5 14.9

51 Ethylene glycol 6.0 23.6 106 Vinyl acetate 14.0 8.8
52 Formic acid 10.7 15.8 107 Water 10.2 13.0

53 Freon- 1

1

14.4 9.0 108 Xylene, ortho 13.6 12.1

54 Freon-12 16.8 6.6 109 Xylene, meta 13.9 10.0

55 Freon-21 15.7 7.5 no Xylene, para 13.9 10.9

* From J. H. Perry, “ Chemical Engineers' Handbook,” p. 704, McOraw>Hill Book Ck>m-

paay, Ino., 1041.
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Tempera+ure
Deg.C. Deg.E

200-1-390

190

'80
:: 118

170 --340
-330

160 --320

150 -~300
”

- 280

‘30 - 260
120 -‘250

“240
no --230

-220
•00 -- ^\o

90
190

80
-“

170

70 ‘^0
-- 150

60 -- 140
- 130

50 120

Fia. 202.—Viac'ositioa

Viscosr^
Cen+ipoiscs

of li(iui<l8 ttt 1 atm. For coordinates, see Table XXII.
{Gencrcaux, pevEoiiol communication.)
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^^^.v,,co,.,Tmnrr.m .T- |-r

p /i » Wjcosify ot given temp, but crt low pressure^

‘ p s S+erttc pressure -r'

Pc • Critical pressure

. T » Absolute temperature
'

I- Tf Critical tempcrciture^absolute'
,

_ P ^ T

0.6 1.0 2.0 _4.0
Reduced Pressure, Pr =

-;^^
Pc

60 ao 10

Fio. 203.—Effect of pressure on viscosities of gases at several temperatures.
For steam, see Table XXIV. {Comings and Industrial and Engineering
Chemistry.)

Table XXIII.

—

Viscosities of Gases*
Coordinates for use with Fig. 204

No. Gas X Y
1

1

No.

j

Gas X Y

1 Acetic acid 7.7 14.3 29 Freon- 1 13 11.3 14.0

2 .\cetone 8.9 13.0 30 Helium 10.9 20.5
3 Acetylene 9.8 14.9 31 Hexane 8.0 11.8
4 Air 11.0 20.0 32 Hydrogen

j

11.2 12.4

5 Ammonia 8.4 16.0 33 3Hi -f IN* 11.2 17.2

6 Argon 10.5 22.4 34 Hydrogen bromide 8.8 20.9
7 Benzene 8.5 13.2 35 Hydrogen chloride 8.8 18.7
8 Bromine 8.9 19.2 36 Hydrogen cyanide 9.8 14.9
9 Butene 9.2 13.7 37 Hydrogen iodide 9.0 21.3

10 Butylene 8.9 13.0 38 Hydrogen sulphide 8.6 18.0

11 Carbon dioxide 9.5 18.7 39 Iodine 9.0 18.4

12 Carbon disulphide 8.0 16.0 40 Mercury 5 .

3

22.9
13 Carbon monoxide 11.0 20.0 41 Methane 9.9 15.5

14 Chlorine 9.0 18.4 42 Methyl alcohol 8.5 15.0

15 Chloroform 8.9 15.7 43 Nitric oxide 10.9 20.5

16 Cyanogen 9.2 15.2 44 Nitrogen 10.0 20.0
17 Cyclo.'.exane 9.2 12.0 45 Nitrosyl chlorirle 8.0 1 17.0

18 Ethane 9. 1 14.5 46 Nitrous oxiilu 8.8 19.0

19 Ethyl acetate 8.5 13.2 47 Oxygen 1 1.0 21.3

20 Ethyl alcohol 9.2 U.2 48 Pentane 7.0 12.8

21 Ethyl chloride 8.5 15.6 49 Propane 9.7 12.9
22 Ethyl ether 8.9 13.0 50 Propyl alcohol 8.4 13.4

23 Ethylene 9.5 15. 1 51 Propylene 9.0 13.8

24 Fluorine 7.3 23.8 52 Sulphur dioxide 9.6 17.0

25 Freon- 1

1

10.6 15.1 53 Toluene 8.0 12.4

26 Freon- 1

2

n . I 16.0 54 2. 3, 3-trimethylbutane 9.5 10.5
27 Freon-21 10.

S

15.3 55 Water 8.0 10.0
28 Frcon-22 10. I 17.0

1

56 Xenon 9.3 23.0

From J. H. Perry, "Chemical Etigmeers' Handbook," p. 700, McGraw-Hill Book Com*
pany, Inc., 1941
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Tempera'Kjre Vfscosily
Deg.C. Deg.F. Centipoises

0.1

0.09

0.08

0.07

0.06

0.05

0.04

0.03

0.02

0.01

0.009

0.008

0.007

0.006

0.005

Fig. 204.—Viscosities of Rtuses and vapors at 1 atmosphere; for coordinates, see

Table XXlll. ipcnereaux, personal communication.)
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Table XXIV.

—

Viscosity of Steam, Pounds per Hour per Foot
(Keenan and Keyes)

Absolute

pressure,

lb force

per sq in.

i

Saturated

vapor

1

32‘’F 200‘^F 400°F eoo^^F

1

800°F 1000°F 1200°F

0

500 0.0685

0.0212 0.030,0.0405
j

0.0505

0.0751

0.0601

0.0847

0.0695

0.094

0.0785

0.103

1000 0.0949 I 0.0975

0.118

0.107 0.116 0.125

1500 0.118
1

1

;

0.128 0.137 0.146

2000 0.138

0.157

i 1 0.146 0.155 0.165

2500 1 1
1

. .

1 1 0.162 0.172 0.181

3000 0.172 1

1

1
i

1

i
!0.176 0.186 0.195

3500
1

!

1
!

0.189 0. 198 0.208
1 i 1 1i

1

!

The values in the original reference*^- are reporteil in pouikIh force X seconds per square

foot and were multiplied by 32.2 X 3r>(M) to convert to the units shown above.

Table XXV.

—

Sets of Consistent Units fok Dimensionless

Reynolds X umber*

Diameter, D
j

Mass velocity

G - Up

1

1
Viscosity, DG/m

Feet Lb/(sec)(sq ft)
,
Lb /(sec) (ft) No units

Feet Lb/(hr)(sq ft) jLb/(hr)(ft) No units

Centimeters Gm/(scc)(sq cm) 1 Gm/(8ec)(cm) No units

Centimeters Gm/(hr)(sq cm)
1
Gm/(hr)(cm) No units

Meters Kg/(hr)(sq m) ’ Kg/(hr)(m) No units

See also Chap. IV, pp. 88 and 96.

In equations for film type condensation, and in other cases, the term

^ appears. The following table gives values of f, /z, a 1 /p, k\

and 0, expressed in units involving feet, pounds, hours, degrees Fahrenheit, and

Btu;
<l>

is expressed in Btu/(hr)(8q ft) (deg F).
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Table XXVI.

—

Some Properties op Liquid Water*

Deg F k y - l/p

32 4.33 0.325 0.01602 1440

40 3.73 0.329 0.01602 1610

50 3.17 0.334 0.01603 1810

60 2.71 0.339 0.01604 2040

70 2.36 0.344 0.01606 2280

80 2.08 0.348 0.01608 2480

90 1.85 0.353 0.01610 2740

100 1.66 0.358 0.01613 2960

110 1.49 0.363 0.01617 3260

120 1.36 0.368 0.01620 3500

130 1.24 0.372 0.01625 3760

140 1.14 0.377 0.01629 4020

150 1.04 0.382 0.01634 4290

160 0.970 0.387 0.01639 4570

170 0.900 0.392 0.01645 4860

180 0.840 0.396 0.01651 5120

190 0.786 0.401 0.01657 5440

200 0 738 0.406 0.01663 5700

210 0.695 0.411 0.01670 6000

220 0.654 0.416 0.01677 6310

230 0.618 0.420 0.01684 6510

240 0.585
j

0.425 0.01692 6870

250 0 . 555
j

0 430 0.01700 7200

260 0 . 528 0.435 0.01709 7400

270 0.504 0.440 0.01717 7710

280 0.482 0.444 0.01726 8060

290 0.463 0.449 0.01735 8390

300 0.448 0.454 0.01745 8620

310 0.434 0.459 0.01755 8880

320 0.421 0.464 0.01765 9090

* The values of k wore computed from the equation k «• 0.31 + 0.00048/, and the values of 9

and M were based on references 372 and 336, respectively’.

Note.—Recent measurements by Timrot and Vargaftik {J. Tech. Phys,

(U.S.S.R.) 10 , 1063 (1940)) show that k goes through a maximum.

I, deg. F 100 200 300 320 420 520 620

fc, sat. liq 0.363 0.393 0.395 0.394 0 376 0.340 0.275

200atm 0.404 0.403 0.388 0.353 0.290

Hence at 320® F., the new values of k and ^ are 15 per cent below those given

in Table XXVI.
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T«Tip.*F

250-

240-

230-

220 -

210 -

200-

190-

180-

170-

160-

150-

140-

130-

120
-

110
-

100-

90-

80-

70-

60-

50-

40-

30-

20
-

10
-

n-

Noi Liauid Ranoe*F

19 Acetic acid, 1605^ 50-140

14 Acetic acid, 50% 50-194

36 Acetone 14-176

.21 Ammonia, 26% 14-230

18 Amyl acetate 32-104

6 Amyl alcohol 86*212

7 Aniline 14-248

28 Benzene 32-194

25 Brine,CaCl2.25y. -4-176

20 Brine NaCI.25% -4-122

9 Butyl alcohol 14 -230

41 Carbon Disulphide 14-212

29 Carbon Tetrachloride 52-176

25 Chlorobenzene 32-194

33 Chloroform 32-176

32 Ethyl acetate 32-140

17 Ethyl alcohol, 100% 14-212

16 Ethyl alcohol, 95% 50-158

12 Ethyl alcohol, 50% 50-176

40 Ethyl bromide 14-104

37 Ethyl ether 14-158

39 Ethyl iodide 14-176

1 Ethylene glycol 32-122

8 Glycerol, 50% 32-158

31 Heptane 14-140

34 Hexane 68-140

22 Hydrochloric Acid, 30 % 50-176

5 Isoamyl alcohol 50-230

10 Isopropyl alcohol 32-212

21 Methyl alcohol, ICO % 14-176

!5 Methyl alcohol, 40% I4'!76

15 Nitrobenzene 68-212

35 Octone 14-122

38 Pentane 14-122

11 Propyl alcohol 86-176

2 Sulphuric acid, 111% 68-176

3 Sulphuric acid, 98% 50-194

4 Sulphuric acid, 60% 50-212

30 Toluene 14-230

24 Water 50-212

26 Xylene 14-122

Fig. 205.— Prandtl numbors cyi/k for liquids. {('hUton, Colburn, and Vernon,

hosed mainly on data from IrUernalional Critical Tables.) Note.—^To obtain cy/k

at a specified temperature for a given licpiid, as usual a straight lino is drawn from

the specified temperature through the numbered poinr for the liciuid to tlie cy/k-

scale; to obtain cy/k raised to one of the three fractional powers shown, a horizordal

alignment is made from the c/i/^-scale.
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Table XXVIA.—Phandtl Numbebs Cpii/k for Gases and Vapors at 1 Atm
AND 212°F

Cpfl

k (tr
Air, carbon monoxide, hydrogen, nitrogen,

oxygen 0.74 0.915 0.899 0.818

Ammonia 0.78 0.928 0.905 0.848

Carbon dioxide, sulphur dioxide 0.80
'

0 . 935 0.914 0.862

Kthylene 0.83 0.947 0.928 0.883

Hydrogen sulphide 0.77 0.925 0.900 0.840

Methane 0.79 0.932 0.909 0.855

Steam (low pressure) 0.78 0.928 0.905 0.848

Notk.—The effects of temperature and pressure are uncertain, and for the present it is

recommended that Cpti/k for gases he taken as independent of temperature and pressure, except

near the critical region. Heat-transfer data for natural convection to gases at high pr€M«surea

indicate that Cpti/k is independent of pressure (p. 243).

Fia. 206.—Surface tension of liquids vs. temperature. {Based mainly on data from
International Critical TMes.)



Table

XXVII.

—

Standard

Dimensions

for

Standard-weight

Wrought-iron

Pipe

(Crane

Company)
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Table XXVIII.—Standard Condenser-tube Data*

Outside

diameter,

in.

Size

num-
ber,

B-WG

Weight
per ft,

Ibf

Thick-

ness,

in.

Inside

diam-
eter,

in.

Surface, sq ft

per ft

of length

r

Inside

sec-

tional

area,

sq in

Ve-

locity,

ft/sec

for 1

U. S.

gal/

min

Capacity at

1 ft/sec

velocity

Out-
side

In-

side

U. S.

gal/

min

Lb
water/

hr

H 12 0.493 0.109 0.282 0.1309 0.0748 0.0624 5.142 0.1945 97.25
14 0.403 0.083 0.334 0.1309 0.0874 0.0876 3.662 0.2730 136.5

16 0.329 0.065 0.370 0.1309 0.0969 0.1076 2.981 0.3352 167.5

18 0.258 0.049 0.402 0.1309 0.1052 0.1269 2.530 0.39.52 197.6

20 0.190 0.035 0.430 0.1309 0.1125 0.1452 2.209 0.4528 226.4

12 0.656 0.109 0.407 0.1636 0.1066 0.1301 2.468 0.4053 202.7
0.526 0.083 0.4.59

I

0.1636 0.1202 0.1655 1.939 0.5157 258.9

16 0.424 0.005 0.495 0. 16.36 0.1296 0.1925 1.667 0.5999 300.0

18 0.329 0.049 0.527 0.1636 0.1380 0.2181 1.472 0.6793 339.7
20 0.241 0.035 0.5.55 0.1636 0.1453 0.2420 1.326 0.7542 377.1

10 0.962 0.134 0.482 0.1963 0.1262 0.1825 1.758 0..5688 284.4

12 0.812 0.109 0.532 0.1963 0.1393 0.2223 1.442 0.6935 346.8

14 0.644 0.083 0.584 0.1963 0.1528 0.2678 1.198 0.8347 417.4

16 0.518 0.005 0.620 0. 1963 0.1613 0.3019 1.063 0.9407 470.4
18 0.400 0.049

]

0 . 6,52 0. 1963 0.1706 0 . 3339 0.9611 1.041 520.5

10 1.16 0.134 0.607 0.2291 0.1589 0 . 2893 1.108 0.9025 451.3

12 0.992 0.109 0.6.57 0.2291 0.1720 0.3.390 0.9465 1.057 528.5
14 0.760 0.083 0.70<1 0.2291 0. 1856 0.3949 0.8126 1.230 615.0
16 0.613 0.065 0.745 0.2291 0.1951 0 . 4360 0.7360 1.358 679.0

18 0.472 0.049 0.777 0.2291 0.2034 0.4740 0.6770 1.477 738.5

10 1.35 0.134 0.732 0.2618 0.1916 0.4208 0.7626 1.311 655.5

12 1 .14 0. 109 0.782 0.2018 0.2048 0.4803 0.6681 1.497 748.5

14 0.887 0.083 0.831 0.2618 0.2183 0.5463 0.5874 1 . 702 851 .0

16 0.708 0.065 0.870 0.2618 0.2277 t).5945 0.5398 1.852 926 .

0

18 0.535 0.049 0,902 0.2618 0.2361 0.6390 0.5022 1.991 995 .

5

10 1.74 0.134 0,982 0.3271 0.2572 0.7575 0.42,36 2.362 1181

12 1.45 0.109 1,032 0.3271 0.2701 0.8369 0.3834 2.608 1304

14 1.13 0.083 1,084 0.3271 0.2839 0.9229 0.3477 2.877 1439

16 0.898 0.065 1.120 0.3271 0.2932 0.9852 0.3257 3.070 1535

18 0.675 0.049 1.152 0.3271 0.3015 1.043 0.3075 3.253 1627

IH 10 2.12 0.134 1.232 0.3925 0.3227 1.193 0.2688 3.720 1860

12 1.76 0.109 1 .282 0.3925 0.3355 1.292 0.2482 4.030 2015

14 1.36 0.083 1.334 0,3925 0.3491 1.398 0.2292 4.362 2181

16 1.09 0.065 1.370 0.3925 0.3585 1.473 0.2180 4.587 2294

2 10 2.94 0.134 1.732 0.6233 0.4534 2.355 0.1362 7.342 3671

12 2.40 0.109 1.782 0.6233 0.4665 2.494 0.1287 7.770 3885

14 1.85 0.083 1.834 0.6233 0.4803 2.643 0.1213 8.244 4122
16 1.47 0.065 1.870 0.5233 0.4896 2.747 0.1168 8.562 4281

* Prepared by T. B. Drew.

t In braes, specific gravity 8.56; specific gravity of steel 7.8.
V
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SUBJECT INDEX

Bold-faced type is used to indicate the pages containing the more important

equations or relations for heat transfer.

A

Absolute temperature, definition, 47

Absorption strength of luminous

flames, 74-76

Absorptivity, definition, 48

Acetone, 168, 169, 181, 275, 307

Acoustic velocity, 19, 120

Aerofoil, 236

Air, conditioning of, 285-292

over finned tubes, 234-235

free convection, 237-250

friction (see Friction)

gaps, 24

normal to banks, 226-230

nonnal to single cylinder, 221

in pipes, recommended equation

for, 174

over plates, 206

specific heat of, 406

in steam, effect of, 283-285

(See also Gas, Gases)

Alcohol, butyl, 168, 169, 181, 263, 275,

307, 310, 311, 315, 316

ethyl, 263, 275, 307, 310, 315

methyl, 263, 310, 312, 315

pentyl, 275

propyl, 263, 275, 307, 310, 315

Algae, prevention of growth of, 279

Alloys, thermal conductivities of, 380-

381

Aluminum foil, 9

Ammonia, condensation of, 271-274

radiation from, 72

Analogies, between conduction of

electricity and heat, 43

between heat transfer and friction,

162-164

Aniline, free-convection data for, 243

Annealing furnace, 85

Annular spaces, friction in, 123-124

heat transfer in, 206-202

hydraulic radius of, 200

radiation in, 59, 200-201

Aqueous solutions, calcium sulphate,

318

gelatin, 323

glycerine, 309, 311

molasses, 311, 323

sodium chloride, 309, 311, 318

sodium hydroxide, 323

sodium sulphate, 309, 311, 318

sugar, 309, 312, 317, 326

sulphite liquor, 331

Area, Areas, arithmetic mean, 12

average, for hollow cylinder, 11-12,

344

for hollow parallelepiped, 13-15

for hollow sphere, 13

for radiation, 59-60

geometric mean, 13

of heating surface, 134-137

logarithmic mean, 12, 344

for pipes, tubes, 417, 418

Asphalt, heating of, 191

Average temperature, of fluids, 133-

144, 183

of gas, 70, 127

Average temperature difference, 141-

149, 188, 261, 356

B

Baffles, 230, 346-354, 367
Bar fins, 231-236

Bare pipes, heat loss from, 245-247

449
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Beam lengthy 69

Benzene, 168, 169, 181, 263, 275, 283,

312, 315, 330

Benzyl mercaptan, 276

Bernoulli's theorem, 116-131

Billet reheating furnace, 80

Biot number, 95

Bituminous coal, 81

Black body, 49

Blast-furnace stoves, 49, 175

Boiler furnace, 81-84

Boilers, gases in {see Gas, Gases)

Boiling liquids (see Evaporation)

Boltzmann, 49

Boundary layer, 101-111, 158-164

Buffer layer, 101, 109, 158

Building materials, thermal con-

ductivities of, 382-388

C

Carbon dioxide, 65, 72, 82, 165, 171,

174, 243

Carbon tetrachloride, 243, 263, 308,

311, 315

Carborundum muffle, 61-62

Caustic soda solutions, evaporation

of water from, 323

Cellular motion, 240

Centigrade heat unit, 379

Centipoise, 407

Chlorbenzene, 283

Chlorination of cooling water, 279

Chromium alloys, thermal conduc-

tivities of, 381

Cleaning heating surface, 279, 317,

350

Clouds of particles, radiation from,

73

Coal, powdered, 73, 77

Coal gas, h for, 165, 171

Coefficient of heat transfer, calcula-

tion of, 24, 136, 176, 191, 296

individual, definition, 135

over-all, definition, 134

Coils (see Curved pipe)

Coils in liquids, 249

Coke deposits, 139-140, 197

Colloidal particles, 101, 215

Color band, 101, 122

Color screens, in radiation, 74

Combustion chamber, radiation in, 77

Condensation, dropwise, 255, 275^279

film forming, 255-282

data for, 263-290

dimensional analysis in, 95, 260

outside horizontal tube, equa-

tion for, 261-262

nomenclature for, 256

recommended curves for, 268

theory of, 259

on vertical wall, 259-261

chart for, 269

graphical analysis of U for, 271, 275

mechanism of, 255, 275

of mixed vapors, 280

number, 95

over-all resistances plotted, 275

in presence of gas, 285-292

scale coefficients for, 138, 274

Condenser tubing, standard dimen-

sions of, 417

Condensers, surface, calculation of

U for, 136

cleaning of, 279

scale coefficient in, 138, 274

steam-side coefficient in, 268

water-side coefficient in, 184
,
273

Conditioning of air, 283-292

Conductance, definition, 25

Conduction, 5-44, 343-346

definition, 1

Fourier equation for, 7

periodic, 43

steady, definition, 7

effect of ribs in, 16-17

examples, 10, 23

through flat walls, 10

in fluids, 18-22

graphical method for, 16

through hollow cylinder, 11, 22,

343

nomenclature for, 5

through nonhomogeneous ma-
terial, 8

through pipe covering, 11, 343

through porous materials, 8

problems in, 26-26
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Conduction, steady, resistance concept

of, 22-24

in solids, 8-18, 22-26, 343

temperature gradient for, 7-22

three dimensional, 18

unsteady, 27-44

approximate method for, 39

in brick-shaped solid, 38

in cube, 37

in cylinder, 36, 37
definition, 7

dimensionless ratios in, 31-38

examples, 34, 40, 41

mid-plane, definition, 32

nomenclature table for, 31

problems in, 44

Schmidt method, 30-43

in semi-infinite solid, 37

in slab, 32-35

in sphere, 36

in square bar, 37

theory of, 28-30

Conductivity, thermal (see Thermal

conductivity)

Conservation, of energy, 111-116

of matter, 111

Consistent units, 5, 31, 46, 88, 91, 96,

112, 151, 156, 218, 256, 294, 341

Contact resistance, 24

Continuity, equation of. 111

Contract jn loss, 122, 360

Convection, definition, 1

Conversion factors, for coefficient of

heat transfer, 392

for Reynolds number. 88

for thermal conductivity, 379

for viscosity, 407

(Pooling towers, 286-292

Core, resistaiTce of, 163

Cosine law, 52-54

Costs, 132, 344, 351, 352, 365, 371-374

Countercurrent, 141

(/ritical radiiis, 345-346

Critical Af, 3l5

Critical velocity, 101

Cross-flow heat exchanger, 147

Curved pipe, friction in, 122

heat transfer in, 177, 184

Curvilinear s<i\iare, 17

D

Dehumidification, 283-285

Design of exchangers, 346-374

Diameter, equivalent, 119, 124, 197
,

200, 203, 234-237

Diameters of pipes and tubes, table of,

416, 417

Diathermanous, 9

Dichlorodifluoromethane, 274

Dichloromethane, 274

Diffusion of vapor through gas, 280-

290

Diffusivity, thermal, 30

of vapors through gas, 256, 258

Dimensional analysis, 87-98

in fluid djmamics, 87-90

in heat transfer, 90-95, 164-415

limitations of, 95

nomenclature for, 88, 91, 95

pi theorem in, 89

problems in, 97-98

theory of models, 95

Dimensional constant, 88

DimensionUiss groups, ratios, 95

Diphenyl, condensation of, 263

Diphenyl oxide, heating of, 193, 263

Direct contact of liquid and gas, 283

Dirt deposits, 138, 175, 273, 279, 316

Double pipe condenser, 271

Drip coolers, 202-206

Drip type condenser, 271

Dropwise condensation, promoters for,

256, 275-278, 323, 331

Ducts, friction in, 123

heat transfer in, 197-200

Dynamics of fluids, 99-132

E

Economic frequency of cleaning con-

densers and evaporators, 279, 318

Economic temperature difference in

exchangers, 144, 370-373

Economic thickness of insulation, 344

Economic velocity in exchangers,

141, 363-370

Eddy viscosity, 163

Effective thickness, of fluid film, 222
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Emissivity, definition, 49

discussion of, 49-51

tables of, 393-396

Enameled apparatus, 250, 334

Energy balance, 111-116

Enlargement loss, 121, 128, 360

Enthalpy, definition, 114

table for steam, 397

Enthalpy potential, 285-292

Entropy, of steam and water, 397

Equivalent diameter, 123, 197-203,

237

Ethyl acetate, 298, 315

Ethyl alcohol, 263, 275, 307-315

Ethyl ether, 275

Evaporation, of boiling liquids, 294-

339

apparent coefficient of, 296, 322

in basket type evaporator, 326

effect, of air adsorbed on heating

surface, 301

of arrangement, 313

of diameter, 314

of hydrostatic head, 327

of physical properties, 311-313

of roughness, 299

of scale, 316-319

of solute, 311

of stirring, 313

of surface tension at interface,

301-304, 325

of temperature in, 308-311

of temperature difference, 319,

333

energy balance for, 1 1

5

over horizontal tubes, 295-321

individual coefficients of, 296-

337

inside tubes, 321-334

mechanism in, 295-303, 321

photographs, 298, 301, 302

optimum cleaning cycle, 318

over-all coefficients of, 314-319,

323, 326-337

recommended procedure for,

334

superheated liquids in, 299

temperature gradient in liquids

in tubes, 321-334

Evaporation, of liquid into noncoil*^

densable gas, 285-292

Extended heating surfaces, 231-286

F

Factor of safety, 177, 357

Fanning equation, 118-121

Fictive viscosity, 162

Film, resistance of, 163

Film coefficient (see name of fluid)

Film concept, 101-111, 134-141

Film temperature, 167, 218, 257, 271

Film type coolers, 202-205

Finned surfaces, 231-236 , 290

Fittings, resistance of, 121

Hames (see Radiation)

Flow of fluids, 99-132

Bernoulli’s theorem, 116, 127

examples, 129-132

dimensional analysis applied to,

87-90

mechanisms of, 99-111

streamline, 99-101

turbulent, 101-111

pressure changes due to friction,

116-132

Reynolds’ criterion of, 99-131

velocity distribution in, 100-111

(See also Friction)

Flue gas, cooling of, 173

Forced convection, definition, 1

(See also Gases; Liquids; name
of fluid or of apparatus)

Fouling factors, 137, 175, 197, 273, 316
Fourier equation, 6

Fourier number, 95

Fourier series, 30

Free convection, 170, 185, 189-191,

197, 237-261

definition, 1

from horizontal cylinder, 241

calculations for, 245

data for, 243

recommended procedure for, 244
inside horizontal pipes, 185-186

mechanisms of, 211, 237

photographs, 211, 238

from planes, 240, 248
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Free convection, simplified relations

for, 240-241

simultaneous radiation loss in, 240,

246

calculations, 247

temperature distribution in, 213,

237-240

inside tubes, 170, 185, 191

velocity distribution in, 238

from vertical cylinders, 241

from wires, 243

Freezing of fruit juices, 43

Friction, analogy to heat transfer,

162-164

in annular sections, 123-124

contraction loss, 128-131

in curved pipes, 122-123

definition, 116

enlargement loss, 128-131

for fluid flow, 11(^131

in packed tubes, 124-125

in rectangular sections, 123, 198

in straight pipes, 118

effect of heat transmission on,

120, 120-131

across tube banks, 126, 358

Friction factors, 117-131, 358

Fromm waffle plate, 106

Froude number, 101

Furnace design, 77-84

example, 82

Fused salts, 196

G

Gas, Gases, in annular spaces, 123, 200

effect of temperature on Cp/u/A', 415

table of data for, 169

free convection, 170, 185, 191, 240

liquefied, specific heat of, 402

over plane surfaces, 205-207

radiation from, 64-73

specific heat of, 406

temperature of, errors due to radi-

ation, 223-225

thermal conductivity of, 391-392

viscosity vs. temperature of, 410

(lases outside banks of tubes, data

for, 227

recommended relation for, 229

Gases outside banks of tubes, forced

convection, 226-230

Gases outside single tubes, forced con-

vection, data, 219

dimensional analysis, 217

mechanism, 211-217

nomenclature, 218

recommended relation for, 220-223

approximate equations for, 223
simultaneous radiation, 217, 223-

225

Gases in tubes, heating and cooling of

168-179

approximate relations for (charts),

174:-176

calculations for, 176, 177

in coils, 177

condensation of {see Condensa-

tion)

effect, of diameter, 166

of dust, 175

of length, 172

of mass velocity, 165

of temperature, 173

in packed tubes, 178

recommended equation for, 168

simplified equation for diatomic,

174

for superheated steam, 172

summarj" of data for, 169

transitional velocity for, 170

vs. Prandtl equation, 171

vs. Reynolds equation, 171

Gelatin solutions, 323

Geometric mean area, 13

Ge<3mctrical factors, 10-18, 57

Glycerine, free-convection data for,

243

heating of, 190

solutions, boiling of, 309, 311

Graetz number, 95, 188

Grashof number, 95, 170, 191, 197, 242

Gurney-Iiurie charts, 32-37

H

h, individual coefficient of heat trans-

fer, definition, 135, 137
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Heat, mechanical equivalent of, 114

total (see Enthalpy)

Heat capacity, 399-406

Heat content {see Enthalpy)

Heat economizers, 141

Heat loss, bare pipe, coefficient for,

247

Heat meter, 24

Heat regenerators, 43

Heat transfer, analogy to fluid fric-

tion, 162-164

coefficient of, individual definition,

135

over-all, definition, 134

range of, 4, 251

effect on fluid friction, 120-121

Heating and cooling, recommended
equations for, 164, 210

Heptane, 315

Hexane, 275

Hot-wire anemometer, 102, 243

Humidification, 292

Hydraulic radius, 119, 124, 197, 200,

203

Hydrocal, 43

Hydrocarbon oils Oils).

Hydrogen, 169, 171, 197, 243, 246

I

Ice formation, 43, 85

Illuminating gas, heating of, 165

Insulating materials, thermal con-

ductivity of, 382-388

Insulation, heat loss decreased by, 12

heat loss increased by, 345

Intensity of radiation, definition, 53

Interference fringes, 213

Iron pipe, dimensions of, 416

J

Jacketed vessels, 260

K

Karman analogy, 163-164

Kerosene, 168, 169, 181, 194, 310, 311

Kinematic viscosity, 113

Kinetic energy, discussion of, 114

Kirchhoff’s law, 48

L

Laminar flow film, 101, 164

Laminar motion, 99, 186

Intent heat of vaporization, of liquids,

398

of water, 397

Linseed oil, 195

Liquids, heating and cooling of,

forced convection, annular

spaces, 201

baffled exchangers, 230

drip coolers, 202-205

normal to single tubes, 226

plates, 206

in tubes, streamline flow, 190

turbulent flow, 168, 195- 197

free convection, 241-251

(See also Oils; Water)

latent heat of vaporization of, 398

specific heat of, 400-405

thermal conductivity of, 389-390

viscosity vs. temperature of, 408

Ijogarithmic mean ares, 12

logarithmic mean temperature differ-

ence, 142, 356

Luminous flames, radiation from, 73-

77

Lungstroin preheater, 43

M

Mass transmission coefficient, 284-292

Mass velocity, definition. 111, 166,

226

Material balance, 1 1

1

Mean mixing length, 162

Mean temperature, 144, 271

Mean temperature difference, 141-149

Mechanical equivalent of heat, 114

Mercury, 197, 304

Metals, thermal conductivity of, 380-

381

Meter, heat, 24

Methyl alcohol, 263, 310-315

Midplane, definition, 32

Mineral oils (see Oils)
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Models, theory of, 96

Molasses, 311, 323

Motion, cellular, 240

streamline vs. turbulent, 99

Muffle furnace, example, 61

Multipass heat exchanger, 146, 348

N

Naphtha, 263

Natural convectioi:u^(«e6 Free convec-

tion)

Natural gas, 82

Newton^s law, of cooling, 3, 135

of motion, 88

Nitrogen, 243

Nomenclature, for boiling, 294

for condensing, 256

for convection, 151

for design, 341

for dimensional analysis, 88, 91

for fluid dynamics, 112

for heat transfer, inside tubes, 156

outside tubes, 218

for radiation, 46

for steady conduction, 5

for unsteady conduction, 31

Nonluminous gases, radiation due to,

64-73

Nonuniformity, in temperature dis-

tribution, 150

in velocity distribution, 160

Nusselt number, 95

O

Octane, 275

Octyl thiocyanate, 323, 331

Oil, mineral, thermal conductivity of,

389-390

Oil heater, calculation of pressure

drop, 129

Oils, free convection for, 243, 250

in tubes, heating and cooling of,

streamline flow, 190

determination of specific heat,

189

distortion of streamlines, 186

Oraetz number^ 95^ 188

Oils, in tubes, mechanism, 186

recommended relation, for heat-

ing, 190

for streamline flow, 190

summary data, 193-195

theory, 187-188

for transition region, 196

turbulent flow, 192-197

effect of length, 190, 196

fouling of tubes, 138, 197

nomenclature table, 156

recommended relation for, 195

Oleic acid, 276, 278, 323

Olive oil, free-convection data for,

243

Optimum amount of coolant, 370

Optimum frequency of cleaning con-

denser and evaporator, 279, 318

Optimum temperature difference in

exchangers, 141, 370-374

Optimum thickness of insulation, 12,

344

Optimum velocities in exchangers,

139, 363-370

Over-all coefficient, definition, 134,

136

graphical analysis of, 271

ordinary ranges of, 251

tables of, 249, 250

Oxide films, 22, 45

Oxygen, free-convection data for, 246

P

Packed tubes, friction in, 124-125

heat transfer in, 178

Parallel plates, fluid friction, 124

Peclet number, 95

vs. Reynolds number, 172

Pentane, 275

Perfect gas law% 115

Periodic conduction, 43

Petroleum oils {see Oils)

Photographs, of boiling, 298, 301, 302,

329

of condensation, 255

of finned tubes, 231-233

of flow, across tubes, 21l-215| 328

over plates, 107
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Photographs, of scale deposits, 139,

* 140

Pi theorem, 89

Pipe, banks of, 126, 230

dimensions of, 416

friction in, 118

photographs of, 215

Pipe stills, 80

Pitot tube, 103

Planck equation, 60

PoiseuiUe*s law, 90, 120

Powdered coal, radiation from, 76

Prandtl analogy, 163, 169, 171

Prandtl number, 21, 95

Pressure, effect, upon free convection,

242, 243

upon transitional velocity, 170

ui>on viscosity, 120

Pulverized coal flame, radiation from,

76

R

Radiation, of heat, 45-86

absorptivity for, 48

black body, 49

coefficient of heat transfer

(chart), 63

constant, 49

cosine law, 52-54

definition, 4
emissivity for, 49, 393

errors in pyrometry, due to, 223-

225

geometrical factors, 55

intensity of, definition, 53

Planck equation, 50

plus convection, coefficients for

pipes, 247

problems, 84-85

reflectivity for, 49

simplified equation for, 63, 224

Stefan-Boltzmann equation for,

49

total emissive power of, 48

total hemispherical intensity of^

48

vs. convection, 45

to wall tubeSi 68-62

Radiation, from luminous flames, 73-

77

absorption strength, 76-76

methods of attack, 73

powdered coal, 73, 76-77

through nonabsorbing media, 51-64

between adjacent rectangles, 56

between disks, 57

examples, 60-62

between planes, 57

recommended equation, 15

from nonluminous gases, 64-73

ammonia, 72

average temperature of gas. 70

example, 72-73

carbon dioxide, 65

carbon monoxide, 72

flue gas, 64-73

example, 72-73

sulphur dioxide, 71-72

water vapor, 66-68

Raschig rings, 290

Recovery of waste heat, 43, 141

Reflectivity, definition, 49

Refrigerants, 271-275, 307-315

Regenerators, 43-44

Reheating furnace, 80

Resistance, thermal, contact, 24
graphi(*al analysis of, 271-275

individual, definition, 23, 137

over-all, definition, 137

total, definition, 23

Resistances, in parallel, 25

in series, 22-24

example, 23

Reynolds analogy, 162, 171

Reynolds number, 95, 96, 99

critical value, 101, 118, 193

Ribs, conduction in, 16

Ripples, 261

Roofs, conduction through, 43

Roughness, 90, 107, 120, 175

Rubber, heating of, 34-35, 43

S

Safety, factor of, 164, 177, 210, 36?

Saturation pressure of water, 397
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Scale deposits, 137-139, 197, 273-275.

316-319

removing, 140, 279, 318

Schlieren photograph, 111

Schmidt method, 39-43

Schmidt number, 95

Shadow photograph, 212

Shape factors, for steady conduction,

11-18

Shell-and-tube condensers, 272

Shell-and-tube exchangers, 230, 346

data, 227-229

mean-temperature difference, 141-

149

recommended procedure, 230, 367

Similarity, principle of {sec Dimen-
sional analysis)

Simplified equation for radiation, 62-

64, 224

Slag on boiler tubes, 138-139

Sodium chloride solution, evaporation

of water from, 309, 311, 318

Sodium sulphate solution, evaporation

of water from, 309, 311, 318

Solids, specific heat of, 399

thermal conductivity of, 380-388

Sonic velocity, 19, 120

Specific heat^ 115, 399-406

of gases, 406

of liquefied gases, 402

of li(piids, 400-401

of solids, 399

Spheres, forced convection with, 237

Spray ponds, 290

Stanton number, 95

Steady state, definition, 7

Steam, condensation of, 254-280

superheated, cooling of, 172, 208

Steam boilers, 81-84

Steam table, 397

Steaming of wood, 27, 43

Steel pipe, dimensions of, 416

Stefan-Boltzmann ecpiation, 49

Stethoscope, 101

Stoves, blast furnace, 43

Stratification, 160

Streamline flow, 100, 186

Streamline shapes, 236

Subcooling;, 270

Submerged conductors, 15

Sucrose solution, evaporation of water

from, 309, 312, 326

Sugar solution, evaporation of water

from, 311, 323, 326

Sulphite liquor, evaporation of water

from, 331

Sulphur dioxide, radiation due to, 71-

72

Superheat in vapors, removal of, 279

Superheated steam, condensing of, 279

cooling of, 172

Surface condensers, 254-283

Surface temperature, measurement of,

149, 264

Surface tension, 93, 301, 303, 325

Sutherland constant, 21

T

Tables, nomenclature {see Nomen-
clature)

of beam lengths, 69

of consistent units for Reynolds

number, 412

of conversion factors, for h and
392

for Reynolds number, 88

for thermal conductivity, 379

for viscosity, 407

of emissivitics, 393-396

of enthalpy of steam, 397

of latent heats of vaporization, 398
of over-all coefficients, 249-251

of pipe dimensions, 416

of ratio Cpn/k for gases, 415

of specific heats, 399-406

of surface tensions, 415

of thermal conductivities, 380-392

of tube dimensions, 417

of vapor pressure of water, 397

of viscosities, 407-412

Temperature, mean value in gas radia-

tion calculations, 70

Temperature difference, mean, 141-

149

Temperature distribution, in moving
fluids, 158-161, 186, 211-213,

238-239

in solids {see Conduction)
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Temperature stresses in tubes, 152

Thawing fruit juices, 43

Theory of models, 95

Thermal conductivity, 4-44, 380-392

of alloys, 380-381

average temperature for, 10

of building and insulating mate-

rials, 382-388

conversion of units for, 379

effect, of density, 8-9

of porosity, 9

of temperature, 8

of gases, 20-22, 391-392

of liquids, 18-20, 389-390

empirical equation for, 20

of solids, 8-9

temperature coefficient of, 9

units, 7

Thermal diffusivity, 30

of wood, 43

Thermocouples, 149-152

disturbance due to, 107

error due to radiation, 223-225

traveling, 150, 321

Toluene, 243, 263, 275, 283, 312

Total emissive power, definition, 48

Total heat of steam and water, 397

Total hemispherical intensity, defini-

tion, 48

Towers, heat transfer to gases in, 178

packed, friction in, 125

Transition region, 192-197

Transitional velocity, definition, 170

effect of pressure upon, 170

Trichloro-ethylene, 263, 283

Tubes, dimensions of, 417

temperature stresses in, 152

{See also Pipe)

Turbulent motion, 99, 193

Turpentine, 263

U

Uj over-all coefficient of heat trans-

fer, definition, 134, 136

Units, consistent, 5, 31, 46, 88, 97,

112, 151, 156, 218, 256, 294, 341

conversion of, for coefficient of heat

transfer, 392

Units, conversion of, for thermal con-

ductivity, 379

for viscosity, 407

Unsteady conduction {see Conduc-

tion, unsteady)

Unsteady state, definition 7, 27

V

Vacuum, evaporation under, 309

Valves, resistance of, 121

Vapor-diffusion theory, 283-292

V^ipor pressure, of water, 397

Vaporization, due to boiling {see

Evaporation)

latent heat of, 398

Vapors, condensation of mixed, 280

desuperheating of, with condensa-

tion, 279

without condensation, 172, 279

Velocity, effect upon heat transfer,

139, 154-251

mass, weight, definition. 111, 166

maximum, 100, 158-161

vs. average, 106

optimum, 139, 363-370

Velocity distribution, isothermal, over

rough surfaces, 106-108

in smooth pipes, 104

nonisothermal, 158-161, 186, 211-

215, 238

Viscosity, conversion fac^tor for, 407

defined, 120

eddy, 162-163

effect of pressure on, 120

fictive, 162

of gases vs. temperature (chart), 41

1

of liquids vs. temperature (chart),

409

units, 407

of water, 407

Viscous motion {see Streamline flow)

W

Waste-heat recovery, 373

Water, chlorination of, 279

enthalpy of, 397

entropy of, 397
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Water, evaporation of, 296-337

into air, 286-292

heating and cooling of, forced

convection, annular spaces,

201-202

baffled exchangers, 230

drip coolers, 202-205

normal to single tubes, 226

plates, 207, 248

in tubes (see Water in pipes)

free convection, 242-251

{See also Liquids)

latent heat of vaporization, 398

optimum amount of, 370

specific volume of liquid, 397

of vapor, 397

thermal conductivity of, 389

vapor pressure of, 397

viscosity vs. temperature, 407

Water in pipes, cleaning of tubes, 274,

279

heating and cooling of, 179-186, 191

Water in pipes, heating and cooling of,

in coils, 184

effect, of diameter, 166, 184

of length, 179, 180

of temperature, 184

flow in films, 202-205

at low velocities, 185, 191

nomenclature table for, 156

recommended equation for, 168

scale deposits, 138

simplified equation for, 183-184

use of chlorine in, 279

in vertical pipes, 185, 191

Water vapor, radiation due to, 66

saturated temperature of, 397

Wood, steaming of, 27, 43

Wrought-iron pipe, table of dimen-

sions, 416

• Y

Varyan evaporator, 330-332






